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Now l've worked on a £arm (didn't do me no harm
But I never could save up a dime),
I slaved like a horse just using brute force,
For pleasures I never had timc;
It was early to bed (when the stock was ail fed)
Then you'd gct up at cold o£ the dawn,
Not once did I shirk in the rounds of my work
But onc day my pep was ail gonc.
So I moved into town and I "clerked" ail around
But the little I made was soon spent,
Yet I kept at it for there was nothing much more
I could do that would pay me a cent.
I worked as a clerk, and I worked like a Turk,
But I couldn't get nowheres at ail;
Three ycars passed on by—my expenses were high——
So I shifted my job in the fall.
Yes, I hired out one day for a little more pay
At some laboring work on a road.
I would sweat in the sun (if it rained—got no mon)
And "dig, dig!" was ail that I knowed.
The gang boss would corne and bully me dumb,
He bosscd us around like a brute,
Well, I stood it a ycar fill onc day I went "queer"
And busted him one on his snoot.
That hnished me there (so with pockcts still barc)
I worked in an auto garage,
I tinkered away (at about the samc pay)
A-giving them cars a "massage";
No, I didn't know beans about them there machines
And it took me just three years to learn.
And even by then I was scarce of iron men
So my hands to a new job l'd turn.
This time I got stuck on a job with a truck—
(For driving took almost no brains.)
The wages was fait—but no moncy to sparc—
So I left it to work on the trains.
Then I drifted from there to a factory whero
I piddled around for a spcll,
I tried out my hand at ail jobs in the land,
And now that l've donc it—aw, H
1
A man's got to train got to train his old brain
In onc trade and follow it thru,
l've tried every one and while it was fun,
l'm busted and you will be, too.
Yes, you will be broke not a cent in your poke
Unless you gct trained for a trade,
Gct trained by the best, then you'll pass ail the resf
And roost where the Big Dough is made.
Why, there's thousands like me. just as broke as can be,
Who do ail the work—for small pay.
It's so easy to drift—take a job—makc a shift—
But you'll never get nowheres that way:
I wish l'd the job that keeps busy friend Bob,
My pal of the days long ago.
Hc's making his pile and he's living in style,
I had the samc chance—that I know.
^UAt
a a Coync Schoolchance,
whenad.wc happened fo glance
Electrical
Hc ^said "That sure looks good. Gcc whiz, if I could
l'd go there and be mighty glad."
Well, I laughed and I said"That there ad you just read
Is the bunk"—but hc wouldn't agree—
He wrotc to the man and he sized up his plan
And he said "That's the training for MB."
Bob was busted and so thîngs moved along slow
He wanted to go, but was flat,
So he borrowed and went—fînished—paid what was lent
And now look where Bobby is atl
He's got his own shop—while me, l'm a flop,
I never was trained—that's just why,
So take it from me, learn a trade and you'll b©
A-sittin' on top of the skyl
CopurtOht I9t7 Bv B. C. Lewi»
(Note: This rhymo was sent in to me by a man who had finally
come to hta senses and realized that an un-trained man haan't a
ghost
of aaince
showgone
in making
moneyand
. . Big
Money . Real
. today.
This
man has
thru Coyne
is making
Money
—
II. C. Lewis. Président Coyno Electrical School).
Mr. H. C. Lewis, Près.
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. AS-OS
500 S. Paullna St., Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Lewis: Without obligation send me your b!g freo catalog
and ail détails of Railroad Pare to Chicago, Free Employaient
berviçe. Radio. Areoplane and Automotive Courses that aro
included
andbothered
how many
"eam
while Icarning." I anderstand I
will not be
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salesmen.
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Our Cover
this month shows a view of thc earth as seen from the
moon, which Baron Mûnchhausen describes so well in the
story, "Baron Mùnchhausen's Scientific Adventures," by
Hugo Gernsback. For the inhabitants of the moon at this
particular lime, it is "Thc New Earth." Thc Baron is gctting ready to make a landing on the moon in his marvelous
space flycr.
COPYRIGHT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
"The Mastcr of the World," by Jules Verne, copyright,
1911, by Vincent Parkc & Co. (Parke, Austin and Lipscomb Co.)

In Our Next Issue:
THE RETURN OF THE MARTIANS, by Cccil
B. Whitc. Being an astronomer, our author is
well informed on this subject and in this sequel to
The Rctrcat to Mars, hc gives us a most unusual as
well as powerfully written story, which is not too
technical to hold the interest of any reader, no
matter what his inclinations might be.
THE ANCIENT HORROR, by Hal Grant. Prehistoric monsters are no novelty in literature, but
here is one so totally différent and thc story is so
well written that by the time you are through
reading the story, you will not be at ail sure that it
is not entirely truth that you bave rcad. This is
an excellent taie that is sure to give you halfhour's interesting reading.
BARON MUENCHHAUSEN'S ADVENTURE,
by Hugo Gernsback. In Instalments 3 and 4 the
wily Baron gives us in détail, a picturesque story
and description of his space flyer, his trip to the
moon, his landing on the moon and his views of
the earth from the moon.
THE MASTER OF THE WORLD, (A Sériai in
Two Parts) Part II, by Jules Verne. In this instalment, the uncanny appearances and disappcarances
of the mysterious thing that threatens the safety of
the world continue until Strock, the Inspcctor of
the Police and head détective, solves thc mystery
in an extremely unexpccted manner.
TEN MILLION MILES SUNWARD, by Geoffrey Hewelcke. We wager that the interest that
this story will arouse, will be as great as that of
"Doctor Mentiroso." While it bas nothing to do
with the Fourth Dimension, it evolvcs a most
novel point to change the axis of the earth by
human energy. It is one of the cleverest stories of
this kind that we have ever seen. And when you
have finished the story, we will ask you what is
wrong with it.
And others.
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Many Urnes in the old days,
whilc l trudgcd home afler
'd'Orh to save carjarc, 1 ttsed
lo gaze enviously al Ihe shirting cars gliding by me, the
prospérons men and women
within. Litlle did I think thaï
inside oj a y car, 1, loo,
should have my own car, a
deccnt bank account, the
good Ihings oj lije thaï makc
it worlh li.ing.
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Thought

Success

Was

For

Others

Believe It Or iVoî, Just Twelve Months Ago
I Was Next Thing To "Down-and-Out"
TODAY l'm sole owner of the fastest
growing Radio store in town. And l'm
on good terms with my banker, too—not
like the old days only a year ago, when
often I didn't have one dollar to knock
against another in my pocket. My wife
and I live in the snuggest little home you
ever saw, right in one of the best neighborhoods. And to think tliat a year ago I used
to dodge the landlady when she came to
collect the rent for the little bedroom I
ci lied "home"!
It ail seems like a dream now, as I look
back over the past twelve short months, and
think how discouraged I was then, at the
"end of a blind alley." I thought I never
had had a good chance in my life, and I
thought I never would have one. But it
was waking up that I needed, and here's
the story of how I got it.
1WAS a clerk, working at the usual misérable. salary such jobs pay. Somehow
l'd never found any way to get into a line
where I could makc good money.
Other fellows seemed to find opportunities. But—much as I wanted the good
things that go with success and a decent
income—ail the really well-paid vacancies
I ever heard of seemed to be ont of my line
—to call for some kind of knowledge I
didn't have.
And I wanted to get married. A fine situation, wasn't it? Mary would have
agreed to try it—but it wouldn't have been
fair to lier.
Mary had told me, "You can't get ahead
where you are. Why don't you get into
another line of work, somewhere that you
can advance?"
"That's fine, Mary," I replied, "but what
line? l've always got my eyes open for a
better job, but I never seem to hear of a
really good job that I can handle." Mary
didn't seem to be satisfied with the answer,
but I didn't know what else to tell lier.
It was on the way home that nighl that I
slopped off in the neighborhood drug store,
where I overheard a scrap of conversation
about myself. A few burning words that
were the cause of the turning point in my
life!
With a hot flush of shame I turned and
left the store, and walked rapidly home. So
that was what my neighbors—the people
who knew me best—really thought of me!

"Bargain countcr sheik—look how that
suit fits," one fellow had said in a low
voice. "Bet he hasn't got a dollar in those
pockets." "Oh, it's just 'Useless' Anderson," said another. "He's got a wish-bone
where his back-bone ought to be."
. r1 thought
. , over tlie
,, words
, ■m deep
,
,huAs
mihation a sudden thought inade me catch
my breath. Why had Mary been so dissatished with my answer that I hadn't had a
chance?" Did Mary secrelly think that loo?
And after ail, wasn't it true that I had a
"wish-bone" where my back-bone ought to
be? Wasn't that why I never had a
"chance" to get ahead? It was true. only
too true—and it had taken this cruel blow
to my self-esteem to make me see it.
With a new détermination I thumbed the
pages of a magazine on the table, searching
for an advertisement that l'd seen many
times but passcd up without thinking, an
advertisement telling of big opportunities
for trained men to succeed in the great new
Radio field. With the advertisement was a
coupon offering a big free book full of information. I sent the coupon in, and in a
few days received a handsome 64-page
book, printed in two colors telling ail about
the opportunities in the Radio field and how
a man can prépare quickly and easily at
home to take advantage of these opportum*.ie?-. , , t'le. ')0ok Çarefully, and when I
finished it I made my décision.
WHAT'S happencd in the twelve months
since that day, as l've already told
you, seems almost like a dream to me now.
For ten of those twelve months, l've had a
Radio business of my own! At fîrst, of
course. I started it as a little proposition on
the side, under the guidance of the National
Radio Institute, the outfit that gave me my
Radio training. It wasn't long beforc I
was getting so much to do in the Radio line
that I quit my measly little clérical job, and
devoted my full time to my Radio business.
Since that time l've gone right on up, always under the watchful guidance of mv
friends at the National Radio Institute.
They would have given me just as much
help, too, if I had wanted to follow some
other line of Radio besides building my
own retail business—such as broadeasting,
manufacturing, experimenting, sea opérât-

ing, or any one of the score of lines they
préparé you for. And to think that until
that day I sent for their eye-opening book,
l'd been wailing "I never had a chance!"
"VJOW l'm making real money. I drive a
A'i good-looking
car of my own. Mary
anc i don't own the house in full yet, but
iVc made a substantial down payment, and
i'm not straining myself any to mcet the
installmcnt-c
, ,s a ' ' rcal, tip
.
.
You
.bacl
Veroff
â s T was -,But
, ."V^. not be as
)
? \ - -,
' think it over—are
you sat, c
fed?
Are
you
making enough
money at work that 011 bke? Would
'
V
M0"
lgn a conl rac to stay
ffor ,the
- ^ en y ar where
you
are
now
î
f ®' nlakmSÎ, the same
money?5 Il not, you d better be domg something about it instead of drifting.
This new Radio gamc is a live-wire field
of golden rewards. The work, in any of
the 20 différent lines of Radio, is fascinating, absorbing, well paid. _ The National
Radio Institute—oldest and" largest Radio
home-study school in the world—will train
you inexpensively in your own home to
know Radio from A to Z and to increase
your earnings in the Radio field.
Take another tip—No matter what your
plans are, no matter how much or how little you know about Radio—clip the coupon
below and look their frec book over. It is
filled with interesting facts, figures, and
photos, and the information it will give
you is worth a few minutes of anybody's
Yo 1
y Ursclf uad r n ob
?
? ° tî
R at
thc
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ls fr
f .
?' /"î"kn 18w 8l,aclly
n ?
0 anyon who wa ts
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r Inst:ltute, Dept- 2"A
Washington D C
' - ,
j j E_ sM/rn Président
■ National Radio Institute,
j D0"1- 2-A 2- Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith:
J Please send me. your O-l-paKo frcc book, printed
1 in two colora, glvlng ail Information about the op|
I Stand thls request places me under no obligation, and
mat no saicsmcn wiu eau on me.
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to prove you can learn at

Home'training hacked with an
agreement to get you a
DRAFTING JOB at a 50% RAISE
■À
—or money refunded
Here is a word-for-word copy of the Contract which
S
we have made with 30,000 men in the past three
years. I shall be glad to make the same agreement,
backed by our entire resources of $1,500,000.00—
with YOU!
Come
Into Drafting!
î'-'M'î.'
ff? •
The ability to read bluc- f/'V «'m
printoanddraw
plans
is
j
>\
r.È
the entering wedge to
success in ail building
$
'Il
and manufacturing
Ym
ool
iiiî k
lincs. Loam Draiting
and you'll be "sitting
pretty." IfsINTERESTING work and
éA
Draftsmcn are a wonQuarantee. of Position and
dcrful bunch of fellows. Vou'rc bound
Increasëd Pav
to en j oy the good-t
natured atmosTo
ph e re of a
Drafting office
1 WE GUAUANTHE ro fiiid you a satisfacand
con
1> t<\rv
!•
tory position
ivtcifion vvithin
withiu hO
60 cfavs
days after VOU
you fu>fmtact the
it gives
ish our complète course of home training in
you with im
Drafting;
portant actlvities and
^ ^ t BIGMEN.
And. fnrthùr.
2WB OUARANTEE il«it iàid posiiU.n «ill
♦ pav vou a sala r y of at Icast 50:< more chan
you arc earning today, provided you r présent
salary i> less than S40 per week;
OU I-AIUNC TO DO SO, wc guarantee to
refun»! to you immcdiatcly the entire aroount.
thaï you have paid for this training.
»
'j/ '-,
'"i. ■
This agreement proves our training does make real Draftsmen. It proves thaï after you
finish, there are well-paid iobs available. And you can préparé yourself without losing a
day's pay or time, without quitling your job or leaving homel

Home, in spare timel
We have developed a new simplified, rapid
way to teach Drafting, and we want to send you
three sample lessons ivithout cost or obligation. So
you can test your own ability to master this
fascinating work at home, in your spare time. And see
for yourself how quickly and easily you can qualify for
a fine, well-paid Drafting position.
$50 to $125 a week paid to
EXPERT DRAFTSMEN
Pick up the want ads of any big-city newspaper and you'll see why we urge men to go
into Drafting. 70,000 fine positions advertised
in the past year. Draftsmen are urgéntly
needed in Building Construction, Manufacturing, in
the Architectural, Mechanical, Electrical, Structural
and Automotive industries. Get in touch with me, and
Fil tell you how you can get one of these fine jobs.
The American School
Chartered 30 ycars ago as an EDUCATXONAE INSTITUTION,
-- and. like the best résident schools
and collèges, conducted NOT FOR
PROFIT. Weoffer complété, thorough, up-to-dateinstruction^—préparée! by 200 leading Engineers,
Executives and Educators. A
unique instruction, built to meet
tiie spécifications of well-paid jobs
as laid down by employers tliemselves—yet simplified for rcady
understanding by men with only
common schooling.
And wc are the first in thehomestudy ficld to recognize the need of
giving a COMPLETE SERVICE
to ambitions men—training plus
employment. Which takes you as
you arc. supplies the equipment
you lack, and landsyouin thebetter
O. C. MILLER
job you seek. Without risk to youl
Dîrector Extension Work

O. C. MILLER. Director, Extension Work, TKc American School
Dept.b-226 (Orexcl Ave. & SSth St.. Chicago
I nm intcrestcd co get .particulars of your Job and Raisc Guarantcc. AIso
send 3 Drafting Lessons without cost or obligation.
Namc

mericaqÉiMiOQi
bept. 0-221 Drcxel Avenue âiid 58iH Street, Chicago
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AMAZING STORIES QUARTERLY
By HUGO GERNSBACK
VER since Amazing Stories was firsl issued,
covered entirely with glass—the world cnslaved by money,
power and machinery—a story so titanic in its strength and
(licrc lias been a persistent demand that the
action that you will never forget it.
magazine bc issued twicc a month. A mimber of our readers even announced to us that
THE mh MAN
they wanted to have the magazine issued as a
A
Scientifiction
Novelette
vvcekly.
Wc have made an analysis of a great many thousands of
By Home» Eon Flint
letters which we received and have come to the conclusion
This well-known writer has outdone himself in this
that our readers actually wanted more amazing stories of
amazing fantastic piece of scientific literaturc. What makes
the scicntifiction type. Accordingly, we made an experigiants? Why arc Lilliputians two feet high and giants
ment last summer and issued the Amazing Story Year
eight and one-half feet tall ? What makes the giant turtle
Book, wherein we featured Edgar Rice Burroughs' story,
of the Galapagos? Thèse turtles, or rather land tortoises,
"The Masler Mind of Mars."
the largest known to science, grow to such immense size
Although this book sold at 50c, it enjoyed an excellent
that they will support the weight of a number of full-grown
sale, and we becamo convinccd that therc certainly was a
men. Furthermore, they live to an enormous age, some of
demand for more Amazing Stories. Therefore, it lias
them for over 300 years. Suppose we should learn their
been decided that as a supplément to Amazing Stories. we
secret and apply it to the human race, and rear human beings
will now publish an Amazing Stories Quarterly. This
the size of the Woolworth Building, or even much larger?
will lie published four times a year and will be on the newsWhat would happen then ? This is the story of the breeding
stands on the fol'owiug dates :
of The Nt/i Mon, really the most amazing scientifiction
taie we have seen this year.
January 20th
July 20th
April 20th
October 20th
THE MOON OF DOOM
In make-up, it will be similar to the Annual. It will
An
Interplanetary Novelette
sell for 50c, but will contain a great deal more material
By Earl L. Bell
than is to be found in the regular issues of Amazing
Stories. As a matter of fact, it will contain twice as much
It bas often been stated that the discovery of atomic
matter, and will be profusely illustrated.
energy by man would have a pronounced effect, not only
upon mankind, but possibly upon our entirc planetary SysIn the Quarterly, we will have a good chance to catch
tem. The release of atomic energy would be so tremendous
up on our full-length novels, of which wc have a great many
that as a resuit, it is quite possible that the specd of the
excellent ones on hand, but which, due to the time élément,
earth on its axis might be changed. Such is the thème of
we cannot publish quickly enough in Amazing Stories.
our new author's wondrous taie, The Moon of Doom—a
The usual full-length novel takes about three issues of
novel sort of story, that will keep your interest to the end.
Amazing Stories. whereas in the new Quarterly, we can
It is one of the most powerful and absorbing stories that it
publish one or more full-length novels each issue.
has been our good fortune to read.
Heeding the demand of our readers, the Quarterly will
contain ail new stories, with the exception of two.
THE ATOMIC RIDDLE
It will be notîccd that the Quarterly will be gotten out
By Edward S. Sears
between dates of Amazing Stories, so that both will never
Knowledge
of
chemistry
and général physies is, of course,
come together. This will give you a chance to finish the
constantly
increasing,
but
when
this knowledge is used by
Quarterly before the next issue of Amazing Stories cornes
law-breakers, things are apt to bccome serious, and somealong again. Wc believe this System is the best that we
times it takes a Professer of Physies to vindicate an innocould evolve to please ail readers of ail classes. At least,
cent man who has become implicated. Here is a real highthat is.what our exhaustive analysis determined. We shall
powered story, with plenty of action, that you will not soon
be very glad to hear from our readers if they approve of
forget.
the plan. We shall be very grateful for ail suggestions.
The first issue will contain the following stories :
WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES
A Complété Novel
By H. G. Wells
This, with one or two possible exceptions, is considered
Mr. Wells' mastqrpiece. It shows the author's idea of the
world as it will exist centuries hence, with ail the wonderful
and amazing inventions and changes yet to come ! Cities

THE GRAVIT Y KING
Clelland J. Ball
Gravity no doubt is one of the greatest mysteries of the
world. We ail know what happens when an apple falls
down, due to gravity, and we can dimly imagine what would
happen if we could stay the apple by negativing gravity.
When one man finally solves the problcm and uses the
knowledge for his own devices, things will happen, which
is, indeed, exactly the theme of this story.

Mr. Eluge Gernsback spenks every Etiesday at 9.30 P. M. from PNR.N Y on varions scientific and radio subjects.
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- • ■ The cloud swept by like a hurricane. Ko one could d istinguish what it was that passed with such speed. . . .
Tne apparition passed and disappeared in an Instant, lea ving behlnd It a long train of white dust, as an express
locomotive leaves behind a train of smoke.
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Mount Krakatoa or the terrible disaster of Mont
Pelée? If there were indeed a central lake, was
there not danger that its waters, penetrating the
F I speak of myself in this story, it is bestrata heneath, would be turried to steam by the volcause 1 havc been-deeply involved in its
canic lires and tear their way forth in a tremendous
startling events, events doubtless among explosion, deluging the fair plains of Carolina with
the most extraordinary which this twenan éruption such as that of 1902 in Martinique?
tieth century will witness. Sometimes I
Indeed, with regard to this last p©ssibility there
cven ask myself if ail this has really happened, if
had been certain symptoms recently observed which
its pictures dwell in truth in my memory, and not
might well be due to volcanic action. Smoke had
merely in my imagination. In my position as head
floated above the mountain and once the country
inspecter in the fédéral police department in Washfolk passing near had heard subterranean noises, unington, urged on, moreover, by the désire, which
explainable rumblings. A glow in the sky had
has alway% been very stfong in me, to investigate
crowned the summit at night.
and understand everything which is mysterious, I
When the wind blew the smoky cloud eastward
naturally became much interested in these remarktoward Pleasant Garden, a few cinders and ashes
able occurrences. And as I have been emplcteed by
drifted down from it. And finally, one stormy night,
the Government in varions important affairs and
pale liâmes, reflected from the clouds above the sumsecret missions since I was a mere lad, it also hapmit, cast upon the district below a sinister, warnine
pened very naturally that the head of my department
light.
^
placed in my charge this astonishing investigation,
In présence of these strange phenomena, it is not
wherein I found myself wrestling with so many
astonishing that the people of ,the surrounding disimpénétrable mysteries.
trict became seriously disquieted. And to the disIn the remarkable passages of the récital, it is
quiet was joined an imperious need of knowing the
important that you should believe my word. For
true condition of the mountain. The Carolina newssome of the facts I can bring no other testimony
papers had flaring headlines, "The Mystery of Great
than my own. If you do not wish to believe me, so
Eyrie.'
1 hey asked if it was not dangerous to
be it. I can scarce believe it ail myself.
dwell in such a région. Their articles aroused curiThe strange occurrences began in the western part
osity and fear—curiosity among those who, being in
of our great American State of North Carolina.
no danger themselves, were interested in the disThere, deep amid the Elue Ridge Mountains, rises
turbance merely as a strange phenomenon of nature,
the crest called the Great Eyrie. Its huge, rounded
fear in those who were likely to be the victims, if a
form is distinctly seen from the little town of Morcatastrophe actually occurred. 1 hose more immediganton on the Catawba River, and still more clearly
ately threatened were the citizéns of Morganton, and
as one approaches the mountains by the way of the
even more the good folk of Pleasant Garden and of
village of Pleasant Garden.
the hamlets and farms 3'et doser to the mountain.
Why the name of Great Eyrie was originally given
Assuredly it was regrettable that mountain climbthis mountain by the people of the surrounding
ers had not previously attempted to ascend to the
région, I am not quite sure. It rises rocky and grim
summit of the Great Eyrie. The cliffs of rock which
and inaccessible, and under certain atmospheric consur rounded it had never been scaled. Perhaps they
ditions has a peculiarly blue and distant effect. But
might olïer no path by which even the most daring
the idea one would naturally get from the name is of
climber could penetrate to the interior. Yet. if a
a refuge for birds of prey, eagles, condors, vultures;
volcanic éruption menaced ail the western région of
the home of vast numbers of the feathered tribes,
the Carolinas, then a complété examination of the
wheeling and screaming above peaks beyond the
mountain was oecomc absolutely necessary.
reach of man. Now the Great Eyrie did not seem
Now before the actual ascent of the crater, with
particularly attractive to
—
—
its many serions difficulbirds ; on the contrary, the
ties,
was attempted, there
y MIS' is se que! to the precediny story. "Robur the
people of the neighborwas one way which offered
Conqueror,"
published
m
published
in
the
December
and
January
hood began to remark that issues of Amazing S tories. In the présent story, Jules
an opportunity of reconon some days, when birds Verne begins the talc of the exploits of a most ivnndcrnoitering the interior,
approached its summit, ful machine, such as even zve of today do not possess.
without
clambering up the
they mounted still further, It is one of the fezv prophecies of Jules Verne, which
précipices.
In the first
has
not
as
yet
been
rcalised.
There
arc
many
engiueers
circled high above the who daim that such a machine, which is al once, airship.
days of September of that
crest, and t h e n flew automobile and submarine, will never be realiced. but
mémorable year, a wellswi ftly away, troubling the there is a school which daims that il is not beyond the
known
aeronaut named
pale of possibility. You will read this story with absorbair with harsh cries.
Wilker
came
to Morgan^ Why_ then the name ing in ter est.
ton with his balloon. By
Great Eyrie? Perhaps the
waiting for a breeze from
moiint might better have been called a crater, for in
the East, he could easîly rise in his balloon and
the center of those steep and mounted walls there
drift over the Great Eyrie. There, from a safe
might well be a huge, deep basin. Perhaps there
height above, he could search with a powerful glass
might even lie within their circuit a mountain lake,
into its depths. Thus he would know if the mouth
such as exists in other parts of the Appalachian
of a volcano really opened amid the mighty rocks.
mountain system, a lagoon fed by the rain and the
This was the principal question. If this were settled
winter snows.
it would be known whether the surrounding country
In brief, was this not the site of an ancient volmust fear an éruption at some period more or less
cano, one which had slept through âges, but whose
distant.
inner fires might yet reawake ? Might not the Great
The ascension was begun according to the proEyrie reproduce in its neighborhood the violence of
gram suggested. The wind was fair and steady;
CHAPTER I
What Happened in the Mountains
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the sky clear ; the morning clouds were disappearing
under the vigorous rays of the sun. If the interior
of the Great Eyrie was flot filled with smoke, the
aeronaut would be able to search with his glass its
entire extent. If the yapors were rising, he, no
doubt, could detect their source.
The balloon rose at once to a height of fifteen
hundred feet, and there rested almost motionless for
a quarter of an hour. Evidently the east wind,
which was brisk upon the surface of the earth, did
not make itself felt at that height. Then by an unlucky chance, the balloon was caught in an adverse
current, and began to drift toward the east. Its
distance from the mountain chain rapidly increased.
Despite ail the efforts of the aeronaut, the citizens
of Morgantbn saw the balloon disappear on the
wrong horizon. Later, they learned that it\ had
landed in the neighborhood of Raleigh, the capital
of North Carolina.
This attempt having failed, it was agreed that it
should be tried again under better conditions. Indeed, fresh rumblings were heard from the mountain. accompanied by heavy clouds and wavering
glimmerings of light at night. Folk began to realize
that the Great Eyrie was a serions and perhaps imminent source of danger. Yes, the entire country lay
under the threat of some seismic or volcaflic disaster.
During the first days of April of that year, these
more or less vague appréhensions turned to actual
panic. The newspapers gave prompt echo to the
public terror. The entire district between the mountains and Morganton was sure that an éruption was
at hand.
The night of the fourth of April, the good folk
of Pleasant Garden were awakened by a sudden
uproar. They thought that the mountains were falling upon them. They rushed from their houses,
ready for instant flight, fearing to see open before
them some immense abyss, engulfing the farms and
villages for miles around.
The night was very dark. A weight of heavy
clouds pressed down upon the plain. Even had it
been day the crest of the mountains would have
been invisible.
In the midst of this impénétrable obscurity, there
was no respdnse to the cries which arose from every
side. Frightened groups of men. women, and children groped their way along the hlack roads in wild
confusion. From every quarter came the screaming voices : "It is an earthquake." ^ "It is an éruption." "Whence cornes it?" "From the Great
Eyrie."
Into Morganton sped the news that stones, lava,
ashes, were raining down upon the country.
Shrewd citizens of the town, however, observed
that if there were an éruption the noise would have
continued and increased, the fiâmes would have appeared above the crater ; or at least their lurid reflections would have penetrated the clouds. Now, even
these reflections were no longer seen. If there had
been an earthquake, the terrified people saw that at
least their houses had not crumbled beneath the
shock. It was possible that the uproar had been
caused by an avalanche, or by the fall of some
mighty rock from the summit of the mountains.
An hour passed without further incident. A wind
from the west sweeping over the long chain of the
Blue Ridge, set the pines and hemlocks wailing on
the higher slopes. There seemed no new cause for
panic; and folk bègan to return to their houses.

Ail, however, awaited impatiently the return o£
the day.
Then suddenly, toward three o'clock in the morning, came another alarm. blâmes leaped up above
the rocky wall of the Great Eyrie. Reflected from
the clouds, they illuminated the atmosphère for a
great distance. 'A crackling, as if of many burning
trees, was heard.
Had a fire spontaneously broken out? And to
what cause was it due? Lightning could not have
started the conflagration, for no thunder had been
heard. True, there was plenty of material for fire;
at this height the chain of the Blue Ridge is well
wooded. But these fiâmes were too sudden for any
ordinary cause.
"An éruption!" "An éruption!"
The cry resounded from ail sides. An éruption.
The Great Eyrie was then indeed the crater of a
volcano buried in the bowels of the mountains. And
after so many years, so many âges even, had it
reawakened? Added to the fiâmes, was a rain of
stones and ashes about to follow? Were the lavas
going to pour down torrents of molten fire, destroying everything in their passage, annihilating the
tôwns, the villages, the farms, ail this beautiful
world of meadows, fields and forests, even as far
as Pleasant Garden and Morganton ?.
This time the panic was overwhelming ; nothing
•could stop it. Women, crazed with terror, carrying
their infants, rushed along the eastward roads. Men,
deserting their homes, made hurried bundles of their
most precious belongings and set free their livestock, cows, sheep, pigs, which fled in ail directions.
What disorder resulted from this agglomération,
human and animal, under darkest night, amid forests, threatened by the fires of the volcano, along
the border of marshes whose waters might be upheaved and overflow, with the earth itself threatening to disappear from under the feet of the fugitives! Would they be in time to save themselves, if
a cascade of glowing lava came rolling down the
slope of the mountain across their route?
Nevertheless, some of the chief and shrewder
farm owners were not swept away in this mad flight,
which they did their best to restràin. Venturing
within a mile of the mountain, they saw that the
glare of the fiâmes was decreasing. In truth it
hardly seemed that the région was immediately menaced by any further upheaval. No stones were
being hurled into space; no torrent of lava was visible upon the slopes; no rumblings rose from the
ground. There was no further manifestation of
any seismic disturbance capable of overwhelming the
land.
At length, the flight of the fugitives ceased at a
distance where they seemed secure from ail danger.
Then a few ventured back toward the mountain.
Some farms were reoccupied before the break of day.
By morning the crests of the Great E3,rie showed
scarcely the least remuant of its cloud of sifloke.
The fires were certainly at an end ; and if it were
impossible to déterminé their cause, one might at
least hope that they would not break ont again.
It appeared possible that the Great Eyrie had not
really been the theater of volcanic phenomena at ail.
There was no further évidence that the neighborhood
was at the mercy either pf éruptions or of earthquakes.
Yet once more, about five o'clock. from beneath
the ridge of the mountain, where the shadows of
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night still lingered, a strange noise swept across the
air, a sort of whirring, accompanied by the beating
of mighty wings. And had it been a clear day, perhaps the farmers would have seen the passage of a
mighty bird of prey, some monster of the skies,
which, having risen from the'Great Eyfie, sped
away toward the east.
CHAPTER II
I Reach Morganton
THE twenty-seventh of April, having left
Washington the night before, I arrived at
Raleigh, the capital of the state of North
Carolina. Two days before, the head of the fédéral
police had called me to his room. He was avvaiting
me with some impatience. "John Strock," s^id he,
"are you still the man who on so many occasions lias
proveli to me both his dévotion and his ability?"
"Mr. Ward," I answercd with a bow, "I cannot
promise success or even ability, but as to dévotion,
I assure 34011, it is yours."
"I do not doubt it," responded the chief. "And
I will ask you instead this more exact question : Are
you as fond of riddles as ever? As eager to penetrate into mysteries, as I have known you before?"
"I am, Mr. Ward."
"Good, Strock, then listen."
Mr. Ward, a man of about fifty years, of great
power and intellect, was fully master of the important position he filled. He had several times
entrusted to me difficult missions which I had accomplished successfully, and which had won me his
confidence. For several months past, however, he
had found no occasion for my services. Therefore
I awaited with impatience what he had to say. I
did not doubt that his questioning implied a serious
and important task for me.
"Doubtless you know," said he, "what has happened down in the Blue Ridge Mountains near
Morganton."
"Surely, Mr. Ward. The phenomena reported
from there have been singular enough to arouse
anyone's curiosity."
"They are singular. even remarkable, Strock. No
doubt about that. But there is also reason to ask
if these phenomena about the Great E3'rie are not
a source of continued danger to the people there, if
they are not forerunners of some disaster as terrible
as it is mysterious."
"It is to be feared, sir."
"So we must know. Strock, what is inside of that
mountain. If we are helpless in the face of some
great force of nature, people must be warned in time
of the danger which threatens tliem."
"It is clearly the duty of the authorities, Mr.
Ward," responded I, "to learn what is going on
within there."
"True, Strock; but that présents great difficulties.
Everyone reports that it is impossible to scale the
précipices of the Great Eyrie and reach its interior.
But has anyone ever attempted it with scientific
appliances and under the best conditions? I doubt
it, and believc a resolute attempt may bring success."
"Nothing is impossible, Mr. Ward: what we.face
here is merely a question of expense."
"We must not regard expense when we are seeking to reassure an entire population, or to préservé
it from a catastrophe. There is another suggestion
I would make to you. Perhaps this Great Eyrie is
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not so inaccessible as is supposed. Perhaps a band
of maïefactors have secreted themselves there, gaining access by ways known only to themselves."
"What, 3-ou suspect that robbers—"
"Perhaps I am wrong, Strock ; and these strange
sights and sounds have ail had natural causes. Well,
that is what we have to settle, and as quickly as
possible."
"I have one question to ask."
"Go ahead, Strock."
"When the Great Eyrie has been visited, when
we know the source of these phenomena, if there
reall3- is a crater there and an éruption is imminent,
can we avert it ?"
"No, Strock ; but we can estimate the extent of
the danger. If some volcano in the Alleghanies
threatens North Carolina with a disaster similar to
that of Martinique, buried beneath the outpourings
of Mont Pelée, then these people must leave their
homes—"
"1 hope, sir, there is no such widespread danger."
"I think not. Strock ; it seems to me highly improbable that an active volcano exists in the Blue
Ridge mountain chain. Our Appalachian mountain
system is nowhere volcanic in its origin. But ail
these eventS cannot be without basis. In short,
Strock, we have decided to make a strict inquiry
into the phenomena of the Great Eyrie, to gather ail
the testimon}', to question the people of the towns
and farms. To do this, I have made choice of an
agent in whom we have full confidence; and this
agent is you, Strock."
"Good. I am ready, Mr. Ward," cried I, "and
be sure that I shall neglect nothing to bring you
full information."
"J know it, Strock, and T will add that I regard
you as spécial!}' fitted for the work. You will have
a splendid opportunity to exercise, and I hope to
satisfy, your favorite, passion of curiosity."
"As you say, sir."
"You will be free to act according to circumstances. As to expenses, if there seems reason to
organise an ascension part}', which will be costly,
you have carte blanche."
"1 will act as seems best, Mr. Ward."
"Let me caution you to act with ail possible discrétion. The people in the vicinity are already overexcited. It will be well to move secretly. ÎDo not
mention the suspicions 1 have suggested to you. And
above ail, avoid arousing any fresh panic."
"It is understood."
"You will he accredited to the Mayor of Morganton, who will assist you. Once more, be prudent,
Strock, and acquaint no one with your mission,
unless it is absolutely necessary. You have often
given proofs of your intelligence and address; and
this time I feel assured you will succeed."
T asked him only, "When shall I start?"
"To-morrow."
"To-morrow, T shall leave Washington; and theday after. I shall be at Morganton."
How little suspicion had I of what the future had
in store for me!
T returned immediately to my house, where I made
my préparations for departure; and the next evening found me in Raleigh. There I passed the night,
and in the course pf the next afternoon arrived at
the railroad station of Morganton.
Morganton is but a small town, built upon strata
of the Jurassic period, particularly rich in coal. Its
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mines give it some prosperity. It also lias numerous unpleasant minerai waters, so that the season
there attracts many visitors. Around Morganton is
a rich farming country, with broad fields of grain.
It lies in the midst of swamps, covered with mosses
and reeds. Evcrgreen forests rise high up the mountain slopes. Ail that the région lacks is the wells of
natural gas, that invaluable natural source of power,
light and warmth, so abundant in most of the Alleghany valleys. Villages and farms are numerous up
to the very borders of the mountain forests. Thus
there were many thousands of people threatened, if
the Great Eyrie proved indeed a volcano, if the convulsions of nature extended to Pleasant Garden and
to Morganton.
The mayor of Morganton, Mr. Elias Smitfy was
a tall man, vigorous and ehterprising, forty years
old or more, and of a health to dcfy ail the doctors
of the two Americas. He was a great hunter of
bears and panthers, beasts which may still be found
in the wild gorges and mighty forests of the
Alleghanies.
Mr. Smith was himself a rich land-owner, possessing several farms in the neighborhood. Even his
most distant tenants received fréquent yisits from
him. Indeed, whenever his officiai duties did not
keep him in his so-called home at Morganton, he
was exploring the surrounding country, irresistibly
drawn by the instincts of the hunter.
I went at once to the house of Mr. Smith. He
was expecting me, having been warned by telegram.
He received me very frankly, without any formality,
his pipe in his mouth, a glass of brandy on the table.
A second glass was brought in by a servant, and I
had to drink to my host before beginning our
interview.
"Mr. Ward sent you," said he to me in a jovial
tone. "Good; let us drink to Mr. Ward's health."
I clinked glasses with him, and drank in honor of
the chief of police.
"And now," demanded Elias Smith, "what is
worrying him?"
At this I made known to the mayor of Morganton
the cause and the purpose of my mission in North
Carolina. I assured him that my chief had giyen
me full power, and would render me every assistance, financial and otherwise, to solve the riddle and
relieve the neighborhood of its anxiety relative to
the Great Eyrie.
Elias Smith listened to me without uttering a
word, but not without several times refilling his glass
and mine. While he puffed steadily at his pipe, the
close attention which he gave me was beyond question. I saw his cheeks flush at times, and his eyes
gleam under their bushy brows. Evidently the chief
magistrale of Morganton was uneasy about Great
Eyrie, and would be as eager as I to discover the
cause of these phenomena.
When I had finished my communication, Elias
Smith gazed at me for some moments in silence.
Then he said. softly, "So at Washington they wish
to know what the Great Eyrie hides within its
circuit ?"
"Yes, Mr. Smith."
"And you, also?"
"1 do."
"So do I, Mr. Strock."
Pie and I were as one in our curiosity.
"You will understand," added he, knocking the
cinders from his pipe, "that as a land-owner, I am

much interested in these stories of the Great Eyrie,
and as mayor, I wish to protect my constituents."
"A double reason," I commented, "to stimulate
you to discover the cause of these extraordinary
occurrences ! Without doubt, my dear Mr. Smith,
they have appeared to you as inexplicable and threatening as to your people."
"Inexplicable, certainly, Mr. Strock. For on my
part, I do not believe it possible that the Great Eyrie
can be a volcano; the Alleghanies are nowhere of
volcanic origin. I, myself, in our immédiate district,
have never found any geological traces of scoria, or
lava, or any eruptive rock whatever. I do not think,
therefore, that Morganton can possibly be threatened
from such a source."
"You really think not, Mr. Smith?"
"Certainly."
"But these tremblings of the earth that have been
fclt in the neighborhood !"
"Yes, these tremblings! These tremblings!" repeated Mr. Smith, shaking his head ; "but in the first
place, is it certain that there have been tremblings?
At the moment when the fiâmes showed most sharply,
I was on my farm of Wildon, less than a mile from
the Great Eyrie. There was certainly a tumult in
the air, but I felt no quivering of the earth."
"But in the reports sent to Mr. Ward—"
"Reports made under the impulse of the panic,"
interrupted the mayor of Morganton. "I said nothing of an}' earth tremors in mine."
"But as to the fiâmes which rose clearly above
the crest?"
"Yes, as to those, Mr. Strock, that is différent. I
saw them ; saw them with my own eyes, and the
clouds certainly reflected them for miles around.
Moreover, noises certainly came from the crater of
the Great Eyrie, hissings, as if a great boiler were
letting off steam."
"You have reliable testimony of this?"
"Yes, the evidence of my own ears."
"And in the midst of this noise, Mr. Smith, did
you believe that you heard that most remarkable of
ail the phenomena, a sound like the flapping of great
wings ?"
"I thought so, Mr. Strock ; but what mighty bird
could this be, which flew away after the fiâmes had
died down, and what wings could ever make such
tremendous sounds. I therefore seriously question,
if this must not have been a déception of my imagination. The Great Eyrie a refuge for unknown
monsters of the sky ! Would they not have been
seen long since, soaring above their immense nest of
stone ? In short, there is in ail this a mystery, which
has not yet been solved."
"But we will solve it, Mr. Smith, if you will give
me your aid."
"Surely, Mr. Strock ; to-morrow we will start our
campaign."
"To-morrow." And on that word the mayor and
I separated. I went to a hôtel, and established myself for a stay which might be indefinitely prolonged.
Then, having dined, and written to Mr. Ward, I
saw Mr. Smith again in the afternoon, and arranged
to leave Morganton with him at daybreak.
Our first purpose was to undertake the ascent of
the mountain, with the aid of two experienced guides.
These men had ascended Mt. Mitchell and others of
the highest peaks of the Blue Ridge. They had
never, however, attempted the Great Eyrie, knowing
that its walls of inaccessible cliffs defended it on
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every side. Moreover, before the recent startling
occurrences, the Great Eyrie had not particularly
attracted the attention of tourists. Mr. Smith knew
the two guides personally as men daring, skillful
and trustworthy. They would stop at no obstacle ;
and we were resolved to follow them through everything.
Moreover, Mr. Smith remarked at the last that
perhaps it was no longer as difficult as formerly to
penetrate within the Great Eyrie.
"And why?" asked I.
"Because a huge block lias recently broken away
from the mountainside and perhaps it lias left a
practicable path or entrance."
"That would be a fortunate chance, Mr. Smith."
"We shall khow ail about it, Mr. Strock, no kiter
than to-morrow."
"Till to-morrow, then."
CHAPTER III
The Great Eyrie
THE next day at dawn, Elias Smith and I left
Morgantun bv a road which, winding along
the left bank of the Catawba River, led to
the village of Pleasant Garden. The guides accompanied us, Harry PTorn. a man of thirty. and lames
Bruck, aged twenty-five. They were both natives
of the région, and in constant demand among the
tourists who clitnbed the paaks of the Blue Ridge
and Cumberland Mountains.
A light wagon with two good horses was provided
to carry us to the foot of the range. It contained
provisions for two or three days, beyond which our
trip surely would not be protracted. Mr. Smith
had shown himself a générons provider both in
méats and in liquors. As to water, the mountain
springs would furnish it in abundance, increased by
the heavy rains, fréquent in that région during
springtime.
It is needless to add that the Mayor of Morganton in his rôle of hunter, had brought along his gun
and his dog, Nisko, who gamboled joyously about
the wagon. Nisko, however, was to remain behind
at the farm at Wildon, when we attempted our
ascent. Pie could not possibly follow us up the
Great Eyrie with its cliffs to scale and its crevasses
to cross.
The day was beautiful. the fresh air in that climate is still cool of an April morning. A few fleecy
clouds sped rapidly overhead, driven by a light
breeze which swept across the long plains, from the
distant Atlantic. The sun, peeping forth at intervais, illuniined ail the fresh young verdure of the
countryside.
An entire world animated the woods through
which we passed. From before our équipage fled
squirreîs, field-mice, parroquets of brilliant colors
and deafening loquacity. Oppossums passed in hurried gait, bearing their young in their pouches.
Myriads of birds were scattered amid the foliage
of maples. pines and masses of rhododendrons, so
luxuriant that their thickets were impénétrable
We arrivée! that evening at Pleasant Garden,
where we were comfortably located for the night
with the mayor of the town, a particular friend of
Mr. Smith.
Pleasant Garden proved littlc more
than a village; but its mayor gave us a warm and
gênerons réception, and we supped pleasantly in his
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charming home, which stood beneath the shades cf
some giant beech-trees.
Naturally the conversation turned upou our attempt to explore the interior of the Great Eyrie.
"You are right," said our host, "until we ail know
what is hidden within there, our people will remain
uneasy."
"lias nothing new occurred," I asked, "since the
last appearance of dames above the Great Eyrie?"
"Nothing, Mr. Strock. From Pleasant Garden we
can see the entire crest of the mountain. Not a
suspicions noise has corne clown to us. Not a spark
has risen. T f a légion of devils is in hiding there,
they must have finished their infernal cookery, and
soared away to some other haunt."
"Devils!" cried Mr. Smith. "Well, T hope they
have not decamped without leaving some traces of
their occupation, some parings of hoofs or horns
or their tails. We shall fincl them ont."
On the morrow. the twenty-ninth of April, we
started again at dawn. By the end of this second
day, we expectcd to reach the farm of Wildon at
the foot of the mountain. The country was much
the same as before, except that our road led more
steeply upward. Woods and marshes alternated,
though the latter grew sparser, being drained by the
sun as we approached the higher levels. The country was also less populous. There were only a few
little hamlets, almost lost beneath the beech trees.
a few lonely farms, abundantly watered by the many
streams that rushed downward toward the Catawba
River.
The smaller birds and beasts grew yet more
uumerous. "1 am much tempted to take my gun,"
said Mr. Smith, "and to go off with Nisko. This
will be the first time that I have passed here without trying my luck with the partridges and hares.
The good beasts will not recognize me. But not
only have we plenty of provisions, but we have a
bigger chase on hand to-day.
The chase of a
mystery."
"And let ùs hope," added I, "we do not corne back
disappointed hunters."
In the afternoon the whole chain of the Blue
Ridge stretched before us at a distance of only six
miles. The mountain crests were sharply outlined
against the clear sky. Well wooded at the base, they
grew more bare and showed only stunted evergreens
toward the summit. There the scraggly trees, grotesquely twisted, gave to the rocky "heights a bleak
and bizarre appearance. Here and there the ridge
rose in sharp peaks. On our right the Black Mountains, nearly seven thousand feet high, reared their
gigantic head, sparkling at times high above the
clouds.
"Have you ever climbed that mountain, Mr.
Smith?" I asked.
"No," answered he, "but I am told that it is a
very difficult ascent. A few mountaineers have
climbed it ; but they report that it has no outlook
commanding the crater of the Great Eyrie."
"That is so," said the guide, Harry Horn. "1
have tried it myself."
"Perhaps," suggested I, "the weather was unfavorable."
"On the contrary, Mr. Strock, it was unusually
clear. But the wall of the Great Eyrie on that side
rose so high. it completely hid the interior."
"Forward," cried Mr. Smith. "T shall not be
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sorry to set foot vvhero no person has ever stepped,
or even lookecl, before."
Certainly on this day the Great Eyrie looked tranquil enough. As we gazed upon it, there rose from
its heights neither smoke nor flame.
Toward five o'clock our expédition halted at the
Wildon faim, where the tenants warmly welcomed
their landlord. The farmer assured us that nothing
notable had happcned about the Great Eyrie for
some time. We supped at a common table with ail
the people of the farm ; and our sleep that night
was sound and wholly untroubled by prémonitions
of the future.
On the morrow, before break of day, we set out
for the ascent of the mountain. The height of the
Great Eyrie scarce exceeds five thousand Sjeet. A
modest altitude, often surpassed in this sedtion of
the Appalachians. As we were already more than
three thousand feet above sea level, the fatigue of
the ascent could not be great. A few hours should
suffice to bring us to the edge of the crater. Of
course, difficulties might présent themselves, précipices to scale, clefts and breaks in the ridge might
necessitate painful and even dangei'ous détours.
This was the unknown, the spur to our attempt. As
I said, our guides knew no more than we upon this
point. What made me anxious, was, of course, the
common report that the Great Eyrie was wholly
inaccessible. But this remained unproven. And
then there was the new chance that a fallen block
had left a breach in the rock wall.
"At last," said Mr. Smith to me, after lighting
the first pipe of the twenty or more which he smoked
each day, "we are well started. As to whether the
ascent will take more or less time
"
"In any case, Mr. Smith," interrupted I, "you and
I are fully resolved to pursue our quest to the end."
"Fully resolved, Mr. Strock."
"My chief has charged me to snatch the secret
from this démon of the Great Eyrie."
"We will snatch it from him, willing or unwilling," vowed Mr. Smith, calling Heaven to witness.
"Even if we have to search the very bowels of the
mountain."
"As it may happen, then," said I, "that our excursion will be prolonged beyond to-day, it will be
well to look to our provisions."
"Be easy, Mr. Strock ; our guides have food for
two days in their knapsacks, besides what we carry
ourselves. Moreover, though T left my brave Niskp
at the farm, I have my gun. Game will be plentiful
in the woods and gorges of the lower part of the
mountain, and perhaps at the top we shall find a
fire to cook it, already lighted."
"Already lighted, Mr. Smith?"
"And why not, Mr. Strock? These fiâmes! These
superb fiâmes, which have so terrified our country
folk ! Is their fire absolutely cold, is 119 spark to
be found beneath their ashes? And then, if this is
truly a crater, is the volcano so wholly extinct that
we cannot find there a single ember ? Bah ! This
would be but a poor volcano if it hasn't enough fire
even to cook an egg or roast a potato. Corne, I
repeat, we shall see ! We shall see !"
At that point of the investigation I had, I confess, no opinion formed. T had my orders to examine the Great Eyrie. If it proved harraless, I would
announce it, and people would be reassured. But
at heart, I must admit, I had the very natural desire

of a man possessed by the démon of curiosjty. 1
should be glad, both for my own sake, and for the
renown which would attach to my mission if the
Great Eyrie proved the center of the most remarkable phenomena—of which 1 would discover the
cause.
OUR ascent began in this order. The two guides
went in front to seek out the most practicable
paths. Elias Smith and I followed more leisurely.
We mounted by a narrow and not very steep gorge
amid rocks and trees. A tiny stream trickled downward under our feet. During the rainy season or
after a heavy shower, the water doubtless bounded
from rock to rock in tumultuous cascades. But it
evidently was fed only by the rain, for now we could
scarcely trace its course. It could not be the outlet
of any lake within the Great Eyrie.
After an hour of climbing, the slope became so
steep that we had to turn, now to the right, now to
the left; and our progress was much delayed. Soon
the gorge became wholly impracticable ; its cliff-like
sides offered no sufficient foothold. We had to cling
by branches, to crawl upon our knees. At this rate
the top would not be reached before sundown.
"Faith !" cried Mr. Smith, stopping for breath,
"I realize why the climbers of the Great Eyrie have
been few, so few, that it has never been ascended
within my knowledge."
"The fact is," I responded, "that it would be much
toil for very little profit. And if we had not spécial
reasons to persist in our attempt"
"You never said a truer word," declared Harry
Horn. "My comrade and I have scaled the Black
Dome several times, but we never met such obstacles
as these."
"The difficulties seem almost impassable," added
James Bruck.
The question now was to déterminé to which side
we should turn for a new route; to right, as to left,
arose impénétrable masses of trees and bushes. In
truth even the scaling of cliffs would have been more
easy. Perhaps if we could get above this wooded
slope we could advance with surer foot. Now, we
could only go ahead blindly, and trust to the instincts
of our two guides. James Bruck was especially useful. I believe that that gallant lad would have
equaled a monkey in lightness and a wild goat in
agility. Unfortunately, neither Elias Smith nor I
was able to climb where he could.
However, when it is a matter of real need with
me, I trust I shall never be backward, being resolute
by nature and well-trained in bodily exercise. Where
James Bruck went, I was determined to go, also
though it might cost me some uncomfortable falls.
But it was not the same with the first magistrale
of Morganton, less young, less vigorous, larger,
stouter, and less persistent than we others. Plainly
he made every effort, not to retard our progress,
but he panted Hke a seal, and soon I insisted on his
stopping to rest.
In short, it was évident that the ascent of the
Great Eyrie would require far more time than we
had estimated. We had expected to reach the foot
of the rocky wall before eleven o'clock, but we now
saw that mid-day would still find us several hundred
feet below it.
Toward ten o'clock, after repeated attempts to
discover some more practicable route, after num-
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berless turnings and returnings, one of the guides
gave the signal to hait. Wc found ourselves at last
on the upper border of the heavy vvood. The trees,
more thinly spaced, permitted us a glimpse upward
to the base of the rock wall which constituted the
true Great Eyrie.
"Whew !" exclaimed Mr. Smith, leaning against
a mighty pine tree, "a little respite, a little repose,
and even a little repast would not go badly."
"We will rest an hour," said I.
"Yes; after working our lungs and our legs, we
will make our stomachs work."
We were ail agreed on this point. A rest would
certainly freshen us. Our only cause for inquiétude
was now the appearance of the précipitons slope
above us. We looked up toward one of thbse bare
strips called in that région, slides. Amid this loose
earth, these yielding stones, and these abrupt rocks
there was no roadway.
Harry Horn said to his comrade, "It will not be
easy."
"Perhaps impossible," responded Bruck.
Their comments caused me secret uneasiness. If
I returned without even having scaled the mountain,
my mission would be a complété failure, without
speaking of the torture to my curiosity. And when
I stood again before Mr. Ward, shamed and confused, I should eut but a sorry figure.
We opened our knapsacks and lunched moderately
on bread and cold meat. Our repast finished, in less
than half an hour, Mr. Smith sprang up eager to
push forward once more. James Bruck took the
lead; and we had only to follow him as best we
could.
We advanced slowly. Our guides did not attempt to conceal their doubt and hésitation. Soon
'Horn left us and went far ahead to spy out which
road promised most chance of success.
Twenty minutes later he returned and led us
on ward toward the northwest. It was on this side
that the Black Dome rose at a distance of three or
four miles. Our path was still difficult and painful,
amid the sliding stones, held in place only occasionally by wiry bushes. At length after a weary
struggle, we gained some two hundred feet further
upward and found ourselves facing a great gash,
which broke the earth at this spot. Here and there
were scattered roots recently uptorn, branches broken
off, hugè stones reduced to powder, as if an avalanche had rushed down this flank of the mountain.
"That must be the path taken by the huge .block
which broke away from the Great Eyrie," commented James Bruck.
"No doubt," answered Mr. Smith, "and I think
we had better follow the road that it has xnade
for us."
It was indeed this gash that Harry Horn had
selected for our ascent. Our feet found lodgment
in the firmer earth which had resisted the passage
of the monster rock. Our task thus became much
easier, and our progress was in a straight line upward, so that toward half past eleven we reached
the upper border of the "slide."
Before us, less than a hundred feet away, but
towering a hundred feet straight upwards in the air
rose the rock wall, which formed the final crest,
the last defence of the Great Eyrie.
From this side, the summit of the wall showed
capriciously irregular, rising in rude towers and
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jagged needles. At one point the outline appeared
to be an enormous eagle silhouetted against the sky,
just ready to take flight. Upon this side, at least,
the précipice was insurmountable.
"Rest a minute," said Mr. Smith, "and we will .
see if it is possible to make our way around the
base of this cliff."
"At any rate," said Harry Horn, "the great block
must have fallen from this part of the cliff ; and it
has left no breach for entering."
They were both right; we must seek entrance
elsewhere. After a rest of ten minutes, we clambered up close to the foot of the wall, and began to
make a circuit of its base.
Assuredly the Great Eyrie now took on to my
eyes an aspect absolutely fantastic.
Its heights
seemed peopled by dragons and huge monsters. If
chimeras, griffins, and ail the créations of mythology
had appeared to guard it, I should have bccn'scarcely
surprised.
With great difficulty and not without danger we
continued our tour of this circumvallation, where
it seemed that nature had worked as man does, with
careful regularity. No where was there any break
in the fortification ; nowhere a fault in the strata by
which one might clamber up. Always this mighty
wall, a hundred feet in height !
After an hour and a half of this laborious circuit,
we regained our starting-place. I could not conceal
my disappointment, and Mr. Smith was not less
chagrined than I.
"A thousand devils !" cried he, "we know no better than before what is inside this confounded Great
Eyrie, nor even if it is a crater."
"Volcano, or not," said I, "there are no suspicious
noises now ; neither smoke nor flame rises above it ;
nothing whatever threatens an éruption."
This was true. A profound silence reigned around
us; and a perfectly clear sky shone overhead. We
tasted the perfect calm of great altitudes.
It was worth noting that the circumference of
the huge wall was about twelve or fifteen hundred
feet. As to the space enclosed within, we could
scarce reckon that without knowing the thickness of
the encompassing wall. The surroundings were
absolutely deserted. Probably not a living créature
ever mounted to this height, cxcept the few birds
of prey which soared high above us.
Our watches showed three o'clock, and Mr. Smith
cried in disgust, "What is the use of stopping here
ail day! We shall learn nothing more. We must
make a start, Mr. Strock, if we want to get back
to Pleasant Garden to-night."
I made no answer, and did not move from where
T was seated ; so he called again, "Corne, Mr. Strock :
you don't answer."
In truth, it eut me deeply to abandon our effort,
to descend the slope without having achieved my
mission. I felt an imperious need of persisting; my
curiosity had redoubled. But what could I do?
Could I tear open this unyielding earth? Overleap
the mighty cliff? Throwirig one last défiant glare
at the Great Eyrie, I followed my companions.
The return was effected without great difficulty.
We had only to slide down where we had so laboriously scrambled up. Before five o'clock we descended the last slopes of the mountain, and the
farmer of Wildon welcomed us to a much needed
meal.
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"Thea you didn't get inside?" said he.
"No," responded Mr. Sniith, "and T believe thaï
the inside exists only in the imagination of our country folk."
At half past eight our carriage drew up hefore
the house of the Mayor of Pleasant Garden, where
\ve passed the night. While I strove vainly to sleep,
I asked myself if I should not stop there in the village and organize a new ascent. But what better
chance had it of succeeding than the first? The
wisest course was, doubtless, to return to Washington and consult Mr. Ward.
So, the next day, having rewarded our two guides.
I took leave of Mr. Smith at Morganton, and thaï
same evening left by ti-ain for Washington.

ald, "that the extreme rapidity of motion destroys
the weight."
Naturally there were protests from ail sides. It
was impossible to permit the mad speed of this
apparition which threatened to overthrow and destroy eyerything in its passage, équipages and people.
But how could il be stopped? No one knew to whom
the vehicle belonged, nor whence it came, nor whither
it went. It was seen but for an instant as it darted
forward like a bullet in its dizzy flight. How could
one seize a cannon-ball in the air, as it leaped from
the mouth of the gun?
1 repeat, there was no evidence as to the character
of the propelling engine. It left behind it no smoke.
no steam, no odor of gasoline. or of any fuel oil. It
seemed probable, therefore, that the vehicle ran bv
electricity, and that its accumulators were of an unCHAPTER IV
■'
known
modcl. using some unknown fluid.
A Meeting of the Automobile Club
The public imagination, highly cxcited, readily acWAS the mystery of the Great Eyrie to be cepted every sort of rumor about this mysterious
solved some day by chances beyond our automobile. It was said to be a supernatural car.
imagining? That was known only to the
It was driven by a specter. by one of the chauffeurs
future. And was the solution a matter of the first
of hell. a goblin from another world. a monster
importance? That was beyond doubt, since the
escaped from some mythological menagerie, in short,
safety of the people of western Carolina perhaps
the devil in j ter son, who -could defy ail human interdepended upon it.
vention, having ai his coinmand invisible and infinité
Yet a fortnight after my return to Washington,
satanic powers.
public attention was wholly distracted from this
But even Satan himself had no right to run at
problem by another very différent in nature, but
such speed over the roads of the United States withequally astonishing.
out a spécial permit, without a number on his car,
Toward the middle of that mont h of May the
and without a regular license. And it was certain
newspapers-of Pennsylvania informed their readers
that not a single municipality had given him perof some strange occurrence in différent parts of the
mission to go two hundred miles an hour. Public
state. On the roads which radiated from Philadelsecurity demanded that some means be found to
phia, the chief city, there circulated an extraprdinary unmask the secret of this terrible chauffeur.
vehicle, of which no one could describe the form,
Moreover, it was not only Pennsylvania that
or the nature, or even the size, so rapidly did it rush
served as the theater of his sportive eccentricities.
past. It was an automobile; ail were agreed on that.
The police reported his appearance in other states;
But as to what motor drove it, only imagination
in Kentucky near Frankfort; in Ohio near Columcould say; and when the popular imagination is
bus ; in Tennessee near Nashville; in Missouri near
aroused, what limit is there to its hypothèses?
Jefferson ; and finally in Illinois in the neighborhood
At that period the most improved automobiles,
of Chicago.
whether driven by steam, gasoline, or electricity,
The alarm having been given, it became the dutv
could not accomplis!! much more than sixty miles
of the authorities to take stejjs against this publican hour, a speed that the railroads, with their most
danger. To arrest or even to hait an apparition
rapid expresses, scarce exceed on the best lines of
moving at such speed was scarcely practicable. A
America and Europe. Now, this new automobile
better way would be to erect across the roads solid
which was astonishing the world, traveled at more gateways with which the flying machine must corne
than double this speed.
in contact sooner or later, and be smashed into a
It is needless to add that such a rate constituted
thousand pièces.
an extreme danger on the highroads, as much so
"Nonsense !" declared the incredulous. "This madfor vehicles, as for pedestrians. This rushing mass,
man would know well how to circle around such
coming like a thunder-bolt, preceded by a formidable
obstructions."
rumbling, caused a whirlwind, which tore the
"And if necessary," added others, "the machine
branches from the trees along the road. terrified the would leap over the barriers."
animais browsing in adjoining fields, and scattered
"And if he is indeed the devil, he lias, as a former
and killed the birds, which could not resist the sucangel. presumably preserved his wings, and so he
tion of the tremendous air currents engendered by
will take to flight."
its passage.
But this last was but the suggestion of foolish
And, a bizarre détail to which the newspapers
nid gossips who did not stop to study the matter.
For if the King of Hades possessed a pair of wings.
drew particular attention, the surface of the roads
why did he ôbstinately persist in running around on
was scarcely even scratched by the whcels of the
the
earth at the risk of crushing his own subjects,
apparition, which left behind it no such ruts as are
when
he might more easily have hurled himself
usually made by heavy vehicles. At most there was
through
space, as free as a bird.
a Hght touch, a mere brushing of the dust. It was
Such was the situation when, in the last week of
only the tremendous speed which raised behind the
May, a fresh event occurred, which seemed to show
vehicle such whirlwinds of dust.
that the United States was indeed hclpless in the
"It is probable." commented the Nczu York Her- hands of some unapproachable monster. And after
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the New World, would not the Old in its turn, be
desecrated by the mad career of this remarkable
automobilist ?
The following occurrence was reported in ail the
newspapers of the Union, and with what comments
and outcries it is easy to imagine.
A race was to be held by the automobile Club of
Wisconsin, over the roads of that state of which
Madison is the capital. The route laid out formed
an excellent track, about two hundred miles in length,
starting from Prairie du Chien on the western frontier, passing by Madison and ending a little above
Milwaukee on the shore of Lake Michigan. Except
for the Japanese road between Nikko and Namodé,
bordered by giant cypresses, there is no better track
in the world than this of Wisconsin. It runs stmight
and level as an arrow for sometimes fifty miles at a
stretch. Many and noted were the machines entered
for this great race. Every kind of motor vehicle was
permitted to compete, even motorcycles, as well as
automobiles. The machines were of ail makes and
nationalities. The sum of the différent prizes reached
fifty thousand dollars, so that the race was sure to
be desperately contested. New records were expected to be made.
Calculating on the maximum speed hitherto attained, of perhaps eighty miles an hour, this international contest covering two hundred miles would
last about three hours. And, to avoid ail danger,
the state authorities of Wisconsin had forbidden ail
other traffic between Prairie du Chien and Milwaukee during three hours on the morning of the
thirtieth of May. Thus, if there were any accidents, those who suffercd would be themselves to
blâme.
There was an enormous crowd ; and it was not
composed only of the people of Wisconsin. Many
thousands gathered from the neighboring states of
Illinois, Michigan, lowa, Indiana, and even from
New York. Among the sportsmen assembled were
many foreigners, English, French, Germans and
Austrians, each nationality, of course, supporting
the chauffeurs of its land. Moreover, as this was
the United States, the country of the greatest gamblers of the world, bets were made of every sort and
of enormous amounts.
The start was to be made at eight o'clock in the
morning; and to avoid crowding and the accidents
which must resuit from it,' the automobiles were to
start at two minute intervais, and race along the
roads whose borders were black with spectators.
The first ten racers, numbered b}' lot, were dispatched between eight o'clock and twenty minutes
past. Unless there was some disastrous accident,
some of these machines would surely arrive at the
goal by eleven o'clock. The others would follow in
order.
An hour and a half had passed. There remained
but a single contestant at Prairie du Chien. Word
was sent back and forth by téléphoné every five minutes as to the order of the racers. Midway between
Madison and Milwaukee, the lead was held by a
machine of Renault Brothers, four-cylinder of
twenty horsepower, and with Michelin tires. It was
closely followed by a Plarvard-Watson car and by
a de Dion-Bouton. Some accidents had already
occurred, other machines were hopelessly behind.
Not more than a dozen would contest the finish.
Several chauffeurs had been-injurcd, but not seri-
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ously. And even had they been killed, the dcath of
men is but a détail, not considered of great importance in that astonishing country of America.
Naturally the excitement became more intense as
one approached the finishing line near Milwaukee.
There were assembled the most curious, the most
interested ; and there the passions of the moment
were unchained. By ten o'clock it was évident, that
the first prize, twenty thousand dollars, lay between
five machines, two American, two French, and one
English. Imagine, therefore, the fury with which
bets were being made under the influence of national
pride. The regular book makers could scarcely meet
the demands of those who wished to wager. Offers
and amounts were hurled from lip to lip with feverish rapidity. "One to three on the HarvardW atson !"
"One to two on the de Dion-Bouton !"
"Even money on the Renault !"
These cries rang along the line of spectators at
each new announcement from the téléphonés.
Suddenly at half-past nine by the town clock of
Prairie du Chien, two miles beyond that town was
heard a tremendous noise and rumbling which proceeded from the midst of a flying cloud of dust
accompanied by shrieks like those of a naval siren.
Scarcely had the crowds time to draw to one side,
to escape a destruction which would have included
hundreds of victims. The cloud swept by like a
hurricane. No one could distiriguish what it was
that passed with such speed. There was no exaggeration in saying that its rate was at least one hundred and fifty miles an hour.
The apparition passed and disappeared in an instant, leaving behind it a long train of white dust, as
an express locomotive leaves behind a train of smoke.
Evidently it was an automobile with a most extraordinary motor. If it maintained this arrow-like speed,
it would reach the contestants in the fore-front of
the race; it would pass them with this speed double
their own ; it would arrive first at the goal.
And then from ail parts arose an uproar, as soon
as the spectators had nothing more to fear.
"It is that infernal machine."
"Yes; the one the police cannot stop."
"But it has not been heard of for a fortnight."
"It was supposed to be donc for, destroyed, gone
forever."
"It is a devil's car, driven by hellfire, and with
Satan driving!"
In truth, if he were not the devil, who could this
mysterious chauffeur be, driving, with this unbelievable velocity, his no less mysterious machine? At
least it was beyond doubt that this was the same
machine which had already attracted so much attention. If the police believed that they had frightened
it away, that it was never to be heard of more, well,
the police were mistaken—which happens in America
as elsewhere.
The first stunned moment of surprise having
passed, many people rushed to the téléphonés to
warn those further along the route of the danger
which menaced, not only the people, but also the
automobiles scattered along the road.
When this terrible madman arrived like an avalanche they would be smashed to pièces, ground into
powder, annihilated !
And from the collision might not the destroyer
himself emerge safe and Sound? He must be so
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adroit, this chauffeur of chauffeurs, he must handle
his machine with such perfection of eye and hand,
that he knew, no doubt, how to escape from every
situation. Fortunately the Wisconsin authorities had
taken such précautions that the road would be clear
except for contesting automobiles. But what right
had this machine among them !
And what said the racers themselves, who, warned
by téléphoné, had to sheer aside from the road in
their struggle for the grand prize? By their estimate, this amazing vehicle was going at least one
hundred and thirty miles an hour. Fast as was their
speed, it sliot by them at such a rate that they could
hardly make out even the shape of the machine, a
sort of lengthened spindle, probably not over thirty
feet long. Its wheels spun with such yelocity that
they could scarce be seen. For the rest, the machine
left behind it neither smoke nor scent.
As for the driver, hidden in the interior of his
machine, he had been quite invisible. He remained
as unknown as when he had first appeared on the
varions roads throughout the country.
Milwaukee was promptly warned of the coming
of this interloper. Fancy the excitement the news
caused ! The immédiate purpose agreed upon was to
stop this projectile, to erect across its route an obstacle against which it would smash into a thousand
pièces. But was there time ? Would not the machine
appear at any moment? And what need was there,
since the track ended on the edge of Lake Michigan,
and the vehicle would therefore be forced to stop
there anyway, unless its supernatural driver could
ride the water as well as the land.
Here, also, as ail along the route, the most extravagant suggestions were offered. Even those who
would not admit that the mysterious chauffeur must
be Satan in person, allowed that he might be some
monster escaped from the fantastic visions of the
Apocalypse.
And now there were no longer minutes to wait.
Any second might bring the expected apparition.
It was not yet eleven o'clock when a rumbling was
heard far down the track, and the dust rose in violent
whirlwinds. Harsh whistlings shrieked through .the
air, warning ail to give passage to the monster.
It did not slacken speed at the finish. Lake
Michigan was not half a mile beyond, and the machine must certainly be hurled into the water ! Could
it be that the mechanician was no longer master of
his mechanism?
There could be little doubt of it. Like a shooting
star, the vehicle flashed through Milwaukee. When
it had passed the city, would it plunge itself to destruction in the water of Lake Michigan?
At any rate when it disappeared at a slight bend
in the road no trace was to be found of its passage.
CHAPTER V
Along the Shores of New England
AT the time when the newspapers were lîlled
with these reports, I was again in Washing. ton. On my return I had presented myself at
my chief's office, but had been unable to see him.
Family affairs had suddenly called him away, to be
absent some weeks. Mr. Ward, however, undoubtedly knew of the failure of my mission. The newspapers, especially those of North Carolina, had given
full détails of our ascent of the Great Eyrie.

Naturally, I was much annoyed by this delay which
further frettcd my restless curiosity. 1 could turn
lo no other plans for the future. Could I give up
the hope of learning the secret of the Great Eyrie?
No! I would return to the attack a dozen times if
necessary, and despite every failure.
Surely, the winning of access within those walls
was not a task beyond human power. A scaffolding
might be raised to the summit of the clilî ; or a tunnel might be pierced through its depth. Our engineers met problems more difficult every day. But
in this case ît was necessary to consider the expense,
which might easily grow out of proportion to the
advantages to be gained. A tunnel would cost many
thousand dollars, and what good would it accomplish beyond satisfying the public curiosity and
iny own.
M y personal resources were wholly insufficient
for the achievement. Mr. Ward, who heïd the government's funds, was away. I even thought of trying to interest some millionaire. Oh, if T could but
have promised one of them some gold or silver mines
within the mountain ! But such an hypothesis was
not admissible. The chain of the Appalachians is
not situated in a gold bearing région like that of
the Pacific mountains, the Transvaal or Australia.
It was not until the fifteenth of June that Mr.
Ward returned to duty. Despite my lack of success
he received me warmly. "Here is our poor Strock !"
cried he, at my entrance. "Our poor Strock, who
has failed !"
"No more, Mr. Ward, than if you had charged
me to investigate the surface of the moon," answered
I. "We found ourselves face to face with purely
natural obstacles insurmountable with the forces
then at our command."
"1 do not doubt that, Strock, I do not doubt that
in the least. Nevertheless, the fact remains that you
have discovered nothing of what is going on within
the Great Eyrie."
"Nothing, Mr. Ward."
"You saw no sign of fire?"
"Noue."
"And you heard no suspicions noises whatever?"
"None."
"Then it is still uncertain if there is really a volcano there?"
"Still uncertain, Mr. Ward. But if it is there,
we have good reason to believe that it has sunk into
a profound sleep."
"Still," returped Mr. Ward, "there is nothing to
show that it will not wake up again any day, Strock.
It is not enough that a volcano should sleep, it must
be absolutely extinguished—unless indeed ail these
threatening rumors have been boni solely in the
Carolinian imagination."
"That is not possible, sir," I said. "Both Mr.
Smith, the mayor of Morganton and %iis friend the
mayor of Pleasant Garden, are reliable men. And
they speak from their own knowledge in this matter.
Fiâmes have certainly risen above the Great Eyrie.
Strange noises have issued from it. There can b'e
no doubt whatever of the reality of these phenomena."
"Granted," declared Mr. Ward. "I admit that
the evidence is unassailable. So the déduction to
be drawn is that the Great Eyrie has not yet given
up its secret."
"If we are determined to know it, Mr. Ward. the
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solution is only a solution of expense. Pickaxes
and dynamite would soon conquer those walls."
"No doubt," responded the chief, "but such an
undertaking hardly seems justified, since the mountain is now quiet. We will wait awhile and perhaps
nature herself will disclose her mystery."
"Mr. Ward, believe me that I regret deeply that
I hâve been unable to solve the problem you entrusted
to me," T said.
"Nonsense! Do not upset yourself, Strock. Take
your defeat philosophically. We cannot always be
successful, even in the police. How many criminals
escape us ! I believe we should never capture one
of them, if they were a little more intelligent and
less imprudent, and if they did not compromise themselves so stupidly. Nothing, it seems to me, would
be casier than to plan a crime, a theft or an assassination, and to execute it without arousing any suspicions, or leaving any traces to be followed. You
understand, Strock, I do not want to give our criminals lessons ; I much, prefer to have them remain as
they are. Nevertheless there are many whom the
police will never be able to track down."
On this mattcr I shared absolutely the opinion of
my chief. It is among rascals that one finds the
most fools. For this very reason I had been much
surprised that none of the authorities had been able
to throw any light upon the recent performances of
the "démon automobile." And when Mr. Ward
brought up this subject, I did not conceal from him
my astonishment.
Ile pointed ont that the vehicle was practically
unpursuable ; that in its earlier appearances, it had
apparently vanished from ail roads even before a
téléphone message could be sent ahead. Active and
numerous police agents had been spread throughout
the country, but no one of them had encountered the
delinquent. He did not move continuously from
place to place, even at his amazing speed, but seemed
to appear only for a moment and then to vanish into
thin air. True, he had at length remained visible
along the entire route from Prairie du Chien to
Milwaukee, and he had covered in less than an hour
and a half this track of two hundred miles.
But since then, there had been no news whatever
of the machine. Arrived at the end of the route,
driven onward by its own impetus, unable to stop,
had it indeed been engulfed within the water of Lake
Michigan? Must we conclude that the machine and
its driver had both perished, that there was no longer
any danger to be feared from either? The great
majority of the public refused to accept this conclusion.
They fully expected the machine to
reappear.
Mr. Ward frankly admitted that the whole matter
seemed to him most extraordinary ; and I shared his
view. Assuredly if this infernal chauffeur did not
return, his apparition would have to be placed among
those superhuman mysteries which it is not given to
man to understand.
We had fully discussed this affair, the chief and
T ; and I thought that our interview was at an end,
when, after pacing the room for a few moments, he
said abruptly, "Yes, what happened there at Milwaukee was very strange. But here is something
no less so!"
With this he handed me a report which he had
received from Boston, on a subject of which the evening papers had just begun to apprise their readers.
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While I read it, Mr. Ward was summoned from the
room. I seated myself by the window and studied
with extreme attention the matter of the report.
For some days the water s along the coast of
Maine, Massachusetts and Connecticut had been the
scene of an appearance which no one could exactly
describe. A moving body would appear amid the
waters, some two or three miles off shore, and go
through rapid évolutions. It would flash for a while
back and forth among the waves and then dart ont
of sight.
The body moved with such lightning speed that
the best telescopes could hardly follow it. Its length
did not seem to exceed thirty feet. Its cigar-shaped
form and greenish color, made it difficult to distinguish against the background of the océan. It
had been most frequently observed along the coast
between Cape Cod and Nova Scotia. From Providence, from Boston, from Portsmouth, and from
Portland motor boats and steam launches had repeatedly attempted to apprpach this moving body
and even to give it chase. They could not get anywhere near it.
Pursuit seemed useless. It darted like an arrow
beyond the range of view.
Naturally, widely differing opinions were held as
to the nature of this object. But no hypothesis
rested on any secure basis. Seamen were as much
at a loss as others. At first sailors thought it must
be some great fish, like a whale. But it is well
knqwn that ail these animais corne to the surface
with a certain regularity to breathe, and spout up
columns of mingled air and water. Now, this strange
animal, if it was an animal, had never "blown" as
the whalers say ; nor, had it ever made any noises
of breathing. Yet if it were not one of these huge
marine mammals, how was this unknown monster
to be classed? Did it belong among the legendary
dwellers in the deep, the krakens, the octopuses, the
leviathans, the famous sea-serpents ?
At any rate, since this monster, whatever it was,
had appeared along the New England shores, the
little fishing-smacks and pleasure boats dared not
venture forth. Wherever it appeared. the boats
fled to the nearest harbor, as was but prudent. If
the animal was of a ferocious character, none cared
to await its attack.
As to the large ships and coast steamers, they had
nothing to fear from any monster, whale or otherwise. Several of them had seen this créature at a
distance of some miles. But when they attempted
to approach, it fled rapidly* away. One day, even
a fast United States gun boat went ont from Boston,
if not to pursue the monster, at least to send after
it a few cannon shot. Almost instantly the animal
disappeared, and the attempt was vain. As yet,
however, the monster had shown no intention of
attacking either boats or people.
At this moment Mr. Ward returned and I interrupted my reading to say, "There seems as yet no
reason to complain of this sea-serpent. It flees
before big ships. It does not pursue little ones.
Feeling and intelligence are not very strong in
fishes."
"Yet their émotions exist, Strock, and if strongly
aroused
"
"But. Mr. Ward, the beast seems not at ail dangerous. One of two things will happen. Either it
will presently quit these coasts, or finally it will be
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capturée! and we shall be able to study it at our leisure
here in the muséum of Washington."
"And if it is not a marine animal?" asked Mr.
Ward.
"VVhat else can it be ?" I protested in surprise.
"Finish your reading," said Mr. Ward.
I did so ; and found, that in the second part of the
report, my chief had underlined some passages in
red pencil.
For some time no One had doubted that this was
an animal ; and that, i f it were vigorously pursued, it
would at last be driven from our shores. But a
change of opinion had corne abolit. People began
to ask if, instead of a fish, this were not some new
and remarkable kind of boat.
Certainly in that case its engine must be one of
amazing power. Perhaps the inventer beforç selling
the secret of his invention, sought to attract public
attention and to astound the maritime world. Such
surety in the movements of his boat, grâce in its
every évolution, such ease in defying pursuit by its
arrow-Iike speed, surely, these were enough to arouse
world-wide curiosity !
At that time great progress had been made in the
manufacture of marine engincs. Huge transatlantic
steamers complétée! the océan passage in five days.
And the engineers had not yet spoken their last word,
Neither were the navies of the world behindhand.
The cruisers, the torpédo boats, the torpedo-destroyers, could match the swiftest steamers of the Atlantic
and Pacific, or of the Indian trade.
If, however, this were a boat of some new design,
there had as yet been no opportunity to observe its
form. As to the engines which drové it, they must
be.of a power far beyond the most efficient known.
By what force they worked, was equally a problem.
Since the boat had no sails, it was not driven by the
wind ; and since it had no smoke-stack, it was not
driven by steam.
At- this point in the report, I again paused in my
reading and considered the comment I wished to
make.
"What are you puzzling over, Strock?" demanded
my chief.
"It is this, Mr. Ward ; the motive power of this
so-called boat must be as tremendous and as unknown as that of the remarkable automobile which
bas so amazed us ail."
"So that is your idea, is it, Strock?"
"Yes, Mr. Ward."
There was but one conclusion to be drawn. If
the mysterious chauffeur had disappeared, if he had
perished with his machine in Pake Michigan, it was
equally important now to win the secret of this no
less mysterious navigator. And it must be won
before he in his turn plunged into the abyss of the
océan. Was it not the interest of the inventer to
disclose his invention? Would not the American
government or any other give him any price he chose
to ask?
Yet unfortunately, since the inventer of the terrestrial apparition had persisted in preserving his
incognito, was it not to be feared that the inventer
of the marine apparition would equally préservé his?
Even if the first machine still existed, it was no
longer heard from; and would not the second, in
the same way, after having disclosed its powers, disappear in its turn, without a single trace?
What gaye weight to this probability was, that,

since the arrivai of this report at Washington twentyfour hours before, the presence of the extraordinary
boat had not been announced from anywhere along
the shore. Neither had it been scen on any other
coast. Though, of course, the assertion that it
would not reappear at ail, would bave been bazardons, to say the least.
I noted another interesting and possibly important point. It was a singular coincidence which indeed Mr. Ward suggested to me, at the same moment
that I was considering it. This was that orily after
the disappearance of the wonderful automobile had
the no less wonderful boat corne into view. Moreover, their engines both possessed a most dangerous
power of locomotion. If both should go rushing
at the same time over the face of the world, the
same danger would threaten mankind everywhere,
in boats, in vehicles, and on foot. There fore it was
absolutely necessary that the police should in some
manner interféré to protect the public ways of travel.
That is what Mr. Ward pointed out to me; and
our duty was obvions. But how could we accomplish
this task ? We discussed the matter fpr some time;
and I was just about to leaye when Mr. Ward made
one last suggestion.
"Haye you not observed, Strock," said he, "that
there is a sort of fantastic resemblance between
the général appearance of this boat and this automobile ?"
"There is something of the sort, Mr. Ward."
"Well, is it not possible that the two are one?"
CHAPTER VI
The First Letter
AFTER leaving Mr. Ward 1 returned to my
home in Long Street. There I had plenty
. of time to consider this strange case uninterrupted by either wife or children. My household
consisted solely of an ancient servant, who having
been formerly in the service of my mother, had now
continuée! for fifteen years in mine.
Two months before I had obtained a leave of
absence. It had still two weeks to run, unless indeed
some unforeseen circumstance interrupted it, some
mission which could not be delayed. This leave, as
I bave shown, had already been interrupted for four
days by my exploration of the Great Eyrie.
And now was it not my duty to abandon my vacation, and endeavor to throw light upon the remarkable events of which the road to Milwaukee and the
shore of New England had been in turn the scene?
T would bave given much to solve the twin mysteries,
but how was it possible'to follow the track of this
automobile or this boat?
Seated in my easy chair after breakfast, with my
pipe lighted, T opened my newspaper. To what
should I turn? Politics interested me but little, with
its eternal strife between the Republicans and the
Democrats. Neither did I care for the news of
society, nor for the sporting page. You will not he
surprised, then, that my first idea was to see if there
was any news from North Carolina about the Great
Eyrie. There was little hope of this, however, for
Mr. Smith had promised to telegraph me at once
if anything occurred. I felt quite sure that the
mayor of Morganton was as eager for information
and as watchful as I could have been myself. The
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paper told me nothing new. It dropped idly from
my hand ; and 1 remàined deep in thought
What most frequently recurred to me was the
suggestion of Mr. Ward that perhaps the automobile and the boat vvhich had attracted our attention
were in reality onc and the saine. Very probably,
al least, the tvvo machines had been built by the
same hand. And beyond doubt, these were similar
engines, which generated this remarkable speed, more
than doubling the previous records of earth and sea.
"The same inventor!" repeated I.
Evidently this hypothesis had strong grounds. The
fact that the two machines had not yet appeared at
the same time added weight to the idea. I murmured to myself, "After the mystery of Great
Kyrie, cornes that of Milwaukee and Boston. Will
this new problem be as difficult to solve afe was the
other ?"
*
I noted idly that this new affair had a général
resemblance to the other, since both menaced the
security of the général public. To be sure, only the
inhabitants of the Blue Ridge région had been in
danger from an éruption or possible earthquake at
Great Kyrie. While now, on every road of the
United States, or along every league of its coasts
and harbors, every inhabitant was in danger from
this yehide or this boat, with its sudden appearance
and insane speed.
I found that, as was to be expected, the newspapers not only suggestecl, but enlarged upon the
dangers of the case. Timid people everywhere were
much alarmed. My old servant, naturally credulous
and superstitions, was particularly upset. That same
day after dinner, as she was clearing away the things,
she stopped before me, a water bottle in one hand,
the napkin in the other, and asked anxiously, "Is
there no news, sir?"
"None," I answered, knowing well to what she
referred.
"The automobile has not corne back?"
"No."
"Nor the boat ?"
"Nor the boat. There is no news even in the
best informed papers."
"But
your secret police information?"
"We are no wiser."
"Ihen, sir, if you please, of what use are the
police ?"
It is a question which has phased me more than
once.
"Now you see what will happen," continuée! the
old housekeeper, complainingly, "Some fine morning,
lie will corne without warning, this terrible chauffeur,
and rush down our street here and kill us ail !"
"Good ! When that happens, there will be some
chance of catching him."
"He will never be arrested, sir."
"Why not ?"
"Recause he is the devil himself, and you can't
arrest the devil !"
Decidedly, thought I, the devil has many uses;
and i f he did not exist we would have to invent him,
to give people some way of explaining the inexplicable. It was he who lit the fiâmes of the Great Kyrie.
It was he who smashed the record in the Wisconsin
race. It is he who is scurrying along the shores
of Connecticut and Massachusetts. But putting te
one side this evil spirit, who is so necessary for the
convenience of the ignorant, there was no doubt that
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we were facing a most bewildering problem. Had
both of these machines disappeared forever? Thcy
had passed like a meteor, like a star shooting through
space ; and in a hundred years the adventure would
become a legend, much to the taste of the gossips of
the next century.
For several days the newspapers of America and
even those of Europe continued to discuss these
events. Editorials crowded upon éditorials. Rumors
were added to rumors. Story tellers of every kind
crowded to the front. The public of two continents
was interested. In some parts of Europe there was
even jealousy that America should have been chosen
as the field of such an experience. If these marvelous
inventors were American, then their country, their
army and navy, would have a great advantage over
others. The United States might acquire an incontestible superiority.
Under the date of the tenth of June, a New York
paper published a carefully studied article on this
phase of the subject. Comparing the speed of the
swiftest known vessels with the smallest minimum
of speed which could possibly be assignée! to the
new boat, the article demonstrated that if the United
States secured this secret, Europe would be but three
days away from her, while she would still be five
days from Europe.
If our own police had searched diligently to discover the mystery of the Great Eyrie, the secret service of every country in the world was now interested
in these new problems.
Mr. Ward referred to the matter each time I saw
him. Our chat would begin by his rallying me about
my ill-success in Carolina, and I would respond by
reminding him that success there was only a question of expense.
"Never mind, my good Strock," said he, "there
will corne a chance for our clever inspecter to regain
his laurels. Take now this affair of the automobile
and the boat. If you could clear that up in advance
of ail the détectives of the world, what an honor it
would be to our department ! What glory for you !"
"It certainly would, Mr. Ward. And if you put
the matter in my charge—"
"Who knows, Strock? Let us wait awhile! Let
us wait !"
Matters stood thus when, on the morning of June
fifteenth, my old servant brought me a letter from
the letter-carrier, a registered letter for which I had
to sign. I looked at the address. T did not know
the handwriting. The postmark, dating from two
days before, was stamped at the post-office of Morganton.
Morganton ! Here at last was, no doubt, news
from Mr. Elias Smith.
"Yes!" exclaimed T, speaking to my old servant,
for lack of another, "it must be from Mr. Smith at
last. I know no one else in Morganton. And if he
writes he has news!"
"Morganton?" said the old woman, "isn't that the
place where the démons set fire to their mountain5"
"Exactly."
"Oh, sir! I hope you don't mean to go back
there!"
;Why not?"
"Because you will end by being burned up in that
furnace of the Great Eyrie. And I wouldn't want
you buried that way, sir."
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'"Cheer up, and let us see if it is not better news
than that."
The envelope was sealed with red sealing wax,
and stamped with a sort of coat-of-arms, surmounted
with threc stars. The paper was thick and very
strong. i broke the envelope and drew ont a letter.
It was a single sheet, folded in four, and written on
one side only. My first glance was for the signature.
Therc was no signature! Nothing but three initiais
at the end of the last line!
"The letter is not from the Mayor of Morganton,"
said I.
"Then from whom?" asked the old servant, doubly
curions in her quality as a woman and as an old
gossip.
Looking again at the three initiais of the signature,
I said, "1 know no one for whom these letters jwoukl
stand ; neither at Morganton nor elsewhere."
The handwriting was bold. Both up strokes and
down strokes very sharp, about twenty Unes in ail.
Here is the letter, of which I, with good reason, rctained an exact copy. It was dated, to my extreme
stupéfaction, from that mystcrious Great Eyrie :
"Great Eyrie, Blue Ridge Mtns,
North Carolina, June 13th.
"To Mr. Strock:
Chief Inspecter of Police,
34 Long St., Washington, D. G.
"Sir,
"You were chargée! with the mission of penetrating the Great Eyrie.
"You came on April the twenty-eighth, accompanied by the Mayor of Morganton and two guides.
"You raounted; to the foot of the wall, and you
encircled it, finding it too high and steep to climb.
"You sought a breech and you found none.
"Know this : none enter the Great Eyrie ; or if one
enters, he never returns.
"Do not try again, for the second attempt will not
resuit as did the first, but will have grave conséquences for you.
"Heed this warning, or evil fortune will corne to
you.
^
"M. o. W."
# CHAPTER VII
A Third Machine
ICONEESS that at first this letter dumbfounded
me. "Ohs !" and "Ahs !" slipped from my open
mouth. The old servant stared at me, not knowing what to think.
"Oh, sir ! is it bad news?"
I answered—for I kept few secrets from this
faithful soul—by reading her the letter from end to
end. She listened with much anxiety.
"A joke, without doubt," said I, shrugging my
shoulders.
"Well," returned my superstitions handmaid, "if
it isn't from the devil, it's from the devil's country,
anyway."
Left alone, I again went over this unexpected letter. Reflection inclined me yet more strongly to believe that it was the work of a practical joker. My
adventure was well known. The newspapers had
given it in full détail. Some satirist, such as exists
even in America, must have written this threatening
letter to mock me.
To assume, on the other hand, that the Eyrie really

served as the refuge of a band of criminals, seemed
absurd. If they feared that the police would discover their retreat, surely they would not have been
so foolish as thus to force attention upon themselves.
Their chief security would lie in keeping their présence there unknown. They must have realized that
such a challenge from them would only arouse the
police to renewed activity. Dynamite or melinite
would soon open an entrance to their fortress. Moreover, how epukl these men have, themselves, gained
entrance into the Eyrie—unless there existed a passage which we had failed to discover? Assuredly the
letter came from a jester or a madman ; and I need
not worry over it, nor even consider it.
Hence, though for an instant I had thought of
showing this letter to Mr. Ward, I décidée! not to do
so. Surely he would attach no importance to it.
However, I did not destroy it, but locked it in my
desk for safekeeping. If more letters came of the
same kind, and with the same initiais, I would attach
as little weight to them as to this.
Several days passée! quietly. There was nothing
to lead me to expect that I would soon quit Washington ; though in my line of duty one is never certain of the morrow. At any moment I might be
speeding from Oregon to Florida, from Maine to
Texas. " And—this unpleasant thought haunted me
frequently—if my next mission were no more successful than that to the Great Eyrie, I might as well
give up and hand in my résignation from the force.
Of the mysterious chauffeur or chauffeurs, nothing
more was heard. I knew that our own government
agents, as well as foreign ones, were keeping keen
watch over ail the roads and rivers, ail the lakes and
the coasts of America. Of course, the size of the
country made any close supervision impossible; but
these twin înventors had not before chosen secludcd
and unfrequented spots in which to appear. The
main highway of Wisconsin on a great race day, the
harbor of Boston, incessantly crosseel by thousanels
of boats, these were hardly what would be called hiding places! If the daring driver had not perished—
of which there was always strong probability; then
he must have left America. Perhaps be was in the
waters of the Ole! World, or else resting in some
retreat known only to himself, and in that case—
"Ah !" I repeated to myself, many times, "for such
a retreat, as secret as inaccessible, tins fantastic personage coulel not finel one better than the Great
Eyrie!" But, of course, a boat could not gct there,
any more than an automobile. Only high-flying birds
of prey, eagles or condors, could fincl refuge there.
The' nineteenth of June I was going to the police
bureau, when, on leaving my house, I noticed two
men who looked at me with a certain keenness. Not
knowing them, I took no notice ; and if my attention
was drawn to the matter, it was because my servant
spoke of it when I returned.
For some days, she said, she had noticed that two
men seemed to be spying upon me in the street. They
stood constantly, perhaps a hundred steps from my
house; and she suspected that they followed me each
time I went up the street.
"You are sure?" T asked.
"Yes, sir, and no longer ago than yesterday, when
you came into the house, these men came slipping
along in your footsteps, and then went away as soon
as the door was shut behind you."
"You must be mistaken?"
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"But I tell you I am not mistaken, sir."
"And if you met these two men, you vvould know
them ?"
"I would."
"Good," I cried, laughing, "I see you bave the very
spirit of a détective. 1 must engage you as a member
of our force."
"Joke if j'ou like, sir. But I bave still two good
eyes, and I don't need spectacles to recognize people.
Someone is spying on you, that's certain ; and you
should put some of your men to track them, in turn."
"Ail right; 1 promise to do so," I said, to satisfy
her. "And when my men get after them, we shall
soon know what these mysterious fellows want of
me."
In truth, I did not take the good soul's excited announcement very seriously.
I added, howeven,
"When I go out, I will watch the people around mè
with great care."
"That will be best, sir."
My poor old housekeeper was always frightening
herself at nothing. "If I see them again," she added,
"I will warn you before you set foot out of doors."
"Agreed !" And I broke ofï the conversation,
knowing well that if I allowed her to run on, she
would end by being sure that Beelzebub himself and
one of bis chief attendants were at my heels.
The two following days, there was certainly no
one spying on me, either at my exits or entrances.
So I concluded that my old servant had made mtich
of nothing, as usual. But on the morning of the
twenty-second of June, after rushing upstairs as
rapidly as her âge would permit, the devoted old soul
burst into my room and in a half whisper gasped,
"Sir! Sir!"
"What is it ?"
"They are there !"
"Who?" I queried, my mind on anything but the
web she had been spinning about me.
"The two spies !"
"Ah, those wonderf ul spies !"
"Themselves !—In the street!—Right in front of
our windows !—Watching the house, waiting for you
to go out."
I went to the window and raising just an edge of
the shade, so as not to give any warning, I saw two
men on the pavement.
They were rather fine-Iooking men, broad-shouldered and vigorous, aged somewhat under forty,
dressed in the ordinary fashion of the day, with
slouched bats, heavy woolen suits, stout walking
shoes and sticks in hand. Undoubtedly, they were
staring persistently at my apparently unwatchful
house. Then, having exchanged a few words, they
strolled off a little way, and returned again.
"Are j'ou sure these are the same men you saw
before?"
"Yes, sir."
Evidently, I could no longer dismiss her warning
as an hallucination; and I promised myself to clear
up the matter. As to following the men myself, I
was presumably too well known to them. To address
them directly would probably be of no use. But
that very day, one of our best men should be put
on watch, and if the spies returned on the morrow,
they should be tracked in their turn, and watched
until their identity was established.
At the moment, they were waiting to follow me
to police headquarters. For it was there that I was
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bound, as usual. If they accompanied me I might be
able to offer them a hospitality for which thej' would
scarce thank me.
I took my hat ; and while the housekeeper remained peeping from the window, I went downstairs, opened the door, and stepped into the street.
The two men were no longer there.
Despite ail my watchfulness, that day I saw no
more of them a's I passed along the streets. From
that time on, indeecl, neither my old servant nor I
saw them again before the house, nor did I encounter them elsewhere. Their appearance, however, was
stamped upon my memory, I would not forget them.
Perhaps, after ail, admitting that I had been the
object of their espionage, they h'ad been mistaken in
my identity. Having obtained a good look at me,
they now followed me no more. So in the end, I
came to regard this matter as of no more importance
than the letter with the initiais M. o. W.
Then, on the twenty-fourth of June, there came a
new event, to further stimulate both my interest and
that of the général public in the previous mysteries
of the automobile and the boat. The Washington
Evening Star published the following account, which
was next morning copied by every paper in the
country.
"Lake Kirdall in Kansas, forty miles west of Topeka, is little known. It deserves wider knowledge,
and doubtless will have it hereafter, for attention is
now drawn to it in a very remarkable way.
"This lake, deep among the mountains, appears to
have no outlet. What it loses in evaporation, it regains from the little neighboring streamlets and the
heavy rains.
"Lake Kirdall covers about seventy-five square
miles, and its level is but slightly below that of the
heights which surround it. Shut in among the mountains, it can be reached only by narrow and rocky
gorges. Several villages, however, have sprung up
upon its banks. It is full of fish, and fishing-boats
cover its waters.
"Lake Kirdall is in many places fifty feet deep
close to shore. Sharp, pointed rocks form the edges
of this huge basin. Its surges, roused by high-winds,
beat upon its banks with fury, and the houses near
at hand are often deluged with spray as if with the
downpour of a hurricane. The lake, already deep at
the edge, becomes j'et deeper toward the center,
where in some places soundings show over three
hundred feet of water.
"The fishing industry supports a population of
several thousands, and there are several hundred fishing boats in addition to the dozen or so of little
steamers which serve the traffic of the lake. Beyond
the circle of the mountains lie the railroads which
transport the products of the fishing industry
throughout Kansas and the neighboring states.
"This account of Lake Kirdall is necessary for the
understanding of the remarkable facts which we are
about to report."
And this is what the Evening Star then reported
in its startling article. "For some time past, the
fishermen have noticed a strange upheaval in the
waters of the lake. Sometimes it rises as if a wave
surged up from its depths. Even in perfectly calm
weather, when there is no wind whatever, this upheaval sometimes arises in a mass of foam.
Tossed about by violent waves of unaccountable
currents. boats have been swept beyond ail control.
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Sometimes they have been dashed one against another, and serions damage bas resulted.
"This confusion of the waters evidently bas its
prigin somewhere in the depths of the Iake ; and varions explanations have been offered to account for it.
At first, it was suggested that the trouble was due to
^eismic forces, to some volcanic action beneath the
Iake ; but this hypothesis had to be rejected when it
was recognized that the disturbance was not confined
ko one locality, but spread itself over the entire surface of the lake, either at one part or another, in the
center or along the edges, traveling along almost m a
tregular line and in a way to exclude entirely ail idea.
pf earthquake or volcanic action,
i "Another hypothesis suggested that it was a marine monster who thus upheaved the waters. But
iunless the beast had been boni in the lake an\l had
Ithere grown to its gigantic proportions unsuspccted,
[which was scarcely possible, he must have corne there
ïrom outside. Lake Kirdall, however, lias no connection with any other waters. If this lake were
situâted near any of the océans, there might be subterranean canals ; but in the center of America, and
Pt the height of some thousands of fect above sealevel, this is not possible. In short, here is another
riddle not easy to solve, and it is much easier to point
ont the impossibility of false explanations, than to
discover the true ones.
"Is it possible that the submarine boat is being
experimented with beneath the lake? Such boats
are no longer impossible today. Some years ago, at
Bridgeport, Connecticut, there was launched a boat,
The Protector, which could go on the water, under
the water, and also upon land. Built by an inventer
named Lake, supplied with two motors, an electric
one of seventy-nve horsepower, and a gasoline one
of two hundred and fifty horsepower, it was also
provided with wheels a yard in diameter, which enabled it to roll over the roads, as well as swim the
seas.
"But even then, granting that the turmoil of Lake
Kirdall might be produced by a submarine, brought
to a high degree of perfection, there remains as beîore the question how could it have reached Lake
Kirdall ? The lake, shut in on ail sides by a circle of
mountains, is no more accessible to a submarine than
to a sea-monster.
"In whatever way this last puzzling question may
be solved, the nature of this strange appearance can
no longer be disputed since the twentieth of June.
On that day, in the afternoon, the schooner Markel,
while speeding with ail sails set, came into violent
collision with something just below the water level.
There was no shoal nor rock near; for the lake in
this part is eighty or ninety feet deep. The schooner
with both lier bow and her side badly broken, was
in great danger of sinking. She managed, however,
to reach the'shore before her decks were completely
suhmerged.
"When the Markel had been pumped ont and
hauled up on shore, an examination showed that she
had received a blow near the bow, as if from a
powerful ram.
"From this it seems évident that there is actually
a submarine boat which darts about beneath the surface of Lake Kirdall with most remarkable rapidity.
"The thing is difficult to explain. Not only is
there a question as to how did the submarine get
there? But why is it there? Why does it never

corne to the surface? What reason lias its owner for
remaining unknown? Are other disasters to be expected from its reckless course?"
The ax-ticle in the Evening Star closed with this
truly striking suggestion : "After the mysterious automobile, came the mysterious boat. Now cornes the
mysterious submarine.
"Must we conclude that the tliree engines are due
to the genius of the saine inventer, and that the three
vehicles arc in truth but one?"
CHAPTER VTII
At Any Gost
THE suggestion of the Star came like a révélation. ît was acéèpted everywhere. Not only
were these three vehicles the work of the same
inventor ; they were the same machine !
It was not easy to see how the remarkable transformation could be practically accomplished from
one means of locomotion to the other. How could
an automobile become a boat, and yet more, a submarine? AU the machine seemed to lack was the
power of flying through the air. Nevertheless, everything that was known of the three différent machines,
as to their size, their shape, their lack of odor or of
stcam, and above ail, their remarkable speed, seemed
to imply their identity. The public, grown blasé with
so many excitements, found in this new marvel a
stimulus to reawaken their curiosity.
The newspapers dvvelt now chiefly on the importance of the invention. This new engine, whether in
one vehicle or three, had given proofs of its power.
What amazing proofs ! The invention must be
bought at any-price. The United States government
must purchase it at once for the use of the nation.
Assuredly, the great European powers would stop at
nothing to be beforehand with America, and gain
possession of an engine so invaluable for military
and naval use. What incalculable advantages would
it give to any nation, both on land and sea ! Its destructive powers could not even be estimated, until
its qualifies and limitations were better known. No
amount of money would be too great ta pay for the
secret ; America could not put her millions to better
use.
But to buy the machine, it was necessary to find
the inventor ; and there the cliief difficulty seemed to
be. In vain was Lake Kirdall searched from end to
end. Even its depths were cxplored with a soiuiding-Iine without results. Must it be concluded that
the submarine no longer lurked beneath its waters?
But in that case, how had the boat gotten away ? For
that matter, how had it corne?
An insoluble
problem !
The submarine was heard from no more, neither
in Lake Kirdall nor elsewhere. It had disappeared
like the automobile from the roads, and like the boat
from the shores of America. Several times in my
interviews with Mr. Ward, we discussed this matter,
which still filled his mind. Our men continued everywhere on the lookout, but as unsuccessfully as other
agents.
' On the morning of the twenty-seventh of June, I
was summoned into the presence of Mr. Ward.
"Well, Strock," said he, "here is a splendid chance
for you to get your revenge."
"Revenge for the Great Eyrie disappointment ?"
"Of course."
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"What chance?" asked I, not knowing if he spoke
seriously, or in jest.
"Why, here," he answered. "Would not you like
to discover the inventer of this three-foîd machine?"
"I certainly should, Mr. Ward. Give me the order
to take charge of the matter, and I will accomplish
the impossible, in order to succeed. It is true, I believe it will be difficult."
"Undpubtedly, Strock. Perhaps even more difficult than to penetrate into the Great Eyrie."
It was évident that Mr. Ward was intent on rallying me about my unsuccess. He would not do that,
I felt assured, out of mcre unkindness. Perhaps then
he meant to rouse my resolution. He knew me well ;
and realized that I would have given anything in the
world to recoup my defeat. I waited quietly for new
instructions.
\
Mr. Ward dropped his jesting and said to me very
generously, "I know, Strock, that you accomplished
everything that depended on human powers ; and
that no blâme attaches to you. But we face now a
matter very différent from that of the Great Eyrie.
The day the government décidés to force that secret, everything is ready. We have only to spend
some thousands of dollars, and the road will be
open."
"That is what I would urge."
"But at présent," said Mr. Ward, shaking his head,
"it is much more important to place our hands on
this fantastic inventor, who so constantly escapes us.
That is work for a détective, indeed ; a master détective !"
"Pie lias not been heard from again?"
"No; and though there is every reason to believe
that he lias been, and still continues, beneath the
waters of Lake Kirdall, it lias been impossible to
find any trace of him anywhere around there. One
would almost fancy he had the power of making
himself invisible, this Proteus of a mecharifc !"
"It seems likely," said I, "that he will never be
seen until he wishes to be."
"True, Strock. And to my mind there is only one
way of dealing with him, and that is to offer him
such an enormous price that he cannot refuse to sell
his invention.
Mr. Ward was right. Indeed, the government had
already made the effort to secure speech with this
hero of the day, and surely no human being has ever
better merited the title. The press had widely spread
the news, and this extraordinary individual must assuredly know what the government desired of him,
and how completely he could name the ternis he
wished.
"Surely," added Mr. Ward, "this invention can be
of no personal use to the man, that he should hide
it from the rest of us. There is every reason why
he should sell it. Can this unknown be already some
dangerous criminal who, thanks to his machine,
hopes to defy ail pursuit?"
My chief then went on to explain that it had been
decided to employ other means in search of the inventor. It was possible, after ail, that he had perished with his machine in some dangerous maneuver.
If so, the ruined vehicle might prove almost as valuable and instructive to the mechanical worîd as the
man himself. But since the accident to the schooner
Markel on Lake Kirdall, no news of him whatever
had reached the police.
On this point, Mr. Ward did not attempt to hide
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his disappointment and his anxiety. Anxiety, yes,
for it was manifestly becoming more and more difficult for him to fulfill his duty of protecting the public. How could we arrest criminals, if they could
flee from justice at such speed over both land and
sea? PIow could we pur sue them under the océans?
And when dirigible balloons should also have reached
their full perfection, we would even have to chase
men through the air ! I asked myself if my colleagues and I would not find ourselves some day reduced to utter helplessness? if police officiais, become a useless incumbrance, would be dcfinitely discarded by society ?
Here, there recurred to me the jesting letter I had
received a fortnight before, the letter wliich threatened my liberty and even my life. I recalled, also,
the singular espionage of which I had been the subject. 1 asked myself if I had better mention these
things to Mr. Ward. But tliey seemed to have abso-'
lutely no relation to the matter now in hand. The
Great Eyrie aiïair had been definitely put aside by
the government, since an éruption was no longer
threatening. And the)' now wished to employ me
upon this newer matter. I waited, then, to mention
this letter to my chief at some future time, when it
would be not so sore a joke to me.
Mr. Ward again took up our conversation. "We
are resolved by some means to establish communication with this inventor. He has disappeared, it is
true ; but he may reappear at any moment, and in
any part of the country. I have chosen you, Strock,
to follow him the instant he appears. You must hold
yourself ready to leave Washington on the moment.
Do not quit yottr house, except to corne here to headquarters each day; notify me, each time by téléphoné, when you start from home, and report to me
personally the moment you arrive here."
"I will follow orders exactly, Mr. Ward," I answered. "But permit me one question. Ought I to
act alone, or will it not be better to join with me—?"
"That is what I intend," said the chief, interrupting me. "You are to choose two of our men whom
you think the best fitted."
"I will do so, Mr. Ward. And now,-if some day
or other I stand in the presence of our man, what am
I to do with him ?"
"Above ail things, do not lose sight of him. If
there is no other way, arrest him. You shall have a
warrant."
»
"A useful précaution, Mr. Ward. If he started
to jump into his automobile and to speed away at
the rate we know of, I must stop him at any cost.
One cannot argue long with a man making two hundred miles an hour !"
"You must prevent that, Strock. And the arrest
made, telegraph me. After that, the matter will be
in my hands."
"Count on me, Mr. Ward; at any hour, clay or
night, T shall be ready to start with my men. I thank
you for having entrusted this mission to me. If it
succeeds, it will be a great honor—"
"And of great profit," added my chief, dismissing
me.
Returning home, I made ail préparations for a
trip of indefinite duration. Perhaps my good housekeeper imagined that I planned a return to the Great
Eyrie, which she regarded as an ante-chamber of
hell itself. She saicl nothing, but went about her
work with a most despa-iring face. Nevertheless.
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sure as I was of her discrétion, I told her nothing.
In this great mission I would confide in no one.
My choice of the two men to accompany me was
easily made. They both belonged to my own department, and had many times under my direct command
given proofs of their vigor, courage and intelligence.
One, John Hart, of Illinois, was a man of thirty
years ; the other, aged thirty-two, was Nab Walker,
of Massachusetts. I could not have had better
assistants.
Several days passed, without news, either of the
automobile, the boat, or the submarine. There were
rumors in plenty; but the police knew them to be
false. As to the reckless stories that appeared in
the newspapers, they had most of them, no foundation whatever. Even the best journals cannot be
trusted to refuse an exciting bit of newa on the
mere ground of its unreliability.
Then, twice in quick succession, there came what
seemed trustworthy reports of the "man of the
hour." The first asserted that he had been seen on the
roads of Arkansas, near Little Rock. The second,
that he was in the very middle of Lake Superior.
Unfortunately, these two notices were absolutely
unreconcilable ; for while the first gave the afternoon
of June twenty-sixth, as the time of appearance, the
second set it for the evening of the same day. Now,
these two points of the United States territory are
not less than eight hundred miles apart. Even granting the automobile this unthinkable speed, greater
than any it had yet shown, how could it have crossed
ail the intervening country unseen? How could it
traverse the States of Arkansas, Missouri, lowa and
Wisconsin, from end to end, without any one of our
agents giving us warning, without any interested
person rushing to a téléphoné.
After these two momentary appearances, if appearances they were, the machine again dropped out
of knowledge. Mr. Ward did not think it worth
while to dispatch me and my men to either point
whence it had been reported.
Yet since this marvelous machine seemed still in
existence, something must be done. The following
officiai notice was published in every newspaper of
the United States, under July 3d. It was couched in
the most formai terms :
"During the month of April, of the présent year,
an automobile traversed the roads of Pennsylvania,
of Kentucky, of Ohio, of Tennessee, of Missouri, of
Illinois ; and, on the twenty-seventh of May, during
the race held by the American Automobile Club, it
covered the course in Wisconsin. Then it disappeared.
"During the first week of June, a boat maneuvering at great speed appeared ofï the coast of New
England between Cape Cod and Cape Sable, and
more particularly around Boston. Then it disappeared.
"In the second fortnight of the same month, a submarine boat was run beneath the waters of Lake
Kirdall, in Kansas. Then it disappeared.
"Everything points to the belief that the same inventor must have built these three machines, or perhaps that they are the same machine, constructed so
as to travel both on land and water.
"A proposition is therefore addressed to the said
inventer, whoever he be, with the aim of acquiring
the said machine.
"He is requested to make himself known and to

name the terms upon which he will treat with the
United States government. He is also requested to
answer as promptly as possible to the Department of
Fédéral Police, Washington, D. C., United States of
America."
Such was the notice printed in large type on the
front page of every newspaper. Surely it could not
fail to reach the eye of him for whom it was intended, wherever he might be. He would read it.
He could scarce fail to answer it in some manner.
And why should he refuse such an unlimited offer?
We had only to await his reply.
One can easily imagine how high the public curiosity rose. From morning till night, an eager and
noisy crowd pressed about the bureau of police,
awaiting the arrivai of a letter or a telegram. The
best reporters were on the spot. What honor, what
profit would come to the paper which was first to
publish the famous news ! To know at last the name
and place of the undiscoverable unknown! And to
know if he would agree to some bargain with the
government ! It goes without saying that America
does things on a magnificent scale. Millions would
not be lacking for the inventer. If necessary, ail
the millionaires in the country would open their inexhaustible purses !
The day passed. To how many excited and impatient people it seemed to contain more than twentyfour hours ! And each hour held far more than
sixty minutes ! There came no answer, no letter, no
telegram ! The night following, there was still no
news. And it was the same the next day—and the
next.
There came, however, another resuit, which had
been fully foreseen. The cables informed Europe
of what the United States government had done.
The différent Powers of the Old World hoped also
to obtain possession of the wonderful invention.
Why should they not struggle for an advantage so
tremendous? Why should they not enter the contest with their millions ?
In brief, every great power took part in the affair,
France, England, Russia, Italy, Austria, Germany.
Only the states of the second order refrained from
entering with their smaller resources, upon a useless
effort. The European press published notices identical with that of the United States. The extraordinary "chauffeur" had only to speak, to become a
rival to the Vanderbilts, the Astors, the Goulds, the
Morgans, and the Rothschilds of every country of
Europe.
And, when the mysterîous inventer made no sign,
what attractive* offers were held forth to tempt him
to discard the secrecy in which he was enwrapped !
The whole world became a public market, an auction
house whence arose the most amazing bids. Twice a
day the newspapers would add up the amounts, and
these kept rising from millions to millions. The end
came when the United States Congress, after a
mémorable session, voted to offer the sum of twenty
million dollars. And there was not a citizen of the
States of whatever rank, who objected to the
amount, so much importance was attached to the
possession, of this prodigious engine of locomotion.
As for me, I said emphatically to my old housekeeper : "The machine is worth even more than that."
Evidently the other nations of the world did not
think sOj for their bids remained below the final sum.
But how useless was this mighty struggle of the
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great rivais ! The inventer did not appear ! He did
not exist! Ile had never existed ! It was ail a
monstrous pretense of the American newspapers.
That, at least, became the announced view of the
Old World.
And so the time passed. There was no further
news of our man, there was no response from him.
He appeared no more. For my part, not knowing
what to think, I commenced to lose ail hope of reaching any solution to the strange affair.
Thcn on the morning of the fifteenth of July, a
letter without postmark was found in the mailbox
of the police bureau. After the authorities had
studied it, it was given ont to the Washington journals, which published it in facsimile, in spécial numbers. It was couched as follows :
v
\
CHAPTER IX
The Second Letter
"On 'Board the 'Terror'
"July 15.
U^O the Old and New World:
"The propositions emanating from the
JL différent governments of Europe, as also
that which lias finally been made by the United
States of America, need expect no other answer than
this :
"I refuse absolutely and definitely the sums offered for my invention.
"My machine will be neither French nor German,
nor Austrian nor Russian, nor English nor American.
"The invention will remain my own, and I shall
use it as pleases me.
"With it, I hold control of the entire world, and
there lies no force within the reach of humanity
which is able to resist me, under any circumstances
whatsoever.
"Let no one attempt to seize or stop me. It is,
and will be, utterly impossible. Whatever injury
anyone attempts against me, I will return a hundredfold.
"As to the money which is offered me, I despise
it ! I have no need of it. Moreover, on the day
when it pleases me to have millions, or billions, I
have but to reach out my hand and take them.
"Let hoth the Old and the New World realize
this : They can accomplish nothing against me ; I can
accomplish anything against them.
"So I sign this letter :
"The Master of the World."
CHAPTER X
Outside the Law
SUCH was the letter addressed to the government of the United States. As to the person
who had placed it in the police mailbox, no one
had seen him.
1* The sidewalk in front of our offices had probably
not been once vacant during the entire night. From
sunset to sunrise, there had always been people busy,
anxious, or curious, passing before our door. It is
true, however, that even then, the bearer of the letter might easily have slipped by unseen and dropped
the letter in the box. The night had been so dark,
you could scarcely see from one side of the street
to the other.
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I have said that this letter appeared in facsimile in
ail the newspapers to which the government communicated it. Perhaps one would naturally imagine
that the first comment of the public would be, "This
is the work of some practical joker." It was in that
way that I had accepted my letter from the Great
Eyrie, five weeks before.
But this was not the général attitude toward the
présent letter, neither in Washington, nor in the rest
of America. To the few who would have maintained
that the document should not be taken seriously, an
immense majority would have responded : "This letter has not the style nor the spirit of a jester. Only
one man could have written it ; and that is the inventor of this unapproachable machine."
To most people this conclusion seemed indisputable, owing to a curious state of mind easily explainable. For ail the strange facts of which the key had
hitherto been lacking, this letter furnished an expianation. The theory now almost universally accepted
was as follows; The inventer had hidden himself for
a time, only in order to reappear more startlingly in
some new light. Instead of having perished in an
accident, he had concealed himself in some retreat
where the police were unable to discover him. Then
to assert positively his attitude toward ail governments he had written this letter. But instead of
dropping it in the post in any one locality, which
might have rcsulted in its being traced to him, he
had corne to Washington and deposited it himself in
the very spot suggested by the government's officiai
notice, the Bureau of Police.
Well ! If this remarkable personage had reckoned
that this new, proof of his existence would make
some noise in two worlds, he certainly figured
rightly. That dày, the millions of good folk who
read and re-read their daily paper could—to employ
a well-known phrase—scarcely believe their eyes.
As for myself, I studied carefully every phase of
the défiant document. The handwriting was black
and heavy. An expert at chirography would doubtless have distinguished in the lines traces of a violent
tempérament, of a character stern and -unsocial.
Suddenly, a cry escaped me—a cry that fortunately
my housekeeper did not hear. Why had I not noticed sooner the resemblance of the handwriting to
Ihat of the letter I had received from Morganton?
Moreover, a yet more significant coïncidence, the
initiais with which my letter had been signed, did
they not stand for the words "Master of the
World?"
And whence came the second letter? "On Board
the 'Terror.' " Doubtless this name was that of the
triple machine commanded by the mysterious captain. The initiais in my letter were his own signature; and it was he who had threatened me, if I
dared to renew my attempt on the Great Eyrie.
I rose and took from my desk the letter of June
thirteenth. I compared it with the facsimile in the
newspapers. There was no doubt about it. They
were both in the same peculiar handwriting.
My mind worked eagerly. I sought to trace the
probable déductions from this striking fact, known
only to myself. The man Avho had threatened me
was the commander of this "Terror"—startlîng
name, only too well justified ! I asked myself if our
search could not now be prosecuted under less vague
conditions. Could we not now start our men upon a
trail which would lead definitely to success ? In short.
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what relation existed between the "Terror" and thc
Great Eyrie? What connection was there between
the phenomena of the Blue Ridge Mountains, and
the no less phénoménal performances of the fantastic
machine.
I knew what my first step would be ; and with the
letter in my pocket, I hastened to police headquarters. Inquiring if Mr. Ward was within and receiving an affirmative reply, I hastened toward his door,
and rapped upon it with unusual and perhaps unnecessary vigor. Upon his call to enter, I stepped
eagerly into the room.
The chief had spread before him the letter published in the papers, not a facsimile, but the original
itself which had been deposited in the letter-box of
the department.
\
"You corne as if you had important news,
Strock?"
"Judge for yourself, Mr. Ward," and I drew from
my pocket the letter with the initiais.
Mr. Ward took it, glanced at its face, and asked,
"What is this?"
"A letter signed only with initiais, as you can see."
"And whcre was it posted?"
"In Morganton, in North Carolina."
" When did you receive it ?"
"A month ago, the thirteenth of June."
"What did you think of it then?"
"That it had been written as a joke."
"And—now—Strock ?"
"I think, what you will think, Mr. Ward, after
you have studied it."
My chief turned to thc letter again and read it
carefully. "It is signed with three initiais," said he.
"Yes, Mr. Ward, and those initiais belong to the
words, 'Master of the World,' in this facsimile."
"Of which this is the original," responded Mr.
Ward, taking it up.
"It is quite évident," I urged, "that the two letters
are by the same hand."
"It seems so."
"You see what threats are made against me, to
protect the Great Eyrie."
"Yes, the threat of death ! But Strock, you have
had this letter for a month. Why have you not
shown it to me before?"
"Because I attached no importance to it. Today,
after the letter from thc 'Terror,' it must be taken
seriously."
"I agree with you. It appears to me most impor-*
tant. I even hope it may prove the means of tracking this strange personage."
"That is what I also hope, Mr. Ward."
"Only—what connection can possibly exist between the 'Terror' and the Great Eyrie ?"
"That I do not know. I cannot even imagine—"
"There can be but one explanation," continued
Mr. Ward, "though it is almost inadmissible, even
impossible.
"And that is?"
"That the Great Eyrie was the spot selected by the
inventer, where he gathered his material."
"That is impossible!" cried I. "In what way
would he get his material in there? And how get his
machine out? After what I have seen, Mr. Ward,
your suggestion is impossible."
"Unless, Strock—"
"Unless what?" I demanded.
"Unless the machine of this Master of the World

has also wings, which permit it to take refuge in the
Great Eyrie."
At the suggestion that the "Terror," which had
searched the deeps of the sea, might be capable also
of rivaling the vultures and the eagles, I could not
restrain an expressive shrug of incredulity. Neither
did Mr. Ward himself dwell upon the extravagant
hypothesis.
He took the two letters and compared them
afresh. He examined them under a microscope,
especially the signatures, and established their perfect idehtity. Not only the same hand, but the same
peu had written them.
After some moments of further refiection, Mr.
Ward said, "I will keep your letter, Strock. Decidedly, I think, that you are fated to play an important part in this strange affair—or rather in these
two affairs. What thread attaches them, I cannot
yet see; but I am sure the thread exists. You have
been connected with the first, and it will not be surprising if you have a large part in the second."
"I hope so, Mr. Ward. You know how inquisitive
I am."
"I do, Strock. That is understood. Now, I can
only repeat my former order ; hold yourself in readiness to leave Washington at a moment's warning."
Ail that day, the public excitément caused by the
défiant letter mounted steadily higher. It was felt,
both at the White House and at the Capitol, that
public opinion absolutely demanded some action. Of
course, it was difficult to do anything. Where could
one find this Master of the World? And even if he
were discovered, how could he be captured? He had
at his disposai not only the powers he had displayed,
but apparently still greater resources as yet unknown.
How had he been able to reach Lake Kirdall over
the rocks; and how had he escaped from it? Then,
if he had indeed appeared on Lake Superior, how
had he covered ail the intervening territory unseen?
What a bewildering affair it was altogether ! This,
of course, made it ail the more important to get to
the bottom of it. Since the millions of dollars had
been refused, force must be employèd- The inventer
and his invention were not to be bought. And in
what haughty and menacing ternis he had couched
his refusai ! So be it ! He must be treated as an
enemy of society, against whom ail means became
justified, that he might be deprived of his power to
injure others. The idea that he had perished was
now entirely discarded. He was alive, very mueh
alive; and his existence constituted a perpétuai public danger !
Influencée! by these ideas, the government issued
the following proclamation :
"Since the commander of the 'Terror' has refused
to make public his invention, at any price whatever,
since the use which he makes of his machine constitutes a public menace, against which it is impossible to guard, the said commander of the 'Terror' is
hereby placéd beyond the protection of the law. Any
measures taken in the effort to capture or destroy
cither him or his machine will be approved and rewarded."
It was a déclaration of war, war to the death
against this "Master of the World" who thought to
threaten and defy an entire nation, the American
nation !
Before the day was over, varions rewards of large
amounts were promised to anyone who revealed thc
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hiding place of this dangerous inventer, to anyone
who could identify him, and to anyone who should
rid the country of him.
Such was the situation during the last fortnight of
July. Ail was left to the hazard of fortune. The
moment the outlaw re-appeared he would be seen
and signaled, and when the chance came he would be
arrested. This could not be accomplished when he
was in his automobile on land or in his boat on the
water. No; he must be seized suddenly, before he
had any opportunity to escape by means of that speed
which no other machine could equal.
I was therefore ail alert, awaiting an order from
Mr. Ward to start ont with my men. But the order
did not arrive, for the very good reason that the man
whom it concerned remained undiscovered. The «end
of July approached. The newspapers continued \he
excitement. They published repeated rumors. New
dues were constantly being annouheed. Rut ail this
was mere idle talk. Telegrams reached the police
bureau from every part of America, each contradicting and nullifying the others. The enormous rewards

offered could not help but lead to accusations, errors,
and blunders, made, many of them, in good faith.
One time it would be a cloud of dust, which must
have contained the automobile. At another time,
almost any wave on any of America's thousand lakes
represented the submarine. In truth, in the excited
state of the public imagination, apparitions assailed
us from every side.
At last, on the twenty-ninth of July, I received a
téléphoné message to corne to Mr. Ward on the instant.
Twenty minutes later T was in his cabinet.
"You leave in an hour, Strock," said he.
"Where for?"
"For Toledo."
"It has been seen ?"
"Yes. At Toledo you will get your final orders."
"In an hour, my men and I will be on the way."
"Good ! And Strock, I now give you a formai
order."
"What is it, Mr. Ward?"
"To succeed—this time to succeed !"

END OF PART I
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Unknown

—By Leland S. Gopeland.
A billion stars have merged their sheen
To form a disk of light
Beyond the frigid silences
That void eternal night ;
Ten million years away it looms,
A telescopic sight.
The dinosaur was lord of earth,
In Mesozoic days,
And neither ape nor man had life
When that vast stellar maze
Beyond the gulfs of time released
The light that meets our gaze.
And lost within that universe,
Within its milky way,
How many worlds around their suns
Have woven night and day
For countless thinking things like men,
Now deep in stone or clay.
Their stories, caught in light, have come
To us urtskilled to know
The comedy and tragedy,
The glint of friend and foe,
Within this cryptic message from
A far and long ago.
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. . . For a day the average New Yorker, whlle grlpped with fear, crying with fright, remained wlthln hls car. Then came mass movement—a slow, tortuous movement of crlppled animais dragglng legless bodles forward by arms unused to muscular exercise—a slow,
convulsive, worm-like panlc. . . . Into this world of horror, Miller walked, as he emerged from tbe office building.
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RASH! !
That day, a deep hatred was formed in his soul.
The world had gone automobile wild. Traffic cops
"Damn these pedestrians anyway !"
w•
had no time for snail-like movements of walkers—
A deathly moan and a determined
they were a menace to civilization—a drawback to
mutter of, "Your whole race will pay for
progress—a défiance to the development of science.
this !" came in one breath from the autoNothing mattered in a man's body but his brains.
mobile, the chauffeur, the murdered mother, and the
Gradually machinery had replaced muscle as a
ghastly lips of the little pedestrian son who was left
means of attaining man's desire on earth. Life conmercilessly with the lifeless corpse in the slaughter
sisted only of a sériés of explosions of gasoline or
pen of humanity.
alcohol—air mixtures or steam expansion in hollow
A young pedestrian mother was walking slowly
cylinders and turbines, and this caused ingeniously
down a country road holding her little son by her
placed pistons to push violently against shafts which
hand. They were both beautiful examples of pedestrians, though tired and dusty from long days spent caused power to be applied wherever the mind of man
dictated.
Ail mankind was accomplishing their
on their journey from Ohio to Arkansas, where the
desires by mechanical energy made in small amounts
pitiful remnant of the doonied species were gathering
for individual purposes, and in large amounts transfor the final struggle. For several days these two
mitted over wires as electricity for the use of vast
had walked the roads westward, escaping instant
centers of population.
death again and again by repeated miracles. Yet this
The sky always had its planes ; the higher levels
afternoon, tired, hungry and hypnotized by the setfor the inter-city express service, the lower for inting sun in her face, the woman slept even as she
dividual suburban traffic—the roads, ail of reinforced
walked and only woke screaming, when she realized
that escape was impossible. She succeeded in push- concrète, were often one-way roads, exacted by the
number of machines in order to avoid continuai coling her son to safety in the gutter, and then died inlisions. While part of the world had taken readily
stantly beneath the wheels of a skilfully driven car,
to the skies, the vast proportion had been forced, by
going at sixty miles an hour.
insufficient development of the semi-circular canals,
The lady in the sedan was annoyed at the jolt and
to remain on earth.
spoke rather sharply to the chauffeur through the
The automobile had developed as legs had
speaking tube.
atrophied. No longer content to use it constantly
"What was that jar, William?"
outdoors, the successors of Ford had perfected the
"Madam, we have just run over a pedestrian."
smaller individual machine for use indoors, ail steps
"Oh, is that ail ? Well, at least you should be carebeing replaced by curving ascending passages. Men
ful."
thus came to live within métal bodies, which they left
"There is only one way to hit a pedestrian safely,
only for sleep. Gradually, partly through necessity
Madam, when one is going sixty miles an hour and
and partly through inclination, the automobile was
that is to hit hirri hard."
used in sport as well as in play. Spécial types were
"William is such a careful driver," said the Lady
developed for golf ; children seated in autocars rolled
to her little daughter. "He just ran over a pedestrian
hoops through shady parks ; lazily, prostrate on one,
and there was only the slightest jar."
a maiden drifted through the tropical waters of a
The little girl looked with pride on her new dress.
Florida resort. Mankind had ceased to use their
It was her eighth birthday and they were going to
lower limbs.
her grandmother's for the day.
Her twisted
With disuse came atrophy ; with atrophy came proatrophied legs moved in slow rhythmic movements.
gressive and definite changes in the shapes of manIt was her mother's pride to say that her little
kind : with these changes came new" conceptions of
daughter had never tricd to walk. She could think,
beauty-feminine. Ail this happened not in one genhowever, and something was evidently worrying her.
eration, nor in ten, but
She looked up.
gradually in the course of
"Mother!" she asked.
TTERE al last is a différent story with a différent centuries.
"Do pedestrians feel pain
J- -L thème. What will happen to us, the author must
the way we do?"
have asked himself, if we continue to ride in cars for C^USTOMS
changed
"Why, of course not,
centuries to corne? You may laugh at the idea that we
> so laws changed. No
Darling," said the mother. will lose the use of onr legs entirely, but the idea is not
longer were laws for
as foolish as it may sound.
"They are not like us, in
There is excellent science in this story, and if you do everyone's good but only
fact some say they are not
not believe that too much riding in cars is bad for you, for the benefit of the autohuman beings at ail."
just speak to your doctor and get his advicc.
Ilere is a story worth reading because ntany of the mobilist. The roads, form"Are they like monthings of which the author speaks are gradually coming erly for the benefit of ail,
keys?"
about. There was a time when pedestrians had certain were finally restricted to
"Well, perhaps higher
rights. In our large cities, however, these rights are those in machipes.
At
than apes, but much lower
practically lost even nozv. But read for y our self, and
first
it
was
merely
dangerlearn.
than automobilists."
ous to walk on the highThe machine sped on.
—————
'
ways ; later it became a
Miles behind a terror- ——————————————
crime.
Like
ail
changes,
this came slowly. First
stricken lad lay sobbing on the bleeding body of his
mother, which he somehow had found strength to came a law restricting certain roads to automobilists ;
then came a law prohibiting pedestrians from the
drag to the side of the road. He remained there till
use of roads; then a law giving them no légal reanother day dawned and then left her and walked
course
if injured while walking on a public highway ;
slowly up the hills into the forest. He was hungry
later it became a felony to do so.
and tired, sleepy and heart broken but he paused for
Then came the final law providing for the légal
a moment on the crest of the hill and shook his fist
murder of ail pedestrians on the highway, wherever
in inarticulate rage.
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or whenever they could be hit by an auto.
ever and whenever they are found by the ConstabuNo one was content to go slowly—ail the world
lary of each State. The last census shows there are
was crazed by a desire for speed. There was also a
only about ten thousand left and these are mostly in
desire, no matter where an automobilist was, to go
a few of the mid-western states. I am proud to state
to some other city. Thus Sundays and holidays
that my own constituency, which up to yesterday had
were distinguished by thousands and millions of
only one pedestrian, an old man over 90 years of âge,
automobilists going "somewhere," none being content
has now a clear record. A telegram just received
to spend the hours of leisure quietly where they were.
states that fortunately lie tottered on a public road
Rural landscapes consisted of long lines of machines
in a senile effort to visit his wife's grave and was
passing between walls of advertisements at the rate
instantly killed by an automobilist. But tbough New
of 60 miles an hour, pausing now and then at gasoline
York has at présent none of these vile dégénérâtes,
filling stations, at road houses or to strip an occawe are anxious to aid our less fortunate states."
sional tree of its blooms. The air was filled with
I he law was instantly passed, being opposed only
vapors from the exhausts of machinery and the
by the Senators from Kentucky, Tennessee and
raucous noise of countless horns of ail description.
Arkansas. To promote interest, a bounty was placed
No one saw anything : no one wanted to see anyon each pedestrian killed. A silver star was given to
thing; the desire of each driver was to drive^faster each county reporting complété success. A gold star
than the car ahead of his. It was called in the
to each state containing only autoists. The pedesvernacular of the day—"A quiet Sunday in the trian, like the carrier pigeon, was doomed.
country."
There were no pedestrians ; that is, almost none.
I T is not to be expected that the extermination was
Even in the rural districts mankind was on wheels
immédiate or complété. There was some unexmechanically propelled. Such farming as was doue
pected résistance. It had been in effect one year
was donc by machinery. Here and there, clinging
when the pedestrian child swore vengeance on the
like mountain sheep to inaccessible mountain-sides,
mechanical means of destroying humanity.
remained a few pedestrians who, partly from choice,
Sunday afternoon a hundred years later, the Acadbut mainly from neccssity, had retained the desire to
emy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia was filled
use their legs. These people were always poor. At
with the usual throng of pleasure seekers, each in
first the laws had no terror for them. Every state
his own auto-car. Noiselessly, on rubber-tired
had some families who had never ceased to be
wheels, they journeyed down the long aisles, pausing
pedestrians. On these the automobilists looked first
now and then before this exhibit or that which atwith amusement and then with alarm.
No one
tracted their individual attention. A father was takrealized the tremendous depth of the chasm between
ing his little boy through and each was greatly inthe two groups of the Genus Homo till the national
terested : the boy in the new world of wonders, the
law was passed forbidding the use of ail highways to
father in the boy's intelligent questions and observapedestrians. At once, ail over the United States,
tions. Finally the boy stopped his auto-car in front
the revolt of the Walkers began. Although Bunker
of a giass case.
•Hill was hundreds of years away, the spirit of
"What is that, Father? They look as we do, only
Bunker Hill survived, and the prohibition of walking
what peculiar shapes."
on the roads only increased the desire to do so. More
"That, my son, is a family of pedestrians. It was
pedestrians than ever were accidentally killed. Their
long ago it ail happened and I know of it only befamilies retaliated by using every effort to make autocause my mother told me about them. This family
mobiling unpleasant and dangerous—nails, tacks,
was shot in the Ozark Mountains. It is believed they
giass, logs, barbed wire, huge rocks were used as
were the last in the world."
weapons. In the Ozarks, backwoodsmen took de"I am sorry," said the boy, slowly. "If there were
light in breaking windshields and puncturing tires
more, T would like you to get a little one for me to
with well-directed rifle shots. Others walked the
play with."
roads and defied the automobilists. Had the odds
"There are no more," said the father. "They are
been equal, a condition of anarchy would have reail dead."
sulted, being unequal, the pedestrians were simply a
The man thought he was telling the truth to his
nuisance. Class-consciousness reached its acme when son. In fact, he prided himself on always being
Senator Giass of New York rose in the Senate
truthful to children. Yet he was wrong. For a few
Chambers and said in part :
pedestrians remained, and their leader,' in fact, their
"A race that ceases to develop must die but. For
very brains, was the great-grandson of the little boy,
centuries mankind has been on wheels, and thus lias
who had stood up on the hill with hatred in his heart
advanced towards a state of mechanical perfection.
long before.
The pedestrian, careless of his inherent right to ride,
Irrespectivè of climatic conditions, environment
has persisted not only in walking, but even has gone
and ail varieties of enemies, man has always been
so far as to daim equal rights with the higher type able to exist. With the race of Pedestrians it was
of automobilists. Patience has ceased to be a virtue.
in very truth the survival of the fittest. Only the
Nothing more can be done for these misérable démost agile, intelligent and sturdy were able to surgénérâtes of our race. The kindest thing to do now
vive the systematic attempt made to exterminate
is to inaugurate a process of extermination. Only
them. Though reduced in numbers they survived ;
thus can we prevent a continuation of the disorders
though deprived of ail the so-called benefits of modwhich have marked the otherwise uniform peaceful
em civilization, they existed. Forced to defend not
history of our fair land. There is, therefore, nothing
only their individual existence, but also the very life
for me to do save to urge the passage of the 'Pedes- of their race, they gained the cunning of their backtrian Extermination Act.' This as you know prowoodsmen ancestors and kept alive. They lived,
vides for the instant death of ail pedestrians wherehunted, loved, and dîed and for two générations the
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civilized world was unaware of their very existence.
They had their political organization, their courts of
law. Justice, based on Blackstone and the Constitution, ruled. Aiways a Miller ruled: first the little
boy with hatred in his heart, grown to manhood ;
then his son, trained from childhood to the sole task
of hatred of ail things mechanical ; then the grandson, wise, cunning, a dream-builder ; and fihally the
great-grandson, Abraham Miller, prepared by three
générations for the ultimate revenge.
Abraham Miller was the hereditary président of
the Colony of Pedestrians hidden in the Ozark
Mountains. They were isolated, but not ignorant;
few in number but adaptive. The hrst fugitives had
many brilliant men : inventors, collège professors,
patriots and even a learned jurist. These men kopt
their knowledge and transmitted it. They dug in
the fields, hunted in the woods, fished in the streams,
and builded in their laboratories. They even had
automobiles, and now and then, with limbs tied
close to their bodies, would travel as spies into the
land of the enemy. Certain of the children were
trained from childhood to act in this capacity.
There is even evidence that for some years one of
these spies lived in St. Louis.
It was a colony with a single ambition—a union
of individuals for one purpose only ; the children
lisped it, the school children spoke it daily ; the young
folks whispered it to each other in the moonlight ;
in the laboratories it was carved on every wall ; the
senile gathered their children around and swore them
to it ; every action of the colony was bent toward
one end—
"We will go back."
They were paranoiac in their hatred. Without
exception, ail of their ancestors had been hunted like
wild beasts, exterminated without mercy—like vermin. It was not revenge the}' desired, but liberty—
the right to live as they wished, to go and corne as
they pleased.
For three générations the colony had preserved the
secret of their existence. Year by year as a unit
they had lived, worked and died for a single ambition. Now the time had corne for the exécution
of their plans, the fulfillment of their desires. Meanwhile the world of automobilists lived on, materialistic, mechanical, selfish. ■ Socialism had provided
comfort for the masses but had singularly failed to
provide happiness. Ail lived, everyone had an income, no one but was provided with a home, food and
clothes. But the homes were of concrète ; they were
uniform, poured ont by the million ; the furniture
was concrète, poured with the houses. The clothing was paper, water-proofed : it was ail in one design and was furnished—four suits a year to each
person. The food was sold in bricks, each brick
containing ail the éléments necessary for the continuation of life; on every brick was stamped the
number of calories. For centuries, inventors had
invented till finally life became uniform and work a
matter of push buttons. Yet the world of the autoists was an unhappy one, for no one worked with
muscles. In summer time it was, of course, necessary to perspire, but for générations no one had
sweated. The words "toil." "labor," "work" were
marked obsolète in the dictionaries.
Yet no one was happy because it was found to be
a mechanical impossibility to invent an automobile
that would travel over one hundred and twenty miles
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an hour and stay on the ordinary country road. The
automobilists could not go as fast as they wanted
to. Space could not be annihilated ; time could not
be destroyed.
Besides, everyone was toxic. The air was filled
with the dangerous vapors generated by the combustion of millions of gallons of gasoline and its substitutes, even though many machines were electrified. The greatest factor contributing to this toxemia, however, was the greatly reduced excrétion of
toxins through the skin and the almost négative production of energy through muscular contraction.
The automobilists had ceased to work, using the term
in its purely archaic form, and having ceased to
work, they had ceased to sweat. A few hours a
day on a chair in a factory or at a desk was sufficient to earn the nccessaries of life. The automobilist never being tired, nature demanded a lesser
number of hours spent in sleep. The remaining hours
were spent in automobiles, going somewhere ; it mattered not where they went so long as they went fast.
Babies were raised in machines; in fact, ail life was
lived in them. The American Home had disappeared—it was replaced by the automobile.
The automobilists were going somewhere but were
not sure where. The pedestrians were confident of
where they were going.
Society in its modem sense was socialistic. This
implied that ail classes were comfortable. Crime,
as such, had ceased to exist some générations previous, following the putting into force of Bryant's
theory that ail crime was due to 2 per cent of the
population and that if these were segregated and
sterilized, crime would cease in one génération.
When Bryant first promulgated his thesis, it was received with some scepticism, but its practical application was hailed with delight by everyone who was
not directly affected.
YET even in this apparently perfect society there
were defects. Though everyone had ail the
necessities of life, it was not true of luxuries. In
other words, there were stil! rich men and poor men,
and the wealthy still dominated the government and
made the laws.
Among the rich there were noue more exclusive,
aristocratie and dominant than the Heislers. Their
estate on the Hudson was enclosed by thirty miles of
twelve-foot iron fence. Few could boast of having
visited there, of having week-ended in the stone
palace surrounded by a forest of pine, beach and
hemlock. They were so powerfui that none of the
family had ever held a public office. They made
Présidents, but never cared to havé one in the family.
Their enemies said that their wealth came from fortunate marriages with the Ford and Rockefeller families but, no doubt, this was a falsehood based on
jealousy. The Heislers had banks and real estate;
they owned factories and office buildings. It was
definitely stated that they owned the Président of the
United States and the Judges of the Suprême Court.
One of their possessions was rarely spoken of, or
mentioned in the newspapers. The only child of
the ruling branch of the family walked.
William Henry Heisler was an unusual millionaire.
When told that his wife had presented him with a
daughter he promised his Gods (though he was not
certain who they were) that he would spend at least
an hour a day with this child supervising lier care.
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For some months nothing unusual was noticed
about this little girl baby, though at once ail the
nurses commentée! on her ugly legs. Her father
simply considérée! that probably ail baby legs were
ugly.
At the âge of one year, the baby trieel to stand and
take a step. Even this was passed over, as the pedestricians were united in the opinion that ail chilelren trieel to use their legs for a few months, but
it was a bad habit usually easily broken up like
thumb-sucking. They gave the usual advice to the
nurses which would have been followeel had it not
been for her father who merely stateel, "Every child
has a personality. Let her alone, see what she will
do." And in order to insure obedience, he selecteel
one of his private secretaries, who was to bevin constant attendance and make elaily written reports.
The child grew. There came the time when she
was no longer called "baby" but dignified by the
name of "Margaretta." As she grew, her legs grew.
The more she walked, the stronger they became.
There was no one to help her, for none of the adults
had ever walked, nor had they seen anyone walk.
She not only walked but she objected in her own
baby way to mechanical locomotion. She screamed
like a baby wild cat at her first introduction to an
automobile and never could become reconciled even
to the auto cars for house use.
When it was too late, her father consulted everyone vyho could possibly know anything about the
situation and its remedy. Heisler wanted his child
to develop her own personality, but he did not want
her to be odd. He therefore gathered in consultation, neurologists, anatomists, educators, phychologists, students of child behavior and obtained no
satisfaction from them. Ail agreed that it was a
pitiful case of atavism, a throwback. As for a cure,
there were a thousand suggestions from psychoanalysis to the brutal splinting and bandaging of
the little girl's lower extremeties. Finally, in disgust,
Heisler paid them ail for their trouble and bribed
them ail for their silence and told them sharply to
go to Hell. He had no idea where this place was,
or just what he meant, but fourni some relief in saying it.
They ail left promptly except one who, in addition to his other vocations, followed geneaolgy as
an avocation. He was an old man and they made
an interesting contrast as they sat facing each other
in their autocars. Heisler was middle aged, .vigorous, real leader of men, gigantic save for his
shrunken legs. The other man was old, gray haired,
withered, a dreamer. They were alone in the room,
save for the child who played happily in the sunshine of the large bay Windows.
"1 thought I told you to go to Hell with the rest,"
growled the leader of men.
"How can I ?" was the mild reply. "Those others
did not obey you. They simply autoed out of your
home. I am waiting for you to tell me how to go
there. Where is this Hell you order us to? Ouf
submarines have explored the océan bed five miles
below sea level. Our aéroplanes have gone some
miles toward the stars. Mount Everest has been conquered. I read ail these journeyings, but nowhere
do I read of a Hell. Some centuries ago theologians
said it was a place that sinners went to when they
died, but there has been no sin since Bryant's two
per cent were identified and sterilized. You with

your millions and limitless power are as near Hell
as you will ever be, when you look at your abnormal
child."
"But she is bright mentally. Professer," protested
Heisler; "only seven years old but tested ton years
by the Simon Binet Scale. If only she would stop
this damned walking. Oh ! I am proud of her but
I want her to be like other girls. Who will want
tomarryher? It's positively indecent. Look at her.
What is she doing?"
"Why, bless me !" exclaimed the old man. "1 read
of that in a book three hundred years old just the
other day. Lots of childreh used to do that."
"But what is it?"
"Why, it used to be called 'turning somersaults.' "
"But what does it mean ? Why does she do it ?"
Heisler wiped the sweat ofï his face.
"It will ail make us ridiculous if it becomes
known."
"Oh, well, with your power you can keep it quiet—
but have you studied your family history? Do
you know/what blood strains are in her?"
"No. I never was interested. Of course, I belong to the Sons of the American Révolution, and
ail that sort of thing. They brought me the papers
and I signed on the dotted line. 1 never read them
though I paid well to have a book published about
it ail."
"So you had a Revolutionary ancestor? Where's
the book ?"
HEISLER rang for his private secretary, who
autoed in, received his curt orders and soon
returned with the Heisler family history which the
old man opened eagerly. Save for the noise made
by the child, who was playing with a small stuffed
bear, the room was deadly still. Suddenly the old
man laughed.
"It is ail as plain as can be. Your Revolutionary
ancestor was a Miller; Abraham Miller of Hamilton Township. His mother was captured and killed
by Indians. They were pedestrians of the most
pronounced strain ; of course, every one was a pedestrian in those days. The Millers and the Heislers
intermarried. That was some hundred years ago.
Your Great Grandfather Heisler, had a sister who
married a Miller. She is spoken of here on page
330. Let me read it to you.
" 'Margaretta Heisler was the only sister of William Heisler. Independent and odd in many ways,
she committcd the folly of marrying a farmer by the
name of Abraham Miller, who was one of the most
noted leaders in the pedestrian riots in Pennsylvania.
Following his death, his widow and only child, a boy
eight years old, disappeared and no doubt were destroyed in the général process of pedestrian extermination. An old letter written by her to her
brother, prior to her marriage, contained the boast
that she never had ridden in an automobile and never
would ; that God had given her legs and she intended
to use them and that she was fortunate in finally
finding a man who also had legs and the desire to
live on them, as God had planned men and women
to do.'
"There is fhe secret of this child of yours. She is
a reversai to the sister of your great grandfather.
That lady died a hundred years ago rather than follow the fashion. You say yourself that this little
one nearly died from convulsions when the attempt
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was made to put her in an automobile. It is a clear
case of heredity. If you try to break the child of
the habit, you will probably kill her. The only thing
to do is to leave her alone. Let her develop as shc
vvishes. She is your daughter. Her will is your
will. The probability is that neither can change
the other. Let her use her legs. Shc probably will
climb trees, run, swim, wander where she will."
"So that is the way of it," sighed Heisler. "That
means the end of our family. No one would want to
marry a monkey no matter how intelligent she is.
So you think she will some day climb a tree? If
there is a Hell, this is mine, as you suggest."
"But she is happy !"
"Yes, if laughter is an index. But will she be as
she grows older? She will be différent. How can
she have associâtes? Of course they won't apply
that extermination law in her case ; my position will
prevent that. I could even have it repealed. But
she will be lonely—so lonely !"
"Perhaps she will learn to read—then she won't
be lonely."
They both looked at the child.
"What is she doing now?" demanded Heisler.
"You seem to know more than anyone I ever met
about such things."
"Why, she is hopping. Is not that remarkable?
She never saw anyone hop and yet she is doing it.
I never saw a child do it and yet I can identify it
and give it a name. In Kate Greenaway's illustrations, I have seen pictures of children hopping."
"Confound the Millers anyway !" growled Heisler.
After that conversation, Heisler engaged the old
man, whose sole duty was to investigate the subject
of pedestrian children and find how they played and
used their legs. Having investigated this, he was to
instruct the little girl.
The entire matter of her exercise was left to him.
Thus from that day on a curions spectator from an
aéroplane might have seen an old man sitting on the
lawn showing a golden-haired child pictures from
very old books and talking together about the same
pictures. Then the child would do things that no
child had done for a hundred years—bounce a bail,
skip rope, dance folk dances and jump over a bamboo stick supported by two upright bars. Long
hours were spent in reading and always the old man
would begin by saying:
"Now this is the way they used to do."
Occasionally a party would be given for her arjd
other little girls from the neighboring rich would
come and Spend the day. They were polite—so was
Margaretta Heisler—but the parties were not a success. The company could not move except in their
autocars, and they looked on their hostess with curiosity and scorn. They had nothing in common with
the curions walking child, and these parties always
left Margaretta in tears.
"Why can't T be like other girls?" she demanded
of her father. "Is it always going to be this way?
Do you know that girls laugh at me because I walk?"
Pîeisler was a good father. He held to his vow to
devote one hour a day to his daughter, and during
that time gave of his intelligence as eagerly and
earnestly as he did to his business in the other hours.
Often he talked to Margaretta as though she were
his equal, an adult with full mental development.
"You have your own personality," he would say
to her. "The mere fact that you are différent from
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other people does not of necessity mean that they
are right and you are wrong. Perhaps you are both
right—at least you are both following out your natural proclivities. You are différent in desires and
physique from the rest of us, but perhaps you are
more normal than we are. The professer shows us
pictures of ancient peoples and they ail had legs developed like yours. PIow can I tell whether man has
degenerated or improved. At times when I see you
run and jump, I envy you. I and ail of us are tied
down to earth—dépendent on a machine for every
part of our daily life. You can go where you please.
You can do this and ail you need is food and sleep.
In some ways this is an advantage. On the other
hand, the professer tells me that you can only go
about four miles an hour while I can go over one
hundred."
"But why should I want to go so fast when I do
not want to go anywhere?"
"That is just the astonishing thing. Why don't
you want to go? It seems that not only your body
but also your mind, your personality, your desires
are old-fashioned, hundreds of years old-fashioned.
I try to be here in the house or garden every day—
at least an hour—with you, but during the other
waking hours I want to go. You do the strangest
things. The professer tells me about it ail. There
is your bow and arrow, for instance. I bought you
the finest firearms and you never use them, but you
get a bow and arrow from some muséum and finally
succeed in killing a duck, and the professer said you
built a fire out of wood and roasted it and ate it.
You even made him eat some."
"But it was good, father—much better than the
synthetic food. Even the professer said the juice
made him feel younger."
Heisler laughed, "You are a savage—nothing
more than a savage."
"But I can read and write!"
"1 admit that. Well, go ahead and enjoy yourself. I only wish I could find another savage for
you to play with, but there are no more."
"Are you sure?"
"As much so aç I can be. In fact, for the last
five years my agents have been scouring* the civilized world for a pedestrian colony. There are a
few in Siberia and the Tartar Plateau, but they are
impossible. I would rather have you associate with
apes."
"I dream of one, father," whispered'the girl shyly.
"He is a nice boy and he can do everything I can.
Do dreams ever come true?"
Heisler smiled. "I trust this one will, and now I
must hurry back to New York. Can I do any thing
for you?"
"Yes—find some one who can teach me how to
make candies."
"Candies? Why, what are they?"
She ran and brought an old book and read it to
him. It was called, "The Gentle Pirate," and the
hero always read in bed by candie light.
"I understand," he finally said as he closed the
book. "I remember now that I once read of their
having something like that in the Catholic Churches.
So you want to make some ? See the professer and
order what you need. Hum—candies—why, they
would be handy at night if the electricity failed, but
then it never does."
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"But I don't want electricity. I want candies and
matches to light them with."
"Matches?"
"Oh, father ! In some ways you are ignorant.
I know lots of words you don't, even though you are
so rich."
"1 admit it. I vvill admit anything and we will
find how to make your candies. Shall 1 send you
some ducks?"
"Oh, no. It is so much more fun to shoot them."
"You are a real barbarian !"
"And you are a dear ignoramus."
So it came to pass that Margaretta Heisler reached
her seventeenth birthday, tall, strong, agile, brown
from constant exposilre to wind and sun, able to
run, jump, shoot accurately with bow and arrow,
an catcr of meat, a reader of books by candie light,
a weaver of carpets and a lover of nature. Her
associâtes had been mainly elderly men : only occasionally would she see the ladies of the neighborhood. She tolerated the servants, the maids and
housekeeper. The love she gave her father she also
gave to the old professer, but he had taught her ail
she knew and the years had made him senile and
sleepy.
There came to her fmally the urge to travel. She
wanted to see New York with its twenty million automobilists; its hundred story office buildings; its
smokeless factories ; its stahdardized houses. There
were difficulties in the way of such a trip, and no
one knew these better than her father. The roads
were impossible and ail of New York was now
either streets or houses. There being no pedestrians,
there was no need of sidewalks. Besides, even
Heislcr's wealth would not be able to prevent the
riot sure to resuit from the presence in a large city
of such a curiosity as a pedestrian. Heisler was
powerful, but he dreaded the resuit of allowing his
daughter the freedom of New York. Furthermore,
up to this time, her deformity was known only to a
few. Once she was in New York, the city papers
would publish his disgrâce to the world.
SE VER AL of the office buildings in New York
City were one hundred stories high. There
were no stairways but as a safety précaution circular
spiral ramps had been built in each structure for the
use of autocars in case the elevators failed to work.
This, however, never happened, and few of the tenants ever knew of their existence. They were used
at night by the scrub women busily autocar ring from
one iloor to another cleaning up. The higher the
floor the purer was the air and the more costly was
the yearly rental. Below, in the canyon and the
street, an ozone machine was necessary every few
feet to purify the air and make unnecessary the use
of gas masks. On the upper floors, however, there
were pure breezes from oiï the Atlantic. Noticeable
was the absence of Aies and mosquitoes ; pigeons
built their nests in the crevices, and on the highest
roof a pair of American eagles nested year after
year in haughty défiance of the mechanical auto, a
thousand feet below.
It was in the newest building in New York and on
the very highest floor that a new office was opened.
On the door was the customary gilded sign. "New
York Electrical Co." Boxes had been left there,
decorators had embellishod the largest room, the
final resuit being that it was simply a standardized

office. A stenographer had been installed and sat
at a noiseless machine, answering, if need be, the
automatic téléphoné.
To this roomy suite one day in June came, by invitation, a dozen of the leaders of industry. They
came, each thinking he was the only one invited to
the conférence. Surprise as well as suspicion was
the marked feature of the meeting. There were
three men there who were secretly and independently
trying to undermine Heisler and tear him from his
financial throne. Heisler himself was there, apparently quiet, but inwardly a seething flame of repressed electricity. The stenographer seated them
as they arrived, in order around a long table. They
remained in their autocars. No one used chairs.
One or two of the men joked with each other. AU
nodded to Heisler, but none spoke to him.
The furniture, surroundings, stenographer were
ail part of the standard office in the business section.
Only one small portion of the room aroused their
curiosity. At the head of the table was an arm
chair. None of the men around the table had ever
used a chair ; none had seen one save in the Metropolitan Muséum. The autocar had replaced the
chair even as the automobile had replaced the human
leg.
The chimes in the tower nearly rang ont the two
o'clock message. Ail of the twelve looked at their
watches. One man frowned. His watch was some
minutes late. In another minute ail were frowning.
They had a two-o'clock appointment with this
stranger and he had not kept it. To them, time was
valuable.
Then a door opened and the man walked in. That
was the first astonishing thing—and then they marveled at the size and shape of him. There was
something uncanny about it—peculiar, weird.
Then the man sat down—in the chair. He did not
seem much larger now than the the other men,
though he was younger than any of them, and had
a brown complexion which contrasted peculiarly with
the dead gray-white pallor of the others. Then,
gravely, almost mechanically, with clear distinct
enunciation, he began to speak.
"I see, gentlemen, that you have ail honored me
by accepting my invitation to be présent this afternoon. You will pardon my not informing any of
you that the others were also invited. Had I done
so, several of you would have refused to corne and
without any one of you the meeting would not be as
successful as I intended it to be.
"The name of this company is the 'New York
Electrical Co.' That is just a name assumed as a
raask. In reality, there is no company. I am the
représentative of the nation of Pedestrians. In fact,
I am their président and my name is Abraham Miller. Four générations ago, as, no dôubt, you know,
Congress passed the Pedestrian Extermination Act.
Following that, those who continued to walk were
hunted like wild animais, slaughtered without mercy.
My great-grandfather, Abraham Miller, was killed
in Pennsylvania ; his wife was run down on the public highway in Ohio as she was attempting to join
the other pedestrians in the Ozarks. There were no
battles, there was no conflict. At that . time there
were only ten thousand pedestrians in ail the United
States. Within a few years there were none—at
least so your ancestors thought. The race of Pedestrians, however, survived. We lived on. The trials
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of those early years are /ritten in our historiés and
taught to our children. We formed a colony and
continued our existence although we disappeared
from the world as you know it.
" Year by year we lived on until now we number
over two hundred persons in our Republic. We are
not, in fact never have been ignorant. Always we
worked for one purpose and that was the right to
return to the world. Our motto for one hundred
years has been:
'We will go back.'
"So I have corne to New York and called you into
conférence. While you were selected for your influence, wealth and ability, there was présent in
every instance another important reason. Each of
you is a lineal decendant of a United States Sepator
who voted for the Pedestrian Extermination'Act.
You can readily see the significance of that. You
have the powcr to undo a great injustice done to a
brandi of American citizens. Will you let us corne
back ? We want to corne back as pedestrians, to
corne and go as we please, safely. Some of us can
drive automobiles and aéroplanes, but we don't want
to. We want to walk, and if a mood strikes us to
walk in the highway, we want to do it without constant danger of death. We do not hate you, we
pity you. There is no desire to antagonize you;
rather we want to cooperate with you.
^VXT'E believe in work—muscle work. No matter
VV what our young people are trained for, they
are taught to work—to do manual work. We understand machinery, but do not lilce to use it. The only
help we accept is from domestic animais, horses, and
oxen. In several places we use water power to run
our grist mills and saw our timbers. For pleasure
we hunt, fish, play tennis, swim in our mountain
lake. We keep our bodies clean and try to do the
same with our minds. Our boys marry at 21—our
girls at 18. Occasionally a child grows up to be
abnormal—degenerate. I frankly say that such
children disappear. We eat meat and vegetables,
fish, and grain raised in our valley. The time has
corne when we cannot care for a continued increase
in population. The time has corne when we must
corne back into the world. What we desire is a
guarantce of safety. I will now leave you in conférence for fifteen minutes, and at the end of such
time I will return for an answer. If you have any
questions, I will answer them then."
Ile left the room. One of the men rolled over to
the téléphoné, found the wire eut ; another went over
to the door and found it locked. The stenographer
had disappeared. There followed sharp discussion
marked by temper and lack of logic. One man only
kept silent. Heisler sat motionless : so much so that
the cigar, clenched between his teeth, went out.
Then Miller came back. A dozen questions were
hurled at him. One man swore at him. Finally
there was silence.
"Well !" questioned Miller.
"Give us time—a week in which to discuss it—to
ascertain public opinion," urged one of them.
"No," said Heisler, "let us give our answer now."
"Oh, of course," sneered one of his bitter opponents. "Your reason for giving a décision is plain,
though it has never been in the newspapers."
"For that," said Heisler, "1 am going to get you.
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You are a cur and you know it or you would not
drag my family into this."
"Oh, H— ! Heisler—you can't bluff me any more !"
Miller hit the table with his fist—
"What's your answer?"
One of the men held up his hand for an audience.
"We ail know the history of Pedestrianism : the
two groups represented here cannot live together.
There are two hundred million of us and two hundred of them. Let them stay in their valley. That
is what I think. If this man is their leader, we can
judge what the colony is like. They are ignorant
anarchists. There is no telling what they would demand if we listened to them. I think we should
have this man arrested. He is a menace to society."
That broke the ice. One after another they spoke,
and when they finished, it was plain that ail save
Heisler were hostile, antagonistic and merciless.
Miller turned to him—
"What is your verdict ?"
_ "I am going to keep quiet. These men know it ail.
You have heard them. They are a unit. What I
would say can make no différence. In fact, I don't
care. For some time I have ceased to care about
anything."
Miller turned in his swivel chair and looked out
over the city. In some ways it was a pretty city, if
one liked such a place. Under him, in the city streets,
in the bee-hives, over twenty million automobilists
spent their lives on wheels. Not one in a million
had a desire beyond the city limits; the roads Connecting the metropolis with other cities were but
urban arteries wherein the automobiles passed like
corpuscles, the auto-trucks proceeded like plasma.
Miller feared the city, but he pitied the legless pigmies inhabiting it.
Then he turned agaîn and asked for silence.
"I wanted to make a peaceful adjustment. We
desire no more bloodshed, no more internecine strife.
You who lead public sentiment have by your recent
talk shown me that the pedestrian can expect no
mercy at the hands of the présent Government. You
know and I know that this is no longer a nation
where the people rule. You rule. You .elect whdm
you please for senators, for présidents; you snap
your whip and they dance. That is why I came to
you men, instead of making a direct appeal to the
Government. Feeling confident what your action
would be, I have prepared this short paper which
I will ask you to sign. It contains a single statement :
'The Pedestrians cannot return.'
"When you have ail signed this, I will explain to
you just what we will do."
"Why sign it?" said the first man, the one seated
to the right of Miller. "Now my idea is this !" and
he crumpled the paper to a tight bail and threw it
under the table. Plis conduct was at once followed
by applause. Only Heisler sat still. Miller looked
out the window till ail was quiet.
FINALLY he spoke agaîn:
"In our colony we have perfected a new electro-dynamic principle. Released, it at once separates
the atomic energy which makes possible ail movement, save muscle movement. We have tested this
out with smaller machines in limited space and know
exactly what we can do. We do not know how to
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restore the energy in any territory where we have
once destroyed it. Our electricians are waiting for
my signal transmitted by radio. In fact, thsy have
been listening to ail this conversation, and I will
now give them the signai to throw the switch. The
signal is our motto,
'We will corne back.' "
"So that is the signal?" sneered one of the men.
"What happened?"
"Nothing much," replied Heisler, "at least I see
no différence. What was supposed to happen, Abraham Miller?"
"Nothing much," said Miller, "only the destruction of ail mankind except the pedestrians. We
tried to imagine what would happen when our electricians threw the switch and released this new principle, but even our sociologists could not fully imagine what would be the resuit. We do not know
whether you can live or die—whether any of you
can survive. No doubt the city dwellers will die
speedily in their artificial bee-hives. Some in the
country may survive."
"Hello, hello !" exclaimed a multi-millionaire, "I
feel no différent. You are a dreamer of dreams.
I am leaving and will report you at once to the
police. Open your damn door and let us out !"
Miller opened the door.
Most of the men pressed their starting button
and took hold of the steering rod. Not a machine
moved. The others startled, tried to leave. Their
auto cars were dead. Then one, with a hysterical
curse, raised an automatic at Miller and pulled the
trigger. There was a click—and nothing more.
Miller pulled out his watch.
"It is now 2:40 P. M. The automobilists are beginning to die. They do not know it yet. When
they do, there will be a panic. We cannot give any
relief. There are only a few hundred of us and we
cannot feed and care for hundreds of millions of
cripples. Fortunately there is a circular inclined
plane or ramp in this building and your autocars are
ail equipped with brakes. I will push you one at a
time to the plane, if you will steer your cars. Obviously you do not care to remain here and equally
obviously the elevators are not running. I will call
on my stenographer to help me. Perhaps you suspected before that he was a pedestrian trained from
boyhood to take female parts. He is one of our
most efficient spies. And now we will say goodbye. A century ago you knowingly and willingly
tried to exterminate us. We survived. We do not
want to exterminate you, but I fear for your future."
Thereupon he went behind one of the autocars and
started pushing it towards the doorway. The stenographer, who had reappeared as a pedestrian, and in
trousers, took hold of another car. Soon only
Heisler was left. He held up his hand in protest.
"Would you mind pushing me over to that
window ?"
Miller did so. The automobilist looked out curîously.
"There are no aéroplanes in the sky. There should
be hundreds."
"No doubt," replied Miller, "they have ail planed
down to earth. You see they have no power."
"Then everything lias stopped ?"
"Almost. There is still muscle power. There
is still power produced by the bending of wood as in
a bow and arrow—also that produced by a métal coil

like the main spring in a watch. You notice your
watch is still running. Of course, domestic animais
can still produce power—that is just a form of
muscle power. In our valley we have grist mills and
saw mills running by water power. We can see no
reason why they should not keep on ; ail other power
is destroyed. Do you realize it? There is no electricity, no steam, no explosions of any kind. Ail those
machines are dead." Heisler pulled out a handkerchief, slowly, automatically and wiped the sweat
from his face as he said:
"1 can hear a murmur from the city. It rises up
to this window like distant surf beating rhythmically
against a sandy shore. I can hear no other noise,
only this murmur. It recalls to my mind the sound
of a swarm of bees leaving their old hive and flying
compactly through the air with their queen in the
center, trying to find a new home. There is a sameness to the noise like a distant waterfall. What does
it mean? I think I know, but I cannot bear to say
it with words."
"It means," said Miller, "that below us and around
us twenty million people are beginning to die in office buildings, stores and homes ; in subways, elevators and trains ; in tubes and ferry boats ; on the
street, and in the restaurant twenty million people
suddenly realize that they cannot move. No one can
help them. Some have left their cars and are trying
to pull themselves along on their hands, their withered legs helplessly trailing behind them. They are
calling to each other for help, but even now they
cannot know the full extent of the disaster. By tomorrow each man will be a primitive animal. In
a few days there will be no food, no water. I hope
they will die quickly—before they eat each other.
The nation will die and no one will know about it,
for there will be no newspapers, no téléphonés, no
wireless. I will communicate with my people by
carrier pigeons. It will be months before I can rejoin them. Meanwhile I can live. I can go from
place to place. The sound you hear from the city
is the cry of a soul in despair."
HEISLER grabbed Miller's hand convulsiveîy.
"But if you made it stop, you can make it
start ?"
"No—we stopped it with electricity. There is now
no more electricity. I présumé our own machines
were at once put out of power."
"So we are going to die?"
"1 believe so. Perhaps your scientists can invent
a remedy. We did a hundred years ago. We lived.
Your nation tried by every known scientific art to
destroy us, but we lived. Perhaps you can. How
can I tell? We wanted to arbitrale. Ail we asked
for was equality. You saw how those other men
voted and how they thought. If they had had the
power, they would instantly have destroyed my little
colon}'. What we did was simply done in self-protection."
Heisler tried to light his cigar. The electric lighter
would not work, so he held it dry in his mouth, in
one corner, chewing it.
"You say your name is Abraham Miller? I believe we are cousins of some sort. I have a book
that tells about it."
"I know ail about that. Your great-grandfather
and my great-grandmother were brother and sister."
"1 believe that is what the professer said, except
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that at that time we did not know about you. What
I want to talk about, however, is my daughter."
The two rnen talked on and on. The murmur
continucd to mount from the city, unceasing, incessant, full of notes new to the présent génération.
Yet at the distance—from the earth below to the
hundredth story above, it was ail one sound. Though
composed of millions of variants, it blended into
unity. Miller fmally began walking up and down,
from one office wall to the wiridow and back again.
"I thought no one more free from nerves than
I was. My whole life has been schooled in préparation for this moment. We had right, justice, even
our forgotten God on our side. I still can see no
other way, no other way, but this makes me sick,
Heisler ; it nauseates me. When I was a boy I found
a raouse caught in a barn door, almost torn in fÇwo.
I tried to help it and the tortured animal bit my
finger so I sinfply had to break its neck. It couldn't
live—and when I tried to help it, it bit me, so, I
had to kill it. Do you understand? I had to, but,
though I was justified, I grew deadly sick; I vomited
on the barn floor. Something like that is going on
below ihere. Twenty million deformed bodies ail
around us are beginning to die. They might have
been men and women like those we have in the
colony but they became obsessed with the idea of
mechanical devices of ail kinds. If I tried to help—
went into the Street now—they would kill, me. I
couldn't keep thèm off me—I couldn't kill them fast
enough. We were justified—man—we were justified, but it makes me sick."
"It does not affect me that way," replied Heisler,
"T am accustomed to crushing ont my opponents. I
had to, or they would crush me. I look on ail this
as a wonderful experiment. For years I have
thought about our civilization—on account of my
daughter. I have lost interest. In many ways I
have lost my fighting spirit. T don't seem to care
what happens, but I would like to follow that cur
down the circular spiral plane and wrap my hands
around his neck. I don't want him to die of hunger."
"No. You stay here. I want you to write a
history of it ail—just how it happened. We want
an accurate record to justify our action. You stay
here and work with my stenographer. I am going
to find your daughter. We cannot let a pedestrian
suffër. We will take you back with us. With suitable apparatus you could learn to ride a horse."
"You want me to live?"
"Yes, but not for yourself. There are a dozen
reasons. For the next twenty years you can lecture
to our young people. You can tell them what happened when the world ceased to work, to sweat,
when they dcliberately exchanged the home for the
automobile and toil and labor for machinery. You
can tell them that and they will believe you."
"Wonderful !" exclaimed Heisler. "I have made
Présidents and now I become a legless example for
a new world."
"You will attain famé. You will be the last automobilist."
"Let's start," urged Heisler. "Call your stenographer !"
The stenographer had been in New York one
month prior to the meeting of Miller and the représentatives of the automobilists. During that time,
thanks to his early training in mimicry as a spy, he
had been absolutely successful in deceiving ail he
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came in contact with. In his autocar, dressed as a
stenographer, his face perfumed and painted, and
rings on his fingers, he passed unnoticed amid the
other thousands of similar women. He went to
their restaurants and to their théâtres. Pie even
visited them in their homes. He was the perfect
spy ; but he was a man.
He had been trained to the work of a spy. For
years he had been imbued with loyalty to an enthusiasm for his republic of pedestrians. Pie had
sworn to the oath—that the republic should corne
first. Abraham Miller had selected him because he
could trust him. The spy was young, with hardly
a down on his cheeks. He was celibate. He was
patriotic.
T>UT for the first time in his life, he was in a
-L* big city. The firm on the floor below employed
a stenographer. She was a very efficient worker in
more ways than one and there was that about the
new stenographer that excited her interest. They
met and arranged to meet again. They talked about
love, the new love between women. The spy did
not understand this, having never heard of such a
passion, but he did understand eventually, the caresses
and kisses. She proposed that they room together,
but he naturally found objections. However, they
had spent much of their spare time together. 'More
than once the pedestrian had been on the point of
confiding to her, not only concerning the impending
calamity, but also his real sex and his true love.
In such cases where a man falls in love with a
woman the explanation is hard to find. It is always hard to find. Here there was something
twisted. a pathological perversion. It was a monstrous thing that he should fall in love with a legless
woman when he might by waiting, have married a
woman with columns of ivory and knees of alabaster. Tnstead, he loved and desired a woman who
lived in a machine. It was equally pathological that
she should love a woman. Each was sick—soulsick, and each to continue the intimacy deceived the
other. Now with the city dying beneath him, the
stenographer felt a deep desire to save this legless
woman. Pie felt that a way could be found, somehow, to persuade Abraham Miller to let him marry
this stenographer—at least let him save her from the
debaclc.
So in soft shirt and knee trousers he cast a glance
at Miller and Pleisler engaged in earnest conversation and then tiptoed ont the door and down the
inclined plane to the floor below. Here ail was confusion. Boldly striding into the room where the
stenographer had her desk, he leaned over her and
started to talk. Pie told her that he was a man, a
pedestrian. Rapidly came the story of what it ail
.meant, the cries from below, the motionless autocars, the useless elevators, the silent téléphonés. He
told her that the world of automobilists would die
because of this and that, but that she would live
because of his love for her. Ail he. asked was the
légal right to care for her. to protect her. They
would go somewhere and live, ont in the country.
He would roll her around the meadows. She could
have geese, baby geese that would come to her chair
when she cried, "Weete, weete."
The legless woman listened. What pallor there
might be in her cheeks was skillfully covered with
rouge. She listened and looked at him, a man, a
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nmn with legs, walking. He said he loved her, but
the person she had loved was a woman ; a woman
with dangling, shrunken, beautiful legs like her own,
not muscular monstrosities.
She laughed hysterically, said she would marry
him, go wherever he wanted her to go, aud then
she clasped him to her and kissed him full on the
mouth, and then kissed his neck over the jugular
veins, and he died, bleeding into her mouth, and the
blood mingled with rouge made her face a vivid
carminé. She died some days later from hunger.
Miller never knew where his stenographer died.
Had he time he might have hunted for him, but he
began to share Heisler's anxiety about the pedestrian girl isoiated and alone amid a world of dying
automobilists. To the father she was a daughter,
the only child, the remaining and sole brandi of his
family. To Miller, however, she was a symbol.
She was a sign of nature's revolt, an indication of
her last spasmodic effort to restore marikmd to his
former place in the world. Her father wanted her
saved because she was his daughter, the pedestrian
because she was one of them, one of the race of
pedestrians.
On that hundredth floor kegs of water, stores of
food had been provided. Every provision had been
made to sustain life in the midst of death. Heisler
was shown ail these. He was made comfortable
and then Miller, with some provisions, a canteen of
water, a road map, and a stout club in his grasp,
left that place of peace and quiet and started down
the spiral stairway. At the best it was simply difficult walking, the spirals being wide enough to prevent dizziness. What Miller feared was the obstruction of the entire passage at some point by a
tangled mass of autocars, but cvidently ail cars which
had managed to reach the plane had been able to
descend. He paused now and then at this floor or
that, shuddered at the cries he heard and then went
on, down, down into the strcet.
Here it was even worse than he expected. On
the second the electro-dynamic energy had been released from the Ozark vallcy—on that very second
ail machinery had ceased. In New York City twenty
million people were in automobiles or autocars at
that particular second. Some were working at desks,
in shops; some were eating in restaurants, loafing
at their clubs ; others were going somewhere. Suddenly everyone was forcée! to stay where he was.
Thcre was no cqmmunication save within the limits
of each one's voicc ; the phone, radio, newspapers
were useless. Every autocar stopped ; every automobile ceascd to move. Each man and woman was
dépendent on his own body for existence ; no one
could help the other, no one could help himself.
Transportation died and no one knew it had happened save in his own circle, as far as the eye could
see or the ear could hear, because communication
had died with the death of transportation. Each
automobilist stayed where he happened to be at that
particular moment.
THEN slowly as the thought came to them that
movement was impossible, there came fear and
with fear, panic. But it was a new kind of panic.
Ail previous panics consisted in the sudden movement of large numbers of people in the same direction, fleeing from a real or an imaginary fear. This
panic was motionless and for a day the average

New Yorker, while gripped with fear, crying with
fright, remained within his car. Then came massmovement but not the movement of previous panics.
It was the slow tortuous movement of crippled
animais dragging legless bodies forward by arms
unused to muscular exercise. It was not the rapid,
wind-like movement of the frenzied panic stricken
mob, but a slow, convulsive, worm-like panic. Word
was passed from one to another in hoarse whisperings that the city was a place of death, would become a morgue, that in a few days there would be
no food. While no one knew what had happened
ever3'one knew that the city could not live long unless food came regularly from the countcy, and the
country suddenly became more than long cernent
roads between sign-boards. It was a place where
food could be procured and water. The city had
become dry. The mammoth pump throwing millions of gallons of water to a careless population had
ceased to pump. There was no more water save in
the rivers encircling the city and these were filthy,
man-polluted. In the country there must be water
somewhere.
So, on the second day began the flight from New
York—a flight of cripples, not of eagles ; a passage
of humanity shaped like war-maimed soldiers. Their
speed was not uniform, but the fastest could only
crawl less than a mile an hour. Philosophera would
have stayed where they were and died. Animais,
thus tortured, would quietly wait the end, but these
automobilists were neither philosophera nor animais,
and they had to move. Ail their life they had been
moving. The bridges were the first spaces to show
congestion. On ail of them were some automobiles,
but traffic is not heavy at 2 in the afternoon. Gradually, by noon of the second day, these river highways
were black with people crawling to get away from
the city. There came congestion, and with congestion, stasis, and with stasis, simply a writhing without progression. Then on top of this stationary
layer of humanity crawled another layer which in
its turn reached congestion, and on top of the second layer a third layer. A dozen streets led to each
bridge but each bridge was only as wide as a street.
Graduall}' the outer rows of the upper layer began
falling into the river beneath. Ultimately many
sought this termination. From the bridges came,
ultimately, a roar like surf beating agâinst a rockbound shore. In it was the beginnings of desperate
madness. Men died quickly on the bridges, but before they died they started to bite each other. Within the city certain places showed the same congestion.
Restaurants and cafés became fllled with bodies almost to the ceiling. There was food here but no
one could reach it save those next to it and these
were crushed to death before they could profit by
their good fortune, and dying, blocked with bodies,
those who remained alive and able to eat.
Within twenty-four hours mankind had lost its
religion, its humanity, its high ideals. Every one
tried to keep himself alive even though by doing so
he brought death sooner to others. Yet in isoiated
instances, individuals rose to heights of heroism.
In the hospitals an occasional nurse remained with
her patients, giving them food till she with them
died of hunger. In one of the maternity wards a
mother gave birth to a child. Deserted by everyone she placed the child to her breast and kept it
there till hunger pulled down her lifeless arms.

THE REVOLT OF THE PEDESTRIANS
It was into this world of horror that Miller walked
as he emerged from the office building. He had provided himself with a stout club but hardly any of the
crawling automobilists noticed him. So he walked
slowly over to Fifth Avenue and then headed north,
and as he walked he prayed, though on that first day
he saw but little of what he was to see later on.
On and on he went till he came to water and
that he swam and then again he went on and by
night he was ont in the country where he ceased to
pray continuously. Here he met an occasional autoist, who was simply annoyed at his machine breaking down. No one in the country realized at first
what had really happened ; no one ever fully realized
before he died in his farm house, just what it ail
meant. It was only the city dwellcrs that knew,
and they did not understand.
\
The next day Miller rose early from the grass
and started again, after carefully Consulting the road
map. He avoided the towns, circling them. He
had learned the desire, constant, incessant, inescapable, to share his provisions with those starving crippleS, and he had to keep his strength and save food
for her, that pedestrian girl, alone among helpless
servants, within an iron fence thirty miles long. It
was near the close of the second day of his walk.
For some miles he had seen no one. The sun low
in the forest of oaks threw fantastic shadows over
the concrète road.
Down the road, ever nearing him came a strange
caravan. There were three horses tied to each other.
On the hacks of two were bundles and jugs of
water fastened stoutly but clumsily. On the third
horse an old man rested in a chair-like saddlc and at
this lime he slept, his chin resting on his chest, his
hands clutching, even in sleep, the sides of the chair.
Leading the first horse walked a woman, tall, strong,
lovety in her strength, striding with easy pace along
the cernent road. On her back was slung a bow
with a quiver of arrows and in her right hand she
carried a heavy cane. She walked on fearlessly,
confidently ; she seemed filled with power, confidence
and pride.
Miller paused in the middle of the road. The cara-
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van came near him. Then it stopped in front of him.
"Well," said the woman, and her voice blended
curiously with the sunlit shadows and the fliekering
leaves.
"Well ! Who are you and why do you block our
way ?"
"Why, I am Abraham Miller and you are Margaretta Heislcr. I am hunting for you. Your father
is safe and he sent me for you."
"And you are a pedestrian?"
"Just as truly as you are!" and so on and on
The professer woke from his nap. He looked
down on the young man and woman, standing, talking, already forgetting that there was anything else
in the world.
"Now, that is the way it was in the old days,"
mused the professer to himself.
It was a Sunday afternoon some hundred years
later. A father and his little son were sightseeing
in the Muséum of Natural Sciences in the reconstructed city of New York. The whole city was
now simply a vast muséum. Folks went there to
see it but no one wanted to live there. In fact, no
one wanted to live in such a place as a city when he
could live on a farm.
It was a part of every child's éducation to spend
a day or more in an automobilist's city, so on this
Sunday afternoon the father and his little son walked
slowly through the large buildings. They saw the
mastodon, the bison, the pterodactyl. They paused
for some time before a glass case containing a wigwam of the American Indian with a typical Indian
family. Finally they came to a large wagon, on four
rubber wheels, but there was no shaft and no way
that horses or oxen could be harnessed to it. In the
wagon on seats were men, women and little children.
The boy looked at them curiously and pulled at his
father's sleeve.
"Look, daddy. What are that wagon and those
funny people without legs. What does it mcan?"
"That my son is a family of automobilists," and
there and then he paused and gave his son the little
talk that ail pedestrian fathers are required by law
to give to their children.

THE END
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I Make a Wireless Acquaintance

Y name is ignaz Montmorency Alier. If
The Ananias Club, Yankton, Mass.
t iat
Now that I have thoroughly established my stand'
suit you, call me I. M. Alier,
ing I will proceed, and 1 sincerely hope and trust
^or s^ort- I 2111 a Yankee by birth.
ffl Both my father and rnothcr came over on that no one will question any statements I may be
the Mayflower and settled in Yankton,
called to make in these pages. They are the bare,
Mass., whcre they are engaged at présent in cactus
unvarnished truth in each and every case. If called
and ostrich farming. Ever since I was a little boy
upon, I will cheerfully swear to the truth of any of
my father, for reasons best known to himself, taught
my statements, before a notary. (I am a notary
me to be a worshipper of truth, no matter hovv painmyself.)
ful it might prove. I am glad to say that my father's
As every résident of my home town knows, I
teachings fell on fertile territory. I have never,
own the largest radio plant in the State. I own the
consciously, uttered an untruth. The pursuit of truth,
only long distance radio téléphoné station in the
since I have grown up lias become a mania with
country. As is known, I hold the long distance radio
me; so much so, in fact, that even a simple exagtéléphoné record of the world. Even in 1900, when
geration, made by my best of friends, will drivA me
my set was not nearly as perfected as it is to-day, I
frantic.
could talk around the world and converse freely
The average layman will best understand my
with myself, the message traveling clear around
somewhat peculiar state of mind, as far as truth is
the globe. This fact was described at length in "The
concerned, if I say that truth to me is nothing less
London Scientific Gazette of 1900." (See Vol. XX,
and nothing more than a hobby—a sort of sport,
No. 19, page 39.) It attracted much attention at the
if you wish. I collect truth fui statements as one
time, but it was declared commercially impractical,
might collect stamps. Particularly bcautiful and
for the reason that, it was argued, it was not necesoriginal examples of truth are written down by me
sary to build a giant wireless station at a tremendous
on large white cards. These cards are ail indexed
expense in order to talk clear around the globe, to
and classified and kept, vertically fded in card files.
listen to one's own voice ; one could talk to one's
The originator (may I say inventer ?) of these
self without the expensive radio? My critics contruths is given full crédit on these cards, so that it
tended that it would certainly be far less expensive
is easy to find years later who made this or that
and perhaps more satisfactory.
particular truthful statement. You will not think
This argument, quite logical as it was, for the time
me immodest if I state, in
being discouraged me not
passing, that ryne-tenths
a little, but I soon took up
' / ' AIS si or y originally appeared in a number of insialof the cards bear my own
my studies anew and
ment s in 1915, in the Elcctrical Expérimenter, a maganame as author of original
made many important new
sine published by the publishers of Amazing Stokies.
and surprising truths. Of
discoveries.
Inasmuch as the former magasine had only a most
limited circulation, very fezu readers have seen the s tory
course, since truth is a
As président and founscience with me, I realize m print. The author lias made' a- number of minor corder of the now defunct
rections in prcparing it for rèprinting, but the slory in
that such a statement canAmerican Wireless Mouse
itself remains substantially the saine as originally
not cause much surprise :
Trap Co. I learned a lot
published.
I would not take up your
At the time this story first appeared, it vas rather
about rats and mice and
valuable time with state- widely acclaimed by a- number of nevuspapers which cornthis knowledge even toments like the above were mented favorably on the extraordinary wealth of technical day is of high importance
and scientific data scattered throughout the story.
it not so vitally important
to me.
The wireless téléphoné particularly, lias been exploited
to fully acquaint you with
The above company, as
to a marked degree by the author, although no commercial
my character.
For this radio téléphoné was in existence at the time. While the
will be remembered by
reason I also find' it neces- slory in parts, was written in lighter s train, it might be
many, operated at one
pointed ont, that the reason for this is that ail of the
sary to give you the foltime, no less than 80,169,original Mûnchhauscn exploits were written in such vein.
lowing référencés ; any of
509 wireless mouse traps
It may be said at this point, that Baron Munchhausen
the individuals and insti- actually lived, having been boni in Hanover, in 1720. He
ail over the country. If
tutions mentioned below zyas supposed to have been one of the most monumental
we had not been so emiwill be very glad to voucli Hars, even rivalling Ananias in this respect, H is exploits
nently successful in killalways been treated in lighter vein, and many verfor my integrity, honesty, have
ing every mouse and rat
sions of lus adventures exisf. Il is felt, however, that this
and veracity.*
I could does not necessarily delract from the effectiveness of the
in the country, the comgive an almost infinité list, slory, and you will, find that il will hold your in ter est
pany would, no doubt, still
but I prefer mentioning throughout.
have been in business. As
The wily Bar on s adventures will be published durîng
only the following:
it is, the American public
the next fezv months in instalments.
Hiram O'Rourke, lawcalls me its greatest living
yer, Yankton, Mass.
benefactor for ridding the
(The above defended me in three breach of]
country of these pests, and this alone is honor enough.
promise suits, as well as eight perjury charges of
For the benefit of myyoung readers who never
which I was accused.)
saw one of my wireless mouse traps, let me give a
Patrick Flanagan, jailkeeper, Yankton, Mass.
brief description.
Jeremiah Addlecock, jailkeeper, Coffeeville, Me.
Each trap was constructed like a squirrel cage.
Mike Whiffeltree. jailkeeper, Lj'reville, Vt.
The opening to the cage was fashioned in such a
(The latter knew me intimately for only five
manner that a mouse or rat could get into it, but once
months.)
in, could not of its own accord get ont. Now, as
anyone knows mice and rats are exceedingly fond
* On acconnt of the numerous inquiries received concerning'
me, I suggest that you enclose a 2-ct. stamp for your reply of revolving cages. They will travel for miles to get
into one. It bas a most powerful fascination for
when writing.
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them. They simply adore it and go wild about it.
1 am almost tcmpted to say that they go crazy about
it, for they find it extremely hard to stop once they
start running. I based my invention upon this great
natural law.
The shaft of the cage was connected to a little
dynamo, which was operated at high speed as soon
as the mouse or rat started the cage revolving. The
dynamo, in turn, was connected to a little wireless
set and this in turn was connected to an aerial wire
System on the roof of the house. The wireless set
was constructed in such a manner that when operated, it would send ont a call similar to a Western
Union call box. In each locality we had a wireless
"central" with operators. As soon as one of the
operators received a call, he would look up bis call
book and s«e where the call originated. Tffis took
only a few seconds. A man would then be dispatched immediately to the house in question, where
he would brain the mouse or rat single handed, on
the spot, by means of a club. He would next reset
the trap and return to headquarters, giving a full
itemized report of the case. To the inexperienced,
my system of killing the rodents might appear rather
long-winded and expensive, but this is just where
my insight into human nature came to the fore and
made me famous.
Not everybody likes to kill rats and mice. This
is particularly true of the féminine humans inhabitaling this globe. Why this should be so I do not profess to know, aUhough I have some vague opinions
on the subject, which, however, I would rather keep
to myself. What, therefore, was more natural than
to employ professional ratters and mousers, to perforai the disagreeable tasks? In any event, the Company was a huge success and many a fair damsel
even to-day, sends me highly perfumed letters hailing me as the annihilator of the arch-enemies of the
fairer sex.
But I digress from my story. As I s'aid before, I
own the largest radio téléphoné station in the country.
It is exceedingly well appointed and contains instruments and apparatus of which the greatest living
scientists have as yet not the faintest knowledge.
This story starts on a bitter cold December night.
I could go to some length and write two or three
columns at ten cents a word, stating how the wind
sang weirdly through my aerial wires on the roof ;
how the fiâmes of my log fire cast fantastic shadows
about the room ; how my cat was softly purring on
a chair near by, dreaming of some long departed
appetizing canary ; how the Windows rattlcd uncannily in the storm ; how the trees moaned plaintively
outside, and so forth. Thus I could set the scene
and préparé you for the story—getting you under
tension, as the editor calls it technically.
As a plain matter of fact, however, the aerial wires
were full of sleet and therefore could not "sing."
Furthermore I was glad that they didn't corne down,
for that would have caused hardly pleasant musîc.
Then the log fire, too, could not very well have cast
fantastic shadows, or any other shadows for that
matter, because the log fire happened to be a radiator.
Instead of casting fantastic shadows, however, it
cast about a lot of rank noise and cvery now and
then made me jump clean ont of my chair. Nor
could the cat have purred very readily on the chair
because to begin with it wasn't a cat at ail, but a dog ;
and he could not have purred even if he had taken
lessons at |5 an hour. There were good reasons for

this, too. Firstly, it was not a he ; it was a she.
Secondly, she had been dead for two years and only
because she was stuffed so nicely did I keep her.
Thirdly, she could positively not have sat on a chair
near by, simply because there was only one chair in
the place and 1 was on it. Fourthly, dogs, especially
dead dogs, are not known to dream about appetizing
canary birds. Then, too, no Windows could have
rattled in the storm, for my radio station is in the
cellar and that cellar lias no Windows whatsoever.
As for the trees moaning plaintively, or otherwise, I
explained above that my people were engaged in
cactus farming. There are no trees on such-a farm,
and cactus positively does not xnoan in a storm. It
squeaks.
NOW that you understand the situation fully, I
will proceed. It was after 12 o'clock midnight
on a cold winter night. My new, loud-talking téléphoné receivers were on my head and I had just lit a
fresh pipe. I had been flirting with my vario-selective coupling-balance which was adjusted to a very
long wavelength—96,000 meters, if my memory
serves me right—and I was just in the act of tuning
down to the wave length of FL.—that's the Paris
Eiffel Tower Station. Suddenly, a very faint, but
exceedingly high pitched screaming Sound, came
through my receivers, becpming louder and louder
each second. While I was still wondering what this
unearthly sound could be, I heard, in a faint but
clear voice :
"Alier, Yankton, Mpss.—80,000 meters." This
sentence was repeated geveral times. I lost no time in
startîng my 200 Kilowatt generator, tuned up to
^0,000 meters, and yelled into the transmitter in
front of me.
"Ship ahoy! This is Alier of Yankton, who's
there ?" Almost ipstantly it came :
"It is I, Hiej-onymus Karl Friedrich, Baron
Mûnchhauscn . . ."
At that I almost swallowed my pipe, but just the
same, the colossal nerve of that fellow aggravated
me.
"You confounded liar, stop your joking," I yelled
back, "if you have anything to say, say it and be
quick about it, for I am going to bed in a few
minutes."
"My son," it came back in sepulchral tones, "1 am
not at ail surprised at your astonishment. Rest assured I expected you to doubt my identity. However, I have proofs. It is now 12,50 a. m. terrestrial
time. Kindly mount to the top of your roof. You
will find it to be a clear night, with a half full moon
in the sky. Take your watch along and observe the
moon carefully. Precisely at 1 a. m. I will illuminate
the dark half portion of the moon with a red phosphorescence. I will do this three times beginning at
1 a. m., each illumination to last five seconds, with a
10-second interval between each illumination. After
this, return to your 'phones. I have spoken. . .
The peculiar high pitched screaming sound was
heard once more in my receivers. It ran rapidly
down the scale, became fainter and fainter—there
was a low click in my 'phones and everything was
quiet.
I must have sat dumbfounded for at least a minute
before I could collect my senses. I took the 'phones
off my head and wiped off the perspiration mechanically. I am sure I was dazed. I looked at my hands,
moving them back and forth before my eyes, but I
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waSn't certain then that I was awake. So I took a
pin lying nearby and shoved it into my thigh. I
knew then that I was really awake. I wanted to
think, but I had to laugh outright. Why, the thing
was preposterous ! Some practical radio amateur
joker, no doubt, who tried to get me on the roof
and then afterward make me the laughing stock of
the town.
"Good stunt ! Rather novel idea, ha, ha !.. .
But that sepulchral, earnest voice, that distinct accent. the peculiar intonation . . . could it . . . ?"
My eyes fell on the clock before me. It was
12 :55. At that vcry moment my 'phones emitted a
loud crackling sound, like "static" before a thunderstorm. As I looked on, wondering, the receivers
suddenly became enveloped in a scarlet phosphorescence, glowing softly like the light in ai\ X-ray
tube.
,1 know now that my hair must have stood up at
the sight of this uncanny phenomenon. I recollect
that I grabbed my cap and ran up the stairs, knocking somebody down as 1 flew by, pushed the trap
open and sank down on the roof almost exhausted.
Mechanically I pulled ont my watch. It was 12 :59.
1 shivered and looked intently at the moon sailing in
a beautifully clear sky, in which the stars sparkled
with unusual brilliancy.
The moon was half full, the dark half being jet
black and undistinguishable from the black sky. A
clock nearby started to strike 1 o'clock. The Sound
was still vibrating in the air when I witnessed a most
remarkable phenomenon. The dark portion of the
moon was suddenly faintly illuminated with the same
scarlet phosphorescence which I had seen only a few
seconds earlier around my receivers.
It seemed to me as if there were a gigantic
searchlight stationed on the bright side of the moon,
throwing a colossal shaft of that scarlet light over
on the dark side. This shaft of light was not stationary ; it swept rapidly back and forward over the
dark face of the moon, illuminating the moon's
craters in a wonderful fashion. The phosphorescent
light shaft was so long that it actually went clear
across the face of the moon and swept ont into the
space beyond for a considérable distance. It was the
most magnificent, inspiring spectacle I had ever witnessed in my Hfe. Suddenly, the light vanished for
a short period, just as the mysterious person had said
it would. I counted to 10. Just as suddenly the
sweeping light shaft reappeared, brushing the moon's
dark face backward and forward several times, as
before. The light disappeared again; I counted to
10 and it reappeared, going through the identical motions for the third and last time.
For a few seconds I stood fascinated, probably
with my mouth wide open. Like one in a trance, I
went down to the radio and I still remember that
my teeth chattered violently and that I had a cold
chill, which shook me from head to foot, while I adjusted the 'phones over my head.
T had scarcely fhnshed, when the high pitched
screaming sound was heard again, and in a few seconds the voice with the graveyard tone spoke once
more :
"1 trust, my boy, that you will not again doubt
Baron Mûnchhausen's word," Here I could distinguish a low chuckle. "But tell me, how did you
like my little exhibition ?"
"Why, your excellency," I stammered into the
transmitter before me, "1 really had no idea of
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offending you before, the whole thing seemed so impossible to me that you can hardly blâme me for
doubting you. However, after seeing your wonderful lunar fireworks, I stand ready to believe anything
and everything that you may say. I assure you, 1
will swear by it. But would you be so kind as to answer the burning question which is uppermost in my
mind just now? Am I not correct in my assumption
that your excellency was born in Hanover, Germany,
in 1720 and was buried in 1797 in the same locality?"
"Most assuredly, my boy, you have stated the facts
correctly. As you say, I was buried in 1797, but if
you were to open the coffin to-day, you would not
find the bones of Baron Mûnchhausen. For political
reasons, it was very désirable for me to 'die' in
1797. If I had not 'died' just then, I would have
been hanged, no doubt. So I had a wax replica of
myself made, which resembled me so closely, that it
even deceived my trustée! valet, Fritz, who came
within an ace of placing me in the coffin, while I was
sleeping peacefully, but soundly, in a secret room in
my attic. If I had not sneezed in my sleep, undoubtedly they would have buried me, and let my
wax replica shift for itself in an unfriendly world.
While this might have been a regrettable accident,
it would hardly have affected me much, for I am immortal, as you no doubt know !" A chuckle was
discerned by me at this pun ; the Baron, no doubt,
liked his own little joke.
"However, in the absence of Fritz, that blunderer,
Rosskopf, the embalmer, entered the house very.
much under the influence of schnapps and by pure
chance found the secret room. He saw me sleeping
soundly and thought, of course, that I was dead.
Either because he was too lazy or else too drunk, I
never knew which, he did not eut me open and embalm me in the usual manner ; luckily for me. Instead he used a hollow needle and injected the embalming fluid into my veins. I am a sound sleeper,
a very sound sleeper, so I did not wake for a long
time. As time goes, a very long time indeed. To
be aecurate, I did not wake up for 110 years. The
embalming fluid that Rosskopf used on me was apparently a good brand, for it did not- wear ont for
110 years, i. e., till A. D. 1907. It seems that this
embalming fluid made my body rigid and stitï as
stone, and to ail intents and purposes, unknown to
me, I was as dead as my wax replica, which they had
buried the same afternoon. However, it seems my
heart continued to beat faintly through ail these years
and the prolonged rest, instead of aging my body,
really made me younger. Although technically I am
to-day almost 200 years old, I feel no oldcr than 30.
You see what a good rest does! The next thing 1
knew was when I finally woke up and sneezed about
10 times. I was still on my bed in my secret room!
"You ask how that can be possible. Simplicity
itself. Only Fritz and I knew of the secret room.
Rosskopf, the embalmer, when he became sober
again had promptly forgotten ail about it, of course,
so he really did not know any more than anyone else.
"As I found ont afterward, this is what happened :
Fritz, my trusted valet, had gone over to the burial
vault to lock up the heavy oak door. But the door
must have snapped shut while he was inside the
vault. As I lived alone with him, there was no one
to release him. He naturally thought I would miss
him in time when I would of course, corne to free
him. I did—in time—110 years later! Poor fellow. I cried a bit when I saw his bones.
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"But to go back. I said I woke up trying to sneeze
my head ofï. Foi- a few minutes I could see nothing for the dust I made while sneezing. I got up and
felt rather stiff, and as hungry as a bear. I opened
the window and looked out. The strange sights I
saw fairly made me dizzy. It took me some hours
to get used to it ail. To make a long story short, it
finally dawned on me that I must have slept for
many years. In the afternoon, I cautiously walked
down and inspected the house, which looked to me
the same as on the day I went to sleep. I then ventured out into the neglected, unkempt garden, and
after satisfying my hunger by means of a few dozen
pears, I sat down on a decaying bench to think about
the strange situation. While I pondered thus, I
noticed a sheet of printed paper on the groulyd. It
proved to be a part of a recent Hanoveriàn newspaper. I picked it up casually and tried to read the
somewhat unfamiliar type. Suddenly I saw the date ;
September 29, 1907 ! It was then—for the first time
in my life—that I fainted dead away; the shock was
too great.
"But your time is limited, my dear boy, so I will
make the story short. Suffice it to say that just as
soon as I came to, I went over to the City Hall and
explained the whole affair to the Herr Burgermeister
—our mayor. I had no trouble in proving my identity, and the dear fellow overwhelméd me with kindII.

ness. He fêted and dined me and insisted that the
town of Hanover should give a fitting célébration in
my honor. This, however, 1 declined modestly. During the course of the dinner, he told me that, due to
ail good traditions of German officiai red tape, my
house and estate were still in the process of liquidation, as I had neglected to leave a will. I filed my
will that very day and my lawyers assured me that,
as I could prove my identity without doubt, I should
be able to inherit my own estate within at least 25
years. They further assured me that I need have
no misgivings as to my political offenses which I
committed 110 years ago; they argued that these
offenses had been outlawed. That took a big load off
my mind. Well. I guess we've chatted long enough
for to-day, besides my power is getting low. . . ."
"But Your Excellency," I shouted back into my
transmitter breathlessly, "won't you please explain
how you corne to be on such an outlandish place as
the moon, and if you are there, how you can exist,
for there is certainly no atmosphère on the moon
and the température is below zéro. . . ."
"1 would gladly tell you ail this now, but it takes
time to explain these things," the sound came back
very weak and distant, "but as I said before, my
power is getting low, so if you will be at your
'phones to-morrow night at 11 p. m., terrestrial time,
I will gladly satisfy your curiosity. Good night !"

How Muenchhausen and the Allies Took Berlin

ICONFESS that I put in a bad night after my
first radio téléphoné talk with the Baron on that
mémorable December night. My dreams were
wild and fearsome and I awoke at fréquent intervais, bathed in perspiration. The whole thing was so
uncanny, so preposterous, that when I finally opened
my eyes the next morning I began to wonder if the
whole thing had not been a wild, extravagant dream.
As yet I had not told anyone about Mûnchhausen
for fear of inévitable ridicule, so by noontime I had
become thoroughly convinced that I had dreamed
the whole thing from beginning to end. But when
I sat down to lunch and my elder brother asked me
why I had knocked him down on the stairs on his
return from the lodge the night before, I knew that
the épisode was not a dream after ail. So I told my
people of my experience and recited my conversation with Mr. Miinchhausen. They did not wax enthusiastic as the story proceeded. Instead, when I
finished, my father took a deep breath, gave me a
queer look and tapped his forehead with his index
finger. That was the extent of his comment. He
then gave vent to a disgusted snort and started with
the soup.
My younger brother sang to the tune of "Applcblossom time in Normandy" :
"When the Nuts are getting ripe in/Squirreltown !"
My older brother remarked casually that he had
read not so long ago about an eminent Eastern doctor who found that strong radio waves had the
peculiar property of producing little explosions inside of the brain. A coherer action, as it were.
This, he said, produced what the doctor termed a
"wireless brainstorm !"
"A rather dangerous disease. closely resembling
hydrophobia," my brother remarked, before attacking
his stew.
The rest of my family ail made similar intelligent

comments, and as the case proved hopeless, I kept
quiet and said nothing.
That evening, however, shortly before 11 o'clock,
I summoned the yawning obstreperous members of
my family to the radio room and fitted everyone with
a radio téléphoné headset ; these headsets were connected to my own trusty receivers. I then told my
little audience to watch the clock and be prepared to
listen to the most remarkable discourse ever held
between two humans. Nor did I disappoint my
audience. The clock had hardly finished striking the
eleventh hour, when the (to me) familiar highpitched screaming' sound was heard again, and a few
seconds later Miinchhausen's voice vibrated powerfully into our receivers :
"Good evening, my son," he said in his sepulchral
voice, "I trust you have had pleasant dreams and
that last night's experience has not disturbed you too
much."
I hastened to reply that I was doing nicely, but
that I found it difficult to persuade my doubting
Thomases that his Excellency had really corne back
to life. At this Miinchhausen laughed heartily and
said that he had expected as much. He added that
if further proofs were wanted, he would be happy to
give another lunar exhibition. He volunteered, in
addition to sweep the moon's dark quarter this very
night with any color we desired, in order to convince
even the most skeptical that his return was not a
hoax. I could tell by the faces of my hearers that
they were beginning to become impressed. A vote
of the audience, held right then and there, determined the color to be green. I transmitted this intelligence to the Baron at once, whereupon he
promised to light up the invisible dark quarter of the
moon in a green phosphorescence for the duration
of 20 seconds, beginning at 11.30 p. m. He added
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In less than one second over 500 men were baled together tlghter than a baie of compresscd cotton—and as belpless.

that our conversation was to be resumed after the
"performance."
We thereupon repaired to the roof of the bouse,
everybody keyed to the highest excitement.
I. will not go into lengthy détails ; sufbce it to say
that, true to his word, at exactly 11.3,0 p. m. Munchhausen swept the dark part of the moon's surface
with an immense shaft of a green phosphorescence,
similar to the exhibition lie had given fcfr me the
night before. If anything, the light shaft was more
powerfui ; this, however, might have been due to the
earth's atmosphère being clearer than on the previous night.
1 need not go to the trouble of explaining that
every one of my family was thoroughly convinced.
Ail were silent and awe-struek, and ail were as ready
as I was to believe anything that Mùnchhausen might
say ; and I assure you I was thoroughly convinced.
After the exhibition, we resumed our seats in the
radio room, and I suggested that my brother take
sténographie notes of tîie conversation—he was an
expert stenographer and had been a reporter on the
New York Times for five years.
I may add, therefore, that ail conversations between Baron Mùnchhausen and myself, which I
shall publish hereafter, are exactly as stated, taken
from my brother's sténographie reports. The original
notes are open to anyone who doubts their truth.
After we were ail seated again and the excitement
had cooled down somewhat, I started my generator,
tuned to 80,000 meters wave length, and spoke into
the transmitter before me :
"Your Excellency, are you there?"

"Yes, indeed, my dear boy," it came back in eu
couraging tones ; "now I suppose I will be bombarded with '42-centimeter' questions for the rest of
the evening! What? Let it be known, therefore.
that Baron Mùnchhausen is, as usual, ready for ail
emergencies. Pray, proceed !"
"Thank you, indeed," I responded, gratefully;
"you are taking a load ofï my mind, for I certainly
have a number of questions to ask you. My first
question, most naturally, is, "How came you to select
me to talk to?"
"For two reasons : First, I knew you to be a truthful individual, just as I am, far-famed and known
to be so in your country. The second reason is that
I could hear your radio signais right here on the
moon, proving to me that you were probably the
only one with whom I might converse on earth.
My judgment, as usual, proved correct."
"Thank you for the compliment," I replied. "Now
for my most important question : 'How on earth
did you ever land on the moon, and why ?"
The Baron laughed outright at my pun, and proceeded :
"That's a rather long-winded story, but I will try
to tell you.
"As I said last night, when I came back to life, ï
found myself in my old secret room. After my visit
to the Mayor, I rcturned to this room and proceeded
to remove my treasure of 10,000 gold ducats, which
I had intended to take with me on my contemplated
secret flight 110 years ago. It seems that instinct
prompted me to exchange this currency for paper
money at a local bank that very day. A lucky thing
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for me, as you will see shortly. You will believe me
naturally think that after a lapse of 100 years alwhen 1 state that I slept easier that night, vvith those
most any kind of political offense would be forgot20,000 ducats, exchanged into modem thousand
ten and outlawed. Not so in my dear fatherland.
mark bills, tucked avvay securely, in my ancient walIn Germany, a political offense is worse than a thoulet, under my pillow."
sand murders. Officiai Germany, or rather Prussia,
"But, your Excellency," I broke in, "did you not
knows no time limit when it concerns lèse majesté.
say a minute ago that there were but 10,000 ducats?"
To make a painful story short, one nice autumn
"H-m. That's correct," chuckled the Baron, "but,
morning, I was awakened roughly with this pleasant
my dear boy, you seem to lorget entirely that gold
remark ;
ducats of the vintage of 1790 sell at a very high
" T arrest you in the name of the King.' Knowpremium to-da}', on account of the great scarcity of
mg me as a resourceful character, the authorities had
these coins! As a matter of fact, if I had peddled
sent no less than six well-armed 'Polizisten,' to make
these coins to coin dealers and private coin collectors,
sure I would not break away.
I have not the least doubt but that 1 could have
"1 was forced to dress in a hurry, and before I
realized a great deal more.
knew it, I had been placed in the 'green wagon' and
"Well, the next morning. I was awakened by a
hustled to the local jail, there to await trial for my
fearful racket. It seems that word had traveled
political wrongs, committed 110 years ago. So does
around that I came back to life, and my enthusiastic
Prussia treat its fanions men ! Lucky for me that
townspeople were bent on celebrating my return in
I carried my money in the folds of my high boots,
a befitting manner. There were about ten brass
for if I had not, it certainly would have been found.
bands in front of my house, and I estimate that at
So you see, ancient dress lias its advantages.
least three-quarters of the population were assembled
"1 stayed in that prison for two days, and I conaround the bands, waiting to see me. I dressed hurfess that I do not know what would have become of
riedly and stepped ont on the balcony, greeted with
me had it not been for my raany sympathizers and
deafening 'Hochs,' 'Vivat Muenchhmiseri and 'Long
admirers. "1 o the German people's fair-mindednéss,
soll er leben.' Then someone yelled for a speech, to
distinguished from German officialdom, I owe my rewhich I responded, delivering an appropriate address
lease. For at the end of two days, in the middle of
for the occasion. I had hardly finished, when two
the night, some 30 masked young men, ail admirers
ladders were leaned against my balcony and two enof mine, rushed into the prison and overpowered the
thused 'Corps SHidenteri had carried me bodily
keepers and attendants, and I was put in a large
down into a gala automobile, bedecked gaily with
automobile and rushed away in the dead of a moonbuntihg. One of the students, in full dress, took his
less night. I was quickly conducted to a smali town,
seat at the steering wheel, while ten others, also in
where I lived in disguise for some weeks.
full dress, started to pull the automobile in a tri"Subsequently, I made my way to the Dutch fronomphant entry through the city.
tier, where I breathcd easier, for I knew that there
"It was indced a strange cortege, and you will
I was safe from ail danger. The next day found me
find a full report of it in the German daily press of
in Paris where I settled down in one of the suburbs,
September the 30th, 1907. The town was decorated
with deep bitterness in my heart against officiai as
with flags from end to end in a most elaborate
well as officions Prussia.
manner. and aftcr a wonderful day, full of speeches
^ "For the next few years, I traveled extensively in
and ail kinds of honors bestowed upon me, the day
Europe and America, as well.as the rest of the world
was closçd with a tremendous illumination and ex(with the exception of Germany). In the course of
quisite fireworks. The next few days were crowcled
ni}' travels, I had a great many adventures, which I
with hundreds of interviews with reporters and with
hope I will have the pleasure to relate .to you in the
private individuals, while attention and kindness were
near future. Returning to Paris in 1910, my mind,
showered over me unendingly. I tried hard to abwhich had always been of a scientific bend, turned
sorb ail the new customs, and I had to ask numerous
to the study of electricity and chemistry, as well as
questions in order to become acquainted with ail the
of général physics, and in a short time 1 had made
strange things I met at every hand. As usual, my
hundreds of wonderful discoveries. Not belieA'ing
well-known versatility carried me through everyin patents, especially in France, with lier antiquated
thing successfully, and it took me less than a week
patent laws, I patented noue of my inventions.
of concentratcd study to become a fully-up-to-date
Some day I hope to publish ail of them for the beneman.
fit of humanity.
"There was only one point on which I remained
obdurate. This was my attire. I refused to clothe
<6/T^HE outbreak of the great war of 1914 found
myself in modem clothes. I refused to put my beJL me in the midst of the study of several new inloved lower extremities into those foolish, modem,
ventions which I was trying to perfect. Nevertheovergrown sleeves which you call trousers, nor could
less, I welcomed the war, with a glad heart. Flere at
I see a single good reason for wearing those unsightly
last was my long hoped for chance to get even with
sacks which you call coats. Neither did close-cropPrussia, against whom I had nursed a growing hatred
ped hair, which destroys the individuality of man,
during the past few years. My 'revanche' was at
appeal to me in the least, nor, for that matter, those
hand.
fantastic straw-stalk dishes which you call straw hats.
"The war had not been in progress for two days
Accordingly I stuck to my style of dressing, although
when I received an urgent call from my friend PrésiI confess ï had considérable difficulty in finding a
dent Poincaré, of the French Republic. I called at
tailor and a hatter who could accommodate me.
the palace at once and was greeted cordially by the
"Alas ! my triumph was short Hved. I have alPrésident, who shook me warmly by the hand. Only
ready told you, that before I began my century-long
one other person was présent, namely, General Joffre,
sleep, I had committed a certain political offense
chief of the French army, whom I had known intiagainst the then reigning authorities. You would
mately for the past few years. He also welcomed
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me and patted me afïectionately on the back. I
could see by the expression on their faces that some
very serions business was to be transacted. and I was
not mistaken.
" 'Monsieur le Baron,' the Président began in a
businesslike manner, 'frotn our past acquaintance I
knovv yoti to be on our side, despite the fact that you
are born a Prussian. Am I correct in my assumption ?'
'Yes, Monsieur le Président,' I replied fervently,
'it was my misfortune to bave been born in Prussia,
but I assure you that there is to-day no more ardent,
patriotic Frenchman in France than myself. Down
with the tyrant Prussia !'
"'Très bien,' the Président replied, gratified. 'I
will have you sworn in at noon to-day. As I know
that you have made certain far-reaching inventions,
I trust that you will do your utmost to turn these to
the benefit of our great Republic. Any assistance
which you might require will be given to you by the
Government, and you will co-operate with General
Joffre to destroy the enemy.
" 'The French Général Staff lias already decided
to invade Germany, by way of Alsace, in order to
regain our lost provinces. Your efforts, therefore,
should be confinée! to that territory until your présence is required elsewhere.'
"1 thanked the Président profusely for his great
confidence in me, and hastened to assure him that I
would not rest till the enemy was destroyed. I made
it a condition, however, that I should have the power
of requisitioning anything, no matter what it might
prove to be, if in my opinion it was essential to use
at the front. This, Président Poincaré promised
gladly.
" 'Ail the Government desires, just now,' lie closed,
'are results and victories over the enemy. France is
at your service.' With these words we shook hands
solemnly and the Président left me alone with General Joffre.
"For several hours Joffre and I discussed varions
phases of the war, and after I had thoroughly acquainted him with some of my revolutionary plans of
warfare we parted in high spirits.
"That very night I requisitioned every tank of
laughing gas, as well as every carboy of chloroform,
in the whole of France. I furthermore ordered every
factory producing these articles to work overtime for
24 hours each day until further notice ; immediately
thereupon, I requisitioned an immense factory at
Levallois-Perret, a suburb of Paris, where for the
next few days I kept 8,000 people busy manufacturing my requirements.
"You know, of course, of the French invasion
into Alsace at the beginning of the war, and how we
penetrated even beyond Mulhausen and Kolman. But
did you know how it was accomplished, and by
whom ? I think not. When history is finally written
you will find that it was I who made the difficult
work possible. I personally conducted the invasion
and it was, indeed, a brilliant success. The first
clash with the Germans was spectacular. We rushed
upon them in the early morning, but instead of our
artillery using the ordinary explosive shells we used
my compressed laughing gas cylinders. These were
constructed in such a way that they would open upon
striking the ground. The soldiers of the rank and
file were equipped with a similar device, and, instead
of shooting bullets, they shot compressed laughing
gas cylinders. These cylinders were shot from the
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rifle at a rather close range and were not supposed to
penetrate the bodies of the enomy. Instead, the
cylinders had a short rubber nose which, upon striking, actuated a trigger, and this in turn opened the
forward end of the cylinder, releasing the gas.
"Our first attack proved as great an astonishment
to us as to the enemy. When we began shooting the
laughing gas at the oncoming ferocious-looking Germans, their expressions changed suddenly to abominable grins. Most of them reeled and dropped right
in their tracks ; we had but to pick them up afterward, as prisoners. In a single day we thus captured
8,000 Germans.
"After the first rush, we drove them back to their
second line of trenches, and it was liere that my
chloroform bombs did wonderful work. Our artillery began shelling the trenches with my bombs ;
these, on striking the ground, liberated the compressed chloroform with disastrous results to the
enemy. We literally drenched the Germans with
chloroform, and those who were not killed outright
were picked up later to be sent to France as prisoners ;
there they were put to work at manufacturing more
laughing gas and chloroform with which to capture
their countrymen.
"Thus we fought our way to Mulhausen, which
we soon occupied triumphantly. I have no doubt but
that I would have fought my way across the Rhine,
but just then Joffre got into trouble in Belgium and
retreated into France. On his urgent représentation,
I rushed to his aid, leaving my Eastern army in the
hands of a young General, whom I thought capable
of continuing our Alsatian invasion.
"Unluckily, the Germans got wise to my bombs
and began using some form of diving helmets, fastened over the heads, which kept the fumes and gases
from their noses and mouths. This, of course, counteracted my bombs and made them obsolète. The
Germans subsequently appeared in great force and
practically drove my Alsatian invading army from
Alsace, finally leaving it entrenched in the Vosges.
"In the meanwhile, General Joffre had retreated
almost to Paris before 1 could rush assistance to him.
I am proud to state here that had it not been for me,
Paris, as well as the rest of France, would have been
in German hands.
But Germany had not included Munchhausen in
her plans of invasion.
"The great German General Von Kluck was but
a few miles from Paris, when I went into action.
Why he did not take Paris at that time and why he
retreated so mysteriously and with so much haste
beyond the rivers Marne and Somme has been a
deep mystery to many people for a long time. The
explanation is found in the one word ; Munchhausen.
I had long since discovered that the German advance
could not be stopped by ordinary means, so I adopted
extraordinary measures.
"As is well known, France had been poorly préparée! for the war. While there were unlimited
stores of powder and gun-cotton, the artillery was
sadly déficient in shells and our soldiers lacked bullets. As the manufacture of these important items
is rather slow work, I coramandeered ail the French
arsenals to turn out immediately rock sait shells and
cartridges, which. instead of having bullets at their
business ends, were filled with a goodly charge of
the inexpensive as well as plentiful rock sait.
"From the minute these 'Salties' (as they were
affectionately called by the French army) came into
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use, the German advance had come to an end. We
simply shot sait at the Germans.
"You may laugh at this and ask how it could possibly have stopped them, but the answer is as simple
as it is surprising. The rock sait, when shot from
a rifle or gun, had not enough piercing power to
penetrate the bodies of the enemy, but it went easily
clean through the soldiers' uniforms and then buried
itself under their skins.
"If you have ever had a salty solution applied to
an open wound you will appreciate what happened
when I began pumping rock sait into the Impérial
German army. No sooner had a soldier been shot
than he would throw up both hands and begin to
scratch himself furiously, with a zeal with which you
would hardly crédit the slow-moving Germans.
Orders or no orders from his officers, H a us would
scratch himself for dear life to get some relief from
the fearful itching. Finding that this did not bring
the desired relief, instinct prompted him to run for
the nearest water supply in order to wash the slight
wounds free of the sait.
"By that time, our gallant Frenchmen or British
were upon them and they were made prisoners in
less time than it takes to describe it. It was several
days before the German General Stafï got onto
my latest device but then they promptly set ont to
checkmate me. One morning, I received a report
that my rock sait charges no longer acted in the usual
prescribed manner, i. e., the Germans refused to
scratch themselves when shot at.
Instead, they
threatened to drive us back. That afternoon we
caught a few Germans and the mystery was solved.
"The foxy German General Staff had ordered each
soldier to wear TWO uniforms, one put on top of
the other! Our rock sait charges could easily penetrate one uniform, but not two ! Therefore 1 was
forced to abandon my 'Salties,' and I turned my
fertile brain in new directions.
"In a few days I was back to the front with a
brand-new device. I am proud to say, that of ail
schemes, this one was probably the most effective.
With its help, we captured no less than 31,986 Germans in less than one week. Président Poincaré
personally attached the cross of the Légion d'honneur
to my breast, with the officiai thanks of the Republic.
I am immensely proud of it to-day.
"As you will have noticed, ail my own devices of
modem warfare are exceedingly humane. If I can
possibly avoid it, T do not allow blood to be shed. I
believe in taking the enemy alive.
"My well-known success, the Hurnan Self-binder,
illustrâtes this point.
"You are, of course, acquainted with the selfbinder as used in harvesting. You know how the
machine baies the wheat, putting a stout cord around
the circumference of the bundle, and holding the
stalks securely together.
"This is the principle used in my Hurnan Selfbinder. It is simplicity itself and works as follows :
"Two of the famous French 75-millimeter guns
were placée! about 150 meters apart from each other.
facing the oncoming enemy. The guns were loaded
in the usual manner except that the shells were
equipped with an eye-ring at the end facing the
enemy. To this ring was fastened securely a strong
but flexible steel cable about as thick as your little
fihger. Before firing, the cable would run into the
mouth of the first cannon, while the other end of the
cable was fastened to a similar shell in the second

cannon 150 meters distant. Then the two guns were
adjusted in such a manner that the cable was almost
tant ; the cannons themselves were leveled nearly
parallel to the ground. When the command was
given the two cannons were fired simultaneously by
means of electricity. The resuit was fearful when
we first tried it on a régiment of charging Germans.
The two shells leaped forward together from the
cannons, carrying the steel cable with them, now
stretched taut. The cable, cutting through the air at
a tremendous rate of speed, made a frightful,
screeching noise. It 'sang' so loudly that it was
easily heard over a distance of 35 miles. It was
awe-inspiring.
"Have you ever, as a Child, swung a cord with a
stone at one end? If you have, you will remember
how the string 'sung' louder and higher in pitch as
you increased its speed. So it was with the steel
cable, only the sound was increased a few billion
times over that of your string. It went somewhat
like this :
WHHEEEEEEEEE EEEE-EEE-EEE eeee-eee-eee-eee
"The two shells then plowed their way through a
few dozen soldiers, while the cable, catehing the foremost men amidships, as it were, was stopped short,
and the shells, carried forward by their momentum,
continued to travel in their forward movement until
they were stopped short by the cable. But the momentum then carried one shell around to the left,
while the other went to the right. In less than one
second, over 500 men wère baled together tighter
than a baie of compressed cotton, and as hopeless.
Most of the men at the point of contact with the
cable were, of course, crushed to death by the tremendous pressure, but those on the inside, while
nearly ail of the breath had left them for the time
being, were alive and were easily made prisoners
by us.
"You have probably often wondered why, after the
retreat of the Marne, the Germans_^dug themselves
into their famous trenches. The answer is that this
was the only means of escape from my hurnan baler.
As soon as they had found that they .could not rush
at us over the open terrain, they went into their
trenches, which naturally put my self-binder hors de
combat, or ont of business, as Americans are fond
of saying.
"This put me at my wits' end—but not for very
long. At the end of October, 1914, when ail efforts
to oust the Germans from their trenches had failed,
I went to see General Joffre and said to him :
" 'My dear General, we must now resort to a more
novel means than ever to crush the enemy. Here is
my plan : The Allies are now spending untold millions each day and no headway is being made against
the Germans. Why not take 20,000 picked men,
who know how to dig and mine, and order them to
build a few gigantic tunnels right under the German trenches, emerging in some forests miles behind
the German fines ? Upon a given signal, our armies
could break through the openings and, while half of
our men would fall into the enemy's back, the other
half would be well on the road to Berlin. Simple,
is it not ?'
"General Joffre's enthusiasm over my plan knew
no bounds. This otherwise silent man threw his
arms around my neck and embraced me. while tears
of gratitude ran down his ruddy cheeks. We then
discussed the détails, and next morning we put the
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whole plan before the Government. The Président
and his Cabinet, General Sir John Frcnch, of the
British army, as well as King Albert, of the Belgian
anuy, were even more enthusiastic than Joffre had
been, and a vote was passed immediately authorizing
me to go ahead witli the work.
"So cautiously did we proceed, that no German
spy ever got wind of the great scheme. No suspicions
character was allowed to corne within 10 miles of the
tunnel openings and, as the latter were cunningly
started under large railroad sheds, airplanes of the
enemy never suspected what was going on beneath.
"There were four large tunnels ail told. The first
started at a point near Pont-à-Moussqn, ending in
the forest of La Fourasse. Another one started not
far from Verdun and ended in the forest of the
Argonne. No blasting or dynamite was used ffV
fear of arousing the suspicions of the Germans overhead ; each tunnel was large enough to enable 20
men to mardi abreast in it upright.
"At the end of December, 1914, we had over 150,000 men at work on the four tunnels, and by February 1, 1915, they were completed, except for a few
3'ards at the far end. During that night, the entire
French as well as British and Belgian armies walked
into the tunnels—men, horses, automobiles, artillery
and ail. We had burned our bridges behmd us;
everything was staked on the grand coup.
"A small opening was then carefully made at the
end of each tunnel, and one of our men cautiously
emerged through each small hole. Each of the four
reported the forests quiet, whereupon our sappers
quickly broke ont a large opening ; within one hour
our armies began to débouche from the tunnels, and
by morning the four units had marched ont of the
four forests. One-half of the armies were to fall
into the backs of the Germans and the other half
were to mardi on Berlin. I was with the latter,
highly elated at our success. We immediately seized
ail railways and roads, and our advance began.
"There was only one thing which disturbed us.
By night we were infonned that the other half of
our légions which were to fall into the back of the
enemy had failed to find a single German soldier.
Neither Joffre nor I could understand this, but the
next morning we had the giad tidings that our army
had takcn some 40,000 prisoners and that not a single
German reniained. Joffre and I naturally reasoned
that the Germans had held their western trenches
largely by bluff, while their real army, consisting of
several million soldicrs had been thrown against the
Russians to hold the latter back from East Prussia
and their new invasion of Hungary.
"We therefore pressed forward with great speed,
using Germany's wonderful stratégie railroad System
for the main advance.
"On February 5 our allied armies had crossed
the Rhine at Cologne, Koblenz and Mayence. On
February 10 we crossed the Weser, and on February
20 we entered Berlin triumphantly, without firing a
shot. It was almost too good to be true, but more
work lay ahead of us. Our mission was only half
filled. We had not as yet conquered the main German and Austrian armies, which we knew to be on
the eastern frentier, and no victory can be complété
as long as a power fui army remains in the field.
Accordingly we began pressing forward again, when
we were dealt a most terrible blow.
"We received the awful intelligence from our
army which we had left behind (in order to patrol
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the conquered territory) that one and one-half million Germans were rushing on us with forced
marches from France!
"We were dumbfounded. Was it a trick or a
hoax ?
"Alas, it was neither. I will not bore you to
death with a most unfortunate, heart-rending taie.
This is what happened :
"Some German had hit upon the same idea as I
had, but instead of boring four tunnels they bored
two. That was the only différence !
While we
thought we emerged behind their backs, they thought
they were doing the same thing in reference to us.
By a strange coincidence they marched ont of their
tunnels during the same night that we marched out
of ours and, while we captured Berlin, they captured
Paris and then Bordeaux!
"Not finding our armies (which they thought had
retreated into the interior), they feared a trick and
rushed back till they came upon the other half of our
army stationed along the Rhine. Then they knew
the truth.
"A curions state of alîairs had arisen in this teri ible mix-up :
"We held Germany and a part of Ans tria, while
Aie Germans held nearly ail of France! Neither of
us had gained any advantage, so we called a truce and
agreed to trade back our présent trenches for our
former ones, while they agreed to take back theirs.
"For this reason Mardi 1, 1915, found us in exactly the same position we had left on February 1, 1915,
with the différence that for two days the Kaiser had
been in Paris, while Joffre and I had been in Berlin !
"I immediately fell into disgrâce with the Allies
and I thought it best to take myself out of the way,
which I did."
BARON MUNCHHAUSEN took a long breath
at this juncture, so I commented :
"This is certainly a most remarkable story; but,
my dear Baron, how is it possible that we have never
heard a single word about this momentous phase of
the war? No newspaper ever mentioned a word
about it, to the best of my knowledge. How "can you
explain that?"
"My dear boy," Mûnchhausen replied wearily,
"evidently you were not in Europe during the war.
The explanation lies in the one word : Censorship !
The Allies, while marching on Berlin, allowed no
news to leave the country for fear that the German
and Austrian armies at the Russian f rentier would
get it too early."
"But, your Excellency," I broke in, "how could
that have helped you? While you advanced from
town to town in Germany, the Germans certainly
must have had plenty of time to send word ahead
by telegraph to their armies at the Russian frontier
that the Allies were advancing on Berlin. This
doesn't look right, somehow."
Baron Munchhausen chuckled softly for some
time before lie replied :
"Ah, my boy, I knew you would ask this, so I
kept it until the last. The failure of the Germans in
the East to receive news of our invasion was entirely due to a brilliant ruse of mine, studied out long
before our entry into Germany. Like ail my successes, this one was the simplest of them ail. Ridiculously simple ! I must laugh every time I think
of it !
"You see, when the Allies emerged from the for-
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ests that night they were ail of them, down to the
last soldier, atlircd in German uniforms ! !
"As large bodies of German soldiers were thrown
back and forward over the great German railroad
systexn so often during the war, no one thought anything of our invasion, thinking us Germans ail the
whilc; as a matter of fact, ovcr 80 per cent of the
German population never knew that the Allies h ad
invadcd Germany and Austria mit il we were back
in our own trenches in northern France and
Flandcrs."
Here Munchhausen indulged in an uproarious
laugh before he proceeded :
"The fortresses which we encountered had so few
men that we did not even bother to take them. Had
the defenders fourni ont during our advance on
Berlin that we were not their compaViots, they
would have been powerless, as their numhers were
pitifully small compared with the immense armies
of the Allies. As we had naturally taken charge of
ail the telegraph and téléphone lines immediately
upon emerging from our forests, we sent fake war
reports from Berlin ail day long purporting to come
from the front. The déception could not have been
more complété. So you can readily see that ail the
'news' which the Nauen wireless plant sent ont broadcast each day over the entire world during the month
of Mardi, was nothing but a hoax, manufactured
expressly for it by our own General Staff!"
I was so stunned by this révélation that T sat
speecliless for a few seconds. But I collected my
thoughts suddenly, and demanded :
"That is ail good and well as far as it goes, but
what about the German army in France, my dear
Baron? How could over a million Germans have
taken Paris and Bordeaux without the outside world
hearing about it?"
I thought surely that I had cornered Munchhausen
that time, but he merely gave a deep sigh and said
sadly :
"Alas, great minds always run in the same channels. That German who thought of digging the
tunnels underneath our troops also thought of putting his soldiers into Frcnch and British uniforms!
"So, you see, the German masqueraded armies
fooled the French population precisely in the same
manner as I fooled the German people with mine.
There are thousands of French even to-day who
have not the slightest knowledge that Paris or Bordeaux had actually been in German hands ! ! Think
it over, and you can reason ont yourself how it
worked ..."
"And what did you do next, yOur Excellcncy?" I
asked. more or less apologetically, for having doubted
the Great Man's word.
"My last experience with the Allies having proved
so humiliating to me. I did not wish to show my
face in Europe any longer, so I decided to come to
America, where I arrived in the middle of Mardi.
Having been in America previously, the country was
not new to me; as a matter of fact, I had acquired
a large estate on the south shore of Long Island
some years before. I retired there and, having few
friends in the neighborhood, I was able, shortly, to
complété my inventions on which T had been experimenting in Paris before the war brought an abrupt
termination to my work.
"The problems of gravity had long attracted me
most powerfully. With Newton, the famous, I wondered what made an apple fall from a tree or a brick

from a roof. Newton long ago, in his famous works,
had told us the why, but lie had died without knowing the how. He knew ail the laws governing gravit)', but he knew not what the force consistée! of.
île was very much like Edison, who knows a great
deal about electricity and its laws, but who does not
know what electricity itself consists of.
"It did not take me a long time to actually solvc
the mysteries of gravity, once 1 hit upon the right
track. I found that gravity, like electricity, is a
certain manifestation of the luminiferons ether which
permeates the universe and ail matter.
"Once I had solved the mystery, I set ont immediately to find an insulator for gravity, and in a few
days I had solved this problem in a masterful
manner.
"To make myself plain : On earth ail objects arc
attracted to the center of the earth by the force
known as gravity. Whether it he a camion hall or
a feather, both will fall on the eartli's surface if
unsupported. If some means could be found to
interpose between a falling apple and the earth a
'gravity' insulator, through which gravity could not
act, the apple would stay suspended in mid-air, theoretically. It could not fall to the earth because
there would no longer be any gravity to attract it.
"A parallel to the above is found in the following
simple experiment: Take a steel bail and rest it on
a smooth surface. Then take a strong horseshoe
magnet. With it approach the steel bail ; as soon as
the magnet cornes close enough, the hall will roll
toward the magnet till it reaches it. Separate the
two again and repeat the performance, but before
the bail reaches the magnet interpose a magnetic
'insulator' between bail and magnet—in this instance
a stout piece of sheet iron. The iron will take up
ail the magnetism and no magnetic flux will reach
the hall. Consequently it will lie still, unaffected by
the strong magnet, which is just as strong as ever,
but is 'neutralized' by the piece of sheet iron.
"To go further : Before any form of energy can
be transmitted from one point to the other, it must
pass through a conducting médium. Take the médium
away and the energy cannot be transmitted any
longer. To illustrate :
"Take sound, for example—a simple form of energy. A bcll rings. The sound waves generated
from the bell's gong travel through the air till they
strike your ear drum. You hear the bell. In this
case the air is the conveying médium. Take the air
away and you can no longer hear the bell. Thus
when a bcfl is placée! under a glass globe, you can
still hear the bell. Now, with an air pump, exhaust
the air from the globe; you can still see the clapper
of the bell strike the gong furiously, but you cannot hear a single sound. because you have taken
away the conducting médium, which is the air.
"To go a step further: You look at the sun, some
93,000,000 miles distant from you. You see its
rays, you feel its heat. Thus*the sun sends a colossal amount of energy down to earth as well as to the
other planets. What is the necessary conducting
médium here? The luminiferous ether, that mysterious fluid. so fine, so intangible that man has as
yet neither seen, nor felt, nor weighed it. Nevertheless, we have long known of its existence. It
fills the pores of the densest métal, as well as ail
space in the universe. There is no atom on earth
or in the heavens which it does not permeate completely at ail times.
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"But, of course, this is ail well known to you.
1 siinply recite it so that the following may become
plain to you ;
"I take a glass tube five feet long, in which I place
a piece of cork. Then 1 exhaùst ail the air from
the tube. When I turn the tube upside down the
cork will, of course, fall from the top of the tube
to the bottom. Through what médium does the
energy of gravity pass to reach the cork and force
it to fall down? The ether. I now take my gravity
insulator, place it between the tube and the eafth and
turn the tube upside down. What happens? The
cork no longer falls down, but stays on top ; furthermore, the entire tube, cork and ail, 'floats" in the air
when my hand releases it. Gravitational force cannot reach the tube. It is 'insulated,' the same as
glass insulates electricity and prevents it from leaving its conducting wire.
"My gravity insulator is simply a curiously arranged wire netting of insulated marconium wires
crossing each other at right angles. Marconium is a
certain métal of the rubidium group, discovered by
me; a netting of this wire, when excited with a
powerful current of a peculiar wave and a frequency
running into the millions, acts as a perfect insulator
toward gravity because it nEutralizes the ether
above and below it. When placed above the
ground, you can pile tons of métal or stone or any
other material over it. It will not touch the gravity
insulator unless you push it down on it by applying
an external force. The material cannot drop on the
insulator by its own weight because NOTHXNd has
WEIGHT IN SPACE, WHERE THERE IS NO GRAVITY.
"To prove this axiom, I placed a spring scale over
my gravity insulator. The scale stayed suspended,
as soon as I took my hands away from it. Now I
placed weights on top of the scale, starting with a
one-pound weight. The scale registered no weight,
even when I increased the weight to 100 pounds.
Under normal conditions, my weights would have
tipped the scales to 100 pounds. On top of the
'insulator' the 'weight' had vanished, the same as the
sound of your bell will vanish, when you place it in
-h vacuum. In order that you will not draw any
wrong conclusions, let me state explicitly that the
etherless zone i,î c on fine d only to ah ont one inch
above and below the Marconium wire netting. Thus
any object placed above the 'insulator' is, of course,
surrounded by ether, cl se you could not see it. But
gravity on earth (unlike ether) acts only in a straight
line, this line passing through the center of the earth.
"For this reason, objects placed above my 'insulator' will stay suspended only if placed directly
above it. If a part of the object extends over the
edge of the netting, the object will fall down on the
netting, because gravity will pull down on the 'exposed' part of the object. In order to carry out
these experiments successfully, it is quite necessary
that the sun, as well as the moon, be quite below the
earth's horizon. If this précaution is not taken, the
object above the 'insulator' will be immediately attracted toward the sun or toward the moon unless
another gravity insulator is placed above the object
to neutralize the sun's or the moon's gravitational
attraction.
"My invention completed, I immediately set to
work toward building a machine which would enable
me to leave the earth. I accordingly constructed
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a very strong steel globe about 60 feet in diameter,
which was to take me out into space. My first
planned excursion was to our nearest neighbor in
space—the moon—which is only about 240,000 miles
distant.
"The steel globe which was to take me to the
moon had its entire outer surface covered with a
double marconium netting, the free, insulated wire
ends of the netting entering the globe, where they
wei-e connected to an elaborate switching arrangement. Running around the globe's circumference—
its 'equator'—a wide belt or track was provided.
This was the 'landing' track; on it the globe could
readily roll over the ground without damaging the
marconium wires underneath. This track was also
made of marconium and was carefully insulated
from the rest of the globe. The interior of the
globe was well furnished for ail comforts and had
a powerful electric plant, similar in many respects
to a modéra submarine power plant.
"After having completed ail arrangements, having stocked the machine with ail kinds of provisions,
fuel and many scientific instruments and apparatus,
I made ready to leave old Mother Earth. The trip
being extra bazardons, I took only one person along,
an intimate friend of mine—Professer Hezekiah
Flitternix, of Columbia University.
"The only other animate passengers of the expédition were Buster, my fox terrier, and Pee-Pix, the
Professor's canary bird, which lie refused to leave
behind.
"The moon, being full and almost overhead, we
entered my machine, which I had christened the
evening before as 'The Interstellar.' The heavy,
soft, rubber-lined steel doors were screwed up airtight, in order that our air should not be drawn out
after we got into the open space, and I started the
generating apparatus. I switched on the marconium
wires which covered the outer surface of the 'Interstellar,' which was turned tozvard the earth.
The half of the netting turned toward the moon
was not switched on.
"Through the glass portholes at the bottom of
the machine, we could see the marconium wires
glowing in their characteristic green glow. Immediately, we were lifted toward the moon overhead at a
f right fui speed. In less than 90 seconds, the entire
American continent became visible, and in a few
more seconds the earth in its true form, an immense
globe, stood out against a pitch-black sky.
"As light cannot pass through an excited Marconium netting, it was necessary to switch ofï the
current for a few seconds, every time wc wished to
see earth beneath us.
"The upper part of our machine (turned toward
the moon) was now subjected to the moon's gravitational attraction—the earth, on account of the
machine's other half being gravity-insulated, no
longer attracting it. We were, therefore, 'falling'
toward the moon at a constantly increasing speed
and—"
At this juncture I heard Mûnchhausen curse
roundly and his voice became indistinct. I barely
made out the words: "Power low—tomorrow, 11
P.M.—" then the peculiar screaming sound in my
'phones, running down the scale ; the low elick, then
everything quiet. . . .
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But he was not qulck enough to prevent the man, who was anxious to get to Pollock's side of the hargain, from opening the cloth and
throwing the head of the Porroh man upon the table. It bounded from there onto the floor, leavlng a rcd trall on the cards, and rolled to
the side. where it came to rest npside down, but glarlng hard at Poilock.
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T was in a swampy village on the lagoon
disturbed him was the persuasion that this business
river bchind the Turner Peninsula that
was only beginning.
<V
Pollock's first encounter with the PorHe swore savagely at the black, who ventured
roh man occurred. The women of that
U
to ask a question, and went on into the tent under the
country are famous for their good looks
orange-trees where Waterhouse was lying, feeling
—they are Gallinas with a dash of European blood
exasperatingiy like a boy going into the head master's
that dates from the days of Vasco de Gama and the
study.
English slave-traders, and the Porroh man, too, was
Waterhouse was still sleeping ofï the effects of his
possibly inspired by a faint Caucasian taint in his
last dose of chlorodyne, and Pollock sat down on a
composition.
(It's a curions thing to think that
packing-case besiçle him, and lighting his pipe,
some of us may have distant cousins eating men on
waited for him to awake. About him were scatSherboro Island or raiding with the Sofas.) At
tered the pots and weapons Waterhouse had colany rate, the Porroh man stabbed the woman to the
lected from the Mendi people, and which he had
heart, as though he had been a mere low-class Italian,
been repacking for the canoë voyage to Sulyma.
and very narrowly missed Pollock. But Pollock,
Presently Waterhouse woke up, and after judicial
using his revolver to parry the lightning stab which
stretching, decided he was ail right again. Pollock
was aimed at his deltoid muscle, sent the iron dag^er
got him some tea. Over the tea the incidents of
flying, and, firing, hit the man in the hand.
the afternoon were described by Pollock, after some
He fired again and missed, knocking a gudden
preliminary beating about the bush. Waterhouse
window out of the wall of the hut. The Porroh
took the matter even more seriously than Pollock
man stooped in the doorway, glancing under his arm
had anticipated. Pie did not simply disapprove, he
at Pollock. Pollock caught a glimpse of his inverted
scolded, he insulted.
face in the sunlight, and then the Englishman was
"You're one of those infernal fools who think a
alone, sick and trembling with the excitement of
black man isn't a human being," he said. "1 can't
the affair, in the twilight of the place. It had ail
be ill a day without you must get into some dirty
happened in less time than it takes to read about it.
scrape or other. This is the third time in a month
The woman was quite dead, and having ascerthat you have corne crossways-on with a native, and
tained this, Pollock went to the entrance of the
this time you're in for it with a vengeance. Porroh,
hut and looked out. Things outside were dazzling
too ! They're down upon you enough as it is, about
bright. Half a dozen of the porters of the expédithat idol you wrote your silly name on. And they're
tion were standing up in a group near the green huts
the most vindictive devils on earth! You make a
they occupied, and staring towards him, wondering
man ashamed of civilization. To think you corne of
what the shots might signify. Behind the little
a decent family ! If ever I cumber myself up with
group of men was the broad stretch of black fetid
a vicious, stupid young lout like you again—"
mud by the river, a green carpét of rafts of papyrus
Steady on, now," snarled Pollock, in the tone that
and water-grass, and then the leaden water. The
always exasperated Waterhouse; "steady on."
mangroves beyond the stream loomed indistinctly
At that Waterhouse became speechless. He jumped
through the blue haze. There were no signs of exto his feet.
citement in the squat village, whose fence was just
"Look here, Pollock," he said, after a struggle to
visible above the cane-grass.
control his breath. "You must go home. I won't
Pollock came out of the hut cautiously and walked
have you any longer. l'm ill enough as it is through
towards the river, looking over his shoulder at inyou—"
tervais. But the Porroh man had vanished. Pol"Keep your hajr on," said Pollock, staring in front
lock clutched his revolver nervously in his hand.
of him. "l'm ready enough to go."
One of his men came to meet him, and as he
Waterhouse became calmer again. Pie sat down
came, pointed to the bushes behind the hut in which
on the camp-stool. "Very well," he said. "I don't
the Porroh man had diswant a row, Pollock, you
appeared. Pollock had an
=
know, but it's confoundirritating persuasion of
edly annoying to have one's
T-fERE is an extraordinary s tory by Mr. Wells, which
having made an absolute
plans
put out by this kind
a
cal
s
with
the
occult.
fool of himself ; he felt
Many are the taies brought back from tropical sections
of thing. l'il corne to Sulbitter, savage, at the turn of our earth, vjhere the aborigines have often been rethings had taken. At the corded as being able to cast certain spclls over their yma with you, and see you
safe aboard—"
same time, he would have victims, hypnolic or otherwise. Mr. Wells lias exploited
"You needn't," said Polto tell Waterhouse — the tins phase to a marked de grec. This s tory, frankly, gives
on." the creeps, yet, holds onc's interest to the end.
lock. "I can go alone.
moral, exemplary, cautions
From here."
Waterhouse — who would
"Not far," said Waterîneyitably take the matter
house. "You don't underseriously. Pollock cursed bitterly at his luck, at
stand this Porroh business.
Waterhouse, and especially at the West Coast of
"PIow should I know she belonged to a Porroh
Africa. Pie felt consummately sick of the expédiman?" said Pollock bitterly.
tion. And in the back of his mind ail the time was a
W ell, she did, said Waterhouse ; "and you can't
spéculative doubt where precisely within the visible
undo the thing. Go alone, indeed ! I wonder what
horizon the Porroh man might he.
they d do to you. You don't seem to understand
It is perhaps rather shocking, but he was not at
that tins Porroh hokey-pokey rules this country, is
ail upset by the murder that had just happened. Pie
its law, religion, constitution, medicine, magie.
had seen so much brutality during the last three
They appoint the chiefs. The Inquisition, at its best,
months, so many dead women, burnt huts, drying
couldn t hold a candie to these chaps. He will probskeletons, up the Kittam River in the wake of^ the
ably set Awajale, the chief here, on to us. It's
Sofa cavalry, that his senses were blunted. What
lucky our porters are Mendis. We shall have to
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firmly in Pollock's memory.
Moreover, he was
shift this little settlement of ours. . . . Confound you,
troubled by queer pains in his limbs.
Pollock ! And, of course, you must go and miss
In the white haze of tho early morning, as they
him."
were loading the canoës, a barbed arrow suddenly
He thought, and his thoughts seemed disagreeappeared quivering in the ground close to Pollock's
able. Presently he stood up and took his rifle. "l'd
foot. The boys made a perfunctory effort to clear
keep close for a bit, if I were you," he said, over
out the thicket, but it led to no capture.
his shoulder, as he went out "l'm going out to see
After these two occurrences, there was a disposiwhat I can find out about it."
tion on the part of the expédition to leave Pollock
Pollock remained sitting in the tent, meditatmg.
to himself, and Pollock became, for the first time in
"1 was meant for a civilizcd life," he said to himhis life, anxious to mingle with blacks. Waterhouse
self, regretfully, as he filled his pipe. "The sooner
took one canoë, and Pollock, in spite of a friendly
I get back to London or Paris the better for me.
desire to chat with Waterhouse, had to take the
His eye fell on the sealed case in which Waterother. He was left ail alone in the front part of
house had put the featherless poisoned arrows
the canoë, and he had the greatest trouble to make
they had bought in the Mendi country. "1 wish I
the men—who did not love him—keep to the middle
had hit the beggar somewhere vital," said. Pollock
of the river, a clear hundred yards or more from
viciously.
either shore. However, he made Shakespear, the
Waterhouse came back after a long interval. He
Freetown half-breed, corne up to his own end of the
was not communicative, though Pollock asked him
canoë and tell him about Porroh, which Shakespear,
questions enough. The Porroh man, it seems, was
failing in his attempts to leave Pollock alone, presa prominent member of that mystical society. The
ently did with considérable frcedom and gusto.
village was interested, but not threatemng. To
The day passed. The canoë glided swiftly along
doubt the witch-doctor had gone into the bush. He
the ribbon of lagoon water, between the drift of
was a great witch-doctor. "Of course, he's up to
water-figs, fallen trees, papyrus, and palm-wine
something," said Waterhouse, and became silent.
palms, and with the dark mangrove swamp to the left,
"But what can he do?" asked Pollock, unheeded.
through which one could hear now and then the roar
"I must get you out of this. There's something of the Atlantic surf. Shakespear told in his soft,
blurred English of how the Porroh could cast spells;
brewing, or things would not be so quiet," said
Waterhouse, after a gap of silence. Pollock wanted
how men withered up under their malice; how they
could send dreams and devils ; how they tormented
to know what the brew might be. "Dancing m a
and killed the sons of Ijibu; how they kidnapped a
circle of skulls," said Waterhouse ; "brewing a stmk
in a copper pot." Pollock wanted partieulars. Water- white trader from Sulyma who had maltreated one
house was vague, Pollock pressing. At last Waterof the sect, and how his body looked when it was
found. And Pollock, after each narrative, cursed
house lost his temper. "How the devil should I
under his breath at the want of -missionary enterknow?" he said to Pollock's twentieth mquiry what
prise that allowed such things to be, and at the
the Porroh man would do. "He tried to kill you
off-hand in the hut. Nmv, I fancy he will try someinert British Government that ruled over this dark
heathendom of Sierra Leone. In the evening they
thing more elaborate. But yoti'll see fast enough.
came to the Kasi Lake, and sent a score of crocodiles
I don't want to help minerve you. It's probably ail
lumbering off the island on which the expédition
nonsense."
_
, . .
camped for the night.
That night, as they were sitting at thcir nie,
The next day they reached Sulyma, and smelt the
Pollock again tried to draw Waterhouse out on the
sea breeze, but Pollock had to put up there for five
subject of Porroh methods. "Better get to sleep,
days before he could get on to Freetown. Watersaid Waterhouse, when Pollock's bent became apparent; "we start early to-morrow. You may want house, considering him to be comparatively safe here,
and within the pale of Freetown influence, left him
ail your nerve about you."
and went back with the expédition to Gbemma, and
"But what line will he take?"
Pollock became very friendly with Perera, the only
"Can't say. Thev're versatile people. They know
résident
white trader at Sulyma—so friendly, ina lot of rum dodges. You'd better get that copperdced, that he went about with him everywhere.
devil, Shakespear, to talk."
Perera was a little Portuguese Jew, who had lived
There was a flash and a heavy bang out of the
in England, and he appreciated the Enghshman s
darkness behind the buts, and a clay bullet came
friendîiness as a great compliment.
whistling close to Pollock's head. This, at least, was
For two days nothing happened out of the orcrude enough. The bkicks and half-breeds sitting
dinary
; for the most part Pollock and Perera played
and yarning round their own lire jumped up, and
Nap—the
only game they had in common—and
someone fired into the dark.
. ___
,
Pollock got into debt. Then, on the second evening,
"Better go into one of the huts, said Waterhouse
Pollock had a disagreeable intimation of the arrivai
quietly, still sitting unmoved.
of
the Porroh man in Sulyma by getting a fleshPollock stood up by the fire and drew his revolver.
wound in the shoulder from a lump of filed iron. It
Fighting, at least, he was not afraid of. But a man
was a long shot, and the missile had nearly spent
in the dark is in the best of armor. Reahzing the
its force when it hit him. Still, it conveyed its
wisdom of Waterhouse's advice, Pollock went mto
message plainly enough. Pollock sat up in his hamthe tent and lay down there.
mock, revolver in, hand, ail that night, and next
morning confided, to some extent, in the AngloWHAT little sleep he had was disturbed by
Portuguese.
dreams, variegated dreams, but chiefly of the
Perera took the matter seriously. He knew the
Porroh man's face, upside down, as he went out of
local customs pretty thoroughly. "It is a personal
the hut, and looked up under his arm. It was odd
question, you must know. It is revenge. And, of
that this transitory impression should have stuck so
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course, he is hurried by your leaving de country.
None of de natives or half-breeds wi 11 interféré wid
bim very much—imless you make it wort deir while.
i f you corne upon bim suddenly, you rnight shoot
bim. But den he might shoot you.
"Den dere's dis—infernal magie," said Perera.
"Of course, I don't believe in it—superstition—but
still it's not nice to tink dat wherever you are, dere
is a black man, who spends a moonlight night now
and den a-dancing about a fire to send you bad
dreams. . . . Had any bad dreams ?"
"Rather," said Pollock. "I keep on seeing the
beggar's head upside down grinning at me and showing ail bis teeth as he did in the but, and coming
close up to me, and then going ever so far off, and
coming back. It's nothing to be afraid of, but somehow it simply paralyzes me with terror in my slcèj).
Queer things—dreams. I know it's a dream ail the
time, and I can't wake up from it."
"It's probably only fancy," said Perera. "Den
my niggers say Porroh men can send snakes. Seen
an}' snakes lately?"
"Only one. I killed bim this morning, on the
floor near my hammock. Almost trod on him as I
got up/;
"Ah!" said Perera, and then, reassuringly, "Of
course it is a—coincidence. Still, I would keep my
eyes open. Den dere's pains in de bones."
"1 thought they were due to miasma," said Pollock.
"Probably dey are. When did dey begin?"
Then Pollock remembered that he first noticed
them the night after the fight in the but. "It's my
opinion he don't want to kill you," said Perera—"at
least not yet. l've heard deir idea is to scare and
worry a man wid deir spells, and narrow misses, and
rheumatic pains, and bad dreams, and ail dat, until
he's sick of life. Of course, it's ail talk, you know.
You mustn't worry about it. . . . But I wonder what
he'll be up to next."
"I shall have to be up to something first," said
Pollock, staring gloomily at the greasy cards that
Perera was putting on the table. "It don't suit my
dignity to be followed about, and shot at, and
blighted in this way. I wonder if Porroh hokeypokey upsets your luck at cards."
He looked at Perera suspiciously.
"Very likely it does," said Perera warmly, shuffling. "Dey are wonderful people."
That afternoon Pollock killed two snakes in bis
hammock, and there was also an extraordinary increase in the number of red ants that swarmed over
the place; and these annoyances put him in a fit
temper to talk over business with a certain Mendi
rough he had interviewed before. The Mendi rough
showed Pollock a little iron dagger, and demonstrated where one struck in the neck, in a way that
made Pollock shiver, and in return for certain considérations Pollock promised him a double-barrelled
gun with an ornamental lock.
In the evening, as Pollock and Perera were playmg cards, the Mendi rough came in through the
doorway carrying something .in a blood-soaked piece
of native cloth.
"Not here!" said Pollock very hurriedly. "Not
here !"
But he was not quick enough to prevent the man,
who was anxious to get to Pollock's side of the
bargain, from opening the cloth and throwing the
head of the Porroh man upon the table. It bounded
from there on to the floor, leaving a red trail on
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the cards, and rolled into a corner, where it came
to rest upside down, but glaring hard at Pollock.
Perera jumped up as the thing fell among the
cards, and began in bis excitement to gabble in
Portugue.se. The Mendi was bowing, with the red
cloth in lus hand. "De gun !" he said. Pollock stared
back at the head in the corner. It bore exactly the
expression it had in his dreams. Something seemed
to snap in his own brain as he looked at it.
Then Perera f.ound his English again.
"You got him killed?" he said. "You did not kill
him yourself?"
" Why should I?" said Pollock.
"But he will not be able to take it ofï now!"
"Take what off?" said Pollock.
"And ail dese cards are spoiled !"
"What do you mean by taking off?" said Pollock.
You must send me a new pack from Freetown.
You can buy dem dere."
"But—'take it off?' "
It is only superstition. I forgot. De niggers say
dat if de witches—he was a witch— But it is rubbish.
. . . You must make de Porroh man take it off, or
kill him yourself. . . . It is very silly."
Pollock swore under his breath, still staring hard
at the head in the corner.
"I can't stand that glare," he said. Then suddenly he rushed at the thing and kicked it. It rolled
some yards or so, and came to rest in the same
position as before, upside down, and looking at him.
"He is ugly," said the Anglo-Portuguese. "Very
ugly. Dey do it on deir faces with little knives."
Pollock would have kicked the head again, but
the Mendi man touched him on the arm. "De gun?"
he said, looking nervously at the head.
"Two—if you will take that beastly thing away,"
said Pollock.
I he Mendi shook his head, and intimated that
he only wanted one gun now due to him, and for
which he would be obliged. Pollock found neither
cajolery nor bullying any good with him. Perera
had a gun to sell (at a profit of three hundred per
cent), and with that the man presently departed.
Then Pollock's eyes, against his will, were Yecalled
to the thing on the floor.
"It is funny dat his head keeps upside down,"
said Perera, with an uneasy laugh. "His brains must
be heavy, like de weight in de little images one sees
dat keep always upright wid lead in dem. You will
take him wiv you when you go presently. You
might take him now. De cards are ail spoilt. Dere
is a man sell dem in Freetown. De room is in a
filthy mess as it is. You should have killed him
yourself."

POLLOCK pulled himself together, and went and
picked up the head. lie would hang it up by the
lamp-hook in the middle of the ceiling of his room,
and dig a grave for it at once. He was under thé
impression that he hung it up by the hair, but that
must have been wrong, for when he returned for it,
it was hanging by-the neck upside down.
He buried it before sunset on the north side of
the shed he occupied, so that he should not have to
pass the grave after dark when he was returning
from Perera's. He killed two snakes before he went
to sleep. In the darkest part of the night he awoke
with a start, and heard a pattering sound and something scraping on the floor. He sat up noiselessly,
and felt under his pillow for his revolver. A mum-
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"Good-bye, Porroh !" said Pollock. "Good-bye—
bling growl followed, and Pollock fired at the sound.
certainly
not au revoir."
There was a yelp, and something dark passed for
The captain of the steamer came and leant over
a moment across the hazy blue of the doorway. "A
the rail beside him, and wished him good-evening,
dog !" said Pollock, lying down again.
and
spat at the f roth of the wake in token of f riendly
In the early dawn he awoke again with a peculiar
ease.
sense of unrest. The vague pain in his bones had
"1 picked up a rummy curio on the beach this
returned. For some time he lay watching the red
go,"
said the captain. "It's a thing I never saw done
ants that were swarming over the ceiling, and then,
this
side
of Indy before."
as the light grew brighter, he looked over the edge
"What
might that be?" said Pollock.
of his hammock and saw something dark on the
"Pickled 'ed," said the captain.
floor. He gave such a violent start that the ham"What?" said Pollock.
mock overset and fluhg him out.
" 'Ed—smoked.
'Ed of one of these Porroh
He found himself lying, perhaps, a yard away
chaps, ail ornamented with knife-cuts.
Why !
from the head of the Porroh man. It had been
What's up? Nothing? I shouldn't have took you
disinterred by the dog, and the nose was grievously
for a nervous chap. Green in the face. By gosh!
battered. Ants and Aies swarmed over it. By an
you're a bad sailor. Ail right, eh? Lord, how
odd coïncidence, it was still upside down, aûd with
funny you went !... Well, this 'ed I was telling you
the same diabolical expression in the inverted eyes.
of is a bit rum in a way. l've got it, along with
Pollock sat paralyzed, and stared at the horror for
some snakes, in a jar of spirit in my cabin what I
some time. Then he got up and walked round it—
keeps for such curios, and l'm hanged if it don't
giving it a wide berth—and out of the shed. The
float upsy down. Hallo !"
clear light of the sunrise, the living stir of végétaPollock had given an incohérent cry, and had his
tion before the breath of the dying land-breeze, and
hands in his'hair. Fie ran towards the paddle-boxes
the empty grave with the marks of the dog's paws,
with a half-formed idea of jumping into the sea, and
lightened the weight upon his mind a little.
then he realized his position and turned back towards
He told Perera of the business as though it was a
the captain.
jest—a jest to be told with white lips. "You should
"Here!" said the captain. "Jack Philips, just
not have frighten de dog," said Perera, with poorly
keep him off me! Stand off! No nearer, mister!
simulated hilarity.
What's the matter with you? Are you mad?"
The next two days, until the steamer came, were
Pollock put his hand to his head. It was no gopd
spent by Pollock in making a more effectuai disposiexplaining. "I believe I am pretty nearly mad at
tion of his possession. Overcoming his aversion to
times," he said. "It's a pain I haveJiere. Cornes
handling the thing, he went down to the river mouth
suddenly. You'll excuse me, I hope."
and threw it into the sea-water, but by some miracle
He was white and in a perspiration. Fie saw sudit escaped the crocodiles, and was cast up by the tide
denly very clearly ail the danger he ran of having
on the mud a little way up the river, to be found
his sanity doubted. He forced himself to restore
by an intelligent Arab half-breed, and offered for
the captain's confidence, by answering his sympasale to Pollock and Perera as a curiosity, just on the
thetic inquiries, noting his suggestions, even trying
edge of night. The native hung about in the brief
a spoonful of neat brandy in his cheek, and, that
twilight, making lower and lower offers, and at last,
matter settled, asking a number of questions about
getting scared in some way by the évident dread
the captain's private trade in curiosities. The capthese wise white men had for the thing, went off,
tain described the head in détail. Ail the while Poland. passing Pollock's shed, threw his burden in
lock was struggling to keep under a preposterous
there for Pollock to discover in the morning.
persuasion that the ship was as transparent as glass,
At this Pollock got into a kind of frenzy. He and that he could distinctly see the inverted face
would burn the thing. Fie went out straightway
looking at him from the cabin beneath his feet.
into the dawn, and had constructed a big pyre of
Pollock had a worse time almost on the steamer
brushwood before the heat of the day. He was
than he had at Sulyma. Ail day he had to control
interrupted by the hooter of the little paddle steamer
himself, in spite of his intense perception of the imfrom Monrovia to Bathurst, which was coming
minent presence of that horrible head that was overthrough the gap in the bar. "Thank heaven!" said
shadowing his mind. At night his old nightmare
Pollock, with infinité piety, when the meaning of the
returned, until, with a violent effort, he would force
sound dawned upon him. With trembling hands he
himself awake, rigid with the horror of it, and with
lit his pile of wood hastily, threw the head upon it,
the ghost of a hoarse scream in his throat.
and went away to pack his portmanteau and make
Fie left the actual head behind at Bathurst, where
his adieus to Perera.
he changed ship for Teneriffe, but not his dreams
nor the dull ache in his bones. At Teneriffe, PolThat afternoon, with a sense of infinité relief,
lock transferred to a Cape liner, but the head folPollock watched the fiât swampy foreshore of the
lowed him. Fie gambled, he tried chess, he even
Sulyma grow small in the distance. The gap in
read books, but he knew the danger of drink. Yet
the long line of white surge became narrower and
whenever a round black shadow, a round black obnarrower. It seemed to be closing in and cutting
ject came into his range, there he looked for the head,
him off from his trouble. The feeling of dread
and—saw it. He knew clearly enough that his imand worry began to slip from him bit by bit. At
agination was growing traitor to him, and yet at
Sulyma belief in Porroh malignity and Porroh magie
times it seemed the ship he sailed in, his fellowhad been in the air, his sense of Porroh had been
passengers, the sailors, the wide sea, was ail part of
vast, pervading, threatening, dreadful.
a filmy phantasmagoria that hung, scarcely veiling it,
Now manifestly the domain of Porroh was only a
between him and a horrible real world. Then the
little place, a little black band between the sea and the
Porroh man, thrusting his diabolical face through
blue cloudy Mendi uplands.
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that curtain, was the one real and undeniable thing.
At that he would get up and touch things, taste something, gnaw something, burn his hand with a match,
or run a needle into himself.
SO, struggling grimly and silently with his excited
imagination, Pollock reached England. He landed
at Southampton, and went on straight from Waterloo* to his banker's in Cornhill in a cab. There he
transacted some business with the manager in a
private room, and ail the while the head hung like
an ornament under the black marble mantel and
dripped upon the fender. He could hear the drops
fall, and see the red on the fender.
"A pretty fern," said the manager, following his
eyes. "But it makes the fender rusty."
"Very," said Pollock; "a ver y pretty fern.\ And
that reminds me. Can you recommend me a physician for mind troubles? Fve got a little—what is
it ?—hallucination."
The head laughed savagely, wildly. Pollock was
surprised the manager did not notice it. But the
manager only stared at his face.
With the address of a doctor, Pollock presently
emerged in Cornhill. There was no cab in sight, and
so he went on down, to the western end of the street,
and essayed the crossing opposite the Mansion
House. The crossing is hardly easy even for the expert Londoner; cabs, vans, carriages, mail-carts,
omnibuses go by in one incessant stream ; to any one
fresh from the malarious solitudes of Sierra Leone
it is a boiling, maddening confusion. But when an
inverted head suddenly cornes bouncing, like an india
rubber bail, between your legs, leaving distinct
smears of blood every time it touches the ground, you
can scarcely hope to avoid an accident. Pollock
lifted his feet convulsively to avoid it, and then
kickècl at the thing furiously. Then something hit
him violently in the back, and a hot pain ran up
his arm.
He had been hit by the pôle of an omnibus, and
three fingers of his left hand were smashed by the
hoof of one of the horses—the very fingers, as it
happened, that he shot from the Porroh man. They
pulled him ont from between the horses' legs, and
found the address of the physician in his crushed
hand.
For a couple of days Pollock's sensations were full
of the sweet, pungent smell of chloroform, of painful
opérations that caused him no pain, of lying still and
being given food and drink. Then he had a slight
fever, and was very thirsty, and his old nightmare
came back. It was only when it returned, that he
noticed it had left him for a day.
"If my skull had been smashed instead of my
fingers, it might have gone altogether," said Pollock,
staring thoughtfully at the dark cushion that had
taken on for the time the shape of the head.
Pollock at the first opportunity told the physician
of his mind trouble. He knew clearly that he must
go mad unless something should intervene to save
him. He explained that he had witnessed a décapitation in Dahomey, and was haunted by one of the
heads. Naturally, he did not care to state the actual
facts. The physician looked grave.
Presently he spoke hesitatingly. "As a child, did
you get very much religious training?"
"Very little," said Pollock.
* One of the great London railroad termini.
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A shade passed over the physician's face. "1 don't
know if you have heard of the miraculous cures—it
may be, of course, they are not miraculous—at
Lourdes."
"Faith-healing will hardly suit me, I am afraid,"
said Pollock, with his eye on the dark cushion.
The head distorted its scarred features in an
abominable grimace. The physician went upon a
new track. "It's ail imagination," he said, speaking
with sudden briskness. "A fair case of faith-healing,
anyhow. Your nervous System has run down, you're
in that twilight state of health when the bogies come
easiest. The strong impression was too much for
you. I must make you up a little mixture that . will
strengthen your nervous system—especially your
brain. And you must take exercise."
"Fm no good for faith-healing," said Pollock.
"And therefore we must restore tone. Go in search
of stimulating air—Scotland, Norway, the Alps—"
"Jéricho, if you like," said Pollock—"where Naaman went."
However, so soon as his fingers would let him,
Pollock made a gallant attempt to follow out the
doctor's suggestion. It was now November. He
tried football, but to Pollock the game consisted in
kicking a furious inverted head about a field. He
was no good at the game. He kicked blindly, with
a kind of horror, and when they put him back into
goal, and the bail came swooping down upon him,
he suddenly yelled and got out of its way. The discreditable stories that had driven him from England
to wander in the tropics shut him off from any but
men's society, and now his increasingly strange behavior made even his man friends avoid him. The
thing was no longer a thing of the eye merely; it
gibbered at him, spoke to him. A horrible fear
came upon him that presently, when he took hold of
the apparition, it would no longer become some mere
article of furniture, but would feel like a real dissevered head. Alone, he would curse at the thing,
defy it, entreat it; once or twice, in spite of his
grim self-control, he addressed it in the presence of
others. He felt the growing suspicion in the eyes
of his landlady, the servant, his man.
One day, early in December, his cousin Arnold—
his next of kin—came to see him and draw him out,
and watch his sunken yellow face with narrow eager
eyes. And it seemed to Pollock that the hat his
cousin carried in his hand was no hat at ail, but a
Gorgon head that glared at him upside down, and
fought with its eyes against his reason. However, he
was still resolute to see the matter out. He got a
bicycle, and, riding over the frosty road from Wandsworth to Kingston, found the thing rolling along at
his side, and leaving a dark trail behind it. lie set
his teeth and rode faster. Then suddenly, as he
came down the hill towards Richmond Park, the
apparition rolled in front of him and under his
wheel, so quickly that he had no time for thought,
and, turning quickly to avoid it, was flung violently
against a heap of stones and broke his left wrist.
The end came on Christmas morning. AH night
he had been in a fever, the bandages encircling his
wrist like a band of fire, his dreams more vivid and
terrible than ever. In the cold, colorless, uncertain
light that came before the sunrise, he sat up in his
bed, and saw the head upon the bracket in the place
of the bronze jar that had stood there overnight.
"1 know that is a bronze jar," he said, with a chill
(Continucd on page 1105)
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FOUR DIMENSIONAL SURGERY
OMEONE said that "Famé is a fickle
jade." She certainly lias been inconstant to me, judging from the events
that occurred subséquent to the mysterious disappearance of William James
Sidelburg and bis four dimensional roller press,
which I helped him build.
Though I was fully exonerated from ail blâme in
connection with the tragedy, the enormous amount
of publicity I received as a resuit of it proved almost
as disastrous to me as the fabled "golden touch"
of King Midas was to him.
When Sidelburg vanished, so did my job, and I
had a dickens of a time lancling another. Wherever
I applied, I found that the story of how I had assistée! the precocious young mathematician to l\uild
a machine which had expanded his body to enornknis
proportions causing him to drift away like a balloon,
had preceded me.
I answered countless advertisements for work I
knew I could do well, only to be turned down the
instant I gave my name. I finally managed to eke
ont a few dollars by writing articles and stories for
scientific magazines, but my income from this source
was small and uncertain.
When 1 had almost reached the point of worrying
over how I was to pay my small weekly bill at the
cheap boarding house whëre I had been living, I was
surprised one morning by distinguished visitors.
As I sat writing in my tiny bedroom, the boarding mistress brought a card to me. I could hardly
believe my ej'es when I read :
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Professor Banning will be just as familiar to you
as that of Doctor Mayer. In their respective fields,
both men are at the top of the ladder. Professor
Banning has several mathematical accomplishments
to his crédit, which have made him internationally
famous. Pie is best known as an authority on nonEuclidian geometry and on the fourth dimension, in
which branches of mathematics he stands suprême.
Among laymen, William James Sidelburg was perhaps the best known exponent of the fourth dimension, due largely, without doubt, to the publicity he
had received bccause of his youth and precocity.
Professor Banning, on the other hand, was little
known except among mathematical scholars. He had
begun the study of the fourth dimension long before
Sidelburg was boni and had succeeded in working
out formulas and constructing models of four dimensional objects far ahead of anything that had been
accomplished up to that time.
You can imagine how insignificant and how embarrassed I felt as I entertained these two distinguished personages in my poorly furnished, tiny
bedroom.
Doctor Mayer started the interview with, "I understand that you are the originator of the four
dimensional roller press."
"Hardly the originator," I hastened to correct him.
"The idea was conceived entirely by Mr. Sidelburg.
I was merely his assistant. He hired me to work
out the mechanical détails of his invention."
"So much the better. If you could do that for
one mathematician, it ought to be equally easy for
you to do it for another. Am I not right?"
Paul J. Mayer, M.D.
"I suppose so," I stammered, hardly knowing
Mayer Brothers' Clinic
what he was driving at.
Winchester, Wisconsin
"Well, that's what we came to see you about. You
may be interested in learning that the immédiate
Who has not heard of Doctor Paul Mayer, head cause of our arriving at a very momentous décision
of the Mayer Brothers' Clinic, famous the world
was a phrase in your story, The Four Dimensional
over for marvelous feats
Roller Press, which apof surgical skill ?
peared recently in a well
"Show him up at once,"
T-JERE the aulhor of the "Four Dimensional Roller
known magazine.
You
Press" cornes back, eclipsiny his former story not quoted Sidelburg as sayI shouted to the landlady.
Utile. This zoriter seems to hâve the knack of telling
"And how about the aa four
dimensional story that can be understood even by ing that if it were possible
other
gentleman ?
she those who are not mathematicians or dyed-in-the-wool to move in a fourth distammered stupidly.
scienlists. l'Ve always wanted to know w'hat would hapmension, a doctor could
"The other gentleman? pen to us if we could actually be turned into the fourlh
remove an appendix withOur author sets forlh some excellent ideas
Is there more than one?" dimension.
out cutting the patient's
a long this line, and we knozv that you will be highly in"Yes, but he didn't give terested and entertained by this tinusual taie.
skin."
his name."
"That's true. Pie did
"Well, for Heaven's
say something of that
sake, show them both up. And if there are any
sort," I responded.
more, let them corne too. But hurry, please ! You
"And, according to Professor Banning, it is enmustn't keep them waiting."
tirely possible. But perhaps l'd better let him tell
When Doctor Mayer and his companion appeared,
the rest of the story himself."
I was again astounded. Before he could start an
Thus the professor picked up the conversation:
introduction, I reached out my hand and said, "Pro"A few days ago, I took a trip to Winchester and
fessor Banning is already well known to me. He
placed myself under Doctor Mayer's care. For
probably doesn't remember me, but I studied calculus some time I have been troublée! with gall-stones, and
under him three years ago."
I was told that if anyone could help me it would be
"Oh, yes, I remember you very well," rejoined
the Mayer Brothers. After examining me, they
the professer, though I suspected that he said this
advised against an opération. They said that because
merely out of politeness. "And, since I know you,
of my advanced âge and the weakened condition of
permit me to présent you to Doctor Paul Mayer."
my heart there was not one chance in a hundred
"I certainly appreciate the honor of this visit,"
that I would survive a major opération of the orI said, in ail sincerity. "Professer, please be seated
dinary sort. It was then that I showed Doctor
in that rocker. Doctor, you take the chair. l'il sit
Mayer the passage in your story which he has just
on the bed."
mentioned. After giving him a brief explanation of
If you happen to be a mathematician, the name of the theory of hyper-space, I asked him if such an
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opération would be possible from a médical standpoint, providing the mathematical and mechanical
features could be worked ont successfully.
"He assured me that if I could provide him with
instruments having four dimensional extension and
capable of motion in the direction of the fourth dimension, he could perform even the most complicated opérations without the necessity of cutting the
skin of the person operated on. Naturally, the thing
that interests me most right now is the possibility of
having my gall-stones removed without the shock
and dangerous strain that would resuit from an ordinary opération. They have been giving me a lot
of trouble lately, and one of these days they will kill
me. My life would probably be prolonged a great
many years if I could get rid of them. Tfais would
enable me to devote myself to perfecting a'complété
set of four dimensional surgical instruments, which
should be the means of saving untold pain and hardships to afflicted humanity.
"The reason we have corne to you is that both
Doctor Mayer and I are entirely lacking in mechanical skill. You, on the other hand, are an expert
mechanic. Still more important, you have the inestimable advantage of being the only person we
know of who has actually constructed a four dimensional object. For these reasons, we are asking you
to help us make some four dimensional surgical
instruments. Will you do it?"
"I hardly know what to say," I faltered. "Naturalty, I know a little about the fourth dimension,
but what 3'ou have just told me is away beyond
me."
"Perhaps l'd better explain it more in détail."
"1 wish you would."
"The best way to get a clear conception of the
possibilities of hyper-space is by analogy, as, for
example by comparing the characteristics of three
dimensional objects with the limitations of other
hypothetical inhabitants of space having but two
dimensions—or even only one dimension.
"Imagine a créature like a very thin worm, so thin,
in fact that it might be considered as having neither
width nor thickness, but only length. This would be
a one dimensional being, sometimes called a
Unodim. It could move ahead in a straight line
and could back up along the same line, but would
be absolutely incapable of moving either to the right
or left, or up or down. To imprison such an animal,
you need only put a grain of sand in front of it
and another behind it and it could not move either
around or over them.
"Now, suppose we add another dimension, namely
width. We now have a being of two dimensions—
a Duodim or Flatlander—whichever nomenclature
you prefer. About the nearest approach to such a
créature in nature would be a very flat flounder or
turtle. But while a turtle has a very appréciable
amount of height, the imaginary inhabitant of 'Flatland' would be thinner than the finest tissue paper
or gold leaf.
"The movements of such a créature would be confined to a single plane. It could move forward and
backward, to the right and left, but it could not
move either up or down. In order to confine it,
you need merely to enclose it in a circle drawn with
a lead pencil and the Flatlander could not get out of
the circle unless he were able to break a hole in the
ring by removing some of the graphite.

"Suppose there were two such créatures inside the
circle, and suppose a three dimensional being like
yourself should pick up one of them, move it through
the third dimension and place it outside the circle.
To the other Duodim, its companion would seem to
vanish in an inexplicable manner. If he were able
to break through the pencil mark and discover the
other Flatlander outside, he would be completely
baffled to explain how he managed to get there.
"Assuming that there is such a thing as a four
dimensional being, it would be just as easy for it to
lift you out of this room witbout opening a door
or window as it would be for you to lift the Duodim
over a pencil mark. Of course, there are no such
créatures, but the possibility of our being able to
accomplish similar miracles by means of mechanical
contrivances is entirely feasible.
"Let us return to Flatkmd, where ail objects have
but two dimensions. Theoretically, we can easily
conceive of such objects, yet in actuality no such
things could possibly exist."
"Pardon me, Professer," I interrupted, "but I
think I can give you an example of a familiar object
which has only two dimensions. I remember hearing a radio lecture given by a famous editor and
scientific writer, who likened a two dimensional object to a shadow. Obviously, a shadow has length
and width but no thickness."
"That's a good illustration," Professer Banning
rejoined, "but I think your scientific lecturer would
not have used the term 'shadow' but rather 'projection of a shadow.' The word 'shadow' applies
to ail the space from which the light is eut ofï by a
given object, and though intangible, it certainly has
three dimensions. l'm glad you gave me that analogy, however, because it illustrâtes admirably the
point I want to make.
"Let us consider the shadow cast by a silver dollar.
Suppose the beams of light are parallel to each other
and are perpendicular to the dollar and to a perfectly
flat wall on which the shadow is cast. The projection of the shadow on the wall will be a circle and
will have only two dimensions, but the shadow itself
will be cylindrical in shape, with the surface of the
dollar as one base, the projection on the wall as the
other base, and with an altitude equal to the distance
from the dollar to the wall.
"If you place a piece of flat cardboard, parallel to
the dollar, anywhere between it and the wall, a two
dimensional circulai" projection will be cast on the
card. This shows that the three dimensional, cylindrical shadow is really made up of an infinité number of circular projections, no one of which has any
appréciable thickness.
"But a shadow could hardly be considered as a
material object, although Peter Pan was supposed
to have lost his shadow. Then there was the other
Peter—Peter Schlemiel, of the German story book,
who sold his shadow to the Devil. In this charming
fable, his satanic majesty is pictured as rolling
Peter's shadow up like a blanket and carrying it off
under his arm. Ail this, of course, is pure fantasy.
"In order for your Flatlander to have real existence, he must be made up of particles of matter,
and that in itself makes some thickness necessary,
even if he be only one-millionth as thick as the finest
gold leaf—which is about the thinnest tangible object
we know of. Comparée! to its length and width, this
minute thickness would be practically equal to zéro.
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Yet we can conceive of piling on top of each other
a sufficiently large number of such objects to build
up a thickness that can be seen and measured—just
as we can conceive of a three dimensional shadow as
being made up of an infinité number of two dimensional projections.
"Now, let us assume that there are three of these
Flatlanders who are developed enough mentally so
that they can think in a third dimension and can
imagine the possibility of motion in a third dimension. Duodim number one, a mathematician, draws
a picture of a three dimensional object, such as a
cylinder, just as any artist can draw on a perfectly
flat piece of paper a picture that looks exactly like
a solid object.
"Suppose Duodim number two—a mechanic^l expert, using this picture as a basis, cuts a large number
of circles out of some material—which of course
would have to be very thin—and places these circles
one on top of the other until he has actually made
a cylinder. It would be but a step farther for him
to construct two rods, fasten them together in the
form of a pair of tongs and bend them in such a way
that Duodim number three—who is skillful in the
use of instruments—can pick up something in the
same plane a short distance away.
"Perhaps a diagram will make my meaning
clearer." He picked up a pencil and a piece of paper
from the kitchen table I used as a desk and rapidly
drew a sketch like this :

"Pardon me," T înterposed, "but l'm afraid there
is a serious fallacy in your theory. In order to lift
another object with a contrivance like that, your
Flatlander would be obliged to move through the
third dimension himself, and, according to the original promises, this would be impossible."
"Quite true," the professer concurred.
"My
sketch was not intended to be a practical working
drawing, but merely a means of illustrating an idea.
However, it ought to be easy for you, with your
knowledge of mechanics, to design an instrument by
means of which motion in one plane can be converted
into motion at right angles to that plane. Isn't that
possible ?"
I had to admit that it was.
"Very well. Ail we need to do is construct such
a contrivance having extension in the fourth dimension and Doctor Mayer will be able to remove my
gall-stones without the slightest pain or shock to my
system."
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"But how am I going to know what a four dimensional forceps or tongs looks like?"
"Leave that to me. Just as the Flatland mathematician can draw a picture on a flat surface, showing
what a three dimensional object looks like, I, by
using three dimensional units, can construct models
which will visualize to you the appearance and characteristics of a four dimensional object. This may
sound complicated, but it really is quite simple. I
can take any child ten years old of ordinary intelligence and, by means of a brief explanation and a
few questions, I can get him to work out the attributes of a tesseract or four dimensional cube. Let
me illustrate."
He picked up the pencil again and jotted down
these headings :
Number Number Number Number
in
Generated
in
in
Initial
by
Final
TesserCnbe
Motion
Cube
act
Points (Corners)
•
Lines (Edges)
Faces (Squares)
Solids (Cubes)
"Of course you understand how a tesseract is generated. You first move a point, or a corner—if you
prefer that nomenclature—a unit distance, say one
centimeter. This générâtes a line or edge one centimeter long. Next, you move the line for a distance
of one centimeter at right angles to itself, thus forming a square with an area of one square centimeter.
The next step is to move the square one centimeter at
right angles to both its width and length, which will
form a cube, one centimeter long, one centimeter
wide and one centimeter high. Now, it only remains
to move the cube for a distance of one centimeter in
a direction which is at right angles to its length,
width and thickness but is not parallel to either of
its three dimensions and we have a unit tesseract.
"Let's see what this hyper-cube will look like.
First we know that the cube we start with has how
many corners?"
"Eight," I answered after a moment's thought.
He jotted this down in the diagram. "And how
many edges?"
"Twelve."
This also he wrote on the slip of paper. "And
how many faces?"
"Six."
"And of course there's just one cube.
"Now, when we move a corner, no other corners
are generated ; but at the end of the opération we
have a second cube with eight corners, so the total
number of corners in our tesseract will be how
many ?"
"Sixteen," said I.
"Correct. And each corner as it moves through
space will generate what?"
"A line."
"And there are how many corners in the original
cube ?"
"Eight."
"Therefore, eight lines or edges will be generated
by the motion. If we add the twelve edges in the
original cube and the twelve more in the cube at the
end of the movement, we will have how many?"
"Thirty-two."
"Thirty-two edges," he repeated.
"Now for the faces. We started with six square
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faces in the original cube and there would be six
more in the final cube. Would there be any more?"
"Certainly. Each edge would generate a square.
There are twelve edges in the cube, so there would be
twelve new squares generated. Six and six and
twelve makes a total of twenty-four faces in the
tesseract. Am I right?"
"Very good, indeed. You seem to grasp the idea
admirably. Now see if you can tell me how many
cubes there will be in the tesseract."
"Let me see. You have one cube to start with
and one more at the end of the motion. Each square
générâtes a cube. There are six faces in the cube.
Six and two makes eight cubes in the tesseract."
"Correct!" said the mathematician as he jotted
clown the last figure and handed me the diagram.
It read like this :
•,
Number Number Number
in
Generated
in
Initial
by
final
Cube
Motion
Cube
< 8
0
8
Lines (Edges)
12
8
12
Faces (Squares)
6
12
6
Solids (Cubes)
1
6
1

Number
in
Tesseract
16
32
24
8

"You see how simple it is. Ail we need to do is
construct an object bounded by eight cubes, twentyfour square faces, thirty-two edges and sixteen corners and we have a four dimensional cube or tesseract.
"Since any object can be divided into a number of
parts, each of which is a géométrie solid of some
description, and since I can work ont the characteristics of the four dimensional counterpart of any
geometrical solid, it ought not to be difficult to construct any kind of object in such a way that it will
have extension in four dimensions. Don't you think
that's reasonable?"
"It certainly sounds reasonable to me."
"And you will help us carry ont these ideas in a
practical way?" inquired Doctor Mayer.
I hesitated.
This seemed to surprise them. My enthusiasm
had evidently led them to expect my immédiate consent. After a moment of délibération, I said, "l'm
sorry to disappoint you, and I can't tell you how
much I appreciate the compliment you have paid me ;
but Tm afraid I shall not be able to help you."
"Is it a question of finance?" Doctor Mayer
wanted to knovv. "If so, you may rest assurée! that
there will be plenty of money,, both for whatever
you need in the way of equipment and materials and
also for your own rémunération."
"1 wasn't thinking of money," I hastened to assure him. "There's no one dépendent on me and
my chief ambition is to serve humanity as well as
my meager ability will permit. Otherwise, I am satisfied with a bare living. I happen to be broke and
loafing right now; and, to be frank with you, l'm
desperately in need of work. But—"
"Then why in the world won't you work for us?"
Professer Banning interrupted.
"For the same reason that a man who has narrowly escaped drowning avoids skating on thin ice."
"Surely, you don't think there is anything to be
afraid of !" This from the Doctor.
"Well, Sidelburg didn't think there was anything
to be afraid of—and look what happened to him.

l'm not superstitions exactly, but sometimes I think
that Nature resents our efforts to pry into lier secrets
—and punishes those who are too rash and importunate in wresting knowledge from her."
"Nonsense!" the Professor scoffed. "If that were
so, Thomas A. Edison, Orville Wright, Robert Milliken and hundreds of other great men would have
been destroyed long ago. Sidelburg was merely the
victim of an unforeseen accident. He had just as
good a chance of being struck by lightning or
swallowed by an earthquake as of being destroyed
by the Four Dimensional Roller Press.
"I read in the paper the other day about an elderly
lady who was trampled to death by a trained éléphant which became frightened while being led
through the streets to a theater where it was to perform in a vaudeville act. I suppose that poor old
lady has repeatedly worried about getting cancer or
tuberculosis or being run over by an automobile, but
I don't imagine she ever worried a minute about
being trampled by an éléphant."
Doctor Mayer took up the argument. "You said
a moment ago that your chief ambition is to serve
humanity. If you really meant that, here's your opportunity. Just think of the suffering that can be
relieved when four dimensional surgery becomes a
reality. Think of the lives that will be spared and
prolonged—the grief and pain that will be assuaged
—the added happiness that will be made possible.
Suppose there is some danger. You say there's no
one dépendent on you. Aren't you man enough to
take some risk to accomplish this great humanitarian
purpose ?"
Of course I gave in and consented to lend my
aid to the enterprise. What else could I do? That
very day I packed my meager belongings and, accompanied by Doctor Mayer and Professor Banning,
boarded the west bound express.
Winchester had been selected as the place to carry
on our work—for very logical reasons. To me, one
place was as good as another. Professor Banning
was equally indiffèrent to geographical location. I
learned that he had just embarked on his sabbatical
year and had planned to devote the entire vacation
period to the development of four dimensional surgery.
Doctor Mayer, on the other hand, was still carrying a heavy load of responsibility in connection with
his clinic. While it was not necessarj' for him to
devote any appréciable amount of time to the work
of producing the first four dimensional forceps, it
was thought best for us to be near him, in case we
wished to consult him on the médical aspects of the
undertaking.
A portion of the hospital ground had been set
aside for our use and a contracter had been engaged
to erect a small building. Professor Banning and
I together drew up the plans and supervised the
construction work. While the structure was being
built I gave most of my attention to ordering materials, machinery and other equipment.
As I look back now to the months I spent working
shoulder to shoulder with one of the greatest scholars that ever lived, I begin to realize that the best
éducation a person can get is that acquired from
intimate association with people of superior intellect.
Professor Banning was the most charming and
interesting of companions. As we worked together
at tasks that frequently were purely mechanical in
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character, we talked about a variety of subjects as
far away from mathematics or mechanics as Tacoma
is from Timbuctoo. There was scarcely a topic
with which Professer Banning was not thoroughly
conversant. His remarks revealed not only a surprising mass of information but an authoritative
grasp of fundamentals as well. He was equally at
home in discussing literature, architecture, music,
philosophy, anthropology, philology, physics, advertising, law and theology. 1 listened to him with open
ears, absorbing wisdom as a sponge sucks up water.
One day I started something by introducing the
subject of spiritualism.
"Did you notice the article entitled 'The Denizens
of Hyper-Space' in this month's issue of Science and
Psychology?" I, inquired.
"No, 1 haven't seen that yet. Who wrote it?V
"Doctor Hermann Gesellschaft."
"From Heidelberg, isn't he?"
"I shouldn't wonder."
"Well, what did he have to say?"
"Pm not sure I got it ail clearly in my mind ; but,
so far as I could make ont, he tried to explain certain
psychic phenomena by the hypothesis that spirits are
able to rnove through the fourth dimension. Among
other things, he quoted a Professer Zoellner of Leipzig, who claimed that he had held a rope by both
ends and had seen a square knot tie itself in the
rope before his very eyes. He accounted for this
seeming miracle by attributing it to spirits operating
in the fourth dimension."
Professer Banning vociferated: "Zoellner was
a fool and a dupe. Like some other pseudo-scientists I could mention, he permitted himself to be
hoodwinked by mountebanks who posed as spirit
médiums."
It was the first time I had seen the professer forget his usual tranquillity and kindly manner of
speech. Perhaps it was his mathematical training
that made him so intolérant of the idea that anytbing could exist outside the world of purely material
things.
I made the mistake of persisting too long on the
subject. "To me, the explanations of Gesellschaft
and Zoellner sounded quite plausible. With so many
marvelous discoveries being made every day, how
can we say that the existence of spirits—or anything
else, for that malter—is impossible? As Polonius
said to his son, 'There are more queer things in
heaven and hell than were ever dreamed of in your
philosophy !' "
This provoked a snort of disgust from the professer. "Young man, your quotation is as addled
as your reasoning appears to be. It was not Polonius but Hamlét that spoke those linés, and he
said nothing about hell. The correct quotation is :
'There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
than are dreamt of in your philosophy.' "
I didn't need to look up this passage to be certain
that he was right. He always was right.
The professer stamped ont of the workshop, leaving me very much squelched and cogently conscious
of how superficial was my own paltry stock of
knowledge when compared with that of a real scholar
like Banning.
TEN minutes later he was back at my side, as
affable and agreeable as if nothing had happened.
As a resuit of our assiduous efforts, the four
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dimensional forceps was gradually taking shape. If
you will bear in mind that—just as a three dimensional solid is bounded by two dimensional surfaces
—a four dimensional object must be bounded by
solids—you will get an idea of what the Hyper-Forceps looked like. For instance, the parts that would
ordinarily be cylindrical in shape were made up of
thousands of small spheres grouped together like an
elongated bunch of tiny grapes. You must remember, however, that these spheres cannot be placée!
next to each other, behind each other, or on top of
each other. One authority calls the fourth dimension "Through," suggesting that the parts are placed
Through each other. This relationship in the position of the parts that make up a four dimensional
object is one of the hardest things for the human
brain to grasp. I must confess that, without the aid
of Professor Banning's models and formulas I should
never have been able to construct the 1 lyper-Forceps.
The mention of formulas brings to my mind a
somewhat amusing incident which occurred when we
were approaching the fullillment of our task. One
morning Professer Banning came into the workshop
with a common wooden bucket tilted at a rakish
angle on his venerable head. He looked so comical
that it was with the greatest difficulty that I suppressed an inclination to giggle. But the high respect
which I had always feit toward him forced me to
keep my face straight. I fancied I saw him casting
surreptitious glances in my direction, as if he were
trying to catch me grinning, but not a flicker of a
smile did I dare venture.
Finally he spoke. "I suppose you want to know
why Pm wearing this bucket. Maybe you think Fin
crazy; but 'if this be madness, there's method in't'
as our mutual inspiration, the Bard of Avon, puts it.
"The hardest thing I have to encounter in working
ont the formulas for these hecatonicosiahedragons
and other polyhedragons is that I have to carry so
many figures and symbols in my head. That, in
itself, would be easy enough if it were not for the
other figures and symbols which do not belong and
which come into my head from outside,—thus mixing up my formulas. 1 recently discovered that
these extraneous figures cannot penetrate wood. So
ail I have to do is keep this bucket over my head
and the figures outside cannot get in."
"One of these days Fil have to borrow your
bucket," I jested. "Not to keep the outside figures
from coming in, however. For, when I finally manage to get one of your formulas inside my noodle, I
feel as if I need a bucket or something thicker,—to
prevent the symbols that are inside from getting ont.
But if, as you say, the figures can't get through
wood, perhaps Fm already protected."
This seemed to tickle the Professor. He was even
constrained to pay me a compliment—something extremely rare for him. He put his hand on my
shoulder and said, "My boy, there's nothing radically
wrong with your head. At any rate, it isn't swelled,
and that's something."
"T don't see how anyone could get swell-headed
over his thinking capacity when he's working with
a real thinker like you." I came back at him.
"Thanks, my boy ; but Fm afraid my mind isn't
working so well today. This old carcass is pretty
well worn out. Those pains have been bothering me
again. I think Fil knock off for today. Can you get
along without me?"
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I told him that, so far as his part was concerned,
thé Hyper-Forceps was practically finished. It only
lacked certain finishing touches which were purely
mechanical in character and which I felt certain I
could work ont alone.
From that day, Professor Banning failed rapidly
in health. It was as if the excitement of striving for
achievement, which, like a powerful electric current
had kept him going through months of gruelling
strain, was suddenly snapped off—leaving only his
feeble old body to fight the ravages of âge and
disease.
Realizing the necessity for speed, I worked with
merciless haste, carrying my labors far into the
morning hours and grudgingly taking but an hour or
two each day for sleep and a bite of food.
At last the Hyper-Forceps was finished. \n général outlines it was not unlike an ordinary médical
forceps, except that it had a rough appearance, due
to the thousands of small solids with which it was
bounded. For instance, the portions that one would
expect to be cylindrical in shape were made up of the
small spheres which I have previously described, and
their surfaces resembled those of a raspberry.
The really distinctive feature of the Hyper-Forceps was that it had four finger-holes or handles like
those of a pair of scissors. There was only one pair
of jaws, however, and they could be operated by
either set of handles, working independently or in
unison. When the two sets of handles were kept together, the device worked exactly like an ordinary
three dimensional forceps. But when the right hand
pair of handles was separated from the left hand
pair, it operated a unique mechanism by means of
which the jaws were made to move at right angles to
each of the three dimensions of ordinary space—in
other words, through the fourth dimension. This
had been ail figured out theoretically with such painstaking care that I felt absolutely certain it would
work—though I, myself, during ail my work and
expérimentation, had never attempted the crucial
test.
It had been agreed between us that Doctor Mayer
was to be the first one to operate the Hyper-Forceps
through the fourth dimension, and I was perfectly
content to concédé that honor to him. Though it
was as strong and rigid as a similar article occupying only three dimensions, I handled the HyperForceps as carefully as if it were a beaker of thin
glass filled to the brim with nitro-glycerine.
I took it immediately to Professor Banning's room
and told the nurse to notify Doctor Mayer "that the
four dimensional forceps was finished. He had just
completed an important opération and he still wore
his surgeon's cap and frock when he entered the
professor's room.
It was decided to put the Hyper-Forceps to the
test right then and there. An inanimate object was
selected for the first trial. Doctor Mayer picked up
a medicine bottle from the table by the bed, drew
ont the cork and poured the contents into the wash
basin. He then took from his pocket a lead pencil,
jerked olï the small rubber eraser, dropped it into
the bottle and replaced the stopper.
"1 shall attempt to take that rubber from inside
the bottle without removing the cork," he explained.
He placed the bottle on the table and reached for
the Hyper-Forceps, which I handed him. Inserting
the tips of his right thumb and forefinger in one

pair of handles, and those of his left hand in the
other pair, he slowly manipulated the unique mechanism which we had devised for converting motion in
three dimensional space into a corresponding movement at right angles to each of the three dimensions.
PREPARED as I was for something preposterous
to happen, I was dumfounded to see the HyperForceps, part by part, melt into nothingness and disappear from sight until only the handles were visible.
Guiding the instrument entirely by guess work,
the Doctor moved it until he estimated that the invisible jaws ought to be somewhere inside the bottle.
Then he brought the two sets of handles together.
As if by some weird magie the jaws of the forceps
became visible within the bottle, but» they seemed to
be suspended in space, with no apparent connection
between them and the handles. It was a simple matter to work the handles until the jaws grasped the
eraser. By separating the two sets of handles again,
the Doctor caused the rubber to disappear completely, after which he pulled the handles away from
the bottle and once more brought the handles together. Within a few seconds, the eraser had been
lifted right through the solid walls of the bottle and
had been dropped on the table !
"It works ! It works ! It works !" the Professor
kept repeating in a shrill tone of voice. He arose and
started jumping up and down on the bed, cutting a
very grotesque figure in his outing flannel night shirt.
Doctor Mayer, too, was abnormally excited. He
clapped his hands together and cried, "Oh boy !"
like a kid who has just received his first air rifle.
It was not until afterward that I gave any thought
to the incongruity of their behavior in comparison
with my own. I, a callow youth, forty years younger
than the Pi-ofessor and fully twenty-five years
younger than the Doctor was as cool and calm as
an Eskimo, while these two dignified and mature
men were cavorting around like a couple of firstgraders.
"Can't you operate on me right away?" was the
Professor's first thought.
"Why ? Are you in very great pain ?"
"No. In fact, the pain seems to have left me.
But I just can't wait for you to try out the HyperForceps on me."
"Unless it's a matter of life and death, l'd rather
put it through some more tests, and incidentally get
more practice in using it before I attempt to operate
on you," was the Doctor's sensible suggestion. "The
next thing l'd like to try is removing some object I
can't see, like the inside of a nut."
"Would a peanut do ?" I asked. Perhaps I ought
to explain that I have a weakness for "goobers" and
I had a few in my pocket, left over from a bag I had
purchased that noon.
"Just the thing !" exdaimed the Doctor, as I
handed one of the nuts to him.
Again the Plyper-Forceps was brought into play.
It took a little longer to accomplish the purpose this
time, as it was necessary for Doctor Mayer to grope
around until he felt the kernel within the grip of the
jaws. But he finally got hold of each of the two
kernels in turn and dropped them on the table.
Like "doubting Thomas" of the Scriptures, I wasn't
quite satisfied until I had made a personal investigation, lifted the shell, still perfectly intact, and shook
it near my ear. Not a ghost of a'rattle could I heàr,
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forceps from his brother, and it took but a few
and the lightness of the nut was further proof that
the amazing feat of removing the kernels without moments to explain the device to him.
breaking the shell had been accomplished.
"It won't be necessary to make any spécial prép"Now for a trial on a living créature," cried the arations, will it?" asked the patient.
Doctor. "Let's go to my private laboratory. I
"1 don't see the need of it, except that I shall of
think I have a good subject to experiment on."
course sterilize the Hyper-Forceps. You might get
Professer Banning donned his bathrobe and slip- a can of ether handy, Julius, to use in case somepers, and the three of us went to the laboratory.
thing unforeseen happens. But, judging from the
Doctor Mayer's "subject" turned put to be "Wil- way that goat behaved, l'm sure we won't have to
helm," a Toggenberg goat, which he had procured use it."
as a subject for some médical experiments.
"Here's an opportunity to see whether the popular CLAD just as he was, in nightgown and bathrobe.
jokes about the alleged cosmopolitan character of a
Professer Banning stretched himself out on the
goat's diet are founded on fact," he jested. "This
operating table. Doctor Paul Mayer turned on the
time, I think Pli use my X-ray goggles. You know
X-ray and adjusted the fluorescent goggles.
about them, of course?"
As he started to manipulate the Hyper-Forceps,
We both shook our heads.
».
he again remarked about the difficulty he experienced
"There's not much to them. Same principle as in forcing it to move in certain directions and the
fluorescent screens, but made in the form of goggles ease with which it moved in other directions. Howfor convenience. I use them in connection with this ever, he finally succeeded in introducing the jaws of
specially designed operating table. You see, it has the forceps into the patient's body, where we could
a Roentgen tube arranged in such a way that it plainly see them with the aid of our X-ray goggles.
throws the X-rays right through the body of anyone
After several trials, he placed the jaws of the instrulying on the table."
ment inside the gall bladder, where the offending
He lifted Wilhelm to the table and strapped him gall stones could be dimly discerned. Ail this time,
fast. Then he threw the switch that operated the
the Professer was fully conscious of what was going
X-ray apparatus and adjusted the goggles to his eyes. on.
In order that we might get the full benefit of the
"Feel any pain?" the surgeon asked.
experiment, he provided each of us with fluorescent
"Not a bit."
goggles.
"Any unusual or peculiar sensation?"
That the goat had some foreign substances in its
"Not yet. Ouch ! I did that time ! It didn't
stomach was instantly apparent.
Doctor Mayer
hurt vex-y much, though."
picked up the Hyper-Forceps and worked the han"I just pinched your liver a trifle," the Doctor
dles. Again the instrument, except for the handles,
explained.
faded from sight. This time, Doctor Mayer seemed
Just then, a horrifying thing happened. The into have considérable difficulty in placing the jaws side of Professer Banning's body, made faintly visiwhere he wanted them.
ble by means of the X-ray, seemed suddenly to melt
"Odd!" he exclaimed. "Most peculiar feeling. a way. A few seconds later his ribs faded from
Like pushing something against some yielding sub- view. At the same instant, Doctor Paul Mayer gave
stance or against a strong current of air or water.
atterance to an agonizing cry, "My God ! There's
See, in this direction it moves easily; but I have to
something pulling against me !"
use ail my strength to make it move in the opposite
I jerked off the goggles and dashed to his side,
direction." So absorbed were we in the experiment
exclaiming, "Can't I help you?"
itself that we made no attempt to explain this re"No. Better keep away ! Good heavens ! Look
markable phenomenon just at that time.
at
my arms !"
By exercising the utmost care, accompanied by the
My
blood almost congealed at the unspeakable
expenditure of considérable elbow grease, the Doctor
finally succeeded in forcing the Hyper-Forceps into sight ! Plis arms seemed eut off at the elbows ! His
forearms and hands had disappeared completely, and
the position he desired. Then he brqught the two
so
had the handles of the Hyper-Forceps!
sets of handles together, making the jaws of the forI
took another horrified glance at Professer
ceps appear inside the goat's stomach. Then, one
by one, he removed the following objects: An iron Banning's body just in time to see it fade completely
from view !
boit, three shingle nails, a tire valve cap, a boy's
By this time, ail of Doctor Mayer's arms and part
marble and two safety pins. Through it ail, Wilhelm
of
his chest had "melted" from sight. His brother
kept up an incessant, "Ma-a-ah ! Ma-a-ah ! Ma-arushed to him and grasped him around the waist as
ah !" but did not seein in the least bit distressed
if to draw him back to safety. He might as well
during the moments when the four dimensional forhave tried to hold a wisp of smoke. The last words
ceps was exploring his internai workings.
"Well, that ought to be proof enough that it we heard from Paul Mayer were, "For God's sake,
let me go!" With a moan of despair, his brother
works," Professer Banning remarked. "The only
released his hold. A moment later, not a vestige of
fhing that remains now is to try it on my gall-stones.
either Doctor Paul Mayer, Professer Banning or the
I move that we do it right now!"
Doctor Mayer seemed equally anxious to make the Hyper-Forceps remained.
Julius Mayer and I stood looking at each other,
final test. "Ail right," he assented, "but first let me
send for my brother. Though I don't expect any both of us transfixed with horror. In his face, I
saw reflected ail those émotions and sensations which
complications it may be best to have another surgeon
were racking my own body and brain :—grief, perprésent."
Doctor Julius Mayer responded promptly. He plexity, awe, and—overshadowing ail eise—a ghastly
had, of course, heard ail about the four dimensional consciousness of stark fear.
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He was the first to speak : "My God, what shall
we do now !"
"Perhaps we'd better notify the police," I stammered.
"Good Heavens ! Don't do that ! Not y et, at
least. Let us first be sure we've doue ail we can
ourselves. You know more about this wretched
four dimensional business than 1 do. Can't you suggest something?"
"Possibly they are still in this room, but bave
merely been made invisible," was the only suggestion I could think of.
Acting on this hypothesis, we groped about the
room, exploring every portion of it with our hands
and arms. We even placed a stool on top of a
wheeled stretcher, such as are used for carrying
patients to and from the operating room, and I «stood
on it and thoroughly probed the space for several
feet below the ceiling, while Mayer wheeled me about
the room.
1 might have knowri how useless this procédure
was, since a person who has moved far enough into
the fourth dimension to be ont of sight would of
course be ont of reach as well. However, anything
was better than doing nothing in the face of such a
dreadful and critical situation. At the end of an
hour, we had to admit our helplessness. We could
understand the feelings of a naval officer who knows
that many fathoms beneath the kcel of his ship there
arc thirty gallant men slowly dying horrible deaths
in the belly of a disabled submarine and yet is utterly
powerless to do anything to help them.
Hopeless in his despair, Julius Mayer finally said,
"I suppose there is nothing to do now but notify the
police. l'm afraid that we are going to have a hard
time explaining how my brother and Professer
Banning disappeared."
"Well, if T'm to be put tbrough the third degree,
I suppose I may as well change my clothes." I was
still wearing the overalls and work shirt which was
ni}' customary apparel while laboring at my mechanical tasks.
Leaving Julius Mayer to take care of the formality of notifying the authorities, I went to the work
shop, where my street clothes were hanging.
As I entered the room where Professer Banning
and I had worked together for so many eventful
weeks, I had a strangely weird feeling of dread—
such as a superstitions person might experience on
coming unexpectedly into a graveyard. I experièneed a mysterous consciousness that there was
somebody présent who could not be seen or heard.
Then my attention was arrested by a most astounding phenomenon. A drop light, which had
been installed to enable us to work at night, was
behaving in an amazing manner. The cord was
drawn to one side until it was almost horizontal,
with the globe and shade apparently supported in
space in utter défiance of the law of gravitation.
My eye, searching for an explanation of this miracle, suddenly encountered something which I recognized instantly as the jaws of the Hyper-Forceps !
If I was scared before, I was thoroughly terrorstricken now. I could feel the goose flesh rising ail
over my body and my hair began to bristle, "like
quills upon the fretful porcupine."
My first impulse was a cowârdly one—undoubtedly prompted by the universal but sometimes dastardly instinct of self-preservation. I wanted to

run away—to call help—to let someone else take the
risk of rescuing those two men whom I now knew
to be hanging ont there in hypèr-space with nothing
but two flimsy strands of electric wire holding them
to earth.
Just what made me stay, I am not sure, but I
think it must have been the genuine love with which
1 had learned to regard Professer Banning. In
many wâys he had treated me as a father would
treat his son, and to me, who had never enjoyed the
benefits of a parent's care, this had meant a great
deal.
That quick action was imperative, and that there
was no time to go for help, was immediately apparent. The cord was manifestly under a greater strain
than" it could be expected to bear very long, and I
heard an orainous crack which told me that one of
the screws holding the fixture to the ceiling had become loosened.
For one who never made any claims to strength
or courage, it look a heap of nerve to do what I did.
1 could easily imagine just how Lindbergh felt when
he stepped into the cockpit of the "Spirit of Saint
Louis" and hopped ofF across the storm-tossed sea,
not knowing whether he would ever corne ont alive.
PIow was I to know what frightfu! fate might take
possession of me the moment I grasped the jaws of
the Hyper-Forceps? Would it be possible for me
to draw these two men back to earth, or would my
own body be sucked into eternity, just as the body
of Doctor Mayer had been pulled away before my
very ej'es?
Whatever was to be the outeome, there seemed to
be nothing else to do, so I leaped on the work bench,
which \Vas just high enough to enable me to reach
the jaws of the Hyper-Forceps. I had presence of
mind enough to brace myself by a tight grip with my
left hand on the framework of a large machine drill
before I reached with my other hand for the HyperForceps.
Just as I grasped it, the last of the screws holding
the light fixture gave way, and with a jerk that almost pulled my arra ont of its socket, the entire
strain was shifted to my body. I managed to hang
on, however, and in a little while the stress was somewhat relieved. It felt like holding the string of a
big kite in a strong wind—just a steady, powerfui
but yielding tug. 1 found that by exerting myself,
I was able to pull against the force that was resisting
me. Gradually, more and more of the Hyper-Forceps came into view until it was entirely visible.
Though I had fully anticipated what was to happen
next, it seemed almost too preposterous to believe
when I perceived a detached human hand clinging
to the handle of the Hyper-Forceps and apparently
suspended in midair. As I slowly drew it toward
me, first the right arm, then the torso and legs and
finally the head of Doctor Mayer loomed into view.
His left arm, except for a small part close to his
Shoulder, was still invisible, however.
By this time, Doctor Mayer was able to help himself by hooking one foot in a vise which was fastencd
to the bench, and with this extra bracing added to
my tugging on the Hyper-Forceps, we quickly succeeded in drawing into the room the body of Professer Banning whom the doctor had been holding by
the hand.
You can easily imagine the relief which they felt
at being snatched from a horrible fate, and you can
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also picture the joy with which I welcomed back these
two travelers into the mystic realms of hyper-space.
Like a fypical youngster, I plied Professer Banning
with questions, which he undertook to answer somewhat as follows: "As nearly as I can figure out,
the part of the Hyper-Forceps which extended into
the fourth dimension must have been caught in some
current of cosmic force which was strong enough to
draw the entire instrument out of three dimensional
space, pulling Doctor Mayer and myself with it.
"Naturally, it will take me some time to work out
a truly scientific explanation, but there were certain
indications which lecl me to believe that as soon as we
disappeared from your sight we began to lose our
gravitational attraction for the earth. I put it that
way because, as you doubtless know, every object on
the globe attracts the earth itself just as trulyvas the
earth attracts it.
"Being projected into the fourth dimension had
the effect of relieving us from some of the gravitational attraction of the earth, but our bodies still
had momentum enough to carry us along with the
earth. Of course we did not lose ail our gravitational attraction for the earth, but only a portion of
it. Had we lost ail, we would have been shot out
into space by centrifugal force, like rocks shot from
a sling. Perhaps our position might be likened to
that of a piece of iron which is moved from in front
of a magnet to one side of it, so that the lines of
force extended at a changed angle and with a diminished force.
"After a few moments we noticed that we seemed
to be slowly drifting away from the place where we
originally left three dimensional space. I account
for this by the assumption that our momentum was
being slightly decreased while the motion of the
earth was continuing at the same rate of speed. Our
bodies passed easily right through the walls of the
hospital building. Though everything was plainly
visible to us as we floatecl along, we found that ail
efforts to grasp or hold any three dimensional objects
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were fruitless. They melted in our fingers like so
much vapor. Our bodies also seemed almost transparent and I found that I could easily stick my hand
right through my own chest without an}' discomfort.
At the same time, I found that when I grasped
Doctor Mayer's hand, in order to prevent us from
being separated, I was able to hold it and to stay close
to him without being able to feel any sensation of
contact. With his other hand, Doctor Mayer still
clung to the Hyper-Forceps. It was a good thing he
did hang to it, because without its help we should
never have been able to get back.
"In a little while we found ourselves floating
through the workshop. I quickly realized that if we
continued to drift in this manner we would soon be
left hanging in space with the earth hurtling away
from us at a terrifie speed. It was then that I
thought of using the Hyper-Forceps as a means of
getting back. Acting on my instructions, Doctor
Mayer grasped with the Hyper-Forceps the first object he could reach. It happened to be that light-cord.
It was lucky you came in when you did, because it
seemed impossible for as to pull ourselves back
without help. Please bear in mind that this explanation is purely superficial and there may be some
flaws in it which I shall have to correct later when
I have had an opportunity to go more deeply into
the scientific aspects of the subject. In général, however, I believe that the solution of the mystery is
about as I have given it. Does that make everything
clear, or would you care to ask any more questions ?"
This last sentence was a favorite of his which he invariably used in the class-room at the end of each
lecture.
"There's just one more thing l'd like to know," I
ventured. "What about your gall stones?"
"Oh, they are ail gone, thank Heaven. While we
were drifting around in hyper-space I could look
right inside myself and I could see those pesky gall
stones quite clearly. So I just reached inside myself
and plucked them out with my fingers !"

THE END.

What Do You Know?
READERS of Amazxng Stories have frequently commcntcd upon the fact that there is more actual knowledge to be gained through reading its pages than from many a textbook. Moreover, most of the stones
are written in a popular vein, making it possible for any one to grasp important facts.
The questions which we give below are ail answered on the pages as listed at the end of the questions.
Please see if you can answer the questions without looking for the answer, and see how well you check up on
your général knowledge.
solids? (See page 1083.)
1. What two savage animais arc to be found in the
8. What constitutes the différence between atoms of
Allegheny Mountains? (See page 1030.)
différent substances? (See page 1089.)
2. What famous road is there in Japan which is said
9. What is the relation between atomic weight and
to be idéal for a motor vehiclc race? (Sec page
atomic number? (See page 1089.)
1035.)
10. What are the three principle rays evolved by elcc3. Where was the historié lake submarinc huilt and
trical excitation? (See page 1089.)
what were its characteristic features? (See page
11. What are these rays? (See page 1089.)
1042.)
12. Suppose one were able to remove électrons one by
4. Baron Miinchhausen was a real person, whose
one from the atbm of any particular élément,
name has been borrowed for spécial use in literahow would it be affected ? (See page 1090.)
ture. What was his full name and title ? When
13. What is an endothermic reaction ? What is an
was he boni and when did he die? (See page
exothermic réaction? (See page 1090.)
1062.)
14. What is the analogy with the solor system in the
5. How could two grains of sand affect a one-diarrangement of the constituents of an atom? (See
mcnsional being? (Sec page 1080.)
page 1093.)
6. What is a Tesseract ? Can you start from the
15. In the atom, what part suggests the sun and what
conception of a point and develop a tesseract?
part suggests plahets revofving around the sun?
(See page 1081.)
(See page 1093.)
7. What is the gênerai term for four-dimensional
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||N the !ate spring of the year 1926, there
you to bear in mind is that one atom differs from
was a great deal of excitement in the
another only in the number of électrons it contains,
«
science division of the State Collège.
When an atom has many électrons, it has a high
£
It was based on the widespread rumor
atomic weight; when there are few électrons, the
that Professor Clinton Wild, head of
atomic weight is low. Now the interesting thing
the physics department, had recently made an inabout it is, that when ail of the éléments are arvention calculated to revolutionize the world. The
ranged ïn> the order of their increasing atomic'
exact nature of this invention was as yet in douht,
weights, each élément has one more electron in one
but it was much discussed, and everyone had his own
of its atoms than the one before it. This number
ideas on the matter. It may seem strange to the
of électrons is called the atomic number. For inreader that the professor himself was not asked
stance, silver has an atom of forty-seven électrons,
about his invention, but he was a very grouchy inso it has an atomic number of forty-seven. From
dividual who was hated by the students, whom in
ail this we see that the nature of an élément rests
turn he cordially disliked. At this time I was taksolely on the number of électrons in any of its atoms,
ing a course in physics which was required for the
so that if in any way we can alter this number, we
completion of my course. It was a subject that had
can change its identity. After a great deal of exalways interested me, and as I showed avcertain
perimenting, I found that this could be accomplished
aptitude for this branch of science, the prbfessor
by subjecting the substance in question to the action
gave me the benefit of his spécial attention. I do
of my high frequency ray."
not mean to imply by this that he was fond of me;
I thought by this time that the lecture must be
he simply seemed to like me more than he did the
over, but it was nothing to that which followed.
others.
"Having taken a course in physics," he continued,
In spite of the fact that I was his favorite, it was
"you should be familiar with radioactivity and alpha,
a great surprise when Professor Wild called me up
delta, and gamma rays. Of these the alpha ray is
at my home during the following vacation, and asked
the weakest and least penetrating, while the gamma
me to corne ovcr to his house immediately, as he
ray is strongest and will penetrate one foot of iron.
had a matter of great importance to communicate.
Also, these rays differ from each other in their comInstantly, I scrambled into my coat and made a rush
positions. The alpha ray is a stream of positively
for his résidence, which was only a short distance
charged hélium ions, the beta rays are simply a flow
away. I arrived in a few minutes, out of breath and
of électrons moving at a high velocity, and the
keycd up to the highest pitch of excitement. I rang
gamma rays are waves in ether. The X-ray is simithe bell and the professor opened the door. I was
lar to the gamma ray, but is not nearly so penesurprised to see that his countenance, which habitutrating. Now to explain my machine: First of ail,
ally wore a sullen expression, ïairly beamed with
I had an X-ray tube of spécial construction made
triomphant smiles. However, I was left little time
for this experiment. In this tube I produce an
for contemplation, for he led me upstairs to his
X-ray of an infinitely greater frequency than the
laboratory at once and showed me the great secret
ordinary'one. If you look carefully, you will see
which hé had hitherto so jealously guarded.
two extra electrodes sealed into the glass. A current
What I saw was a very large and elongated X-ray
with high voltage is made to go across the gap betube attached to a mercury exhaust pump. It stood
tween them. This results in an electrical discharge
upright and at the bottom was a small iron crucible
like the one in a Geissler tube, as they both consist
containing a silvery liquid which I supposed was
of a high frequency discharge in a vacuum. This
mercury. Connected with the apparatus was a cable
discharge, or stream of électrons, goes before the
which led to a box at an end of the table on which
X-ray. The électrons are swept from their path by
the tube rested. On one side of the box was a dial
the ray and movè along with it, and at the same time
which gave it the général
a high vibratory rate is
appearance of a radio set.
imparted to them, so what
Having seen this much. I
TJTERE is a short si or y of the atom, which will be of
we have now is a sort of
turned to the professor J- -*■ more than passing in ter est to you. Science I caches
super beta ray."
us that ail niaterials, no matter what they are, are essenfor an explanation.
"But," I asked, "1 was
tial ly of the saine substances, with the exception, that a
"You are probably pièce
under the impression that
of métal, for instance, has more électrons than the
aware," he began, "that ail gas hydrogen; otherwise, the two substances are the same.
an X-ray tube did have
of my recent work at the This fact has inspired The Disintegrating Ray, which
two electrodes across which
collège has had to do with gives you a good deal of instruction in a palalable mariner.
passed a high tension curthe structure of the atom.
—
rent under high potential."
Ali my labors tended
"Well," he answered, "it
toward a goal. This goal was the disintegration
has but this ray is known as the cathode ray. The
of the atom. My ambition is realized in the machine
X-ray is caused by the impact of this cathode ray
that you see here. The disintegration is accomplished
on some substance in its path called an anticathode.
by the action of a stream of électrons vibrating at
The X-ray is famous for its ability to penetrate some
an exceedingly high frequency. Refore I go any
organic substances, but my ray will penetrate any
further, it might be just as well to review your
substance, organic or inorganic, and more than that,
knowledge of the structure of the atom so that you
it is of so high a frequency that it will penetrate an
may better understand my invention.
atom !"
"An atom, as you should know, is composed of
The professor having made this amazing déclaratwo essential parts. First, a nucleus which is printion, drew himself up to his full height and regarded
cipally a positive charge of electricity, called a proton.
me triumphantly. Second, a certain number of négative charges, or
"What do you think of it ?"
électrons, most of which revolve around the proton
"It's great ! But I fail to see what relation it bears
at a high rate of speed. Now the imoortant fact for
to the structure of the atom."
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Instantly the silvery liquid hardened and turned to
"You see," said the professer, "that my ray, which
gold.
Professer Wild disconnected the epsilon ray
from now on I will refer to as the epsilon ray, is
tube from the pump, took out the gold and handed
composée! of a stream of électrons vibrating afa high
it to me. As he did so, one of his peculiar smiles
frequency. When this ray is directed toward a suboverspread his face. I took the gold and examined
stance, it pénétrâtes each atom. The électrons^ of
it. It seemed to be pure, for it was very soft, so
the ray meet the électrons in the atom and there is a
soft, in fact, that I could easily scratch with my
collision, which results in the atom losing some of
linger nail. When I took it, i noticed that it was
its électrons. This loss changes the identity of the
rather warm, so I asked the prof essor the reason for
substance. After several months of experimenting,
this.
I found that the strength of the epsilon ray dépends
"When thèse électrons were put together, it was
entirely on the voltage of the secondary discharge.
done
at the expense of a great deal of heat and enNow I have it regulated so that the ray will remove
ergy. Now that I tear them apart, this heat is liberjust one électron per second. I have also discovered
another interesting fact, namely, that iron is not ated and leaves the élément so it becomes cold. But
the collision between the électrons that results when
affectcd by my ray. I am not sure just why this is
I turn on the ray causes a vast amount of heat which
so, but I think it is due to the fact that the magnetic
more than equais the cold. Or, in other words, the
flux set up within the métal counteracts the action
endothermic reaction in which heat is taken in or
of the epsilon ray. Consequently, I can takè the
absorbed from the collision, counteracts the exoheaviest élément known to exist on the earth, uranithermic reaction in which heat is given off due to
um, and reduce it to iron. Then I can take the éléthe
disintegration." For a few minutes I stood still,
ment with an atomic number just below that of
lost
in the contemplation of the wonderful machine,
iron, the métal manganèse, and reduce it to hydrowhen suddenly I had an idea.
gen, but I cannot reduce uranium directly to hydro"Couldn't you préparé the undiscovered éléments
gen. In a way, this is an advantage, for I can make
that
way?"
the apparatus that will be exposed to the ray out of
"Yes, but that idea occurred to me before, and I
iron ; almost any other substance would be disinhave done so already." He went to a nearby cabinet
tegrated."
and returned with a few bottles.
"What,", I asked, "is the purpose of the pump?
"You see," said the professer, "that they are only
"That," he explained, "is to extract the air, othersome more metals of the rare earths, ail of which are
wise it would disintegrate when I turned on the ray."
very much alike." He submitted the bottles to my
"You said that the epsilon ray was of an excepinspection and I saw that each contained a piece of
tionally high frequency?"
whitish métal that resembled aluminum. Pie again
"Oh, yes ! Extremely so."
went over to his cabinet and this time brought back
"How is this accomplished ?"
a lead casket.
"Well, that is a little invention of my own. I use
"The contents of this box would have been worth
a radio tube specially connected with a coil system in
six or seven million dollars.
Now it is worth
which there is a set of coils, each of a higher inductapproximately
fifty
dollars."
Pie
must
have read my
ance than the one before it. I cannot give you the
mind, "Yes it is radium which I can now make at
détails now, as it is not yet perfected. The whole
will from uranium.
is kept in that box with the dial. That dial, or
"By the way, prof essor," I broke in, "is there any
rather the switch that it controls, is another invenpractical
use to which you can put this machine?
tion of mine made for the machine. It is really a
I mean could you possibly make it do anything and
sort of time switch which controls the length of time
be subject to your control?"
that the machine is in action. As I said before, the
"Theoretically, it is possible, but the main diffirav will take off one electron per second. If you
culty lies in the fact that once the sudden disintegrawill notice, the dial is numbered. The numbers retion is started, it will spread and the whole world
fer to seconds and when I wish to reduce a subwill cease to exist. So that you may better understance to another élément of a lower atomic weight,
stand, let me liken the case to an immense pile of
I calculate the atomic numbers between them and
gunpowder. If you apply a spark to any point, the
turn the dial to that number. At the center of the dial
whole will go off. But if some is separated from
is a small button which starts the machine. When the
the rest and then is lit, it will not affect the rest
dial lias been turned to the correct number, I press
of the pile. Now, I cannot separate the substance
the button and the ray acts for the required time. As
that I use from the rest of the world, but I can
soon as it is over and the transmutation has proinsulate it in an iron sphere, which métal, as I have
ceeded sufficiently, the instrument automatically stops
told you, is not affected by the epsilon ray. Of
the ray and the action ceases. Now perhaps you
course, there is another puzzle that confronts me. I
would like to see my machine in action ?"
have no way of knowing how much power I will
I replied in the affirmative.
get from the particular substance I may use to disProfesser Wild walked over to the tube and made
integrate, so there is the danger of the whole thing
some preliminary adjustments.
blowing up and wrecking the laboratory."
"Now what shall I turn the mercury into?" he
"1 don't see why there should be an explosion,"
asked, turning to me.
I said.
"Try gold," I suggested.
"To do so, you must first understand the prin"Ail right," agreed the professer, "the atomic
ciple
of the thing. In the process of releasing atomic
number of gold is seventy-nine and that of mercury
energy, the atom is subjected to a power fui disis eighty, so they are only separated by the différcharge, which instead of merely taking off a few
ence of one electron; consequently, I turn the dial
électrons, completely blasts the atom to pièces so
to the number one." The professor's hand went over
that ail of the électrons are left flying around. This
to the switch. and with a loudly beating heart, I
gives rise to great pressure which can be used for
watched him close the circuit.
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niany things. It is this pressure that may cause the
explosion. Of course this is not the idéal way of
getting atomic energy, for this would cause a great
dcal of waste. The best thing to do would be to
destroy the atom in such a way that ail of the energy
that originally went into its making would be available. Howevcr, that is only a dream at the best.
The other is the only practical one that 1 can see
j'ust now. I intend to work on the problem tonight."
"That atomic energy is a great idea, but do you
think that you can make it into a commercial
product?" ,
"Undoubtedly so. Just for one minute pause to
consider the enormous possibilities of atomic energy.
Everyone would be able to have his own power plant,
which would supply ail of the energy needed for
the day. Houses would be lit and warmcd byVxtomic
energy machines. Automobiles would be run by
atomic energy. The probability that our supplies of
anthracite coal and oil will only last for about one
hundred years and fourtecn years rcspcctively, is a
matter of grave concern, but with the key to atomic
energy discovered, ail of thèse fcars will be dispelled. My idea is to make a machine something
like my element-disintegrator, only I will greatly
increase the power, so that it will be able to blast
the atom completely, instead of just removing a few
électrons, as I explained before. Then I will Jhave to
develop a machine in which to use the atomic energy.
Of course the disintegrator will have a device with
which to control the strength of the ray so that it
will be able to do anything from disintegrating lead
to lighting New York for a week.
Isn't it
stupendous ?"
"It is certainly the most wonderful création of
the âge, but don't you see that if you put this invention out on a large scale, you will destroy the exchange System of the world?"

"Why no !" he said in a surprised tone . "How ?"
"How?" I echoed, amazed at this scientific blindness to practical facts. "How? Don't you understand that if these machines are distributed, gold,
silver, and other precious mctals will be manufactured galore?" At this, somc of his former enthusiasm took to flight, but after a moment's thought be
said :
"Oh, wcll. that is a very small matter, for I can
fix the machines sp that they will deliver a large
quantity of epsilon rays which will be too powerful
for partial disintegration. If the machine is turned
on at ail, it will resuit in the complété destruction of
the atom ; but, of course, this quantity will have to
be slightly variable to produce différent amounts of
energy. Now I fear that I have taken too much of
your valuable time, so I will say good night. However, do not imagine that I am driving you away, I
wish to make some experiments in an effort to produce atomic energy, which may involve some risk
and T do not wish to expose you to any danger that
might arise."
I took my coat and went, with the professer escorting me to the door. I was not at ail liurt or
mortified at my sudden dismissal, for abrupt terminations were characteristic of Professer Wild.
That was the last that I ever saw of the prof essor,
and this newspaper clipping will explain his disappearance :
COLLEGE Pkofessor Killed in Explosion
at His Home.
July 21.—Prof essor Clinton Wild, noted collège prof essor, was killed in a blast that wrecked
his home and broke the Windows of several
nearby houses.
Détails have not y et been
ascertained.

THE END.
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Ciphers

—By Leland S. Gopeland.
In deep of night when I awoke
There came a frank and lonely thought
That some day wc should die, and ail
We valued should for us be naught.
But can the Universes mourn
When transient lives like ours are done.
And we no longer walk a mote
Day-lighted by a tiny sun ?
For flies that fall by human stroke
Are greater loss to Mother Earth
Than dying men to That within
The Vast where ail the stars had birth.
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N relàting this experience, which I feel
This was followed by the customary form of
is entirely unique, I am determined to description :
avoid, as far as possible, ail technical
"My invention pertains to a substance hereinafter
terms, and to resort to scientific ex- referred to as Transite; this substance is designed to
pression only when it seems necessary be employed as an active agent in altering the soin order to convey an understanding of the strange called atomic density of any substance.
and otherwise inexplicable situations in which I
"The claims herewith presented have been carefound myself.
fully drawn, and seem to be clearly and fairly allowI hope that this report will constitute an acceptable able, to wit :—That this aforesaid substance when
excuse to my departrnent for long absence from my applied or brought in contact with any other subpost of duty in the Patent Office, and at the same stance or matter, of whatsoever nature, will imtime becoine a document of some appréciable value mediateîy alter the structure and density of said
in the scientific world. At the time when my narra- substance or matter to any desired degree by redistive properly begins, I had been working for some tributing the électrons revolving around each group
years as an assistant examiner in the Patent Office; of protons, constitutirig an atom or primary unit of
and while I had won no promotion, I think I had the matter treated."
gained some récognition from the Primary Bxaminer,
Then followed a careful description of involvcd
because of my proficiency in matters pertàining to processes in language which was a curious mixture
chemistry and physics.
of légal and scientific phraseology, but extremely
But about the matter in hand.
convincing withal. I was bewildered. Was this
About a year ago, shortly before my annual vaca- necromancy ? Was it transmutation, or was it feasition, my superior, Primary Examiner Jameson, ble invention?
handed me an application for patent, with the remark
I searched my mind for knowledge of the physical
that Quinn of the mechanical departrnent had called structure of matter, and to aid my own judgment, I
it squirrel food. In any case, if the application was repaired to the scientific library and research room.
in regular légal form, we woukl have to préparé a
In Scientific American, November, 1923, I found
statement of reasons for rejection.
an article by Sir Oliver Lodge entitled, "Within the
Upon examination, I found the application was Atom," which was quite illuminating.
in regular form and that it was made through a very
As near as I can quote from memory, lie said in
reputable firm of patent attorneys, duly admitted to part: "We have gradually learned that electricity
practise before the Patent Office, by the Commis- exists in two fbrms, négative, which is called an
sioner of Patents.
electron, and positive, which we are now beginning
The présentation of claims was made in a singu- to call a proton.
larly lucid and convincing style, but the subject mat"The mater ial uni ver se seems to be built up of
ter—well, there is perhaps no place in the world these two éléments ; the atom is built on the général
where one cornes in contact with so much that is pattern of a solar System. That is to say, it consists
visionary, incongruous, or downright absurd as in
of bodies arranged like the sun and the planets, on a
the Patent Office I thought I was quite immune to vfery minute scale. First of ail we find a group of
surprise, but this man was laying claim to an achieve- protons, welded together by a compact assemblage
ment positively fascinating
of électrons. This central
in its ridiculousness.
group represents the sun,
It seemed entirely imand otuside it and at a
TTERE again we have a characterîstic story of great
practicable and supernatuJ- J- originality. Scientisls have steadfastly inainlaincd considérable distance from
ral, yet the présentation
it, we find 'a regular sériés
Ihat there mus! be other inhabitcd planes beside our own,
was convincing and
IVhere these planes may be located, fcw have ventured to
of
électrons
revolving
gripped the attention. I predict. But in "The Fourteenth Earth" we find some round it, like the planets."
excellent as well as interesting science. A charming taie,
read it again and again. well
He speaks of the possitold, that we know you will enjoy.
The conclusions weré so
bility of dividing up these
real as to be quite disturblittle suns into smaller
ing.
It was as if one
units, and distributing the
were to dream in the nîght of visiting some planets among them, with this conclusion : "Suffice it
to say that an atom of nitrogen can demonstrably be
enchanted land and wake in the morning to find the
bedroom cluttered up with souvenirs and photo- broken up into hélium and hydrogen."
graphs from the dream country. Feeling undecided
So it appeared that the only différence between
how best to proceed with the examination, I laid it the gases, liquids and solids, which after ail are only
aside, to take it up another day. But my mind kept relative terms, lies in the number of positive electric
wandering back to it, just as a sore tongue, in spite particles forming the nucleus of their respective
of ail détermination to the contrary, will constantly atoms ; and these may be changed by artificial means.
go back to explore, a jagged place on a tooth. So I
Thergfore in the case in hand, nothing new is intook it up and read again. The preamble was in the volved, only a practical apparatus for accomplishing
usual form, setting forth the name of the applia transformation already known to science.
cant, place of résidence and the title of the invention :
BEING somewhat jaded by my past year's work,
and somewhat beset by that well known beforeGeorge Kingston
hand vacation feeling, I decided to lay the applica321 Barnet Drive •
tion aside for two weeks, and attack it with refreshed
Tillmore
faculties on my return. But even at the old homestead, a thousand miles from my work, I could not
forget Mr. Kingston'? application.
TRANSITE.
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One day it dawned on me that his address was in
my own state, only a few hours ride from me. So I
decided to call on him, hoping in that way, to learn
something of his methods. I expected to corne in
contact with a well trained mind. I was disappointed,
the next morning, when I found him out.
Without asking me my errand, or cyen ascertaining my identity, Mrs. Kingston, a florid, pleasantfaced woman of middle âge, in a state of acute anxiety,
proceeded to tell me that her husband had failed
to corne in from his laboratory at the usual hour
the previous evening, and that she thought he had
probably taken a run clown town for some necessary article and had been unavoidably delayed.
"He seldom goes out without me, but you know
when he gets submerged in one of his old inventions he sometimes seems to forget he Ijas me,"
she said with a half whimsical smile. She had passed
a sleepless night, after several trips to the laboratory
in the vain hope that he'had left some note or due
as to his whereabouts. During the night she had
téléphonée! the police in the city of which this was
a suburb, and had called up ail the emergency hospitals, but to no purpose. Mr. Kingston's only
brother was already on his way by motor from a
neighjjoring town, and she was momentarily expecting the arrivai of her mother, who was bringing a
police inyestigator from town.
Of course I offered my services, and asked where
the laboratory was located. She led me to the rear
of the house past a group of outbuildings to the
brow of a very steep hill, overlooking a vvide boulevard, and beyond, a recently staked allotment. "He
bas it here to get the sun," she remarked, as we
descended the steep declivity by a few primitive
held-stone steps and entered the laboratory. This
was very roughly built, the roof being partly of glass,
and no'lîoor. As we entered, we stepped into quite
yielding sand. I remember that it struck me as
rather singular that such a very steep, hill could be
compçrsed of such unresisting sand. But immediately other things claimed my attention, and I perceived that the place was fitted up very much like
the research department in a modem factory.
In the foreground was an upright piece of apparatus aboul the size of the usual dentist's X-ray
machine, but apparently containing quite a number
of hoppers, mixers and agitators. As I stoppée! a
moment to regard this, my hostess turned about saying, "T am just going to take another look at the
sidehill. It is so slippery this wet weather, it is
just possible that he
" 1 was left to finish the sentence for myself.
I was alone, before this strange device. I had a
momentary feeling that I was standing in a presence.
On a rack before the machine stood a small aluminum vat, full of a translucent shimmering fluîcl, on
the surface of which floated some dozen or more
small dises, about the size of a lady's watch. These
were prevented from coming in contact with the sides
of the vat by slender spines of chalk-like substance,
projecting from ail the walls. I noticed that each
of the dises had a large number printed on its broad
side. And with my mind more than half engaged
with the spéculation as to the whereabouts of Mr.
Kingston, I took up one of the dises. It was rather
spongy, and surprisingly heavy ; in color it resembled
a very green apple.

HArRDLY had I lifted it from its insulating bath,
than I realized the danger and impropriety of
such a rash act. and essayed to lay it down again.
But even as I did so, I felt a spasmodic contraction
of the muscles of my fingers, and involuntarily I
gripped the dise in a crushing grasp. I looked wildly
around for help. Whether I cried out or not, i do
npt know. Then the objects in the room appeared to
be rising up and growing taller, till with an indescribable sense of horror I perceived that I was shrinking
in height and size. Then my sight commencée! to
blur, and I had a sensation as of descending in an
express elevator. I remember thinking, "This must
be the sinking sensation which précédés death." Or
did this sensation prevail only under an anesthetic?
And T thought "How could it be known what one
expériences in dying, since none corne back to tell?"
Gradually my mind ceased to function, and I was
only conscious of a rapid falling motion, at times
somewhat retarded and at other times greatly accelerated. This continued for what seemed a very
long time.
Then I brought up with a mild jerk, and as my
perceptions reasserted themselves, found myself suspended in the crotch of a low tree, with my feet just
clearing the ground. As I was struggling to free
myself, I saw a little man about twenty inches tall,
coming hurriedly toward me. I decided to wait for
his help, which he gingerly offered by supporting
my feet, and I had no difficulty in climbing to the
ground. It was then that I noticed that I was no
larger than my rescuer. I thought, "This is only
a temporary hallucination, and I shall corne out of
it directly."
For a long moment we stood regarding each other,
with surprise and wonder. Then the human aspect
of the situation asserted itself, and, sensing that certain amenities were required of me, I thanked him
in as well-selected words as my muddled brain could
muster. \
However, the choice of words was of little moment, for he accepted my gratitude with a courteous
gesture, and made rejoinder in words that had no
meaning for me. Then, as I gazed'at my strange
surroundings—for they were indeed strange in every
détail—he stood, wondering who I was and where
I came from. Then for the first time T perceived
that I still held the little dise in my hand. Turning
it over I read the number,—14. Âs I stood gazing
at this very commonplace number, a realization of
what had happened fiashed upcn me, and I said, half
aloud, "So this is the Fourteenth Earth !"
About this time my companion became aware that
I was out of my element—lost in a strange world,
and with no apparent hésitation, assumed the rôle
of conductor.
We were, in what seemed to be a park, or the
grounds of a large estate, and he led me to a near-by
bench and bade, me be seated. Then he took from his
pocket an instrument resembling a very small desk
clock. This he held in his hand, while he made a
few rapid adjustments, and to my surprise, began
talking to it. He was apparently giving the listener
some instructions, which I, of course, was unàble
to understand. Then he put the instrument back
in his pocket, and came and sat beside me in a friendly manner. Almost immediately a small light vehicle came swiftly along the drive in front, and
halted directly opposite us.
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This was rather a surprising performance, since
there was no driver, and apparently no compartment
large enough to house the engine. Straightway my
companion entered, and motioned me to a seat beside
him. Then, by manipulating a small dial, he started
the car rolling very gradually along the road. Directly we commenced to gain speed, and I noticed
to my surprise, that little flanges were coming out
on the spokes of the wheels. (There were no fenders.) These flanges seemed to catch the air and
help to propel us along. Then gradually two sheets
of metab started to unfurl on each side of the car,
providing two wings, each held rigid on top by two
rows of X-bracing that resembled a collapsible support for a desk téléphoné. We now seemed to touch
the ground only very lightly.
v
SOON we came to a dense wood, and while I
was wondering where the road could penetrate
this, we rose evenly from the ground, and passed over
it. Nor did we alight again until shortly before we
reached our destination.
We approached a city, and passed many conveyances resembling our own. As we drew near a
large building, to some extent like a modem hôtel,
but much more ornate, we came down and glided
along a smooth broad street. Passing along this
street were a great many people, who observed me
with the keenest interest. Ail were barefoot, or
wore only sandals on their feet, and their other
clothing appeared to be but a single garment. It was
of quite heavy but so'ft material, and reminded me
of a child's rompers. It fitted only very loosely and
left oiï at the elbows and knees.
My companion conducted me into a spacious hall,
and thencè into a small but élégant library, where
there were perhaps a couple of dozen people, absorbed in what I took to be scientific apparatus. My
guide called out in a very cheery voice, and they ail
gathered around us in great excitement, and fell
to discussing me, and especially my clothes, which
they examined very minutely. My companion exhibited. me in a very proprietary way. I gathered
that they called him Akon.
After a rather lengthy discussion, Akon mounted
a chair, and made a little speech. He punctuated this
oration with gestures, now toward the others and
now toward me. I supposed that he was introducing me, and so when he was donc I bowed and smiled
and tried to appear at ease, which caused them no
little amusement; the reason for this I did not discover till some time afterward.
Then Akon and two of the others conducted me
to a private apartment and after demonstrating the
varions household devices for my comfort, they withdrew, only to return in a few moments with an ample
and tasty supper, which they placed before me, and
took their leave.
I was hungry and tired and so amazed and confused that I was only too glad to be alone. The
food proved to be very palatable. There was quite
a variety of it, but I was unable to déterminé of what
any of the dishes were composed. There was no
meat or vegetables, in natural state. Everything
seemed to be cast in molds, like manufactured
products.
Soon I noticed that it was growing dark out of
doors, and I wondered if I could compose myself
sufficiently to go to sleep. I stayed awake till far
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into the night, trying to piece together my varied
expériences, unable to décidé what it ail meant.
It was apparent that my body had undergone a
change of atomic structure, assuming a greater
density. This, no doubt, was the reason I had
become so much smaller.
It was also clear that I had descended into the
earth, to a place where the atomic density of the surface of an inner stratum was sufficient to sustain
me in my altered condition. Here ail the people
were approximately my own size, and no doubt, of
about the same density. I decided that the hardness
or density of the things of this surface must bear
about the same relation to the density of the next
stratum above, as our common earthly things do to
the stratum that we call air; and it occurred to me
that what I was breathing might be a great many
times more solid than granité rock. T fell to wondering how it could be that the little dise had power
to change the proportion of the électrons to the
protons in ail the varions parts of my body, yes, even
to my very clothes and shoes, and still permit me to
live to tell the story.
THEN my thoughts wandered back to the disappearance of Mr. Kingston. I had not thvught
of him since morning. Now I had no doubt of his
fate. Like me, he was taking up his résidence in a
strange land ; I wondered what he looked like, and if
I should ever see him. I wondered what the number
was on the dise that he might accidentally have
grasped. What an âge it seemed since I left home
in the morning !
The next morning, Akon and his two friends came
for me and took me before a judge. I waited with
no little anxiety, while a lengthy document was reacî
and while the court questioned each of the three in
turn. At length he seemed satisfied, and after his
sèal had been affixed to the document, we were dismissed.
Not for some weeks afterward did I learn what it
was ail about. It seems that on my arrivai, Akon
had presented me, as a gift of a scientific nature,
to his club, much as a public spirited man might
présent a rare trophy to a muséum. And that they
had appeared before the court with a pétition, asking
that the trustées be made my guardians and custodians, assuming responsibility for my care and support; and further promising the state the benefit of
any scientific discovery that might be made through
me. Upon returning to headquarters, I was examined very minutely, weighed, measured and photographed. I will here mention only three particulars
in which it was found that I differed from them.
My toes, although normal, were much longer than
theirs. In fact, they had only vestiges of toes, with
no nails. Their thumbs were decidedly further over
toward the middle of their hands than mine, giving
a correspondingly greater dexterity. They took particular notice of my tonsils, and obligingly showed
me that they had none.
From these observations I decided that they were
a little farther along than we are, a little older in the
scheme of existence.
The physical examination over, they set to work to
find out what I knew. Some writing was placed
before me, to see if I knew anything of a written
language, and some balls were slowly counted. I
took up a pencil and wrote a few words, which of
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course they could not read. Then I took up the
balls, and countçd them aloud in order to show them
I knew something of numbers. At this they ail
laughed, and apparently called it a day.
After lunch Akon took me for a drive in the
country. Although it was midsummer, I was surprised to see no crops growing, and no sign of any
domestic animais. There were a great many beautiful trees, and here and there I saw extensive landscape gardéning. There were very few signs of
industry. There were many detached houses, scattered over the landscape, ail built of the fmest stone.
But everything was strange. The trees were différent in shape and in foliage, the grass of a différent
green—and in fact everything about me was beyond
my understanding. I came home at night more bewildered than ever. The following day th% set to
work to teach me the language, for it was évident
that I must learn to talk to them if they were ever
to learn much about my history. Akon undertook
to teach me himself. He pointed to objects and
called them by name. I repeated after him, and
tried to remember as many as possible from day to
day ; for instance, as we call ourselves people, so they
called themselves feli.
Directly I had learned a few words he introduced
their alphabet, which I found very simple and easy
to write. I applied myself diligently to the work,
and within a few wéeks found that I was making
gratifying progress. At the end of three months, I
could speak well enough to tell the society Something
about my world and how I came to the Fourteenth
Earth. Accordingly I met with them one day in the
assembly room, and told them, very slowly and
laboriously (and I have no doubt very awkwardly),
a few of the things about our world that I thought
might interest them most. I described, as far as possible, my accidentai descent to their world within the
earth. They heard me very patiently, albeit with
some merriment, and asked me a great many questions. Many of these I was unable to understand,
and some I could not answer, because my vocabulary
was still so limited. However, I gave them my
dise, with the magie 14 on its side and asked them to
analyze it.
And now I could learn something of this strange
and wonderful country. Now I could ask questions,
and understand explanations.
I LEARNED, among dther things, that ail .food
and almost everything else used by the feli was
made directly from primary éléments; that they were
so familiar with the fmictions of électrons and protons that they were able to combine them with ease
to form any known substance—many substances
still unknown to us. Thus they were relieved of the
necessity of growing food stuffs, and of raising domestic animais. They were relieved of the necessity
of mining as we practise it, and of a great deal of
manufacturing. They had reduced ail production to
its lowest ternis—power.
These électrons and protons which we associate
with electricity, they associate with light. They are
demonstrating, that ail power and ail matter are only
différent manifestations of light, and they believe
that if they can discover what light is, they will have
discovered the secret of life. There ail transportation is carried on by motive force, generated at a central plant and broadeast to what they call "light

motors" on the cars. These motors were so small
that at first they escaped my notice.
Of their religion, I was able to learn but little.
Their word for the divinity is Thegel. They build
no churches and hold no public services; but when
any progress is made in science or invention, the
tangible evidence of this achievement is placed in a
small chapel or shrine, and allowed to remain in
state, so to speak, for three days. For instance, if a
medicine is discovered to cure a heretofore incurable
disease, a jar of the medicine is left in one of these
chapels for three days. There is one of these little
buildings in each village, and one for every few
thousand inhabitants in the cities. I asked Akon
about this peculiar custom, but his answers were a
little vague. "That is for Thegel," he said. "Is it
for him to see?" I asked, and after some hésitation he explained. "We do not know if Thegel
sees or liears, or ever lias need of any of our earthly
senses ; but we hope that there is some kind of a
réalisation that we are making earnest effort, in fact
some progress, meager though it may be, to avail
ourselves of the divine gifts; that we are struggling
up to a higher plane of existence."
This was the only manifestation of any religions
belief I saw during my stay. At first it seemed very
primitive to me ; and I wondered since their civilization was manifestly older than ours, that their religion should be so undeveloped.
Their written
history, with some few lapses, extends back over a
period of approximately eleven thousand years, comparing very favorably with our six or seven thousand.
The ability to write, or in some way to record events,
is usually considered the factor that differentiates
the civilized man from the savage.
IWAS led to contemplate the évolution of our
religion, and was surprised to find that, instead
of growing in complexity, it was gradually becoming
simplified. In the old pagan days, there were numerous gods and goddesses, some good, some bad.
And many of the natural phenomena, stiçh as floods,
volcanoes, etc., were looked upon as activities of the
gods. Sacrifices of animais and even" human beings
were offered with great ceremony. Huge temples
were erected. It took the toil of a great nation for
générations to build some of them. Now ail is
changed. No more sacrifices. Only one God.
Buildings comparatively modest, and cérémonies
more and more simplified. The major portion of the
religious beliefs that were in vogue a few centuries
ago, were now looked upon as ignorant superstition.
So it may be in the course of a few thousand years,
our conception of the Deity may become less personal,
and many of our présent religious beliefs may be
relegated to the realm of superstition, and our quest
of the divine Will may tafee the form of delving into
nature's secrets.
As I gradually learned to read the scientific literature of the feli, I found that they had long held the
theory that the earth was composed of successive
concentric layers of varying degrees of density, and
approximately a thousand miles in thickness ; that
these layers became more dense and solid in inverse
ratio to their outer circumference ; that these various
surfaces were inhabited, was still in the realm of conjecture, even as we speculate as to whether or not
there are people living on the planet Mars.
Recently some scientists of recognized ability had
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claimed to have secured proof that there was huinan drawn on for substances for months, or in some
life on at least one of these outer surfaces ; but their cases even for years. At the appointed time we were
announcements were received in about the saine spirit in a vast crowd among the buildings where the téleas we take the protestations of Frédéric Meyers and scopés were housed, prepared for a rare treat.
Ledbetter, that they are in communication with disSuddenly, without warning, the entire sky was
embodied spirits.
illuminated. After a few seconds, the Sound of the
However, my coming was now hailed as positive explosion reached us. We saw a column of fire and
proof that this theory was entirely tenable.
smoke slowly ascending from the vat.
On one mémorable occasion, Akon told me that he
There were shooting rays like the Northern Lights;
was going to some distant reducing grounds, to view there were areas of dense blackness, shot through
the réduction of large vats of material, and invited
at intervais with flashes of every shade of color that
me to accompany him, assuring me that it was a very the human eye can conceive. There were blazes of
beautiful spectacle. I accompanied him the more intense light, such as accompany bursts of shrapnel ;
gladly, because it would afford me a few days' respite rolling clouds of sulphur-colored gases, and in fact
from my studies, which I had been pursuing of late such a display of light and color as one might expect
with such absorbing interest that I was not.a little if ail the oil wells and chemical factories in the world
fatigued.
\
were ail rolled into one, and ail on fire at once. Then,
We traveled for some days in leisurely fashion, as the flaming mass rose higher into the sky, the
stopping at varions places of interest. I only wish column gradually assumed more definite shape and
that there were time and space to record ail the won- color. In the center, there arose a fiery column,
derful things 1 saw on that journey, but if I did, this shooting straight toward the zénith, and on either
necessarily brief narrative must become a book, and side of this a column of less brilliance, as though the
that book a sériés of volumes. So I must confine incandescent column were surrounded by a cylinder
myself to the object of our quest.
of fluorescence, which rapidly faded toward its cirUpon our arrivai, we took up our headquarters cumference. This column was very large at the botat a point several miles distant from the "works." tom, occupying a space of perhaps 15° of the circle
Here we found a large number of high-powered téle- of vision.
scopés, mounted in temporary buildings resembling
This diminished in size as it ascended, in the same
die général lay-out of our erst-while popular
way as the rails of a railway appear to converge in
"World's Fair" expositions.
the distance, when one looks along a level stretch of
The next day we yisited the works, and my com- track. This column grew smaller and smaller till it
panion explained their nature in technical language finally disappeared at the limit of vision.
that rather outstripped my understanding, both of
After gazing for some time at this scene, entirely
scientific ternis and of engineering processes. Howengrossed
by its magnitude and splendor, I became
ever, this much I gleaned : the subsoil in this région
aware
that
I was alone, my companions and those
was rich in elementary substances, such as we might
arouqd me having gone in to the telescopes.
call minerais ; and from these substances, which were
_ I followed after them and found them gathered in
easily reducible, they drew among other things large
circles
around the great mirrors that reflected the
stores of électrons and protons, which they combined
in varions ratios to produce nearly every known sub- magnified images from the gigantic instruments. As
I approached the one by which I had previously been
stance.
assigned a seat beside Akon, I saw a spectacle of
A PORTION of territory was selected and brilliance and grandeur rivalling anything I had ever
isolated from its surroundings by applying a experienced. There rose the luminous" column, not
concentrated ray of decomposing light upon the soil as a tapering cone, disappearing in the darkness, but
in such a way as to produce a wall or partition of as a splendid création of light and color, standing out
decomposed soil and subsoil, from which certain clear and magnificent in every détail.
éléments were removed. This partition, being a nonHOW shall I describe it ? Words can only conconductor of beat and, light, served to form the
vey a most imperfect and inadéquate picture.
boundary fines of the tract to be treated. The deIn général effect it was as though you would place a
composing ray was played over the surface rapidly,
to form a layer of the saine non-conducting material, number of very tall and graceful vases, one on top of
to act as a cover or blanket to retain the gases created another ; vases somewhat enlarged at the bottom and
tapering toward the top.
in the reducing process.
I remarked to Akon that this seemed to me to be a
The container or vat thus being completed, the
very peculiar phenomenon ; he agreed with me, and
work of reducing the enclosed mass was begun ; and
said that these enlargements occurring at regular ina combination of heat and light was projected into
tervais, were thought to be caused by the' varying
the mass for weeks, from huge generators, working
density of the successive layers of the earth. Since
night and day till the entire bulk to a great deptii
the volume of any gas varies in direct ratio to the
was reduced to a molten mass of liquid charged with
pressure that confines it, whenever this gas ascends
gas, like a submerged Jake of fire. In the présent
into a stratum of diminished density, it expands, procase, it was several miles in extent.
ducing the bowl of the vase. Then, as it rises to a
When ail was sufficiently melted, a huge rent was greater height, it naturally appears to dwindle in size,
made in the surface by means of explosives, and the forming the neck of the vase, till it passes through
gases allowed to escape, as from a steel plant. It is another stratum, expanding into another bowl.
this escape of gas that provides the spectacle so prized
Almost mechanically, I counted the successive enby the feli.
largements. There were thirteen of them. Then for
The remaining material is then allowed to cool, the second time since my arrivai in this strange land,
and constitutes a vast storehouse, which may be I said, "This must be the Fourteenth Earth." And
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in spite of the gripping interest of the spectacle, my basic substance. But to re-arrange the électrons in
thoughts took a momentary excursion back to the complex substances without destroying the shape and
little numbered dises in Mr. Kingston's laboratory, without reducing it to its primary éléments was
and I wondered if the number 14 on my tragic sélec- somewhat in advance of their progress.
tion had meant a definite world to the scientist.
Then as I pondered over this, the magie stem THE late promulgation of the Einstein theory
created a somewhat analagous stir in our world
suddenly blossomed at the top, or rather exploded
of
science.
like a beautiful rocket in a giant pyrotechnical disUnder the urge of this stimulus, the Penyon Soplay ; and a murmur of awed appréciation went up
from those around me, bringing back the scene on ciety, in coopération with other research workers,
the old parade grounds, when I was a boy, watching had been making some very remarkable progress, and
fire works, when some piece of spécial merit would they now decided to put their knowledge to the test
by constructing an apparatus that would revivify my
meet with the approval of the crowd.
The top of the column had at length reached the little 14 dise in such a way that it would undo the
surface of the earth, where I had once lived ; and change formerly wrought in my atomic structure.
where the heavy gases had corne in contact \vith our They ail set to work with such vigor and enthusiasm
atmosphère, which was much rarer than the stratum that hardly a month elapsed before ail was ready for
a test of their success.
below.
Then we again presented ourselves before the
Here were great luminous clouds and vivid scintilmagistrale,
and in language which I was now able
lations, like many-colored stars and streaks of livid
to
understand,
the court was petitioned to relieve the
incandescence, streaming away in crooked contours,
but in a général way outlining an upright, very flat Penyon Society of its responsibility of guardianship
cone. These streams faded in the distance till they and permit me to submit my person, in the interests
merged with the darkness of the sky. The illumina- of science, to the uncertain action of this admittedly
tion was so brilliant, that after gazing for some time dangerous process. This pétition was readily granted,
I was obliged to shut my eyes to rest them ; and as and the following day was set for my departure.
I did so I became conscious that this picture bore a The Penyon Society banquetted me, and bade me
striking likeness to something I had seen or known Bon Voyage, with fitting ccremony ; and Akon bade
about, long ago. That squat cone—the fading me good-bye with much feeling and very évident restreams—then, like the lifting of a curtain, it became luctance.
At the appointed hour, in the presence of a great
clear to me ; and there flashed into my mind another
multitude,
I approached the insulating vat, and grasppicture. I saw a fiery volcano, belching forth death
ing
old
14
with a resolute hold, I lifted the dise from
and destruction ; with the white-hot streams of lava
pouring down the mountain sides, engulfing homes its bath. I reflected how différent this was from
and cities, and boiling into the sea. I saw a multi- my solitary departure a year ago. Alrhost immeditude of people fleeing in terror for their lives, and ately I became aware of a rising and expanding feelothers faint from suffocation or perishing miserably ing, and amid great shouts from the people, I began
from the heat; and hovering over ail a great pall of my ascent.
At first slowly, and then with gradually acceleratblack smoke, while a rain of cinders and ashes deing
velocity, I was soon travelling at great speed, and
scended on the country for miles around.
Sick and frozen with horror, I opened my eyes to directly commenced to experience that sense of bemeet the beaming countenance of Akon, happy in numbed faculties that I had felt on the downward
the contemplation of this thing of beauty on the re- trip ; and I was only conscious of a, long period of
flector. Seeing ail was not well with me, he hastened upward movement.
Then, when I finally emerged from the gloom, I
to ask solicitously what was the matter. For the life
of me, I could not think of one word of that wretched had a moment of clear consciousness ; then I perceived that I was restored to my normal size, and
language with which to answer him.
As one turns away from a revolting scene, I turned that I had popped into the air like a fragment of some
away from the mirror. It no longer held any fas- very light material when it rises from a great depth
cination for me. My companion soon followed me, of water, gaining enough momentum to carry it clear
and when I had composed myself enough to regain of the surface.
For a fraction of a second I hung suspended a few
some command of his language, I told him how the
by-product of their industry causes our volcanoes, feet in air and then dropped with a breath-expelling
plop to the ground. The next thing I knew, I was
and of their havoc and destruction.
He was deeply concerned, although at first a little in a comfortable bed, here in this hospital, as I am
incredulous. However, he promised to report the told, in the little town of Wilby. Of course, no' trace
matter to the scientific society, and thought perhaps was left of the manner of my coming, and I have
some means might be devised to ameliorate its ef- been obliged to resort to fiction to account for having
fects, or possibly to do away with the éruption al- been found in a bruised and unconscious condition,
in the middle of a plowed field. So I have explained
together.
Very soon after our return from the reducing that I fell only a few feet from a balloon which I
grounds, the Penyon Society, my adopted parent, or had invented, and with which I was making a trial
rather guardian, decided to make an attempt to re- flight.
I have no desire to be transferred to the psychoturn me whence I came. My sudden appearance had
stimulated the entire scientific world to an intense pathic ward, where I surely would go if I were to be
activity in the study of the possibilities of an artificial so rash as to tell them the truth about my adventure.
I should no doubt be judged insane without further
redistribution of électrons in the atom. As I have
said, they were already proficient in arranging the examination and then would ensue no end of compli{Continued on page 1106)
électrons and protons in the proper ratio to form any
iOQS
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Dr. Wcntworth joined with the nurses in général merriment over the "psychological" opération which he was performing.

OM WILSON was a worm, he knew
He was hen-pecked at home by his wife and browhe was a worm, but in spite of the
beaten and bullied at the warehouse by every one
knowledge he seemed unable to remedy
m
with whom he came in contact, from the truck drivthe condition. As he walked toward
ers to the foreman. Tom was really not a bad sort
the warehouse, where for the past ten
at ail. He was of médium height, with a round, jolly
years he had held the position of shipping-clerk, he face and a bit of girth around the equator. He would
reflected with bitterness on his down-trodden, br'owhave liked to be friendly with every one, but his
beaten, hen-pecked existence. Here he was a man
advances were usually received with contempt by his
of forty in good health. with an inferiority complex
associâtes.
so strongly developed, that he was forever cringing
A tremendous piece of luck had befallen him the
and debasing himself beday before—which was
fore people. Tt was only
the cause of his unusual
day before yesterday that
T T is well knovm that sotne of the greatest cures have introspection and selfhe had said "Yessir"tothe
-*
been effected psyçhologically. The annal s of medi- contempt on this particucolored porter on the train
cine are fiill of such cures. It is also interesting to note lar morning. Just before
as he and his wife were
that sometimes the technique used by doctors in oblain- his lunch hour on the
ing cures must be elaborate in order to bring about the
returning from the beach.
expected change. Hozv one doctor went about this, is previous day, he had reIt made her mad and
ceived a téléphoné message
nwst intereslingly to/d by our author.
she promised to bounce a
asking him to call at once
rolling pin off his head
~
on a certain firm of lawwhen she got him home,
yers. Hurrying through
but fortunately, in the stress of getting supper, she
his lunch, he repaired to their offices and was inforgot it.
formed that he was heir to the estate of an uncle
7 ooq
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who had recently died in Alaska. They stated that
the estate approximated one million dollars, and
while it would take a few months to comply with
légal formalities before the estate could be turned
over to him, they would be happy to be allowed to
advance him any sums he might require.
On the impulse of the moment he "touched" them
for five thousand dollars, not because he had any
particular use for such a sum, but just to convince
himself that he was awake and listening to a true
story. He swore the lawyers to secrecy for no very
well defined reason, except that he feared to have
it become known that he was rich until he had time
to ad just himself to the idea.
During the afternoon, after returning from his
meeting with the lawyers, whenever Jim Lang, the
foreman, scorched him with an extra nasty, bit of
sarcasm, he would slip a hand into his pocket and
finger the crisp certified check for five thousand dollars, and wonder what fat Jim would say if he flashed
it before his eyes. Then, after supper that night
when Ann, his wife, gave him a terrible longue lashing for breaking one of lier blue saucers while wiping
the dishes, he almost, but not quite, grinned in lier
face as he fingered the check in his pocket and he
wondered what she would say, if he handed lier the
check in a nonchalant manner, saying :
"Here, Ann, old girl, take this and buy ail of the
blue saucers that you want."
A few evenings later, when he had finished wiping
the supper dishes, he told Ann that he was going to
step across the street to Dr. Wentworth's home, to
consult him about a pain he was having in his side.
"Pain, fiddlesticks," snorted Ann. "You've been
stùffing yourself with pie for lunch again, I suppose.
Now don't you stay over there gossiping with that
doctor, because I want you to scrub this kitchen
tonight."
"Yes, my love," answered Tom meekly, "I won t
be long."
"Doc," said Tom, when he was seated in Dr. Wentworth's library, "1 ran over to have a little talk with
you, as my friend rather than as my doctor. I told
my wife that I was coming over to consult you about
a pain in my side, but that was a lie, for I neyer
felt better in my life. I don't want you to mention
it to any one for the présent, but I have just fallen
heir to one million dollars from an uncle's estate.
Here is a check for five thousand the lawyers gave
me and they said I could have more if I wanted it
while they were attending to the légal requirements
preliminary to turning the estate over to me. I never
before worried much about my 'inferiority complex'
as you have called it, but now when pcople find ont
that I am rich, they will jump on me harder than
ever, trying to brow-beat money ont of me. I thought
perhaps you could suggest something to help me."
"Well, Tom," said the doctor, "I am glad to hear
that you have fallen heir to a fortune. Now about
your condition ; as I have told you many times, it is
largely mental. You are in good health and a rather
strong man for your size. In a matter of fisticuffs,
you could give a very good account of yourself, if
you would fight. Do I understand that you have told
no one of your inheritance, not even your wife?"
"No, you and the lawyers are the only ones who
know. Doc, you have an international réputation for
performing unusual opérations, like those stomach
exchanges, for instance. Can't you do something for
me—change something in me, that will rid me of

this craven fear of everyone who says 'boo' to me?"
"If you are to be cured by an opération," said
Dr. Wentvvorth, as he looked fondly at him, "there
is only one that I know of that would fit your case,
namely, an exchange of hearts—the exchange being
made with a man possessed of what is usually referred to as a 'fighting heart.' "
""RUT my goodness, Doc, you couldn't exchange
Jt3 my heart with another man's without killing
us both, could you ?"
"Oh, yes," said the doctor with a smile; "that
opération is not at ail uncommon now. You see, in
theory, we surgeons have always been able to perform that opération successfully, but in actual practice, the patients always died. This was true up to
a couple of years ago, when Doctor Zambi, the noted
French scientist, invented, or discovered, Xerolla.
This chemical is a very powerfui anesthetic, which
enables us to place a patient in a state of complété
suspended animation for a period of forty-eight
hours, with no deleterious reaction.
"Dr. Zambi also invented, or discovered, Collodiansy, a combination of chemicals which, when applied to the lips of an incision, causes it to commence
healing rapidly at once—is almost healed in twelve
hours, entirely healed in twenty-four hours and in
thirty-six hours the scars are almost invisible. With
those two agents, Xerolla and Collodiansy, it has become such a simple opération that we no longer consider it in the major class. In thirty-six hours the
veins and arteries, where we have made the connection with the new heart, are completely healed and in
forty-eight hours, when the patient cornes out of his
deep sleep, it is almost impossible to find even the
cicatrix of the incision in the chest."
"That sounds fine, but could you find a man with
what you call a 'fighting heart' that would be wilfing
to make the exchange? Then, too, I. wouldn't want
any one to know that I had undergone such an
opération."
"Yes, I could find a man willing to make the exchange for a price. That is where your new wealth
will corne in handy. The exact nature-of your opération need not be known. It could be given out that
you had undergone an opération for the removal of
your appendix."
"Doc," said Tom earnestly, "above ail things, my
wife must not know the nature of this opération."
"That can be arranged. Tomorrow morning do
not go to work. Complain to her of pains in your
abdomen and have her call me in. I will advise your
removal to the hospital. Dater she can be informed
that an opération for appendicitis is necessary."
The following day these plans were carried out and
from the hospital Tom sent for his lawyers and secured a further advance of funds. The next three
days were spent by Dr. Wentworth, so he informed
Tom, in finding just the right man for the exchange
opération. During these three days Ann showed a
solicitude for Tom's welfare that surprised and
touched him. She called at the hospital three times
each day, but by the doctor's orders was only allowed
to remain a few minutes.
On the morning of the opération the doctor said
to Tom ;
"In these exchange opérations we think it best
that the patients do not meet, as it might be a source
of embarrassment later, but I am going to give you
a sight of the man from whom you will acquire the
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'fighting heart,' because he is such a fine specimen
of young manhood."
The doctor led him down the corridor and into a
room in which was a door leading into the next
room. The upper part of this door was of glass
covered with a lace curtain.
"Look through the curtain," said the doctor. "The
man with whom you are to make the exchange is
standing in the next room."
Tom looked through the curtain and saw a fine
looking young man, apparently an athlete.
He
seemed almost like a composite picture of Firpo,
Dempsey and Tunney.
As they walked back up the corridor Tom said:
"That sure is a fine looking young fellow. TU
het he can whip his weight in wild-cats. But say,
Doc, when he acquires this heart of mine, how'-will
it affect him?"
"It will have no elïect whatever on his actions.
There is nothing organically wrong with your heart,
as I have often told you. Your trouble is largely
mental. This man has the fighting mental attitude
and will carry on just as he has before and your heart
will function perfectly for him."
WHEN Tom came out of his deep sleep and Dr.
Wentworth informed him that the opération
was a complété success, he was as happy as a lark.
A week later the doctor said to him :
"Tom, my conduct in the matter of your opération
has been most unethical, not letting your wife know,
and so on, but out of friendship to you, I am going
to continue on the same lines. I am going to take a
month's vacation and you and I are going to Bermuda, without your wife. When we return in a
month you will be in top-hole form. We leave tomorrow, so make whatever explanations you think
best to your wife."
Tom found unexpected difficulty in persuading
Ann that the trip to Bermuda without her was the
proper thing, but finally, with the doctor to back him
up, he convinced her.
The month at Bermuda with Dr. Wentworth was
a révélation to Tom, who had found little time for
play in his life. The doctor taught him to play golf
and they put in their days golfing, swimming and
fishing.
On the morning of their return to the city Tom
said to the doctor.
"Doc, the man from whom I got this heart must
have been a fighting fool, for I am never so happy
as when I am about to get into a scrap. Sure différent from the way I used to be."
"Use a little discrétion, Tom," Dr. Wentworth answered, smiling quizzically at him. "If you don't,
one of these days some little fellow will corne along
and half kill you."
TOM went at once to his home, greeted his wife
rather casually, changed to his working clothes
and reported to the warehouse for work.
As soon as Jim Lang, the foreman, found a moment of leisure, he approached Tom, who was seated
on his high stool at the billing desk, and took up his
usual line of bickering and brow-beating.
"Say, runt," said Lang, "do you think we are
going to wait ail day for those bills-of-lading?"
"Now Fatty," said Tom, looking the foreman over
with a mischievous twinkle in his eye, "if you think
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you can make these bills out faster, climb on this stool
and go to it."
"Why you insignificant pencil pusher," roared the
surprised Lang, for never before had this worm
dared to give him a sharp answer, "if you give me
any of your lip, l'il knock you for a row of ash cans."
"Atta boy Fatty," said Tom with a grin, as he
climbed down from the high stool, "that's the talk
l've been waiting for. Now just for that, l'm going
to give you a smack."
Tom slapped him with his open hand, but so
forcibly, that the unprepared Lang sat down with a
bounce.
"You will notice, my dear Fatty," said Tom, as he
stood over him, "that I merely patted you with my
open hand."
"When I get up," said the fat foreman, as he
struggled to get his feet under him, "1 am going to
tear you apart."
"Oh no you are not," answered Tom, laughing
happily, "because I am next going to lay my fist carefully on the side of your jaw, to help pay for ail these
years of misery you have caused me."
When Lang finally succeeded in regaining his feet,
he made a rush at Tom, swinging his arms wildly, but
mîssed him and received a resounding whack on the
jaw, that dropped him as though he had been shot.
"Now you truck-hogs," yelled Tom, at the truck
drivers who were looking on in amazement at this
unexpected conduct of the heretofore worm of a
shipping-clerk, "carry this carrion over to that corner out of the way and then snap into getting these
goods for the dépôt on your trucks. Lively now."
The truck men went to work with a will, loading
the packing cases on their trucks, casting side-long
glances of bewilderment at the belligerent shippingclerk.
"Here you, Jones," called Tom to one of the men,
who had paused for a moment to rest, "what do you
think this is, a picnic?"
The man looked at him insolently, spat on the floor,
hitched up his pants, but made no move to résumé
work.
"I was just hoping that you would gîve me an
excuse," said Tom, with a happy laugh as he walked
toward him. "It's many years you have been stepping on the worm. Now the worm has turned."
With that he struck the fellow a clout on the ear,
that caused his head to rock and made him see stars,
"Get busy," chortled Tom, with huge enjoyment,
"or Fil give you the other barrel."
One barrel was evidently enough, for the fellow
proceeded at once to load his truck. As Tom returned to the billing desk, he noticed Mr. Davis, the
président of the Company, standing just back of it
with a grin on his face.
When the last truck was loaded, Tom addressed
the men :
"You truck-hogs have been taking entirely too
much time to make the trip to the dépôt and back. I
am giving you just one hour to make the round trip,
one half of the time that you have been taking. The
man that is late in getting back, is going to have a
fight and I will add that there are three of you that
I am hoping will be late. Now get going."
"Tom," said Mr. Davis, the président, as he was
climbing back to his stool, "corne into my office for
a minute. I want to talk to you."
"1 noticed how you handled those drivers," said
the président, when they were seated in his office.
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"You have been with us for tea years and in appréciation o£ your faithful service I am going to
promote you to foreman, at double your présent
wages."
"Oh you are," said Tom, with a menacing glare,
"it's taken you a damned long time to find ont what
a faithful fellow I am. You have riever raised my
wages a nickel since I have been with you. You have
never even seen me in the warehouse enough to say
'Good-morning.' 1 don't like you, 1 don't Hke your
face and especialiy your nose. I have dreamed many
limes in the past years of pulling it and right now is
whcn I make one dream corne true."
Tom reached across the desk and took a firm grip
on the president's aristocratie nose and gave it several
severe tweaks. Then he slowly twisted it until the
tears ran down the man's face and a groan o^anguish
escaped him.
"Bye, bye, old dear," said Tom, as he walked to
the door. "As Barney Google would say, T hope you
don't feel hurt.' "
HE walked home through a drizzling rain and
vvhen he entered the house, he smiled as Ann
greeted him with her usual avalanche of abuse.
"Say, do you think you are coming into a barn?"
demanded Ann. "Go right back out on the porch
and wipe your dirty feet. Do you think I have
nothing else to do but clean up after you?"
"Whom do you think you are talking to," exclaimed Tom, as he took hold of her shoulders and
shook her until her teeth rattled. 'TU teach you to
stand around jawing instead of getting my supper.
Now get it on the table and make it snappy and after
this you had better have it ready when I get home.
What's the idea of a tired man having to wait for his
supper when he gets home from work?"
"Sit down dear," whimpered Ann, as she banged
pots and pans around on the stove in mad haste, TU
have it on the table in just a jiffy."
As Tom ate his supper in dignified silence, she
hovered around him like an uneasy mother.
"Is the sou]) hot enough, Tom dear?" she asked.
"Wouldn't you like another piece of this pie? It's
your favorite kind."
"No more," said Tom, glancing at lier in astonishment, for it had been-a long time since she allowed
him to have more than one piece of pie at a meal.
"Get these dishes washed and wiped in a hurry,"

he told her when he had finished, "then corne into the
front room ; 1 want to talk to you."
"Ail right dear, l'il be through in a moment." But
she said not a word about his wiping the dishes,
which had been his custom for years.
When she came into the front room, she seated
herself on the arm of his chair, ran her fingers
through his hair, then pressed her cheek against his
.head. He tilted back his head so that he could see
her and began :
"Now Ann
," but got no further for she
stooped swiftly and presséd her lips to his in a kiss,
such as he could not remember receiving since the
days of their honeymoon. Finally she slid into his
lap and he proceeded.
"Ann I am now a weaithy man, an uncle whom I
had not heard of for years died in Alaska and left me
a fortune. I have engaged passage for you and me
on a boat that leaves for Europe in three days. Tomorrow I want you to go to a beauty parlour, get
your hair bobbed and your face prettied up like other
vvomen do. Then get yourself some proper traveling
clothes ; you can get more when we reach Paris.
You have gotten too careless about your appearance.
You are a darned good-looking woman and need only
fix yourself up properly, which is just what you must
do in the future."
"Ail right, my love," cooed Ann with a happy
laugh. "TU get dolled up tomorrow so you won't
know me."
Three days later they stood by the rail and waved
to Dr. Wentworth as their ship glided away from the
wharf.
"Oh, I almost forgot," said Ann, handing Tom a
slip of paper, "Dr. Wentworth asked me to give this
to you after the ship left the wharf."
Tom took .the paper and examined it with a
puzzled expression. It was a certihed check made
out to Dr. Wentworth for the sum of five thôusand
dollars. Tom had gotten it from his lawyers for the
Doctor, to pay for the opération. He turned it over
and on the back it was endorsed : "Pay to Tom Wilson" and was signed "Dr. Wentworth."
Below the signature was written in the doctor's
fine hand : "1 can't accept this, Tom; wouldn't be
ethical, as I have not yet hung out a shingle as a
psychologist, but the point is, you are cured, even if
you still have your own heart—which, by the way,
you have proved to be equal to any."

THE END

Ourselves
•—By Leland S. Copeland.
Born of eartli and sunshine,
Drawn from âges past,
You and I inhabit
Planet Three at last.

Changed to light and stardust,
We at length must drift
Over void and darkness
Down a stellar rift.

Savage, saint, and thinker
Mingle in our mind ;
Swayed by ancient urges,
Our wee lives unwind.

Ere we travel blindly
Through the starred abyss,
Seize and share the joy of
That expanse and this.
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A low hiss arose as the gas escaped from the well and there rose into the air the most perfcct ring X had evcr made, so black and opaque
that it was more like a ring of stcel than a flimsy gas ring. And then X saw something that froze the blood in my veins. High above
the rising ring was the long, slender shape o£ a zeppelin.

HE quiet of the dreamy Sunday evening the growing crowd below. The man shouted his
was shattered hy the shrill rise and fall
discovery. Ladders were quickly raised and placed
of the siren of the fire-fighting patrol
against the barn. A fireman was about to ascend
as it dashed through the residential secwhen the figure raised his hands in a-commanding
tion of the Httle town towards the road
gesture and shouted, "Go back, you fool !" At the
leading into the country. The heavy trucks jounced
same time he kicked the ladder away from the corand potxnded their way down the sandy road in the
nice. Heeding the command, the men dropped back.
direction of the red smudge
The man disappeared and
that lit up the heavens.
soon reappeared with a
Soon the machines dashed
T T ERE !s one of the best short scicntifiction stories small steel box, which he
into a farmyard and slid
JLJ. tw
•wc have publishe.d in a long lime. If y ou h ave evcr tossed to the ground.
blown srnoke rings with your ciyar, cigarette or pipe, There was a scurry for it,
to a groaning stop near a
y nu may have wondercd aboul the science behind them. but the chief of the firelarge, three-story barn,
'Thèse smoke rings, by the way, have been used a great
fiâmes roaring and writhdeal the latter part of the last century to fight h ail men managed to get posing from its mimerons storms, particularly in Europe. Especially in liai y, can- session of it. The man reaperturcs. The firemen nons traincd vertically pointing to the sky could be seen turned to his former posipractically near ail the large vineyards, ready to be shot
dropped the end of a hose
off at the gppearance of black clouds. The cannons tion—a proud spirit awaitinto the well and began
themselves were of the ustial mortar type with a funnel- ing his doom ; arms crossed
pumping water into the shaped mouth extension of steel a bout 10 feet high. and head high—outlined
burning structure. A few
Smoke rings of tremendous power were generated with against the advancing
minutes later the pumps the shooting off of the cannons. Although used for fiâmes.
y car s, these cannons have gradua lly fallen into
sucked air—the well was many
A dull rumbling warned
disuse be cause the effects were not ail that could be
dry ! Unable to do any- desired.
the spectators of the imthing more, the men stood
médiate collapse of the
around, staring fascinated
barn. Ail eyes still riveted
into the fiâmes that Hcked the inflammable wood and upon the proud figure, the walls crashed inward, raisrose in a crimson tower against the starry heavens.
ing great clouds of sparks that circled over the burnHigh up on the burning barn, one of the men ing ruins. A great sigh arose. A man had died resistspied a figure with arms crossed and contemplating ing succor. Why? That question was uppermost in
nos
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the minds of ail who had witnessed his death.
When the answer, revealed by the contents of the
steel box, came a few days later, the whole world
knew—gasped with surprise and amazement—and
disbelief. It bordered upon the fantastic. Yet, it was
true—as true as the fact that night follows day.
Here is the story, revised and checked by the
Government officiais who say that this révélation lias
cleared a puzzling mystery and is bound to bring
about a great change in the matter of future warfare.
»

*

*

IHAVE done it ! But at what cost ! Intending
that it should be used to protect my own nation,
it lias struck back, killing and injuring those who
are my own countrymen and friends. Oh ! that man
could see what Fate has in store for him ! How could
I know that Fate would hurl into the path of my
instrument of destruction, while I was testing it, the
thing I would not for a moment have thought of injuring? Fate!
Let me first say a word or two about myself and
my history. I am Wilbur Gunderson. Poor and uneducated beyond the country grammar school, my
parents were of the average farm type, living in
southern Michigan. Having had nothing but the
meager éducation that the country school could give,
I went to the city of Chicago, where I attended night
school and picked up a rather substantial éducation.
When the war broke out I went to France as an
anti-aircraft gunner. Between sighting and shooting
at enemy planes, I would lie on the ground smoking
those black, offensive ropes that the French Supply
Corps called cigars. Blowing rings and watching
them as they ascended into the breeze, where they
were torn to shreds, I dreamed of home and peace.
Once, while in such a mood, a dragon-fly darted
across the road and poised for a moment above the
exact center of a smoke ring. Then was the idea
boni. The dragon-fly was an airplane and the smokering was some gaseous, yet substantial material. It
would be a simple matter to bring down enemy planes
then ! Such at least was the suggestion. The ring,
in rising, would be sure to spread over a vast area
and cause considérable disturbance in the air about it.
That idea came to my mind many times after I
had returned to the States. I made mental plans
about the completion of the machine. I studied the
opération of the human mouth and tliroat while forming rings. When the plans were finally developed to
the point where I believed it warranted an actual experiment, I went to Ava, Ohio, where I thought I
would be able to experiment without interférence or
danger. Why I should have selected Ava of ail
places, I will never know.
I rented a huge three-story barn three miles from
the nearest farmhouse and began to gather my
machinery for turning out smoke rings. My early
experiments were successful in a way. I made a few
rings hundreds of feet thick and a mile or more in
diameter, but they were of gas and lacked solidity—
a very necessary requirement. I remember the furore
that was created in Ava the night I sent up a ring
composed of explosive gases ; the ring shot to a
height of two miles, spreading out to a diameter of
five miles, and there ignited. The explosion lit up the
whole country-side. Àlways, for the sake of safety

and secrecy, I carried these experiments on at night.
Also, I was not at ail sure as to how the world at
large would accept the idea of a man secluding himself in the country for the mere purpose of making
smoke rings.
Then came real development. I spent many weeks
digging and walling a shaft thirty feet deep into the
hard ground and rising twenty feet above the roof
of the barn. This shaft was the exact center of the
'ring apparatus.' In the early hours of September 3d,
I made the finishing touches. Anxious to see my
latest scheme at work, 1 determined to give it a trial
test then. As I scanned the heavy leaden night
heavens, I noticed that a storm was approaching from
the north. Now and then the moon broke through
the hurrying clouds, lighting up the dark landscape
in weird patches of light and shadow. Over the distant town of Ava, the lightning flashed and rumbled.
The air was chill and I felt a vague oppressive weight
descending upon me. Flowever, I shook it olï, and
turned my mind to the work on hand.
"Great," I thought, "if ail is to the good, l'il bore
a hole a mile in diameter through those clouds overhead." Running to the switchboard, I threw in the
switches controlling the many air pumps and for
almost an hour the pumps kept up their maddening,
thump, chug, thump, chug as they filled the gigantic
tanks.
Then the valves were opened, letting the hot moîst
ring-gases fill the central well. Going up to the roof
to see if the clouds were dense enough, I made sure
that the well cover was tightly closed. Reassured, I
opened the compressed air tanks, thereby admitting
compressed air into the well and placing the ringgases under tremendous pressure. The air was the
initial propellent. I waited a few minutes and then
I pulled the release cord. A low hiss arose as the
gases escaped from the well and there rose into the
air, the most perfect ring I had ever made, so black
and opaque that it was more like a ring of steel than
a flimsy gas ring. Swiftly and silently it rushed upwards, growing larger and larger.
And then I saw something that froze the blood in
my veins. High above the rising ring was the long
slender shape of a Zeppelin outlined in the break of
the clouds. The moon shone on her sides for an instant, then ail was black, even the ring was lost to my
sight.
Lightning flashed close by and rain began to patter
on the roof. I stood as in a trance, in a horrible
nightmare,' hoping and hoping against hope that my
engine of destruction was a failure. I stood there, I
know not how long, it might have been centuries,
before I was awakened from my stupor by thé heartrending crash of a métal body meeting the unyielding
earth.
I found myself dashing across the fields, through
groves of trees, slipping in muddy ditches, as I made
my way in the direction of the crash. I came upon
the scene and stopped, overcome by horror. Slowly,
the realization of what I had done gripped me. I had
done it! I! "You murderer !" streamed the crushed
and torn framework of what had once been the pride
of America. The ghastly severed girders stretched
their long pointed Angers accusingly at me. I stood
for hours brooding over the ruins. The milling
crowd, which quickly gathered, darted here and there
in a sort of a daze, excited and horrified by what they
saw.

SMOKE RINGS
On my way back to the accursed barn, I came upon
a group of men removing an engine from a halfburied gondola. The souvenir collectors were even
then at work.
That was months, years ago. I dared not tell that
I had sent the Shenandoah to her death. No, I would
have been thrown into some asylum. I kept my
silence and awaited with sad forebodings the resuit
of my terrible act. Yet, was I to blâme? I see the

nos

set-baek I have caused aeronautics. The world thinks
the Shenandoah was not strong enough to withstand
the attacks of the éléments. I know better. There is
not an airship built and never will be, that will withstand the terrifie concussion of a smoke ring. Airplanes, too, become unmanageable in the clutch of
the ring.
It was a gas ring that déstroyed the Shenandoah,
not the storm.

TUE END.
>
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PORROH

MAN

By H. G. Wells
(Continued from page 1077)
doubt at his heart. Presently the doubt was irrésistible. He got out of bed slowly, shivering, and advanced to the jar with his hand raised. Surely he
would see now his imagination had deceived him,
recognize the distinctive sheen of bronze. At last,
after an âge of hésitation, his fingers came down on
the patterned cheek of the head. He withdrew them
spasmodically. The last stage was reached. His
sense of touch had betrayed him.
Trembling, stumbling against the bed, kieking
against his shoes with his bare feet, a dark confusion eddying round him, he groped his way to
the dressing-table, took his razor from the drawer,
and sat down on the bed with this in his hand. In
the looking-glass he saw his own face, colorless,
haggard, full of the ultimate bitterness of despair.
He beheld in swift succession the incidents in the

brief taie of his experience. His wretched home, his
still more wretched school days, the years of vicious
life he had led since then, one act of selfish dishonor
leading to another ; it was ail clear and pitiless now,
ail its squalid folly, in the cold light of the dawn. He
came to the hut, to the fight with the Porroh man,
to the retreat down the river to Sulyma, to the
Mendi assassin and his red parcel, to his frantic
endeavors to destroy the head, to the growth of his
hallucination. It was a hallucination! He knew it
was. A hallucination merely. For a moment he
snatched at hope. He looked away from the glass,
and on the bracket, the inverted head grinned and
grimaced at him. . . . With the stifï fingers of his
bandaged hand he felt at his neck for the throb of
his arteries. The morning was very cold, the steel
blade felt like ice.

THE END.
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By Walter Kateley
(Coucluded from page 1098)
cations and inconvenience ; and what is more dcplorable, the scientific value of this experience would be
jeodarized to such an extent that it might conceiv-,
ably be entirely lost. I have asked for writing maTHE

tenais, saying that I wished lo wiite some lettcis, and
1 am about to bave this report mailed together with
other letters; and I trust it will fmd its way to its
proper destination.
END
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In this department we shall discuss, every month, topics of interest to readers. The editors invite correspondence on ail subjectsg
directly o/indirec.ly re.ated to the stories appearin^in^hfe magazine.^In
^spécial Personal answer is required, a nontinal
THE MOST EXHAUSTIVE CRITICISM OF OUR WORK FROM AN APPRECIATIVE READER
ways about tho sanic—consisting of a weird cylina pleasure to rccall the stories read in it, and how der,
EdHor, Amajing Storif.s:
near death from hombarding meteors, etc. In
affected me.
Dcar Sir: It strikes me as interesting, from a they
Talking Brain." wc have a story of the fourth
Starting
with
the
very
firsl
issued,
April,
1926:
psychological standpoint, for so many of the readers I was glad to get, in a convenicnt form, the Jules "The
degree
these graded in my cstinialion. of
of Amazing Stokiks lo peruse cacH issue carefully, \'erne story, "Off on a Cornet." Verne is not quite course), (ail
which was horrible and attractive. ConIhen to write to you and criticize the stories be- so easy for me to read, as when 1 first perused his tinue publishing
horrible stories once in awhUc.
catlse they are very imaginative and improbable. stories, and some years ago I read practically every They can't be worse
than much of actual life.
Thèse are the qualifies that do much to interest me one that was available in this country. But it is a "High Tension" was also
noteworthy, Jules Verne
in the stories. The readers criticize certain points of great satisfaction to have many of his works on is always worthwhile (referring
ail of lus stories
certain stories as beii.g impossible becausc "it is hand. and 1 am apt to go back and reread them at yon publish. including "Doctor toOx's
Experiraent,"
against the law of gravitation." or for some similar any time.
in
this
issue),
but
I
do
agree
that
his
style is rather
rcason. What do they read the magazine for? It
Mid-Victorian,
and
comparatively
hard
to read in
In
"The
Man
from
the
Atom"
and
"The
Thing
is fiction, and fiction can be as wild as possible.
from—Outside," yon have stories of superlative Ibis présent âge. But so arc Scott, Thaçkeray, and
Neither is it necessary that it hc possible for a story merit.
Dickens.
J
really
believe
the
fault
is
with
us and
The latter one is suggestive of Algernon
to happen—impossible thèmes arc very interesting.
lilackwood's "The Willows," which is a type of our environment, rather than with these authors.
I will be well satisfied if you continue the maga- story
Septf.mber, 1926, did not stand ont so much as
perhaps lietter than any other knid, or
zine as it is now, in almost every respect. Von almostI aslikemuch
the previous volumes or issues of Amazing Stories,
as any other kind, at least.
bave a fine balance of sériais, complété stories, new
other
than that it had a continuation of "StaThe
story,
"The
-Man
Who
Saved
the
Earth."
ones, and reprints. The covers and illustrations arc did not appcal lo me, and it was about the last one tion X."
fine and very interesting. Your comments on the I would have pickcd for rè-publication in the first
October.
1926—TTurrah for "Beyond the Pôle."
stories, and the "Discussions" column are satis- "Annual." Not so much was it the plot, as the
It merits the fifth degree. The story was interestfactory. In my opinion, the magazine shows long, technique, 1 think one might say. Too much work
ing aud thoughtful and full of ideas, and I was
seasoned judgmem in its arrangement; also. your ing of Providence, and Eàte, and even the Iiegin
pleased, very much pleased, lo fiml that the lobster
very friendly altitude in your comments on the vari- ning, and hroken sentences. However, I will re
like créatures were kind and good, and it was
ons stories. inspires confidence and croates friend- read it sometime, and probably like it better.
patbetic the way they were destroyed. "Blasphemer's
ship. In particnlar, I am plcased with your policy
When rcading Amazing Stories, 1 mark the Plateau" was second degree.
of labeling al! eontinued stories as such. with the -tories
November, 1926—One of the most fascinating
when I finish them, using marks to show
number of installments, So many magazines start how much
them. l'or instance, the figure and interesting stories published to this date (Oca story and the rcader does not know if it will "1" means ïtheliked
is good enough to merit my tober, 1927) in Amazing Stories, is "The Second
continue for two issues or twentytwo. I read ail attention, "2" isstory
"3"' is very good, "4" is Déluge," by Garrett P. Serviss. The Psychology
the eontinued stories, but never until T have the excellent, and "5"good,
the highest degrec. Thcn. was perfect and truc to life. Just as in the days
issues conlaining ail the installments (unless, by lalcr on. T can tell iswhat
stories I wish to read, of Noah, they rîdiculed and refused to believe, so
mistakc).
is in this story. "And the Flood Came!" "The
I seem to be naturally interested in science. "The Man from the Atom" and "The Thing from itMad
Planet" is worth a second rcading at least.
are of the fifth degree.
When barely in my teens I took un the study of —Outside"
Dfcember,
1926—"The Time Fliminator" was
In
regard
to
Poe.
and
Wells—more
later.
astronome and observing, and absolutely unaided,
In May. 1926—-"The Man from the Atom," a delightful, and 1 wish it had been longer. "Through
except by books. I located ail the constellations of
the
Crater's
Rim"
ranked high also. "The Diamond
the Northern Hemisphere, so that I might say I sequel to the one in the previous issue, is also of T.ens" was a worthy
reprint.
could "call the stars by name." I went into the the fifth degree. "The Crystal Egg," with the
Janoarv, 1927—"The Man Who Could Vanîsh"
cover illustration, was noticcablc, but seemed
subject thorouçrhly and deeply. Thcn, about a fine
fine, as far as it went, but could easily hc dedeeade ago, while in the Navy. I was at the Naval to consist in somebody looking into a crystal and was
into novel length. It was of the fifth deObservatory at Mare Island for about a year, ail seeing a Martian landscape, which was weird veloped
"Tbe Red Dust," as well as the story hcfore
lold. carrying on the scientific work therc. such as enough, but nothing happened. and it was very weak gree.
"The Mad Planet." was good.
transi! observations, time réduction, chronometer as to plot. "The Infinité Vision" seemed rather it, Februarv,
1927—"On the Martian Way." was
comparison. a ml observation (for my own interest) purposeless also.
an
excellent story, and rather sad. "The Land thaï
In
Jone,
1926—"The
Corning
of
the
lec"
is
of
through the five-inch télescopé they had. built ip
was fine, as is practically ail Bur187 > by Alvan Clark for the observation of the the fourth degree. next to the best. "Whispcring Time Forgol"
work. I noted particularly "The Thought
transit of Venus. While at the Naval Observatory F-ther" was an interesting story "The Uunaway roughs'
Machine,"
which
is singularly unusual and fasciSkyscraper"
was
of
the
fifth
degree,
and
I
only
I had the privilège of beîng sccretary to Caplain
T. T. T. Sec. in charge, and I fourni bîm to l>c one wîsh it were longer. "Mr. Fosdick" and "An Ex- nating,
March,
1927—"The
Ilammcring Man" failed to
of the most honorable, and high idealed men T have périment in Gyro-llats," and simîlar stories. fur
much interest, heing obvionsly a 1903
eyer known, with a beantiful character. and scien
nish a kind of confie relief, which I will read, but arottse
Socialist story. "Grcen Splotches" is well worth
lific ahility which will rank with the greatest of ail a hiitaoroils scientific story or ghost story seems 6- re-reading.
lime. In the past few years 1 have entered other be rather anonialous. Personally, I am not attracted
April, 1927- —In "The Plague ot the T.iving
Unes, but still have a greaf interest in science. by them. though many olhers like them. "The
(Note: T might remark that the Naval Observatory Malignant Entify" is of the fifth degree. though T Dead." we have one of the most fascinating stories
at Mare Island, Calîfornîa. is prîmarily a time sta- had read it previously. The criticism of the comîc ever published in Amazing Stories, and one detion. doing chronometer comparison for the Navy. relief stories does not apply to "Dr, TTockensaw's liciously horrible.
May, 1927-—T sfarled "The Moon Pool." once at
and sending ont lime signais, and is not a régulai* Secrets"—they arc so full of ideas that I considcr
bed time, and did not make much headway in it.
stellar observatory. neither the télescopé nor sur- them to be very valuable.
ronndings heing suifable). In addition to the ahove,
JUt-Y, 1926—"Station X" is of tbe fifth degree. after reading two installments. However, it is a
I was Incky enough to go below the equator, where and shows great thought and ability. Tbe "Moon fine, thoughtful story, and rather deep, and some.f could observe and learn most of the southern Métal" was very interesting, as was "The Mag- time this winter I bone to start it over again and
constellations.
netic Storm," both of which arc of the third or read it complété. This whole issue of Amazing
The above paragraoh is rallier detailed, but î fourth dcerces. I thought "The Eggs from Lake Stories was good.
J une, 1927—Was glad to get the first set of
give it to show that I have the background to ap- Tanganyika" was interesting. but not particularly
prcciate good scientific stories when I see them. I noteworthy.
prize stories. Tour choîce was good, referring to
have read Amazing Stobiks from the be.ginuing,
As for Wells—T wish to cover ail his stories the first three, though I think the honorahle menand have every issue. It is quite a satisfaction for in the latter part of this letter.
tion stories were about as good, aud casier to read.
me to write this letter now. not that T wîsh or
AuGtJST, 1926—"Columbus of Space," is good, Again, A. T-Tyatt VerriH's "The Voice from the
Inner World." was probably the most interesting of
expect to influence the policy of your magazine but there seems to hc a kind of drag in most inter(which I do not wish to change), but becausc it is planctarian stories—the formula being almost al- tbe bunch. though some of tbe others required more
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thought. "The Four-Dimensional Rollcr-Prcss" was
worthy of rc-reading.
July, 1927—"Radio Mates" was interesting, but
rallier obvions.
Aucust, 1927—"The Tissue-Cullurc Kmg was
excellent, reminding ont of "The Island of Dr.
Moreau," by Wells. "The Retrçat to Mars"
soundcd as though Wells might bave written it,
thongb (this "though" is delibçratc) it is interesting. "The Chemical Mâgnct" stands high. and
gives an excellent new idea. Again, A. Hyatt Verrill kepi up to bis high standard, in "The Ultralilixir of Vouth."
Septemuer, 1927—"The Stone Cat" was very
obvions, but very interesting. "The Radio Ghost"
was excellent, as is most of Kline's work.
llow anyone can criticize nnfavorably "The Çolour
Ont of Space," by U. P. Lovecraft, is beyond me.
It is of thaï superbly fascinating type of storics
likc "The Willows." hy lilackwood, and "The Thing
from—Oulside." ft easily rànks as onc of the liest
len storics ever published in Amazixg StOhies, and
is wcllhigh perfect, l»lh as to plot, technique and
ending. Now. if H. G. Wells could makc anything as worthwhile as "The Colonr Ont of Space,"
hc ivould bave something to brag about.
The 1927 Anncal—I hope thaï the ucxt anuual
you publjsh contains only new storics—I nican,
thosc not already published in Amazing StoRies.
And 1 wish il came twice a ycar. "The Master
Mind of Mars" is as good as any liurroughs' story,
and 1 think il is better than "ïhe Lan<i that Time
Forgot." I agree with a lelter in Novcmber, 1927,
Discussion column, that Mcrritt might combine "Tbc
Face in the Ahyss," and "The Moon Pool," into
another story, a seqnel to both (and possihly combine "The Pcople of the Pit" with tbcm). TlicyH.
are ail magnificently wcll done.
October, 192 7--"A round the Uniycfse" was
good. though I am rather agaiust siories tliat arc
lilled with îoo much slang and poor language. Referring of course, lo "Tubby," who was vatber illiterate. If the characters are illiterate, do uot let
them talk too much. liowevcr, this sîory was very
salisfying. "The Winged Doom" had onc particularly noleworthy idea—the dcslruclion of the
airplanes by exliausting the air pressure around them
for an instant, Unis making them fait, and causing
their annihilation when striking the air again. I
have not read "Treasures of Tantalus" ' yet, but it
promises to be good.
X bave just read "The Astounding Discoverics of
Doctor Menfiroso," in the November, 1927, issue.
1 will have to re-read il aud meditate carefully upon
it. However, after a first reading, I might call attention to the fact that, in Spanish. Fcnomcno
Mentiroso, means "Phénoménal I.iar," and the
"Ksucsnon" substance is "Nonscuse," spellcd backwards, and that Dr. I.iar is a big spoofer; furthermorc, that the story is rallier a Pont y!siiioi-ion,
and that Dr. I.iar seeméd not so much to lie a
Ph.D, as a D
Ph! Ile seemed to hc
reasoning from faulty premises. something upon
the order of the fallacious syllogism:
"Nothing is better than Wisdom.
Dry bread is better than Nothing,
Therefore, dry Iiread is better than Wisdom."
Now for Mr. Herbert George Wells.
In Wells' opinion, ail the rest of us arc rotten,
and many of us sharc the samc opinion regarding
II. G. Wells. You jnst know bis characters,'as a
rnle, have halilosis. and bromîdrosis. 'I hey are. as
a rnle. nnnecessarily" mean and snobbîsh. _ îïis
stories. ihstead of having the fire of entlmsîasm,
sueh as we find in thosc of Verill. arc slow,
and plodding, and plain l'.rilish "stodgy." Ile did
reach a high level in "The Time Machine," with its
gcntle little characters of the far distant future.
"•The Island of Dr. Moreau" was very interesting.
"The First Men in the Moon" was interesting.
But "The War of the Worlds"—the great mystery
lo me is how hc could establish a réputation upon
sueh a story. Rather plotlcss. and filled full of
dumpy, sloppy descriptions which drag terribly.
Thcy arc so paintully put together, that hc gives
one the impression that hc was forcing himsclf to
write, and just to fill space. Most of bis storics
have fine plots, but the technique of Wells is irritating to me. Without the ability of character delineation of Scott or Dickens, hc yet writes in the
nineteenth centnry tiresome style. 1 think lie" has
us buffaloed, or he Ihinks he has, luit X, for onc,
sec through Herbert George Wells. If I read "The
War of the Worlds" right, it seems that accounts
filtered ont from the vicinity of where the Martians
first used their death ray, telling of great death
and destruction, ftut uctie of the population of the
othev places suas interested at ail.
1 like England and the British nation, and though
they may hc rallier dull at limes, they are uot as
dopey as Wells makes them ont to be, in their
Iiandling of the Marlian invasion. Furthermore,
what '.verp the other nations of the car!h doing
tehile Great Britaiu tuas undergoing this trouble?
Wells blithefnlly ignores this most important part
of snch a situation.
tlowevcr, X carefully read most of the stuff hy
Wells you publisb, and am glad to have it. But
he certainly docs not rank as high as many of the
other nuthors wbose works you puhlish.
X think that A. Hyatt Vcrrill is as good as
any author in Amazixg Stories, of whosc stories
vou have published sevcral. II. P. I.ovccraft is
"about bis eqnal, and G. Peyton Wcrlenbaker is fine
("The Man from the Atom").
Following arc what 1 think arc the best stories
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ever published in Amazing Stories (not given in
order of merit) :
"The Man from the Atom," and "The Thing
from—Outside." in April, 1926.
"The Man from the Atom" sequel, May, 1926.
"The Corning of the Ice," and "Malignant
Entity." June, 1926.
"Station X," July, 1926. "The Moon Métal,"
July, 1926.
"The Talkîng Brain," Angust, 1926.
"Bcyond the Pôle," October, 1926.
"The Island of Dr. Moreau," Octobcr, 1926.
(Wells, hy the way.)
"The Second Dcluge," Novcmhcr, 1926. and later.
Actually the most inlcresting and fascinating story
published to date in the magazine.
"The Time Eliminator," Decemher, 1926.
"The Man Who Could Vanish," January, 1927.
"The Thought Machine," Fcbruary, 1927.
"The Plague of the Living Dead," April, 1927.
"The Time Machine" (Wells again), May, 1927.
"The Moon Pool," May, 1927.
"The Voice from the Inner World," and "Losl
Continent," July, 1927.
"The Ultra-Elixir of Youth," August, 1927.
"The Colour Ont of Space," Scplember, 1927.
"The Master Mind of Mars," in the 1927
Axnual,
Tins will bc quite a job for you to rcad, and 1
would not hlamc you for not doing it, but ît is a
satisfaction for me to Write it. (As for Wells—
lie really is a good aulhor, but some of his stories
are punk.)
With hest wishes for your continued success,
Eugene L. Middleton.
12S4kj W. 23rd Street,
Los Angeles, Calif.
[To us. as editors, this Iclter is most interesting.
Our innate modesty is such that it impresscs us as
flattering. But our kindly crilic puts a good élément of spice into what he writes, and what he
says ahout Wells. This aulhor may he stodgy and
lïrilish in his ways as a writer, and his work may
he in the nineteenth century style, but you must
remember that Wells, and much of his work, certainly belongs to the twentieth century, for what
he writes is tinged with an aspect of cerlainty,
which affects far too much the work of many authors of the présent day. The fact that Wells is a
prolific author and lias so much public appréciation
can only mean one thing, and that is, that the public likes him. The object of Amazing Stories, of
course, is to plcase as many readers as possible,
and Wells certainly scems to have the knack of
pleasing a large circle of admirers.
Your account of your work at the Island observatory is interesting, calling to mind the famous
Alvan Clark, from whose shop in Cambridge, some
of the wbrld's fmest lenscs for astronomical work
were turned ont. In one of your sentences you
say, "In regard to Poe, and Wells—more later."
But you don't tell us any more about Poe. We
certainly would he very slow to put Wells on a
par with Scott or Dickens, but he is individualistic
enough to he exempt from such a comparison.
We note what you say alraut Dr. Mentiroso. We
did not give the origin of "Esnesnou," as we wished
to Ictive it to our readers to puzzle ont. It is in
line with the country of "Erehwon," in Samuel
Butler's famous novel, which you will observe is
"Nowhere" spclled hackwards. We certainly accept
your conclusion that the doctor deserved this name,
but perhaps are too charitable to wish to give him
the dcgrcc you assigu bira- of D
Ph
.
—EDITOR.]
WHAT A READER OF THE FAIR SEX
THINKS OF H. G. WELLS
Editor, Amazing Stories:
Aftei- reading the "Discussion" column in your
Noverabcr nutnher, I feel that I must either Write
this letter or burst.
Do you only print Icttcrs that abuse Mr. Wells?
I have heen under the impression that he is to ho
classed with Shakespeare and Dumas and Dickens.
Why, every time I read one of the letters that
endeavor to criticizc Mr. Wells' works, I expérience a chilling sbock.
The first time I had ever heard of this Amazing
Stories magazine was when my favorites were not
in stock. 1 looked around for something else that
was not too sickening and, glancing tbrbugh one
of the copies of Amazing Stories, I saw "The War
of the Worlds." Of course I had already rcad this
story at least two times, but oue does not snub
a friend hecause he has seen him before, and I
joyfully added your magazine to ray very small
collection of monthlies.
I have looked forward to reading Amazing
Stories and will he glad to buy it as a seraimonthly or even weckly magazine.
(Mrs.) E. Grunt
3693 Hudson Boulevard,
Jersey City, N. J.
[Wc agrée with you. We arc glad to find that
.Mr. Wells has a champion in the fair sex. We
are delightcd to see that you have read and re-read
"The War of the Worlds," the story which has
cxcited some unfavorahle crilicism, and to our
mind unjust criticism, from some of our readers.
Therc arc several thihgs which it takes a skillful
writer to gct into a story. One of Ihcsc is conversation between the cbaracters, anotber is détail
enough to give it life, and another is to skillfully
use local color. We do not think that Mr. Wells'
work is lacking in any one of these qualifies.- EDITOR.]
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Do you remember how the taies of pirate gold used to lire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mislake. They are done—today and everyday—not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your ovyn country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist Works.
His work is difhcult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
. T. O'CONOR SLOANE.'V wcalth and honor through his invaluable contributions to huA3.. A.M., LL.D.» Ph.D. ^ ^ manity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
ïToted Instnictor, Lecturer an^
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
Aathor.
Formerly
Treasurer
American Chemical
Society
and a practical
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
chomjst with manv well known
achiovoments
to histaught
crédit.
Not
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
(only hao Dr. Sloane
chemiswho discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
try for years but ho was for many
Feara ongogpd la commercial
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuchomletry work.
able process for recovering the waste from fiue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite—these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have corne
through their chemical achievements.
-'V,
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Expérimental Equipment
Furnished to Every Student
We glve to ovory student without additional charge tlils
chemical cQUlpmcnt, includlng forty-nlne pleces of laboratory npparatus and supplies, and forty différent chcmlcals
and reagents. Tlteso comprise tho apparatus and chemieals
used for
tho oxporimental
ûtted
heavy
woodon
box serves notwork
onlyof astliea course.
case for Tlie
tho outlit
but also as a useful lahoralory accessory for porforming
countless expérimenta.
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK. Inc.
Home Extension Division 2
16-18-A E. 30th Street
NEW YORK CITY
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Salaries

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course:
I haro not writtcn since I recelved the blg
set. I can still sav thaï It far exceeded
ded my
anticipations. Slnco 1 h a va bcon studylng
nu wlth
your scbool I bave bcon appointed c h omis,
ulst for
tho
Scranton
Coal
Co.
testing
ail
tiio
coal
ash by prozimato analysls. Tlie lessons and
aro
helping me wonderfully. and the interostlng
way In which tlicy are writtea makes mo wali
pallently for each lesson.—MORLAIS COUZENS.
I wlsh to express my appréciation of your
prompt rcply to my letter and to the rccommendation to tho General Eloctrlc Co. I Inlond to start tho student engineering course at
tho works. This is somewhat along electrlcal
Ilnes, but Uic fact that I had a recomraendatjon from a rçliable school no doubt had consldcrablo VAN
influence
in helping me lo securo tho
Job.—U.
BENTHUYSEN.
So far l've been more than pîeased wlth
your course and
am still dolng nlccly. I hope
Jlonor Eraduate this year.—J. il.
NOItKUS, Jli.
I find your course oxcollent and your instruction, truthfully. Uie clearest mid best assem, bled I bavo ever laken, and jours is the liftli
ono l're studiod.—JAilES J. KELLY.
From tho time I was havlng Chemlstry It
lias never been thus explained to me as it Is
now, I am recoœmending you highly to my
frlcnds, and urging thera to becomo members
of such an organlzation.—CHARLES BENJAMIN.
I shall always recommond your school to my
friends and let thom know how simple your lessons aro.—C. J. AMDAHL.
1 ara more Uian pleasixi. You dig rlght in
tho start. i am going to got sotnewhore
wlth this course. I am so glad that I found
you.—A. A. CAMERON.
I use your lossons constantly as I flnd It
moro Uiorough than most text books i can
securo.—WM. H. TIBBS.
Thanklng you for your lossons. wblch I flnd
not only clear and concise, but wondorfully
interostlng. I am—ROBT. H. TRAYLOR.
I recelved employment in Uio Cousolldalod
oas. co. l appreciato very much the good
servie» of tiio school when a rocommendation
waa asked for.—JOS. DECKER.

Study Chemistry
Not only aro thero boundlcss opportunilies for amassing
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THE END OF THE HERO IN MANY STORIES,
"THE WAR OF THE WORLDS"
Editor, AmazIXG StorJBS:
I have just finîshetl the November issue of your
magazinc and have some criticisms to make. In
Thc Machine M an of Ardathia the author bas had
the character go insanc. Perhaps tins is makii-.g it
go a little too harsh, but in many of your stovies
the hero either goes insanc. is killed or else disappears and is not seen thereafter. Tins is esÇccially true if the main character is an inventer,
v'itness "Thc Lord of the Winds," "The Piscoverics of Doctor Mentiroso," "Thc Columbus of
Spacc," and many others. 1 n most of snch stones
this unhappy event absolutely prevents a sequel
heing written to the story. "In thc Abyss" is
another instance. To a story like ' The Moon
Tool" a sequel might easily he written. And, hy
the way, I regard the latter story as the best that
has ever been published in Amazîng Stories.
Howcver, I am wandering from my subject. I
wish to compliment you ou the way you are making
your magazine thinner.
When I Mrst saw your November issue, T thought
that it did not contain as many pages as before,
but investigation discloscd that there were as many
pages as in any of the previous nurabers. 1 appreciate thq, thinner paper as X am having my
magazines qound, and the coinpactness will be
an advantage. I regard A. Mcrritt as the hest
author that you have, with H. Cî. Wells as the
next. My main objection to the latter author is
that he draws ont his stories too nmeh. Xn "Thc
War of the Worlds" he sure has a rotten army.
Of course, no army could stand long against the
lleat-Kay, but they surely should have given a
better account of themselves than they did give.
They could have put on gas-masks to protect themselves from the "hlack smoke," they could prohably
have exterminated the Martians if their guns were
any good at ail, and if not. could have sent up
dirigibles or airplanes, with hombs. Thcn, too,
thc Martians would prohably be no more immnne
from poisonous gas than the Earthlings, and the
défensive army could have sent ont poison gas
on their own account.
But aside from minor faillis like this, the story
was excellent, and proved inleresting reading.
Would like to see Amazino Stories corne ont as
a semi-raonthly.
F. P. Swiggett, Tr.,
Plaza Hôtel, Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
[In fiction, you will find it very usual to end a
story with the d ath of the hero. Another usual
çnding is a happy love affair. But Amazing
Stories, is not addicted to love stories, as they do
not nsually harmonize with scientific thèmes. Concerning the "War of the Worlds," that very tnteresting story was written before the days of effective dirigibles, before there were any airplanes,
and before anyhody ever heard of poison gas, as
tised in warfare. You give Wells a very lugli
place, in spite of your criticism of the 'Viar ot
the Worlds." Amazino Stories has been made
thinner—wbich implics the use of thinner paper.
but absolutely no réduction in the mimher of pages.
Ahout eight months ago, wc substituted a better
paper, which reduced thc thickness of the magazine
some 10%.
Kccently, through a mistake of the paper mill, a
carload of paper that was not intended for tins
publication was sent to and used by our printer,
which aecounts for the fact that some of our
rcaders rcceived thin copies. You will find that
the présent issue is up to the standard agam.
—EDITOR.]
CONVERTING A CRITIC
Editor, Amazino Stories:
The other day a very learned friond of mine
came upon me reading thc last issue of the Amazino Stories. He wanted to know why I rcad such
"trash" and why I did not read something worth
while.
,, ,- .,
.
My duty was plain. I hrst told him it sucii
men as Edgar A. X'oe and H. G. Wells wrote
"trash" X had yet to know it. I then asked him if
he would not like to live to sec ail the things the
future will bring ont. Ile said "yes. ' I then told
him that is why I read such "trash;" you do not
live thc mcrc sum of 40 to 50 years but from 5,000
to 10,000 years. 1 am sure that almost no invention could surprise me now. It would seem very
familiar to me, (I have gotten ont of the rut). I
gave him (my friend) an issue of Amazino Stories
and sent him off. I was not surpnsed when lie
came to me today and wanted to know if X had
any older issues. He was always "kidding" me, but
then I had him. He was convinced. I have never
missed an issue from the start in Apnl, 1946 and
I don't intend to.
„ » , ^,
Dr. J. L. Cobra,
Santa Cruz, Mcx.
[We are glad you convinced your friend. We
are hasing our work on the idea that a Inghly intelligent and appréciative audience can be reached
and we are sparing no effort to do so. Some like
one story better than another, some will absolutely
dislike some of the stories. Ail this is to he expected, and is unavoidahle. but your account of
converling your friend is certainly very graphie,
and amnsing, and we appreeiate what you ve donc.
—EDITOR!]
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CHEMISTRY
From Beginning to End
SIMPLE
NON-TECHNICAL
Mr. Floyd L. Darrow, llie author, has
succeeded in bringing a heretofore obscure and reproachful subject, Çhemistry,
to the eyes of the layman in a most understandable and comprehensive style.
Just lacking the forbidding mathematical
expressions, équations and chemical formulae, this book présents an éducation in
Çhemistry that would require several
years of collège training.
The most moderp rescarch and the highest authorities known in chemical investigation combined to make this book, with
its interesting knowledge, possible to thc
layman.
There are things in Çhemistry that you should
know—things that a really wcll educated person does know. And this book, besides alïording you plcasant reading, gives you that
knowledge. It leads you from the abyss of
the mediteval alchemist to the présent days of
modem Çhemistry and ils bearing on cvcry
day life—and holds your interest!
The book is sturdily bound, 6x9 inches, with
an ahundance of instructive illustrations, It
will he a hcautiful addition to your library.
SPECIAL PRICE
$3.98
This coupon will receive our prompt
attention
THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.
230 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
CONSRAD CO., Inc.,
230 Flfth Avenue, New York City.
Gentlemen: 1 enclose $3.9&—please send me
(1) of "The Story of Çhemistry."
Namo
Address
City
Stai
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— for Dealers, Communié Set Builders, General Repairmen and Agents Be sure to get this great 100-page book wîth net prices to the radio trade
Radio Specialty Company is radio's oidest radio parts mail order house in the country, and the new confiden la prices on
standard radio merchandise are the lowest of any radio house.
. ..
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We are ready now to appoint additional agents in ail parts of the country. If you care contemplatmg makmg big money
radio merchandise, be sure to get in touch with us at once.
WHEN WR1TING
TO US,
USE YOUR
LETTERHEAD
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Radio's

Oldest
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Mail Order House
WE are the oldest eslablished, exclusive radio mail order
house in the country. Our motlo is "Quick Shipment.'
AU orders are shipped within 24 hours. Quick, prompt, courteous service. We carry a larger yanety of radio parts and
findings than any other radio house m the country.
"RASCO HAS IT"
If you aro In need of certain small radio parla tiiat otlier radio and
mail order houscs do not bothcr lo earry. «et tlie Basco parts catalog
ond you w'Ill flnd Ihem there. anylhlng from a screw to copper rlbbon and
téléphoné dlaphTagms. as well as Uiousands of other small radio ûndlnge.
Just to mention a few:
... ,
^ j.
Luks. nuts. dials, vcrnier dlals, jacks. plups, evcry klnd of knob, eords,
panels, screws. sliders, washors. sélénium, tinfoil, swllchos, ciTstals. cap
nut«
wlre,swltcli
cord pans,
tips, brass
résistances,
namo bindlng
plates, snrrng
blndinKLitzposts.
métal rods.
rlbbon,
carbon balls,
posts,
ali
types,
swltch
points,
switch
levers,
lock
washeis.
carbon
grains,
çlamps métal pointers, insulateû lublng. low meltlng métal, anlennagroimd
connectors. bbs bar wlre, as well as thousands of othor articles.
We carry the Largest Varlety of Small Radio Parts m the World.
BUT We also carry ALL standard radio merchandise.
ANYTHING IN RADIO
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94A PARK PLACE
RADIO

SPECIALTY

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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Modol Nash Sodan, or full value in cash if pre- */%
lorrod ($1.085.00). In addition to this Nash
Hedan
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Solve This Puzzle
The numbors in thosquares to tho rightepoll 1Q
two words. 1 ho alphabet ia numbored. A is 1.
Btwoia 2.words
O is 3.
etc.When
Can you
out what
are?
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yournnswer rightaway. It mny moan winnine _s
tho Nash Sodan or $1.400.00 in cash.
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$315.00 Cash For Proniptness
In additipn to tho two automobiles, tho
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Dollars
Cash, inwoCash
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^ St.,
^ BOEING, Dept. 1062Chicago, III.
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WITH A
Like music? Lcarn to play a Bueschct Saxophone. Easy. Sweetcst music. Only the Buescher (original American Saxophone) hassimplificdkcys, perfecttone, easy blowing. 3 lessons given on request with cach new Sax.
teachscalesinanhour. Play tunes first week.
ManyioinBand orOrchcstrain90 days.Make
reai money. Travel. Work is al I play. ôdays'
trial.Easy terms.SendpostalforBeautifulFtec
Book. Explains everything. Write Today.
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2254 Buescher Block (17) Elkhart, Ind. Free Book
FREE-'Radio Catalog
J®
Dealers—New.
1928 WTiolcsale
Radio
catalog
gives lowest iUustratcd
prlcea on acceœories.
kits, packs,
pans,
and
sets.
Featuros
master-bullt
single
control
sets for ooth batiery and ail olectrlc opération. radio
Full
suowlng
of "A"
and "B"
andletterhead
tliousands for
of
other great
values.
WriteKlimiuatora
on business
this freo book today.
Hamilton-Carr Radio Corporation
711 W. Lake Street
Dept. 382
Chicago, III,
NEW YCAR ■ NEW IDEA
PATENT YOUR IDEAS
fT* iCall or send me a sketch of
| your invention. Phone Longecro 3088 j
FI?P*F Confldential
ïnventors Recordlntr
n\C.Ca
Advice Blank
U. S- and Foreign Patents secured by
| Z.H.POLACHEK
■11234 BROADWAY. NEW YORK»!
I Positively Guarantee
to increase your arms ono-half Inch
In slze. chcst one full Inch. atrength
26%. heullJi. 100% In one wcek's
lime, by followlng my Instructions
and uslng my exercLsor 10 minutes
momlngs and at nlgbt. Send SI for
complété course and excrolsers. Satisfaction guarauteed or $1 rofuudcd.
PROF. J. A. DRYER
Box 1850-E
Chicago, III.
Dlce. $6.00; Cards. $1.25; Inks. $1.60:
Magic Fluld for Transparents, 83.00:
Sllck Ace Cards, $1.25; Factory Rcadere,
MAGIC SI.00. Sales Boards. etc. Catalog, 10c.
CENTRAL NOVELTY COMPANY
740 West Madison Street
Chicago, 111.
X.

AMAZING STORIES
ANOTHER VIEW OF H. G. WELLS
hditor. Amazin-o SïoRtEs:
As this is my second letter to you, I will not
consume space complimcnting you on your publication. That it fills my liours of relaxation and stimulâtes my imagination to tlfc util degroe, is sufticient.
The Novcmbcr issue o'f Amazin-c Storxf.s was
once again examined crilically. One author in particular appcarS lo lie tho target of censure. That
is poor, abused Mr. Wells. Somc of the selfappointed critics do not bave the common dccency
to adhéré to the régulations of convention, in their
fervor of dérision, but resort to the vocahulary of
tho puguacious illiterates, to express their vehemenee. lloweycr. this is mental vis inerliae and
can only bc adjnsted during the course of évolution.
Rcgardihg Mr. Wells' case, lot us hope lie succossfully repris thèse incidcntal onslaughls and docs
not deviate to the level of his disparager's imaginations.
For the sake of argument, let us take a few
of tho points criticizcd; "The War of the Worlds"
was the great bonc of contention. In the iirst place,
length of description is a matter of opinion. Charles
Dickens was a past mastor in the art of diffus!ve
définitions. Still, his works arc considéred classics
hy the intelVgentsia, If a reader demands his lil
erature in hlihreviatod form, therc arc hooks of
this quality in every librarian's establishment. A
lighter and more violent form of fiction should
satiate this imcontrollahle passion which look.s for
action in every line.
The request that his stories be climinated is not
only extremely egotistic. but ludicrous as well.
Pardon my cynical attitude, but it's laughable to
hear a person of liltle or no litcrary standing tcar
ing a rceognized genius, in his particular line, to
shreds. with no fundamental clata to hase his
criticism on. The countless others, who are enterlained hy the despised talcs, are given no considération. The evcr-presenl sense of overindulged ego
demands that the displeasing sections he aholished.
Such a specimen lias the consummate presumption to
say, "Vanity, thy name is woman." I havo always
helieved that egotism was the fundamental basis of
existence, but I dclest secing the veneer of culture
being so rudtly thrust aside and the egotistic clément so forcihly applicd,
Don't labor under the impression that I am H. G.
Wells' champion. He is one of my favorite authors,
but my scojk; of literature bas bcen wide and
varied. His remarkablc imagination, his phraseology and his technique in description are the underlying faclors that hring me to his defence. I am
well aware of the fact that it is unnecessary to défend him, but I dérivé a certain amount of pleasure during the procedm-c.
Another of your corrcspondents waxes philosophie
and defines the "intrinsic impossibility." Philosophy
and intrinsic do not combine. Intrinsic is defined
as real, truc and, in this particular case, is convertcd into the absolute, or absolutc state of impossibility. Sincc philosophy fails to admit the absolute state of anything, the intrinsic impossibility
must revert to the practical in a relative state. It
thus becomcs a minor truth influenced by the major
or philosophie truth, which disproves the absolute
and renders the practical impossibility unstable. A
practical impossibility may exist in a relative sense,
but an intrinsic or absolute philosophie state of
impossibility, never. I have ' heen a follower of
Herbert Spencer for years, and sinccrely trust I
have donc his teachings crédit.
Many thanks again for the enjoyahlc hours of
reading you give me, and my besl wishes for the
perpétuation of your succcss.
C. P. Prescott,
542 Bergcnlinc Avenue,
West New York, N. J.
[\vc are glad to see somc of our correspondents
corne to the defence of Mr. Wells, although it would
scem that so popular a writer, one of the most rend
of the présent day, needs no defender. The idea of
climinaling his stories, wc find, is very promptly
condemned hy this writer. He is a favorite author
of not only our correspondent, but of an onormous
clientèle. So herc we have the "War of the
Worlds" commentcd on and criticized by a follower
of Herbert Spencer, and wc are glad to find the
subject so well treated.—EDITOR.Î
A "PRO-WELLSIAN"
aitor, Amazinc Stories;
Your excellent magazine is the first, last, and
only one to which I have written, but as I could
not let a fow outrages, such as calling Mr. Wells
"rotten," go by wilhout challenging them, so here
1 am.
First let us take Mr. Wells. The main "antiWellsian m the Xovemhcr issue, is vour l'Iagstaff correspondent. Firstly. in the "War of the
Worlds" his scorned "exodus of the pcople" is
literature ! What more liVing or graphie piclure
of an utterly dc-moralized and panic-stricken nation,
cntirely overwheimed hy fear of the unknown. could
any man want? No wonder the gunuers couldn't
hit their targets; they were practically selfhypnotized with their awe and horror, and what is
more, 1 do not helieve Américains could have donc
any boiter. Incidcnlally I should like to hring to
the attention of Mr. S. Kaufman, another faultfinder. that an airplane. outlined against the sky,
is much more easily seen and brouçlu dovvn hy
such a weapon as the heat-ray than by enlrenched
artillery. As to ihe sphères, Mr. Wells ilid, most
speciticaUy, mention that they were immediatcly

IDA C. BAILEY ALLEN

For the

Housewife
IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
COOK

BOOK

Spécial Price
$■^.98
REGULAR PRICE, $2.25
THIS foremost expert of Domestic
Science discusses freely on cooking and the menu, incorporating
into this one volume ail the knowledge and experience of many years'
experiment.
250 Recipes
1001 Pages
This is a valuable book, and an
important factor in the conduct of
a household.
You will find such topics as
these, by this international authority, will lend ajmuch needed helping
hand; Purchasc of Foods, Dieting,
Feeding of Children, Vegetarian
Menus, Seasoning, Table Settings,
Using Left-overs, Feeding the Sick,
Foreign Dishes, Church and Club
Suppers, Outdoor Meals, Canning,
etc.
Use This Coupon
CONSRAO CO.. Inc..
230 Fillh Ave., New York, N. Y.
enclose SI.9S; pieuse send me
oneGentlemen:
copy of :IduI liulley
Allen's COOK BOOK.
NAM F
ADDRESS.
CITY

Thousands Use The
SKINDERVIKEN
Transmitter

Units
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Here's a marvcl of Engineering design—a practica
miniature transmitter, used by tliousands of radio
fans and experirnentcrs for amplification purposcs.
Itisa mostnov*eI unit, having hundrcds of uses. Every
amateur should havc two or three of these amplifiera
in his làboratory.
A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS
-LOUD spcftaen
RETRANSMISSION -
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12 PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
Wîth cach unit is mailed a twelve-pago instruction
booklet, contaîning suggestions and diagrams for
innumerable uses.
WE PAY $5.00 IN CASH
for every new use dcvelopcd for this unit
and acccpted and published by us.
J
SEND NO MONEY
Order as many as you.want—use the coupon below.
Whoil_ the postman dérivera your ordcr you merely
pay him 95c, plus a few cents postago. If you ordcr
two units you pay him only SI.75. plus postage.
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PRESS GUILD, INC.
A-2-28
16-18A Enst 30th St., New York, N. Y.
Please mail me at once
Skinderviken
Transmitter Units, for which I will pay the
postmari 95c plus postage, or $1.75 plus postage
if I ordcr two unité.
Name...
Address.
City
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AMAZ1NG STORIES
guarded by Martians as soon as they landed. Mr.
Kiordan canuot bave read his Amazing Stories
very carefully.
VVcll, so much for H. G. Wells, although much
more can be said for him. Probably every onc
doesn't like bim. Our tastcs are not ail alike, but
we can at least give otfacrs crédit for having somc
taste. As to your other authors Mr. Morritt is, so
far, ray firm favorite. Ile is grcat! The way be
can make words live is a marvel. This is the
qiiality that made Poe, and I notice that Serviss,
Verrill, Verne, Wells, and, to a certain extenl,
Burroughs, ail bave il. The lattcr is a good writcr,
and be ccrtainly bas a good imagination, but there
is a good deal of sameness to some of bis books.
Ralph Milne Earlcy, wbo bail three stories of
Venus, "The Radio Man," "ïbe Radio Ucasts,"
and "The Radio Planet," in onc of the Munsey
publications, bas belter science. In the last for
instance, the earth-boru bero is forced to construct
a radio apparatus entircly from the materiai that is
found in nature. There is also a race, or ratber
scveral races, of intelligent insects which contest
the supremacy of the more buman inbalritants. I
should surely like to see these in Amazing Stories
as well as some of Conan Doyle's sciemific stories.
His latest "Marascot Deep," is now running in the
"Saturday E venin g Post.
As to Science and Invention rc-prints, by ail
means bave theni. But start from the beginning.
VVe are not al» old readers, cspecially we youngcr
cntbusiasts. Ray Cummings bas doue good work
in the past, and many of us would like to know
how Dr. Hackcnsaw slarted. I, for onc, bail read
some six stories about him when they suddenly
stopped. Let's bave bim from* "Secret No. 1"
clean tbrougb to "Secret No. last."
Monthly or semi-monthly ? I really do not carc,
although I bave a leaning in favor of the monthly.
But please don't change until the beginning of a
new volume; otberwise it would wreck the index
that I am compiling. As for the Annual, you
might make it both annual and semi-animal. For
instance, a long novel once a year, or perhaps two.
and say onc old and one new story by favorite
authors twice a year. I think that it would work.
There is a good deal left to say, but I won't
usurp ail the space granted to us readers, so l'il
let it go for someone else to say, At any rate,
"Amazing Stories ueber ailes."
Schuyler Miller,
302 So. Ten Broech St.,
Scotia, N. Y.
[Although we do not feel that Mr. Wells needs
any defense, because he is well ablc to takc care
of himsclf, we are glad to find our views of "The
War of the Worlds" confirmed by numbers of our
readers. Détail, if skillfully applied, as Mr. Wells
undoubtedly applies it, adds greally to the vraisemblance of a story. Dickens and Thackeray are
good examples, and it is not too much to say that
if we go back to the days of old times, even Horoer
in his epics uses détail with great effect. Wells'
story of "The War of the Worlds" and his other
stories, were the détail omitted, would losc immensely. We feel that Mr. Merritt, in "The
Moou Pool" certainly produced a very striking
piece of work, and to anybody who bas been interested in the Irish Celts, his dcpiction of the
character of the Irishman, the mixture of tempérament, spirituality, and practical everyday œentality is quite skillfuh—EDITOR.]
SUGGESTIONS FOR REPRINTS
H. G. WELLS UPHELD
Editer, Amazing Stories:
I bave read your Magazine, Amazing Stories,
with considérable interest from about the fourth
or fiflh issue. I haye always taken an interest
in _ science and scîentific fiction, and bave greatly
enjoyed many of the stories which bave appeared
m this magazine.
I think your policy of reprînting stories by
Jules Verne, II. G. Wells etc., is a very good
one, and it is very interesting to read them again
afler many years. In this connection, I would
like to ask if you could reprint some of the stories
by George Griffilhs, of which "A Honeymoon in
Space" is one of the best known. I think this
story is ont of print now. and I ara sure that if
it was reprinted as a sériai in your magazine, it
would he much apprcciated. As far as I rememher, the story was to some extent divided into
épisodes, one of which could appear each month.
This author has written sevcral very good yarus
ou scicntific Unes, though I cannot now remêmber
tiie liâmes, and T. for one. would very much like
to read them again.
T would like, however. to Join issue with you
on the suhject of reprînting stories which bave just
corne ont in book form. I bought a copy of "The
r.and That Time Forgot" shortly befor'e it came
ont m your magazine, and as the instalmcnts were
long, and took up a considérable araount of space.
T fclt that T was Iicing doue ont of a good deal
of readmg inaller each month. Unless you can
prml a story beforc it cornes ont in book form.
I am sure it is a mistake to put it iu a magazine.
Of course, this is quite a différent matter from
reprînting old stories by well-known authors.
The above hriugs nie naturally to coramenting
on tiie letters from A. M. Riordan and S. Kaufman which appear in your November issue. -Neithèr
of them appear to bave grasped the fact that "The
War of the Worlds"
ritten in 189$; i.c.
practically thirty years a
when weapons of war
had not—by a very long
'—rcached their présent
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Good Pay from the Start,
Rapid Advancement and
Phénoménal Success in
A Life Profession of
Fascinating Brain-work.
You Can Learn At Home!
Here is y o ur big opportunity! Our graduâtes
are earning big money
as radio designers, as
radio executives, in
broadeasting work, as
skilled service men and
radio dealers. We bave
R. L, DUNCAN,
trained thousands to
Dircclor.
K. I. A. bccome
successful radio operators on ships and in shore stations. And now opportunity is knocking
at your door. Are you going to plod along
at a thirty-five dollar a week job when
REAL MONEY iswaitingforyou in radio?
A Brand New Course
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After years of expérience the Radio Institute of America has
evolved a new radio
course—the most upto-date of any offered
today. AU tnis firstquality equipment for
expérimental work is
furnished FREE WITH THE COURSE
—parts for making twelve différent radio circuits and the Peerless Signagraph
for code instruction.
R. I. A. backed by RCA, G-E
and Westinghouse
Conducted by RCA and enjoying the advantages of RCA's associâtes, General Electric and Westinghouse, the Radio Institute
of America can and does give the finest radio instruction obtainable anywhere.
Home Study Course
you can STUDY AT
riADIO INJIITUTC Moreover,
HOME—when you please and as long
as you please.
This new booklec describing the
course is just off the press. If you want
to learn more about the lucrative and
fascinating profession of radio send
the coupoxr now for your copy.
RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Dept. H-2 326 Broadway, New York City
RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Dept. H-2 326 Broadway, New York City
Dear Mr. Duncan:
; send me your new catalog. I want to know
more about your new radio course.
Name
Address
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$25.80 Drawing Course for $2.98
llftvcn't sou often wlshed lhat you could draw
Cartoons. Illualrat© somo idea, sketch somo prelty
face. etc. ? You eau do ail of theso things.
Oije of Anierh-a's mûst fomous Cartoonists
ond lllustralors lias devcloped a great,
simple system for succès s in ail branches
of Commercial Axt. This system lias ©
rcvolutlonlzod tho entire theory of
drawing. It means lhat drawing eau
ho as easy for you as writlng—
rauch simpler than Icurning shorthand, bookkccplng or typewriling.
We are now placlng thls original system for
Drawing, Art nnd Cartooning, con. of .'{4 lessons with over 500 illustra, wltbln roach of every one. If you
will devolo a few hours each week to the
Course WE ABSOLU TEL Y OUARAKTBE
that you wlll loarn to draw and draw woll
beforo you bave half flnished tho Course.
If we fa II to make thls claim good wo will
rofund every cent paid us. By ellmlnallng
a largo oflloo Xorco for answcrlng correspondencc. csponslvo catalOgs, etc., wo are cnabled
to mako a prlco of $2.98, tho choapest prlco
ever known for a high-grado homo
course. Many havo sent us
letlors slmllar to that of Rob't P.
Davis of Détroit, who wroto: "I can't see
le. w othors with Inforlor Courses gct from $20 to
Ihelrs. It is moro than I expectcd." Learn to
It is a big asset, no matter what flcld you arc in.
Send No Money FREE; Iftheyou"order
at
will
Just
order thepayCourse,
and
drawing oui Ht.
on arrivai
postman
^$0.98 conslsting
of artlst's
plus a few cents postago
stago _
L.
pens. paper,
payment in full for tho entlro pcncils,
lliumb taeks,
Course and Preo Drawing Outfit. crasors,
enabllng you to
If not enlirely satl.-fled, rctum etc.,
to work without
wlthln
days andAddres
wc wlll RE- go
any addttlonal cost.
PU ND fivo
MONEY.
LEDERE R SCHOOL GF DRAWING, Dou't.
'
Chaltanooga, Tonn,
©rders from outsldo the U.S.A. are payable $3.28 cash
with ord«p,
TRAVEL
On "Uncle Sam's"
M'.

New
Bandit Proof
Railway Mail Car
U. S. Government Jobs
$1140 to $3,000 Year
Men, Boys, 18 Up y Franklin Instltute
Stoady Work.
/ Dont. W-178. Rochestcr. N. Y.
A Oenllemon;
me wltliout
.Paid Vacations.
32-pafEeRush
bcoklol>ald
wlUl
list of
Common
edutation çû r;,Charco
s. Govemmonl
ble
positions
sufflclent. (jo nbtalnable. Send full* Information
t(llliu how tu ;et a position.
Mail coupon
S
immoS Naine
diately. / Address
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painlcss, comfortable.
Spccdy, permanent
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it,
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you. Small cost.
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•
Write for FREE BOOKLET
ANITA CO., 249 Anita Bldg-, Newark.N.J.
SCIENTIFIC MARVEL
£53
LIGHTER—W1NDPROOF.
What Makcs It Ught?
'?[] AU guarantecd. Sample 50 cents,
ti^i! Sample Gold or SUver Plated, $1.00
Dues the work ot expcnslve Llghtcrs.
r ,'i C
Açam Write for Prias
NEW METHOD MFG. CO.
Box A.S.3
Be a Tire Surgeon—Make $7500 Yearly
withHaywoodanew Tire Machine
Easylatestsurgcry:
to make, Big
and ii
•irerv molhoda. No experienco neceasary. We
teach y ou FREE
tEE — 18
i» complété
compiere lessons.
icHaou». BE YOUROWN
''t work for Bomebody
Bon
BOSS.' Don't
^P-feareal money
raaker. Got the facte howotheraaremakmgbigraoney. Write
TODAY for FREE Book. "Steps to Success , no Obligation.
HAYWOOD TIRE EO.UIPMENT CO.. 1312 S. OakUy Av.. Chicago

AMAZING STORIES
power and accuracy. Even Mr. Riordan's American gun crew—using tbe weapons of thirty ycars
ago—might not bave found it too cïsy a job to
tackle a Martian. As for the airplane winch
Mr. Kanfman pathetically asks for —I wonder if
he would bave liked to bave been the pilot of
tbe kind of machine that would have been produced
five years before the Wright brothers made their
first flight, quite a part front tackling a Martian
with it, I don't think I sbould care for the job.
Wishing you the best ot luck -with Amazing
Stokif.s.
"A Bermuda Reader.
[We arc indebtcd to yen for your suggestions
ahout reprints. We find that therc is a spécial
interest m such, because much good work escapes
only too many readers, who may not see the particular magazine in which it was given, and it is
also very inleresting to go back and pick ont
what we may terni the "classic short stories" for
our colurans. At the same time, you must rcmember that we arc rcstricted to stories involving some
fnrm or amount of science so that wc have a
restricted field to select from. Your comments
on H. G. -Wells, are very much to the point.
—EDITOR,]
A SUGGESTION FOR THE EARTH'S
RECKONING OF TIME
Editer, Amazis'p Storifs:
I have just fmished reading a very excellent and
hîghly interesting discussion on' the myslcrics of
time. supposed to be au accuratc exposition of tbe
astounding discoverics of that distiiiguished and
eminontly great scientist. Doctor Mortiroso.
l'ar be it from me to criticise the work of so
great and eminent a scienlist as the learned Doctor.
Vct. lest some of tho great mass of the unscieptific
public, who will read of these discoverics. may
misconstrue some of bis statements and be led into
the bypaths of nnscicntific spéculation, 1 feel that
it is my duty to expound on some of bis statements
and perhaps criticise some.
Far be it from me to otïend tbe learned Doctor,
but I feel that in some cases he lias let bis imagination laite fligbt, and lias not confincd himself to
hard facts and Sound rcasoning, and that some of
bis statements were actually unverified by
experiments.
l-'irst, let me say that 1 heartily agree with the
eminent Doctor and bis illustrious coutemporary,
Einstein, that time like motion is purely a relative
proposition, to which fact I would like lo add that
size and shape are also purely relative.
Likewise, I heartily agree that it is possible to
look into the past and witness events which happened thousands or even millions of years ago.
Likewise, 1 just as emphatically déclaré that it is
absoiutely impossible to look into the future provided that we do not jtigglc the time unit but
confine ourselves to true time.
In farther presenting my reasons for these statements it will bc nccessary for me lo divide my
discussion into two parts, that pertaining to past
events and that pertaining lo future happenings.
A slraight line is the shortest distance between
two points and time may be said to be analogous to
this straight line in that il is the shortest duration
or space between two events called the conception
and the perception. In other words, time may be
said to be lhat which intervenes between a happening and its perception by the human mind or between any two or more happenings which did not
take place at tbe same instant.
Now, in a strict sense of the word, an instant of
time would be the same throughout the entire
universe. An event happening in one part of the
universe actually happons in the most diverse part of
the universe at the same instant. Perhaps it may
not be perceived as happening until thousands of
ycars later. 1 iowcver this discrcpancy is not duc
to the happening but lo the média by which the
action is transmitled throughout ail space.
Unfortunately light rays are the only means we
have of perceiving an action uiiless we take into
considération radio, sound or cleclrical means but
what would hold true for light would hoîd true for
these also, so we will confine our illustrations to
light rays only.
Light bas a finite speed of approximately 1S6.000
miles a second, far, very far from instantaneous.
Consequently an action, taking place at a distant
point would not be perceived by us at our point
of observation until the light rays or vibrations
sel up by the action reached us.
If this action or happening was carried by média
whose speed was instantaneous and we had instruments or senses to intercept it, any action happening
any place in space would be perceived at any
other point in space at the actual instant it happened instead of at a later time. Perhaps there
are such média and we havcn't instruments or
facnlties to intercept and register them on our
senses. However, bc that as it may, this peenliar
dîscrepancy in the speed of light waves from tbe
instantaneous makes it possible for us to look into
the past. Now this perception might bc accomplished by two methods. First, by interccpting
light waves from the particular point of action at
any desired point in space by means of ether waves
or rays which would make them visible to our
senses of sight, in which case tbe farther away
from the point of action the rays are intcrcepled
the farther into the past one would look, and
secondly by actually traveling in space at a speed
greater than that at which the light rays from the
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AMAZÏNG STORIES
nt of action were travcling. In wliich case thc
ther avvay from thc
of action onc traveled
farthcr into the past one would penetratc. Howi this vicwing of past cvcnts raust hecessarily be
y a pictorial jierccption as it is evidently imsible for thc physical présent to raingîe with the
^^ysical past. That is, it would be impossible for
a person living in thc présent to transmit bis
physical self into the past and lice and act in the
drama of life then beiiig unfoîdcd.
Now let us soc what are our chances of penetraling
into the future. Our good friend Doctor Menliroso
sccms to believe this to be possible and cilcd scvcral
instances where he had açtually witnessed an event
scveral hours before it was reported as happening
in the opposite side of thc world although the word
was sent almost immcdiatcly over thc press wires
"and^should have heen at the most only a few
minutés late in arriving.
Now here is where I must differ very radically
front our learned Doctor, hecause from any angle
which I can conceivc of, I cannot imagine man
ever invading the future and, wilnessing future
cvcnts liefore they happen. Any wituessing of
future events such as claimed by our learned Doctor would bave to he donc by a jwggling of the
time unit.
As we statcd before, any action or object créâtes
a disturbance in a certain média such as light and
this affects our sensés of sight causing us to perçoive thc action or object, the time intervening
dépend in g on the distance the light waves must
travel. Conscqucntly il is sclf-cvident that unless
we have thc action or object to croate thc waves
in the médium we could have no perception of it.
Thc mere fact that our learned Doctor was
ablc to perecive an event apparently twelve hours
before it happened was duc to the rather crude
niethod which man bas invented for telling thc duràtion of time on this planet. Ile bas adopted an arbitrary system based upon the sun's position but
unfortunatoly the sun docs not risc at thc same
period of time at ail points on thc carth, there being a dillercnce of twelve hours from onc point to
a dircctly opposite point. In other words thc sun
rises twçlvc hours later at a point direclly opposite
Now York than it does at New York, yet in rcality
il is the samc instant of time every place on earth.
To make up for tins descrcpancy man bas convcnicntly sel: bis time pièces back to correspond
to sun-time. Thus a person travcling instantaneously around thc earth from cast to west and
setting bis watch to correspond to thc prevailing
..time al any specified points would find on retùrning
that he had losl a day and night, or in otlïer words,
hîs watch would bc twenty-four hours slow.
Now that is thc condition our friend Dr. Mcntiroso fourni and he set his watch according to thc
prevailing time in thc places he vîsited. Çonsequently lie arrived in his starting place according to
his watch several hours before he started. Looking
at it from this angle a news item may he puhlished before it happened, due to the différence
in time betweeu the two points and to thc rapid
means of communication, while in thé truc sense
of the word thc event happened at just one instant
of time and as such was registered in ail parts of
the universe at that instant.
Now such a condition as above stated should
not exist in this enlightencd age of rapid communication. It seems to me that the same instant
of time should bc specified the same throughout thc
entirc universe and that sun time should be made
to correspond. Twelve noon should he twelve noon
at every point even though the sun was on thc op
posite side of the earth at the time. Perhaps
future générations may make this correction and
do away with the possibility of a news item arriving in onc part of the world before it was supposed to have happened.
I hope now that I have succccded in exposing
the fallacy of thc théories of Doctor Mentiroso of
pcnctrating into the future in the true sense of
the word. Let us always bear in mind in cxpounding any other théories of future forecasting.
that it is always necessary to have thc action or
object before our senses or any médium for registering it will perceive or carry it. Thus it is self
évident that any future forecasts are an impossihility and can exist only in the imagination of
clairvoyants and fiction writers.
B. Allen Frazicr,
517 S. Fort St.
Springfield, Mo.
[We have reccived a good deal of unfavorable
criticism of Dr. Mentiroso. Comparatively few peoplc, however, realize the surpassing importance of
thc différence of time at différent latitudes which
lias taken countlcss ships in sàfety over thc océans
of thc world. and here, curîously enough. we find
tjiat Dr. Mcntiroso's théories have olicitcd- an extremcly interesting Icttcr with the original suggestion about changing thc nomenclature of time. We
see our worthy friend, the "Lying Phcnomenon." bas
given good service in eliciting this suggestion from
you. Jt seems to us, however, that the doetor's
critics have taken him far too seriously, and should
rather regard the humor of the whole thing. than
its corrcspondence with their own ideas.—EDITOK.]
MIXED CENSURE AND PRAISE
Editât-, Amazino Stories:
Becausc this is m y first letter to you, do not
think that I am axi "old crab." I have found
several things the matter with your slorics that
you haVe published.
In your October issue "Around
the Universe0 by Ray Cummings was terrible!
In thc first place he tried to have too rauch happen
in onc «tory and took no time for explantffoôns,
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for iutrodadn« finest assortod
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AMAZING STORIES

BOOKS

8
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$1

TARE YOUR PICK
1. New York
10. Sensation Seekers
2. Campus Flirt
11. The Rambling Ranger
3. Almost a Lady
12. Don't Tell the Wife
4. Tho Love Thlef
13. Tho Road to Mandalay
5. Los Misérables
14. Trackcd by tho Police
6. That's M y Baby
15. Tell It to the Marines
7. Tho Dlxie Flyor
16. Whal Happoned to Jones
8. The New Klomlike 17. The King of the Jungle
9. Forbldden Watcrs 18. Tho Cat and the Canary
A S you can readily see from the titles,
thcsc books are the latest créations of
fiction that liave been adaptée! into
"movie thrillers." The books are of
standard size, well bound and profuscly
illustrated by "movie stills."
At this price, S for 31, the country's
buyers are fast floeking in!
If you want to feel sure of delivery, we
urge you to send coupon immediatcly!
Use Coupon! Order by Number!
CONSRAD CO.. INC..
230 Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y.
Gentlomon: I enclose SI for books Number ..
Namc
Address
City
State

Hisfî Schoot
Course in
2 Years.
This simplified, complété High School
| Course—speciallyprepared for home study
■T by leading professors—meets ail requxreH» ments for entrance to collège, business, and
eadiaBprofe3sïon8,
20 other 'Over
200 notcd Englneors, BubCourses
mm which you noci
\Ra. your
inclinations
be, you
cnn'thopo
to nocceed
without may
apecializod
tralnlnR-.
Le
wâk izsflvo you tbe proctical traiolns: you ueedtHL
American School
Croxol Avo. & SBth Stroet
Oopt. H. 2291 Chicago
Money Back When Y.ou Finish If Not Satisfied
Sumlcan Scîiooi, DeptH-2291 Crexel Ave. and 53lh St.. Chicago
Send me full Information on tho subjoct checked and
how you wlll help mo wln succese in that line.
..'TloctricaS Englnoer
Architoct
... . General Education
Oulldins Contracter
Automobile Engineer
hawyer
Civil Englneer
"Mach. ShopPractlco
Structural Englneer
E'rtochanlcalEnglneer
Susinoos Mannser
Oteam Englneor
C. P. A. & Auditor
Sanltary & Heatlng
Survoyor & Mapplng
flookkeopor
High Sckool Groduato
Draftsman & Dealgnor
Nam»
Vdrcoo .
BECOMJS Jl ^HOTOGIiAPHJSR!
FasaMaimgirorA> BIG PAV - Lcarn Quickjy
AJ
Earn $50 lo $250 Wookly
Write
Illustrated
Book. for
TellsFree
howFascln'i'lng
you can becomo
a sncccsaful Movie Photographer, Portrait,
Commercial orNCwsPhotographcr. I/earn
In your sparc tlmoat Homo or atourNew
York studios. Freo Employment Service.
\§ N.Y. INSTITUTEof PHOTOGRAPHY
10 West 33rd St., New York. Dept. 103

FOREST RANGERS
MEN, get Forest Ranger job: SI 25-8200 mo. and
home furnished: permanent: hunt, fish, trap. etc. For
détails, write NORTON, 2030 Temple Court, Dériver,Colo.

espccially when the Professer took the plancts from
their orbits. If the story wns çarried into détail
and made longer so as to heconic a sériai, iî
woilld be much better. AU of Cnnimings' storics
arc not bad ones, however. For instance, in the
"Wcird T'aies" they publishcd a sériai "Fxplorcrs
into Infinity" by hiin which was wonderful. If
you arc going to reprint some of hîs storics why
not pick the good ones? Anothcr thing is 11. <I.
Wçlls. Ile is the worst writer that you bave.
Ile always tries lo paint the character too much,
and as it is, be only spoils a good story. Tlis story.
"The War of the Worlds," starlcd ail right, but ils
ending was terrible. Why? Becausc lie makes the
brotlicr's chronicle too long. Ile takes a Utile plot
that would ordinarily cover only a paragrapb or
two and makes it take up a couple of chapters.
Therc arc only two more criticisms that I have,
and these are; Why print thosc lieaslly détective
and humorotis storics? They have no right lo lie in
your magazine. They contain only a littic scienlificlion, and that is superfluons.
Now, let's turn to something toward the good
of your magazine. Your aulhors, as a whole, arc
very good. Among the best arc; A. Merrill, Edgar
Kice Hurroughs, A. Ilyatt Verrill, (Tarrctt P.
Scrviss, and your latest, (Jarret Smith. These authors ail ,arc very good. But A. Merritt certainly
leads them ail. I am looking forward to the sequel
to "The Face in the Abyss" with great interest.
VVhy not have him write a sequel to "The Moou
Pool," which was a rcal raasterpiece? I anf sure
tlic rcaders would acccpt this with gratitude
I am greatly in favor of having a scmi-monthly
magazine. It seems too long to wait a whole month
for the next issue to appear.
Lawrence Clark,
Ilotci Norris,
Brockton, Mass.
P S.—I have just bought your Novembcr issue,
ami " lue Machine Mau of Ardathia" was a
"çorker."
,, fit is Tair to say that in selecting stories, the
Editer is somewhat influenced by the réputation of
the author, and wc feel that our list of liâmes is
quitc impressive. Ray Cummings' work is very
much appreciatcd, and you will find in our columiis,
appréciation of détective stories. You will observe
lhat détective stories give an admirable basis for
science, cspecially physico-psychological apparatus
and phenomena. Wc hope that our aulhors may
be mspired to carry ont the scquels to their slories
as proposed by many of our rcaders. Most of our
rcaders Uked "The Moon Pool," even if it was not
ImVito'r ]C a t'lcnIe' as so,"e others have beeu.-—
SUGGESTIONS FROM A PRINTER
i-.aitor, Amazing Stories:
The introduction of Mr. VerriU's story in the
Novcmber issue prompts me to write you and give
my opinion of your magazine, with suggestions,
wlnçh I think will lie met favorably by vour
readers, as well as by your aulhors.
Since. according to Mr. Verrill, no two secin to
agree with comments as to stories, etc., perhaps
many will agree aboul the appearance of your publication. You can glean from the heading of my
letter lhat 1 am a printer, while not a large commercial man nor onc of vast expérience in the
gamc. I have some ideas about the dress of printed
mafter.
1 n fer
/ taken
these suggestions,
and trust
offense
will be
at the criticisms,
northat
willnothey
lie
misunderstood.
In the first place. looking at the magazine from
the inside ont, I find there are not many publications which contain the material, bolh from the
standpoint of conversational English, and from that
of ideas. which I find in your Amazinc Stories
I eau hardi y call it litcrature, which I would like
lo do, but it resembles it very much. The authors
have very good imaginations, and have material
which conlains food for thought even for would-bv
scientists, in which group I would be classed.
As I said looking at the hook from the inside oui
t bas merit which does not rcflecl from the outsidv
m. If you could and would get away from those
heavy lithographed covers, and use half-tbnes
(with a slight change in the style of the drawings).
it would have more appeal to the public. I meau
to more of the public. Thcn too if vou would use
a whitc book paper inslcad of the heavy newsprint
you uow use, and command more advertisements to
off-set the added expense, it would crcate a larger
circulation, and thcn you would get a better class
of advertisers and incidentally form a,more or less
endless chain between advertisers ami circulation.
It can be done. and I hope it will lie donc, for
I m very much inferested in the succcss of the
magazine, and want it to continue. I hope within
tue next four months to suhmit a storv similar to
''••irrrt Smith's "Trcasures of Tantalus," and yet il
is dilïerent enottgh uot lo have the aspect of being
copied or of heing a take off.
A fcw more illustrations (in the new magazine
suggested) would be bénéficiai providing that you
can (Îud other artists who eau blend in with Paul,
for that type of sketches,
I have been wondering why some enterprising
fellow doesn't locate an author in or ncar Berlin or
\ icmia, and obtain some authcntic fiction about the
présent trend of science. Take for instance the
fécent movie "Metropolis," a German Production
(Luiversai Film Co., supervision) the most wonderful production I have ever witncsscd. The authors

-to the Red Planet
—Mars
"THE MASTER MIND
OF MARS," by Edgar
Rice Burroughs. — This
absorbing story appears
for the first time in the
first AMAZING STORIES
ANNUAL.
The book is ready on
ail newsstands—50c.
To you readers of this
AMAZING STORIES
magazine, the type of
story awaiting you in
the ANNUAL needs not
introduction.
Strange
stories by some of the
foremost scientifiction
writers of the world.
Order your copy now
fi'om the newsdealer, or
direct.
50 C.
EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.
230 Fifth Avenue
New York City
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HOW TO OBTÀTfT
A Perfect Looking Nose
My latest improved Model 25 corrects
now ill-shapea noses cjuickly, palnlessly.
permanontly and coin fort ably at home.
is the adjustmont
only noseshaplng
ofIt preciso
and a appUahce
safe and
guaranteed
patent
devlco
wlllnose.
aotually give you a perfcct that
looking
Write
for
free
booklct
which
tells
you
-^r
how (0 obtain a porfect looking nose.
M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noscshaping
Spccialist. Dept. 3013. Binghamton. N. Y.
MIDGET NAME CARDS
Trade Mark. Rcjt. U. S. Pal. Off.
THE SLATEST NOVELTY
SOc. Per Book
Eacli book conlains 50 prrfcctliltlc namc cards. size
mm, in gcnuinc Icathcr casc. Choicc of black,
. tan. green or rcd. A pcrfcct namc card.
I Namc in Old English type. Pricc complète 50c. Send siamps, coin or moucy
order. Satisfaction guaranteed or moncy
refunded. Asmis IVantrd.
MBDGET CARD SHOP
14 S. Market Square. Harrisburg, Pa.
Simple
torr ofpjçetofthnllinj
OPEN ROAD
for BOYS
Mïj4ànï--50
srourt.rkiure*.
ff-X'
y mrWêry.<;c.
fro«bunon.bigourfii
mmbri.hip in
cSc WINN'
iTb.»ivj-ncw
CLUB —A1k>
VJJSC
pljn for frulingFREE!
Ion oT
ruy
Ponymon»and
idd bicydesweii pUet.
too. N'oAl.L
©bltyjtioa
WiNNIT CLUB :: Open Road for Boys
^SBOIVTON STREET. 85 ^tJOSTOS. MAS&

AMAZING STORIES
Ihe play could givc many interesting articles,
storics, Ijotb àutlientic and imaginary, for they
nearcr tiie home of sciences of varions natures,
i we are licrc in America. I mean they can
oliicr subjccts than just liglit rays, deatli
and other rays, and fdûrth dimensions,
lie ot
play f have refcrencc to, trusting that you
. " toscè"
deals forwith"The
a topic,
and ideas
■suniliar
tliese>'■ nscd
Day After
Tomorrovv" by Sir Phillip Gibbs, in Ihe Cosmopoiitan. In other words "Mctropoiis" is the city of
Ihe future, emphasizing Ihe future living conditions, buildings, and Ihe drudgery of future work.
Kantastic, that's true, but quite probable, and possible, and not as remote as some of the articles in
your magazine.
Watkin L .Evans,
4010-48lh Avenue South,
.
.
[We thiuk tliat you can safeiySeattle.
cail theWash.
storics
we publish literature. We ccrtainly have distinguished present-day nuthors. Your interest in
the success of our magazine, wc assure you is most
warmly- apprcciatcd. and wc should l>e very glad to
read any storics which you might suhmit. Our
artisl, Paul, has a particular talent, which finds a
very good ficld in the class of storics we print. We
have puhlished in the past, storics dealing with
Ihe city of the future, some descriptions of which
bave hecn by no means lacking in originality and
pîcturcsqueness."
We fully agrée with you that our covers are
perhaps not artistic. Wc are fully aware ot that
point, but wc are far more iutcrestcd for selfish
reasous and from your standpoint as wcli, that for
ll»c success of Amazing Stories, tlie magazine
must first of ail seil. ft has bceu known, by expérience. that only loud covers will stop tlie passerby
at the news-stand these days. Ail so-called artistic
covers. with few exceptions, unless they are pretly
girls' heads, do not makc for large circulation.
As to the inside paper—It is true that the paper
which wc are using is not of the best, but it would
bc économically impossible to publish this magazine
at ail, right now. with a better paper used. As
soon as tlie publication gels furtber along ou ils
adverlising road, it will be possible to use much
better paper. KDITORJ
A WELL THOUGHT OUT SUGGESTION FOR
A STORY, WHICH WILL BE AMAZING,
YET TRUE
liditor, Amazing Stories:
Being an ardent reader of Amazing Stories and
Otie who haunts the news stands for cacli new copy
on the fourth of eyery month, I think I am cntitled
to my little say in regard to its contents,
Although each copy is priceless to me and
brings me great plcasure I find myself stumped
when I try to interest my friends in its contents.
Some think me crazy, somé just smile in a pitying
way, and others would likc to bc more convinced.
Now. ail of your stories are very good. I galber
mnch valuablc information from them ail. and your
stories in général tend to salisfy a craving I have
had ail my life for what lies beyond our own
world, but I am not oniy interested in niysclf, I
wonlil like to interest my friends, and I wânt you
to help me.
Ail your stories "with thp exception of a few."
rftart ivlth the présent and wind up iii the future.
I have read every issue that has been released and
there isn't oue story that does not makc the rcador
stretch bis or lier imagination to some cxlcnt. Some
stories seettf aimost impossible 'even to your imagination, while others make your brains reel trying
to kcep up with them.
Now, here is what I would like you to do. Suppose Amazing Stories were being puhlished iu the
fourteenth century; tlie authors of stories writlen
al that time would uafurally be persons with
great forcsight, and gifted with ideas that might
corne Irue hundreds of years later. They would
probably dream of great machines flying in the
air, pc-ople talking thousands of miles through the
air, etc. and bring in many of our présent day
wonders, which would ail be very amazing to the
people of the fourteenth century, just as are our
présent day amazing stories of today to us. The
people of that day would never believe some of
our présent day tacts, nor wiil a lot of présent
day people believe in what will be facts of the
future.
I wa.nt you to get someone to write such a
sample story that will show your présent readers
ihat Amazing Stories can corne true, and the only
way to convince them is to prcsumahly write il
m the fourteenth cenlpry and show everyone that
what would appear a mad dream hundreds of years
«go is just a commonplace today, 1 am sure such
a story Would convince the majoriiy of my friends
of what might happen in tlie future. Il would
prove of great interest to your thousands of readers.
We today could feel how superior we arc in
intelligence to tlie people of that day, and how
ignorant we may appear to the coming générations.
Al least ask your readers what they think of
this idea.
Hoping you can do this, and will publish this
letter.
Arthur Ostrander,
293 Marion Street,
Brooklyn, N. V.
[Your suggestion for a story is so good, that wc
'ope some of our authors will act upou it. It
would lie quite in the vein of one of Edgar A.
I oo s stories and should ofter a fertile field. What
do our readers think?—EDITOR.]
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OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS
T/tis colutnn will appear monthly
in Amazing Stories
Rate—six cents a word. 10% discount for 6 issues and 20% for 12
issues. Cash should accompany ail advertisemeuts unless piaeed by an
accreditcd advertising agency. Advertisemeuts for less than 10 words
not acccptcd.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
230 Fifth Avenue
New York City
AGENTS WANTED
ARVEO POLISIflNG CLOTHS scli every
where for 25c. New and improved. Absolutely
safe for hands and ail kinds of metals. Exclusive
territories open to first class agents. Write for
our unusual proposition. Arvco Industries, Box
147-A. Grosse Ile, Michigan.
ART
Trench Novcitics for Mcn. Send direct fo
"Gay Parce" for sample and li-sts. Oniy 25c
stamps (not coin). Dj, Morey, Boite Postale 55,
Depl. "39. Paris. France. (Erencli postage Se).
BOOKS
I1YPNOTISM WÏNSÎ 25 casy les son s and 248
page illustrated refcrencc guide, $2.00. "Slindrcading" (any distance). Wondcrful, $2.00. Scicnce instiliite. A430. hlilwaukce Ave., Qiicago.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$10 per momh m your home, folding. mailing
circulars. Expérience unnecessary. Particuiars
and samplcs, 25c. Adams Mailing Service, Box
102, l'rackville, Pa.
Eree Book. Start little Mail Ordqr business.
Hadwil, 5A-74 Cortlandt Street, N. Y.
AMATEUR CARTOONISTS: Make Money in
spare finie with new cartoon selling plan. Write
SMITH'S SERVICE, Wenatchee, Wash.
MAKE big profits with Chinctlla Kabbits.
Real Moneyinakers. Write (or facts. Box 131,
Conratl's Rnncli. Denver, Colo.
CHEMISTRY
Ml!,scribe le. The New PUPULAK CIIEMISTRYU A monthly chemieal magazine coutaining the latest chemieal news, experiments, formulas, answers to chemieal questions, chemieal news
in medicine, and other interesting features. Three
trial copies, 30 cents. No stamps. Ône year for
$1.00. Book catalog free to yearly subscribers.
Popular Chemistry Company, Depl. JC, Swedesboro. N, J.
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
l sed Con-cspondcnce School courses sold on repurchasc basis. Also rented and exchanged.
Money-back guarantee. Catalog frcc. (Courses
houglit). I.ce Mountain, Pisgah, Alabamn.
DETECTIVES
DETECTIVES Eam Big Money. Travcl. .Make
secret investigations. Expérience unnecessary.
Particuiars free. Write, American Détective System, 2190 Broadway, N. Y,
FOR INVENTORS
J AM in toucli with hundreds of moneyed men
and manufacturers who wish to buy good inventions, Hartley, 3S Court St., Bangor. Maine,
GAMES AND TOYS
i lay ' Bugs, ' the new game sensation! Just
the thing for parties. Pair spécial dicc and instructions complété, 25c postpaid. The Grico
Mfg. Company, Downers Grove. 111.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN
I lays, musical comédies and revues, minstrel
music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts, nionologs,
dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readings, stage handbooks, make-up goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison & Co., 623 So. Wabash,
Di pt. 20, Chicago.
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we are going
givothonove»
$6000.09
m prizes.
Have alrcsdy
glven toaway
eanaa of dollars. Virginia Uinbargor won Ï1MB.00.
ElheSnearlogcn. JloOO.GO.Lonia SlltOsrgîZOOO.OO.aod
others. Addressea on roquest. Yoa can wln $ 3000.00
Can Foo Find the Twins ?
No, It's not es easy as It looks because two. and only
two of thq bats on the girls pictored to the right aro
cxactly aitkc. Find them —mark them —send your
answer today. SEO nlg costiy prizes will bo glven and
daplkate
prizes
bo paldnow,
in c-ase
of ties
to thoso
tylng. Costa
youwillnothlng,
lator.
or evèr.
AU
who anawcr can aharo in cash prizes. Everybodv
rewarded. Send answer—Icarn how lo get this prize.
$500.00 Extra for Promptness
— œaklng total prize yoa can wln $3000.00 Send no
money, just find twinhats.
mark them, answer tcdoy.
# l8l
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ver, ô3ï.
Wonh"Cpeamorn
Chlenae
G. A.
Culver.
Manas.r.«t..
Hoom
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MISCELLANEOUS
WOU'I.D YOU spend twenty-nve cents to lie
aoie to play ail chords on the piano at sight? If
so send for your copy of "Banuon's CTiord Chart
lor 1 lano. The casiest System known. B & L
Music Specialties Co., 123 Flowers Ave., Pitlsourgli, Pa.
FORMS to cast Lead Soldiers. Indians. Marines.
Irappcrs, Animais, 151 kinds. Send 10c for
i l lustrated catalogue. H. C. Schicrckc, 1034 72d
bt., Brooklyn, îs;. Y.
^o^es,
Otto Waldmann, 1450
First ail
Ave..sizes.
New List
York. free.
ONE of the biggest mails on earth. Sent to
any address for 10c. Louisiana Distributing Service, Dept. X, Ilarmon, La.
1 CANE Bccomes Ukclele by Removiug Secret
"ver. Ki.aO. Broadway Music Co., Bayonnc, NJ.
__r!
OLD MONEY WANTED
OLD Money VVantcd. Uo you know that Coin
Collectors pay un to $100.00 for certain U. S.
Lents? And high premiums for ail rare coins?
We buy ail kinds. Send 4c for Large Coin Folder.
May mean much profit to you. Numismatic Co.,
l'cpl. lai, l-i. Wonli, Tex.
l'RIMTING OUTFITS AND SUPPLIES
PRINT YOUK OWN cards, slationery, circulars, paper, etc. Complète outfits, $8.85: lob
Presses. $11, $29; Rotary, $149. Print for others,
big profit. AU easy, rules seul. Write (or catalog
presses, type, paper, etc. Kelsey Company, F-67,
Mcnden, Conn.
1W Business Cards for $1. Each addilional 100
ordered at the saine time, 50 cents. Sample free.
Howard Weavcr. 28 S. Market Street, Mechauicshurg, Pa,
FINEST Bond Lelterhcads, SK- x 11, $3.95 M.
Envelopes, $2.95. OBERMAN COMPANY, Box
1268. Chicago.
SALESMEN WANTED
COLLECT PHOTOS and earn $75 to $125 a week
as my représentative! Bc my représentative in
your photos for our wonderful line of Photo Medallions, Powder Compacts, Photo Jewelry, Photo
rountain Pcns, etc. No experience, no investments. Your friends, ncighbors, everybody, your
prospect. $2.-$5 commission on each sale. Send
for our proposition. Gibson Photo Jewelry Co..
box (iG-608-614 Gravescnd Ave., Brooklyn. N. V.
SONG POEMS
-SUN G Poe m Writers. Write Séquoia Sbngwnter s Service, Sherman Branch, X.os Angeles,
( alif.
(FREE) "Song Writers' Guide" D24-622 GoodclL
Grecn Bay, Wis.
Song Poem Writers—Have bona fide proposition. Hibbeler, D165, 2104 N. Keystone Ave.,
Chicago.
STAMP COLLECTING
300-300-300! AU dillerent stamps (Cal. over
$6.00): 300 hinges; 5 approval shecls; duplicatc
stanip album;' perforation c...
gauge; raillimeter
scale
i av-aiv..
ann •ru
rnl#>r
tn approval
unnrtw'.l applicants
o r..-.! , ......
r...
-n-..
and
1er to
only vv,for
20c.
EDGEWOOD , .STAMP CO., DEPT. C. MILFORD. CONN.
100 Différent Stamps Free to approval applicants sendmg 2c postage. The foilowing sets are
exceptional value at 10 cents each. 11 Argentine,
7 Brazil 10 Chilc, S Uruguay, 6 Madagascar.
Many others on request. Merritt Stamp Co., 1317
Ridge Ave., Steubenville. Ohio.
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"Don't

tell

me
99

you

never

had

a

chance

".Four years ago you and

been climbing ever since.

I

same

You had the same chance

bench. We were hoth dis-

I had, but you turned it

contented. Remember the

down. No, Jim, you can't

noon we saw the Interna-

expect more money until

tional Correspondence

you've trained yourself to

Schools'

handle bigger work."

worked

at

the

advertisement?

That woke me up.

I real-

ized that to get ahead I
needed
and I

spécial

training,

decided to let the

I.C.S. help me.
marked

the

When I

coupon

I

asked you to sign with me.
You said, 'Aw, forget it!'
"I

made

the

most

There are lots of "Jims" in
the world — in stores, factories, offices, everywhere. Are
you one of them? Wake up!
Every tinie you see an I.C.S.
coupon your chance is staring
you in the face.

Don't turn

it down.

of

Right now over 100,000

my opportunity and have

men are preparing themselves

for bigger jobs and better pay
through I. G. S. courses.
You can join tliem and get
in line for promotion. Mark
and mail this coupon, and find
out how.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Vinversai Vnivcrsity"
Box 7I4I-B, Scranton, Penna.
WUhout c«>st or oblipallon. pleasc send me a « opy of
your iMioklct. "Who Wlns and Why," and full particulars
about the subjcct lejorc whlch 1 have marked X:
BTnduBtrl.il Manapomcnt
Bîîuslness
Personnel Manafrcmont
.Show CardCorrcspondcnco
and Sign
LJTrafflc Manapemenl
Lotterlng
Ubusiness Law
C
Stcnbgraphy
and Typing
□Accouiïtjnp and C.P.A.
□ Civil Service □ Englisb
Coachlng
L Kallway Mail Clcrk
aCost
Account tri g □ French □Common School Suhjects
Ucolckccplng
H Hl.th School Subjccts
§Seoretarial Work
and Book
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